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Carol Dean Muller
68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey PRospect 5-3163
Date of Birth: July 24, 1933
Marital Status: Single
Health: Excellent
Education

Northwestern University, The Medili School of Journalism B.S.J., minor in political science, 1955 
M.S.J., with distinction, 1956 

Neptune Township (N.J.) High School, first academically in a class of 100, 1951

Mortar Board - national honorary for college women; vice president 
of the Northwestern University chapter, 1955

Theta Sigma Phi - national honorary for women in journalism
Assistantship and scholarship, The Medlll School of Journalism, 1955-56
Vice president of Associated Women Students, Northwestern University
Dormitory president

Present Activities
New Jersey Association of Daily Newspaper Women
First Methodist Church, Asbury Park, N.J.

Teaching Experience
One semester of journalism at a junior college (while doing 

graduate work at the University of California)
Five summers as instructor at Northwestern University*s high 

school journalism institute. The program is more than 30 
years old, each year attracts about 110 students from around the nation, and is college level.

Occasional lecturing while education editor for the Asbury Park Press.
Other Job Experience
The Asbury Park Press, Asbury Park, N.J. (Seven days a week;

43,000 circulation)
General reporter
Copyeditor (including a weekly turn in the slot)Education editor

Wells College, Aurora, N.Y. - director of publications and 
publicity, September 1956 to June 1958

New Jersey Bell Telephone Co., Asbury Park, N.J. - long distance operator - summers, 1951-52-53-54
Travel
Exténsive, including five months in Europe, mostly by scooter

ReferencesX*11 be glad to supply them on request

Organizations and Activities
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Carol Dean Muller 
112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean drove, New Jersey 

Tel: Prospect 4-3831

Age : 25Marital status: single
Physical disabilities: none

Education
Neptune Township High School, Ocean drove, New Jersey* 1951 
Northwestern University, The Medili School of Journalism* 

B.S.J., minor in political science, 1955 
M.B.J *, with distinction, 1956 

University of Colorado, summer school, 1955

University Organisations and
Theta Sigma Phi - national honorary for women in journalism 
Mortar Board - national honorary for college women; vice- 

president of Northwestern University chapter, 1955 
Assistantship and scholarship, The Medili School of Journalism, 

1955-56Vice-president of Associated Women Students, Northwestern 
University

Partial List of Journalism Courses
Press Photography Contemporary Affairs
Advanced Photography Publication Management
Picture Editing Newsroom Problems i Policies

Job Experience
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, Asbury Park, New Jersey.

long distance operator# Bummers 1951-54 
Northwestern University, High School Journalism Institute* 

Staff member (instructor). Summers, 1956-57 
Wells College, Aurora, New York. Director of Publications 

and Publicity. September, 1956 to June, 1958

Reporting 
Gopyreading 
Mews Editing 
Typography



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grave, N.J.
U.S.A.Monday, November 17

.....and how about your little world? For your statistical 
information, your score is no?/ 3 out of 7.
Well, believe.it or not, I finally made it back to the hallowed 
shores and my typewriter. It is a bit of an improvement over 
my script, what/ I’m like a little kid with a lollypop^ at-the 

A refrigerator to raid, hot showers any time... it’s 
the little things that count. I think my mother’s glad to have 
me back. Spent an hour cleaning out her oven this morning, the second load of wash is now in process, and I shopped.for 
groceries this morning after taking her to school bright and 
early-r-yawn. . Domestic of me, don’t you think, and I’m even 
getting a kick out of it. Thenovelty probably will wear off by 
tomorrow, but at the pinute I’m just happy to be back.in 
civilization.
The boat trip was great. Not a darn thing to do but sit on deck all day, wrapped up in two balnkets like an ancient Egyptian.It was a bit rocky in spots, and about half of the passengers 
were in pain, but yours truly just kept eating..and eating.
You would have appreciated the menus as much as I. An immense 
choice, and everything already paid for. That was all the 
incentive I needed. Steak, shrimp cocktail, crab salad, turkejr, 
ad infinitum, I usualljr had at least two horw d’oevres, pluse 
four or five other courses. Everything was all right until 
I ordered a baked potato for dessert one night. The waiter did 
a real double-take on that one.
fhy—am I wear4ng--out-~a sheet of paper—with this—rodL

t'ü matrtprs
JBe-seeing—

Hmm., sounds like you might Six us a busy social schedule in 
Aurora, you old schemer. I think I can arrange to stay until 
Friday morning, if you don’t decide to throw me out before then. 
Go to work, gq-1, and see how many invitations you, can got for us4-

SKy
I don’t care where I stay; whatever seems to work out best will do. ix&XK If you’d just as seon separate business and pleasure, 
I have no objection; just move a cot in for me.
I won’t save dinner for you on Wednesday night; but I’ll see to it /that the ice box is^gr&Cked^wi th gnnflir̂ ,. If you’re coming 
down via New York City and Northern New Jersey, take it easy. 
Last time I took Wells kids^down h e r I_ go ft thoroughly copguse 
and completel they’ve been knownmpietj Ah
1 s e w s ftch those gas stations; 
to confuse people’s sense of direction.



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grove, New Jersey 
December 15, 1958

Dear Pat and Sue
I seem to have only Pat’s address, but I understand that you two 
lucky characters live in the same vicinity and read the same mail.
I just realized as I dated this letter that I*ve been home exactly 
a month. Yipe; old age is fast approaching. And where on earth 
can I begin to tell you about Europe. I got your address from 
Willie and presume that she may have written something of our 
escapades, but, what the heck, here goes.
We landed at Shannon airport June 10 and, before we even had time 
to get some local currency, found ourselves on a bus for the ”main" 
part of town, staring stupidly at the change the conductor handed 
us for our American dollar. Shillings? What1re they? Heaven only 
knows how much that ride cost us; we couldn’t figure it out. And 
I’ve been wondering ever since why the British perversely refuse to 
put their finances on the decimal system. Hopped a train to Dublin 
after a quick survey of Shannon, ^iich looked only slightly more 
lively than Aurora, and by luck got a room in a private home, where 
we had breakfast served to us any hour we desired. (I’m one of those 
Idiot souls who enjoyed Irish, Scottish and English foddi) We 
located a scooter salesroom and were soon in the charge of a nice 
young fellow named Denis Tierney, who turned out to be an actor, too. 
So while we were madly racing around Dublin--for about three days)- 
trackAng down all the documents we needed, we spent the evenings 
having one heck of a good time. He was playing in Dylan Thomas’
Under Milkwood, which we saw, and following wheh we went to an 
actor’s party. They loved to dance, and we really rocked, while 
at the same time being thoroughly amused. It was good old American jazz; not an Irish song all night.
By the time we’d learned to drink Irish coffee, to navigate our 
scooters on the left side of the street, and to get up the nerve, 
several days had passed. Our first day out my reflexes weren’t 
working fast enough, and I gently bumped Willie’s monster machine, 
but no harm dane, except to our collective nerves. By the time we 
got through Belfast and onto the ferry for Scotland, we were 
gaining confidence in our HSU Primes.
Scotland is a wild and beautiful country, but It was a cold June and 
we darn near froze. We went north as far as the Isle of Skye, then 
chickendd out on our Ideas of going clear north, and made a bee-line 
for Inverness and Edinburgh. We hosteled just about all the way, 
which meant cold water, cooking our own food, and nothing resembling 
a bath for a least a week. We were beginning to get ^Europeanized” 
and were just as gald that the cold weather was with us. Edinburgh 
we both liked, and the sun made one of its rare appearances as we 
entered the city. So off we skipped to sightsee--and ended by taking 
naps on the hillside below the castle. Tup; we thoroughly enjoyed
Edinburgh.



We left Edinburgh one evening, determinedly bound for London, Before 
long the rain really came down, and we stopped a few miles south of 
town. The next morning, as we were packing up again, we realized 
that there was a train station about half a block away. Almost in 
unison we headed for the station, and 15 minutes later selves and 
scooters were rail-bound for London. All day we sat in our dry, 
little compartment, smiling at the elements. And so at length we 
arrived in London--in a downpour. It more or less abated to a 
drizzle by the next day, and we proceeded to do the town. In five 
days we saw My Fair Lady, Salad Days, and a riot-too-good comedy, 
went to Wimbledon, toured Westminster Abbey (I’m sure Willie looked 
at every damn stone; I was bored, frankly), saw the guard change 
and enjoyed the antics of the spectators more than those of the 
toy soldiers, heard the orators at Hyde Park, took a nap there 
(of course), and woke up in the middle of a communist parade. *Twas 
very interesting, and complete with wYanks go home" slĝ s; others 
which showed a real soul for poetry, e.g. f!Ainft got spaces for U.S. bases.” We looked in the newspapers the next day and discovered 
that the English take care of their communists by studiously ignoring 
them, instead of outlawing them.
Next stop: St. Malo, which is a alarming old, walled port town that
Pat must have visited; perhaps both of you have. I wish we’d taken 
time to see more of Brittany; it seems to have a certain, simple 
charm about it that stands in striking contrast to the tourist- 
infested areas. We arrived at Mont St. Michel at sunset; one of the 
most impressive sights I saw as the streaks of light gradually 
faded behind that huge pile of rock. It was high tide, and we were 
gallantly carred across the few feet of water that separated the 
island from its road. We found ourselves a very nice hotels end lived 
it up; it was one of those perfect, motionless nights that I won’t 
soon forget. But, we were still racing for Spain, so we caught 
another train--my last for the duration of scooter riding--and went 
to Bordeaux, whence we scootered to Biarritz after Willie had a 
flat fixed. Seems- that they clobbered her front tire on the train. 
En route I came down with my first case of traveller’s occupational 
disease. That was a mighty rough day on a scooter. While basking 
on the beach at Biarrita--sunshine’.--and watching the women wiggle 
from clothes to bathing suit without the use of a bath house, we 
added up the time we had before meeting Pat and Mary in Rome, and 
the miles. And that’s as far as we got toward Spain. Turned our 
monsters Mediterranean-ward and fairly flashed to the Riviera. Did 
so well, in fact, that one day we set a record of 200 miles, and 
we slowed down at Nice to enjoy the scenery and salt water. We 
discovered the little town of Villafranche, with houses piled on 
the hillside, almost one above the other, and camped there for a 
couple of days. We still were host©ling, and the hostel at lice 
is on a hill, commanding a superb view of the town. Tra-la; stay at Nice for 35^ a day*.
We weren’t so impressed with the Italian Riviera, party because the 
hostels were pretty filthy. We did find one gem, at Lerici, where 
the hostel was in a 13th C. dastle which dominated the town. About 
a hundred steps to the top, then through a series of dark, dank, 
rooms, across an open roof, and there was the residence of the



hostel warden--an old hag who didn’t khow a word of English; and, of 
course, our Italian was non-existent. After playing charades whe 
understood that we wanted § beds for the night, and we understood 
that we douldn’t have them for more than one night, because a- 
screaming horde from somewhere was to descend the next day. We 
made our way to the dormitory room, which, if we hadn’t known it was 
at skyscraper level, we would have sworn was a bomb shelter left over 
from the Hundred Years War--or itd Italian equivalent. Too many 
people, no air to speak of, and a fond father who came to say 
goodnight to all his children while the rest of us were trying to 
get ready for bed. The cold water (there’s never any hot) gave out 
that night, too, which meant that even the jo&ns quit running. So 
Willie and I marched downtown for supper, and took our toothbrushes 
along. That’s one extreme of hosteling.
Before getting to Home we came across a little coastal town called 
Gastiglione, where the only English-speaking thing was a jukebox.
It had the most beautiful beach I saw in Europe, accommodations were 
cheap, and the food was delicious. We stayed three days, and might 
have still been there If we could have stood the Italian men who 
beseiged us. My general impression of Italy will be forever 
scarred because of my intense dislike of not being able to walk down 
a street in solitude. Mediterranean manners and mores leave me cold; 
obviously they don’t leave the Italian men that way.
Rome was fun--at night. Afternoons Willie and I were likely to 
konk out for a nap, while Mary and Fat, still new to Europe, went 
sightseeing with wild abandon. Need I tell you what we did? I 
thought not; we weren’t any different fro$ any other tourists. The 
opera and ballet at Caracalla were magnificent; likewise an 
outdoor symphony at a nearby mess of ruins. Spent our birthdays 
exploring the Appian Way and enjoyed the catacombs very much— they were 
cool, too. EnSed up at a small, dirty restaurant which served good 
food. The wine wasn’t bad, either.
By this time Mary and Pat had discovered that they couldn’t get scooters 
in Rome without waiting 10 days or more for a license. I’m still 
trying to figure that out, Sue. So they rented a car, and with a 
carefree, ’’We’ll see you at Venice, Innsbruck, or Munich,” Willi© and 
I took off northward, raored through Florence, took one look at Venice, 
winced, and headed for the mountains, where we took a joyful breath of 
fresh air and swore that we didn’t care if Italy dropped into the 
sea. Spent two fun days at Innsbruck, where we sat in restaurants, 
cafes, and perks. That’s all we did--just ate and sat. Figured we’d 
make it to Munich in two days, easy to meet Pat and Mary. We could 
have, too, except that we found, hhen we Innocently stopped to 
ask directions to a hostel and the gentlemen we asked turned out to be American soldiers, that Garmisch Is a U.S. army rest and 
recreation center. For a week we had a ball, ate American food,(and 
we were ready for It by then), wen t swimming, even bowling, closed 
up the gasthofs regularly at 3 or 4 a.m., and even watched the sun 
come up one morning before collapsing. Meanwhile we’d sent a message, 
c/o American Express, telling Pat and Mary where to reach us, but by 
the time they got the message, we’d changed hotels. And by the time 
the got to Munich one bright Saturday afternoon, American Express 
was closed and so we ran for a hotel and a bathtub. Found out later 
that Pat and Mary were staying just across the street’. But by Monday
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morning they had left. They returned several days later to find a 
note at American Express, telling them that fchRjc we were leaving the 
same morning, so they were half way out of town before they decided 
to call our hotel--just incase. Meanwhile.. .back at the ranch,
Willie was dead that morning} Ifd tried, but I couldnft get her up.
And so, at long last, when Pat and Mary called, we/- were there.
We all went back to Gramiseh; pat and Mary by this time having rented 
a Volkswagen. Mary took off to visit her friend in Germany while 
the three of us remaining toured some castles, climbed around ruiné and had a generally fine time. But when it came time to meet 
Maby’s train--no Mary. Next morning we got a phone call from Germany-- 
Mary was sick and would not be ready to travel for three days. , We got 
a brainstorm, folded our tarps to make a seat, and put Pat ssM on the 
back of my scooter, while Willie struggled with our combined baggage.
We must have looke like a refugee caravan. Went over the mountains, 
across Arlberg Pass, and as far as Zurich before it was time for Pat 
to go back to meet Mary. We didn’t hear the end of that story until 
weeks later: Pat had arrived back in Germany to find Mary with the
German, of course, measles. Although I’m still not sure that was 
correct, because Mary couldn’t travel, so Pat set out alone for 
Heidelberg, where she met friends; then was called home early when 
her aunt had a storke. (As of last week her aunt was doing fine)
Mary practically had one foot on the plane to meet Pat when she got 
Pat’s letter. Bo Mary went to London; then home. Meanwhile...
Willie and I were pattering around Switzerland, which we enjoyed much 
when the rain stopped (that’s the story of my life). About August 
29 we were madly dashing for Paris and the money that both of us 
were supposed to have waiting there. Some damned fool put the wrong 
kind of oil in our scooter mix, and we were stuck about 80 miles east 
of Paris, in the middle of nowhere. And France being France, no one 
cared. It took us about 5 hours to get both scooters going, and Willie’s 
only started then because a genius appeared and threw it into second 
gear while it was being pushed (oh yes; the gas mixture was fixed by 
then, but the starter was broken). I told Willie to keep that machine 
of hers going fes until we reached Paris, and that’s the last I saw of 
her until we came to the banks of the Seine. By that time, inevitably, 
both American Express and TWA were closed, so we had 4000 france 
between us until Monday morning. Needless to say, we didn’t do one heck of a lot in Paris.. i.
From there we/ went to Brussels, and after tromplng the grounds 
Willie started for Dublin with her scooter, via the train. That’s 
her story to tell, if she hasn’t told you already. I’ve never heard 
such a chain of unbelievable bad luck and am truly surprised that 
she made it to the USA in one piece.
I had two weeks to wait before my second travelling partner arrived 
(one of my college roommates), so I took my scooter to Rotterdam, 
where I was to ship it back to Dublin. I had made all arrangements, 
and was driving it to the pier when I found myself flying ungracefully 
through the air• Seems my little seooterwas fairly unhappy with me 
for wanting to get rid of it. The front wheel got caught where 
several trolley tracks joined, and both scooter and self went sliding 
along the Rotterdam cobblestones. The only damage was to my ego and



the monster*s chrome, but you should have seen me trying to get up 
enough nerve to get it the last mile to the pier. When I left it 
the clock registered 4232 miles. That was enough to keep me in shape for the summer.
By this time I had been persuaded by a Canadian girl who had been 
studying in France, and whom I had first met in Berne, to got to 
Copenhagen. We found a boy in a hostel at Rotterdam who was 
motorized and headed in the t direction, so away we went. Mwpsxx 
Copenhagen is a nice town, as advertised. .Beautiful parks, ditto

the waterfront, and lots of sma il entertainment places, featuring 
small combos. Of course, I didn*t have any money at that point. I 
was waiting for my scooter refund and some other money, which was to 
be delivered at Brussels, But don*t think I didn’t drool over the 
wood, jewelry, and silver work that I saw in Denmark. The question 
then, was--how to get back to Brussels, sans money. It was simple 
really* $© hitchhiked. My Canadian friend had been hitching all the 
time, but I really wasn’t convinced that it was for me. We^l I didn’t 
have much choice, and I did get into'some interesting conversations. 
However, I probably won’t do it again until the next time I run out of 
money, although it’s apparently both safe and proper in Northern 
Europe (few of the girls we met in hostels would hitch in Italy’,)
By the time I got back to Brussels and met Barb, I was ready to be 
52 ^ i nary tourist, and we were. Went back to London, and to 
Strafford, which I loved. Saw Hamlet with Michael Redgrave and it 
was superb. Returned to the continent (by M s  time I felt as though 
i were on a merry-go-round), rented a German Opel, got caught ine5rl5T 0ctobGr buzzard near St. Moritz, went to Innstruck, finally via Munich and Salzburg, finally found the sun again in Cortina and 
in Venice (which I still didn’t like, though it was cooler and less 
crowded). Ended in Paris, which was delightful but exhorbitant.
And I climbed on board the S.S* United States on November 10, heaved 
a great sigh of contentment, and slept my way across the ocean.
I consider the trip a great success, although I was frankly appalled 
by inability to communicate, and although I wouldn’t do the same 
thing again--ever. Constant travelling, I find, is hard work. Next 
n sPen« a leisurely month.in the British Isles--mavb0 more.But next time, is a long way off. I have a few debts to pay off and am now looking for a job.
I m looking longingly toward San Francisco, and have written some of 
the newspapers in the area, but I don’t think I cold finance my way 
across the country even if on© of them did offer me a job. Well...
~ ^ PJ?bably find a way, but the chance looks slim at the moment. 
Probably it will be another two years before I join you good peq»le.
Pat, I’ve heard so many stories about what you’re teaching that I’m 
thoroughly confused. Just what are you doing? And I understand that 
Sue is taking piano lessons and driv6q to work across the bay bridge 
every morning. I picked these gems up while visiting dear, old, 
Auroaa about 10 days ago. There are lots of new people,around, and 
the old ones haven t changed a bit. Marge is really chomping at the 
bit and can t wait to get out of the place. Ditto Joan. Willie has 
announced her intention to leave, but that’s not for publication yet.



Maybe you two could start an employment agency, catering to 
ex-Wella employees.
Mrs. Gazley was hard at work behind your desk, Pat, when I went up 
to socialize. She looked busy, and happy, and was as nice as ever. 
In fact, she dug out sme books for me to look at. Velma is now 
100$ out of her mind. She never sits still, works nights, weekends, 
and holidays, and loves it. She learned to use the camera that I 
sold the office, and she just bought another one (one for color and 
one for black and white!) Every time I walked in the door I was 
given an assignment of some kind, and it was kind of fun, knowing I 
could walk out on It when I was ready. Aurora really is a charming 
place--in small doses.
How about filling me In on what you1re doing and how you like the 
wonderful West? If you happen to stumble across a job that looks 
interesting, let me know--quick.
And Merry Christmas, you two.



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grove, New Jersey 
January 21, 1959

Dear Plariee
Please .*.no poison darts .. 1*11 be good 1 And envy me not. I’m 
working as a general reporter for the Asbury Park Press, about 
the last place on earth I ever expected to work* But it’s a 
reasonably decent sheet with a circulation of 36,000 (the biggest 
within miles of here), and it’s giving me the experience I need 
while I’m waiting for that ever-elusive California job to appear 
from the mist.
I started Jan. 5 and so am still groping around, trying to learn
the 12,000 style rules and other odds and ends that no one rally
bothers to tell you about. In fact, the place is so disorganized 
that I got locked out once before I realized that I had to have a
key to get in at night. And I still don’t have so much as a desk
drawer. This is the fate of the night staff, of which I am a 
member. ¿Hours: 3:30 to midnight. Not bad for an old night owl,
but inevitably I come home wide-eyed and, of course, thenext 
morning am lucky if I can drag myself out of bed at a decent hour. 
The people seem to be nice; at least they’ve put up with my 
myriad questions thus far, and I have no complaints except for the 
lousy salary--but that’s an occupational hazard.
I haven’t written anything exciting--council meetings, a couple of 
features, re-writes. I had the same feeling that you have. I 
can write as well as most people; better than most, in fact. And 
when I see the releases that come to the city desk, I know I’m 
all right. I’ve never seen such messes before and never hope to 
again. They range from handwritten chicken-scratches, where 
I can’t even read the names, to long official-looking trash from 
big social agencies. The lead is usually hxxak burled in the 
4th or 6th paragraph...at least.
I’m occasionally frustrated when I write a story in the best 
Medill style, only to be told that the Press does it some other 
way. So far I’ve resisted the impulse to correct their bad 
usage, and I Imagine I’d better continue my diplomacy! (Every 
now and then I pull a blooper, too.)
With my free time and no one home to Interrupt me during the day, 
I’ve been trying to do some extra-curricular reading. I’ve been 
doing pretty well with that, but I haven’t yet gotten to the 
writing I’ve been telling myself I should do. I know exactly what 
you mean about having ideas for stories but not getting around to 
working on them. For two years in Aurora I socialized like mad. 
Now I don’t have that excuse, but I don’t notice any appreciable



difference in output. Guess I’m just not one of these people who 
simply has to write.
I’d like to come visiting one of these days, but it looks pretty 
hopeless for quite a while. When I compare my salary with my 
debts, I realize that financial stability won’t come soon. I’m 
not complainin’; it was worth it. But now, much to my disgust,
It seems that I’ll have to settle down for a while.
My weekend schedule is tremendous. I have an alternate week 
arrangement that gives me Sunday one week, and Sat;, Sun., Mond., 
the next. So I presume I’ll be getting as far as Pa. or N .Y., 
but Illinois is kind of far, even by turnpike*. I’ve been to 
see Gail and Tom a couple of times; Gail called the weekend before 
last with news that she had an extra ticket for Jose Greco and 
company, so I whizzed up. My old travelling friend and roommate 
Barb Yerkes got herself engaged during Christmas, and I went there 
Jan. 3 for a reception to end all receptions. Plans started small, 
but it ended with a couple of hundred people at the country club. 
She’ll be married sometime In July.
Can’t think*of who else I’ve seen or heard from. Ex-cherubs keep 
writing* There’s a whole slew of them at HU, as you probably know. 
Many are in L.A., not journalism, but when last heard from 
Jeanette McCollum, Susie Lucas, Jay Wright, Linda Grant, Marcia 
Robinson, Marilyn Wicks, Alta Barclay, John Riley and Harriet 
Hemenway were all in J school. No, I didn’t hear from all of those 
Various reports via the grapevine, however. I keep thinking that 
it would be fun to hold forth at the institute for another summer, 
but I doubt that this will be the year; On the other hand, mebbe.
Clarice, m$s friend, are you and your social life still battling? 
Well, at least it makes for something less than tedium. And 
fortunately you don’t listen to the advice of your friends. I 
guess I’m on your side; I believe t>n gambling. One way or 
another, this should be a busy year for you. I think I probably 
would like Rolfe (that was his name, wasn’t it. You neglected to 
refresh my memory in your last letter) . Hope I have a chance to 
meet him. And meanwhile, go ahead and write 16 pages about him 
if you want. I’d be interested.
I wish I could say that Ocean Grove had anything of Interest 
socially. It doesn’t; at least as yet. It’s kind of a letdown 
after a reasonably diversified social life during the last year 
and a half. However, I’ve given up guessing what will happen 
next. Something always does.
Whoops. Time to head for work. Your turn now. Don’t wait six 
months before you feel literary again--like we usually do.



H

112 Stockton Ave. 
Ocean Grove February 16, 1959

Dear Willie , - ^ ■ \ l ■
I’m not exactly a veteran reporter yet, but I’ve just discovered, 
after careful calendar scrutiny, that I’ve been earning a living 
for six weeks. Ridiculous. It can’t be that tong. Thus far 
I’m'happy with the situation, am getting a fe?/ reportorial techniques Into my thick head, and am getting a tremendous laugh 
out of some of the people who show up at meetings I’m assigned to.
At a school board meeting the other night, a retired Army captain’s 
sole complaint seemed to be that financial statements weren’t 
posted on bulletin boards, army style, each month. The week before 
he had run for write-in candidate to the school baord. He got 
2 votes. Tup, ho’s married. And this is what’s running the army? ^
I hear frequent ski reports from a dayside reporter who goes 
just about every weekend. But any time I get any ideas about said 
sport, myankle starts creeking and my bank account starts screaming. 
Sounds like you’ve been having an interesting timet
So the work’s great, but I have no one to hu$or my incomparable 
discussions. I did have two high school friends for lunch today 
(without catsup); but did you ever Junta try to be intellecutsl 
with daughters aged If and 3| also present? Amazingly enough, 
all furnitüre and kn-ck knacks ware still in place when they left.
Did I tell you that I’d heard from Peg and that her social life is 
its usual mess? I think I’ll go to York and argue with her some 
weekend soon. She could use it. But, hell, I’ve never won an 
argument yet.
1 was real glad to hear about Coco and hope that the improvement 
is permanent. Your logic is something else again. Or rather, you’re 
lack of logic. Please^give consideration to the cause and write 
again. 'You may get an argument from me; I just don’t have the energy 
to do that much typing tonight. Essentially, I guess it doesn’t 
make much difference, as long as the result is accomplished. But 
I don’t approve of sloppy thinking from you; you’re too smart,
Dear confused.... how is the social life? From the sound of it, 
you’re anything but bored. Which is good. I kind of like your 
idea for a story in 4-letter words. Give it a try some day.'Yeh, I know. You’ll get to that about as soon as I write ray novel.
Regards to all. I miss your smiling faces and Cayuga Lake. In fact,
I miss many thlngs--but not the public relations office. \ >

a



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean drove, New Jersey 
March 4, 1959

Dear Willie
I took my snow tires off today, so spring must be her© officially.
On the contraryM m e ¡¡Si probably have a blizzard tomorrow.
I didn't have much choSee anyhow. Seems as how one of them wore 
clear through and refused to be ridden upon. In the process of 
changing tires it was discovered that I ne^d new brake linings.
I knew it <but was playing ostrich. Having g car is. an expensive 
hobby* Think I'll trade it on | scooter. How about it?
T© old© Asbury Park Press is keeping me busy, but I mean it. I 
haven't even found time to do more Ifhart look at the dark room. I 
guess I can't complain as long as llkeep getting nice, fat bylines 
every Sunday (the only day when anyone gets a bylijie, just about).
The old frenetic feeling of having ¿ix things to do at once is rather 
enjoyable, though the novelty may eventually wear off.
In the meantime I'm inquiring into the possibilities of a part-time 
teaching job next year in one of the local high schools. Might as 
well do something financial with my days and gat some experience, too 
Of course I have no idea as yet whether any school needs someone 
with ray peculiar abilities, but itfs an interesting thought.
This is the complete opposite of Wells. My free time is uninspiring, 
but the job's great. Anyone for the happy medium? Medium? 1 
thought that ¿as a guy who talks to spirits.
Not to change the subject but, have you got that diamond yet? And 
you now owe me four bottles of champagne, by actual count. What do 
you propose to do about it before you embark upon the stringent 
economy of connubial bliss? (I admit it; I had to look up the 
spelling of that one.)
Ah yes. I did question vour logic, didn't I. In all fairness, I 
owe you an explanation, even though it was two letters ego and is 
past history now, due to the march of events (It is March, isn't it?) 
I hate to do this to you,, but...you said, *Flash--a miracle has 
happened. Coco no longer stutters, Since Sunday whon all of a 
sudden she learned to relax. And ever since has been doing 
beautifully. Now, go tell It on the mountain. Thera is a (Jod, and 
prayers are more than silent thinking to self."
No additional comment from here. After all, Ifd like to be 
convinced some day. And let rae know how shefs coming along now.
You were right. I was a better correspondent while in Europe. But 
I was doing a little more, too (Like trying to keep warm and to 
make myself understood.) 'Course I could write many pages oh
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newspapering (that’s something like wallpapering), but I think you might have to stifle several dozen yawns.
Then, of course, there are my schemes for future projects* As far as 
1 can figure, jl have the next five years planned in several different 
ways.' I’ll be lucky if I can wait to see what happens next. They 
include everything from wild ideas of getting a Ph.D. and a job in 
California to the mere modest (and somewhat morn sure project) of 
spending about a week at Williamsburg, come fall.
Meanwhile, what’s going on in Aurora?

m
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February 11, 1959

Dear Peg
I bad a high school teacher who used to tell us that even amoebae 
learn from experience, thereby implying that his class did not*
And neither do yoy. My first thoughts on the subject were 
unprintable* My second thoughts wondered why you insist on asking 
for trouble. Must you insist on married men? You know I'm no 
Methodist moralist when it comes to * hat you do. but you might at 
least have the decency to stay away from the married ones.
I'll save further comments for my,next visit, which may be any one 
of my long weekends. Whenever I have a little cash on. hand, that is. 
And I 11 bring along your letter which, in case you haven't a carbon, tells you you're crazy.
Meanwhile^ back at the Shore*..newspaper life is fun, thus far, 
although I wish I had a law degree. X never can get those damned 
police charges right the first time! So I'm searching whatever 
books are available for an outline of press law. Have you ant|phing 
to offer, besides MacDougall's 500 pages of "Latin Terms Defined."
The other reporters are helpful, but the most experience ones work 
days; other two on nights don't know much more than I. And the Press, 
like other papers I suppose, feels It {Sufficient to inform after the 
first story has been done wrong. This doesn't agree with ay temperament.
On the whole, though, I've been getting along well and doing a variety 
of odd jobs* I don t have a beat; night staff is just sent wherever 
coverage is needed. Bext week should be fun. Thirteen Shore 
communities defeated their school budgets last night. One of them, 
however, defeated its budget because teachers salaries we-e*not raised*

Ironically, my forte thus far has been features. Coma to think of 
it, whet else could I expect. Feature writing is the one writing 
course I never took. So on Sundays | let my imagination run wild 
and have myself a fine time, whether it's a background story on 
hospital finances--about which I know nothing--or whether it's about 
twins who are also high school genii.
Itfs those damn minor crime stories that I have to pick up via the 
phone that annoy me no end. Last night I did one on a shoplifter 
who was chased through several towns, and it ended up completely 
re-written. I get somewhat frustrated because I figure that I 
should have brains enough to be able to write it decently tho first 
time •
I haven*t been around long enough yet to discover what the taboos 
are. Thus far they seem to be playing It pretty straight. They do



have a nauseating picture page once a weak that do^s not ing, 
essentially, except show people eating and drinking at advertisers1 
restaurants. And the business page seems to favor the advertisers, too 
X don’t see the necessity, since the Press has a virtual monopoly 
in the area. :
Life is going to become more lively next,September, when the 
county’s biggest weekly goes to a daily. It concentrates on an - 
area that we don’t cover very well, but it still should make for 
an interesting tug of war. The Press is spread kind of thin, to 
put i mildly, trying to cover two huge counties. There are a number 
of weeklies that fill in somewhat.
I’ll collect mental notes until I come visiting. Prepare to play 
professor of Journalism when I get fcher@>
And meanwhile... be a good Girl Scout.

)
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2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 3, 1960

Dear Ann
Ah, happy chaos. Newspapers and mail are decorating the rug; bills 
and a ha If-assembled midterm rest uneasily on the desk. And 
apparently it isn't going to get too much better until the end of 
the month.
Whew, I'm beat. I didn't get too much sleep Sunday night (it was 
a good party), then there was that 17-hour marathon plane ride 
yesterday. Wouldn't you think that after 17 hours you’d get some 
place exotic--!ike Moscow or maybe Katmandu? Not on TWAis Newark- 
Detroit-Chicago-Benver-Los Angeles-San Francisco route. Then of 
course my car wouldn't start after its three-week vacation. I 
eventually got to my little Regent St. refrigerator (52°) at 3 a.m. 
Turned heat on full blast, ate a can of soup (with coat on--me, that 
is, not the soup), end wont to bed after discarding coat with 
difficulty. I'm still incoherent, in case you can't tell.
Checked up on Dave (journalism teacher) after class, to see if he'd 
broken any bones this year at Sun Valley. Last Christmas he came 
back in a wheel chair. He was cast-less, and I congratulated him 
on same, then learned his 9-year-old son broke a leg this time1.
That was a classic card you found en route to Cleburne. It's of the 
"sustained chuckle" variety. I think I'll prop it on my dining room 
table to cheer me on those early morning forays into the campus 
wilderness. It reminds me of the time i took a roll of the highly 
polished variety from a Swiss hotel and wrote Willie a letter on it. 
That was inappropriate, though. Actually it should have been a 
Dean John letter, I guess.
Just what was that remark about if I ever visit your fair city?
You sound doubtful. Of course, X said not long ago that I wans't 
coming until you finished the CTs, but it looks like I'm a liar-- 
or else you're going to have to do some fast composing. While 1 
was home I naturally went to visit the inmates of the Asbury Park 
Press, and the general manager enticed .me back to the job with a 
}20 a week raise and the promise of five weeks off In the summer for 
a certain project which I rather enjoy. Sx&K^xxxxMaxx&xfix I told him 
that if I strained a little I could be back by March 6, so*D-day 
(BIG D day?), might be about the middle of February if you have an 
extra weekend somewhere in there when you think you could fit in a steak dinner. I'm really very pleased with the whole arrangement, 
although I wish I could take some of the California mountains, and 
San Francisco, back with me. I called Ben while my flight had 
temporarily settled in Chicago, and he couldn’t believe that I'd 
hijacked a daily into giving me a five-week annual leave. I can't 
believe it either; it's a miracle that I'm fully prepared to enjoy 
thoroughly. The exact job Is not yet settled, but there are a couple 
of interesting prospects around. Probably I'll be doing copyediting



for a while, because the general manager told me that the desk is 
seak at the moment.' But there*s also a reorganizing of educational 
reoorting in the wind, includft ng direction of the promotional 
program in local high schools. This is something I*d like to try, 
because it could be done a lot better than it has been in the past.
A third eventual possibility is a political reporting assignment.
In short, things look interesting. While I've been away ray old 
night boss has been promoted to a new job of assistant to the managing 
editor, and he's working on the Editorial page, among other things. 
That's partly why the copydesk is weak; Tom is much better than anyone 
they had to replace him. Sooo...thus endeth my nice vacation, if that's 
the right word for this hectic pace. And in spite of my heroic 
efforts, it looks like I'm destined to remain an Easterner. At least 
I'll be able to get the Sunday New York Times on Sunday again, instead 
of Wednesday1.
One of my Press friends asked with some amusement whether I thought 
I'd be able to get my car back to New Jersey. I said yep, I'm planning 
to buy a large quantity of baling wire, and I reckon I'll manage to 
keep it together somehow. Even if I have’ to pedal the last 1,000 miles. 
It needs first aid, but 1 haven't been able to decide whether to 
fix it or sell it. (Of course, that's being honest. My old line was,*
I can t make up my mind between a Mercedes or a Thunderbird?, soI'm driving this mean while.)
And meanwhile, let me know how your February‘schedule looks.
I rather enjoyed your rambling CT--chaotic though It was. But I still 
can't help thinking that the most appropriate New Years Eve peice is 
"Crossing the Bar.1' Hmram. . .yes. One thing about this strange ritual 
of ringing in the new--it demonstrates an unconscious sort of 
optimism. Particularly when we can do It in a world of nuclear bombs, 
Castro, Khrushchev, and Laos. I don't know whether it's a sign of 
man's wisdom--or his woeful naivete. I suppose the pessimist would 
scold us for celebrating the end of another lost year of lost promises., 
and that candle we call life is another 12 months shorter. But then 
the optimist would be thankful for having had the chance to live through 
another year of (dangerous) opportunity, and wombd look forward to 
a chance to do even better in the next year. I'm stubborn enough in . 
the face of universal chaos to prefer the optimist's approach.
If you read your CT again, you'll find it a fine alternation of 
sarcasm and optimism. It's almost as though you wrote two differnt 
CTs, in vastly different moods, and pasted them together. Just how did you manage that?
Bye now. 
he is .

Buy now...pay later. I'm off to the land of nod, whoever



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif . 
October 2, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
Here I am, sitting amidst my books, magazines, newspapers, and notes.
I can’t even catch up with my correspondence, far less all the other 
things. However, I consider it a happily chaotic state of affairs, 
and I seem to be thriving in it.
Tomorrow I must do a brief HSxmy outline of my six weeks of lectures, 
so I can check it with Dave Tuesday. He’s given me leeway to do 
just about anything I want, so it should be fun. Thank you for 
sending my notebook; that should help matters. Now, if 1’ d known 
I’d be practice teaching, I also would have brought my carefully 
collected shoebox files and a few more books. Oh well. This way 
I’ll have to do more background work and I’ll learn more (said the 
Spartan side of her).
I’m enclosing an ad for Fybate notes. It sfcMX struck me as kind of 
peculiar at first, too. But then I remembered that they’ve been 
doing things like this for centurfees in Europe. They have lots of 
other courses that they’ve taken previously, but these are the only 
ones being done this semester, day by day. They also want me to 
do U.S. History, but first I have to see about other job possibilities 
that might be more lucrative. The course I’m doing is public 
opinion, and that’s ideal, since I intended to sit in on it anyway.
I considered taking it for credit, but the credit wouldn’t do me 
any particular good, so I decided to conserve my time for other 
pursuits.
Other pursuits including movies, plays, restaurants, and jaunts 
around the countryside. This is a frustrating area, in a way, 
because there’s always so much more I want to do than I have time 
or money for. It’s a most welcome change from Wells College, which 
was frustrating in exactly the opposite way’. Thanks to the 
university’s ushering plan, I saw the play, ’’The Best Man. ” This 
is the touring comoany, and the Broadway company is still going strong. 
It’s a satire about political conventions, and it s very good . 
Wednesday, Sue and I are planning to see Threepenny Opera. It s been 
playing in New York for years, but I never got around to seeing it 
there. It’s a musical written by a German, and Hitler called it 
’’decadent.” Just about everyone else likes it. Which figures, I 
guess. Anyway, the university has a little office before which you 
line up for ushering tickets. Then you show people to their seats 
and hand out programs for half an hour, and you get to see the play 
free. It’s a very nice idea. However, I’m paying for Threepenny 
Opera, since I’m going with Sue and she doesn’t qualify as a Cal. 
student entitled fax to such privileges. I guess I better hurry 
and see everything else in sight before I leave the university.
Enclosed also are an article clipped from the Christian Science 
Monitor quite a while ago, I don’t know if it contains anything 
you don’t already know about African violets, but I thought you’d 
like to see it. There’s also a porgram which shows a drawing of 
the local Methodist Church. It’s rawther big. They have two



services, each Sunday, with the early one being held in a chapel 
that1s as big as some churches. Itfs just across from the campus.
I hope you had a nice weekend with the Lewises. It1s now 11:30 p.m. 
and I have an 8 a.m. class (yawn), so 1*11 make this letter a brief 
one (since I called todays anyway;. Wefre off and running on anothe 
week, which will probably be shot before I get the wash done.



3814A Regent St.
Berkeley 5, Calif.
October 6, 1960

Dear Mary O-A <$V\
Every since I got your letter I’ve been going to answer it Tiat the 
next available moment.” This seems to be It. Life is busy, and 
it's going to be busier. I’m not complaining either; I like’it. 
Beginning Tuesday I begin a 6-week stint of lecturing to
a journalism class to fulfill requirments for a junior teaching 
credential. Until now I’ve been observing. So I spent this morning deep in the library stacks and emerged with seven books on the 
history of journalism. I staggered the 10 blocks back to my 
apartment with them, and I’m now in the process of trying to make 
history palatable. I never had a course in It, which makes things interesting, too. But I’m only trying to do about two weeks of 
general perspective on it before embarking on current problems 
like good old newswriting. Actually some aspects of American 
journalism are downright hilarious, and since it’s my firm conviction 
that knowledge is advanced most quickly through humor, I’ll use all I can find time for.
1 was also informed today that I can have a half-time job doing 
technical writing for the university--and that starts next week, too.
4t sure is nice to know I’ll be able to pay the rent for a while.
Now where do you suppose I’ll find the 16-80 hours? Ah well, I’ll 
just have to cut down on the socializing for a while.
Sunday night X fcaisbcfcix was goinf to see ’’The Best Man,” a satire on 
political conventions which has been a great hit on Broadway. That 
morning I happened to glance at the paper and I saw the (Hants were 
playing the lest game of the season. So, since I hadn’t been to 
Candlestick Park (their new stadium), I decided 1 might as well make 
a day of it. Guess who they were playing. None other than your 
hapless Cardinals. It was a nice, sunny day and I was basking in 
the sun and enjoying a nice close 3-8 game until the 8th inning.
Then the Gianst took their vitamins and ran around the bases for 
five runs. Stan Musiel, with a pinch-hit single, just couldn’t quite 
save the day. One particular play of Interest was an inside the park homer by Mllie Mays. I really was fun; and I really like the Cardinals 
better than the Giants. How come they don’t win now and then?
The play turned out to be a good one, so the day was most enjoyable.
Last night I saw ’’Threepenny Opera,” This is the national company.
The original company is still playing in an off-Broadway theater.
They've been going strong there for five years, which is no small 
accomplishment. It’s a very strange show and was written by a German 
who was protesting life in Germany in the 1980s. It's based on an 
older British musical, "Beggar's Opera.” Anyhow, Hitler called it 
decadent and had it played night and day in his academy for 
decadent arts--so people could come and disappDove. The people came 
all right--and Hitler was more than a little annoyed when he found out that they loved it. So he closed the place.



It’s an altogether strange sort of work with music like you have 
never heard--except for Mac the Knife. Before the show we ate in 
a very hr nice Japanese restaurant. We’d picked one just four 
blocks from the theater--but it turned out to be four blocks of 
precipitice ascent. It was also raining by that time. It*s 
the only time I can remember taking a cab four blocks. The 
restaurant comes with private dining rooms where you park your 
shoes at the door and sit on the floor (I should say on pillows), 
at oversized coffee tables. Very atmospheric * and the food was 
good too. They serve Butterfly shrimp that sire anything but.
They*re huge. Then there are those chopsticks... 1*11 master them yet. ■
So you see where my time goes. In between I go to lectures and movies 
here at the university. And once in a while 1 even do a little 
homework of sorts. That’s one nice thing abnfit not working on a 
degree. Busy work can pretty well be ignored-.
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So you can’t find any Bepublicans to argue with, Mmmm? I * ra sorry 
I’m not there to oblige. Although Ifm tempted to be among those 
whose motto this year is Vote NO for President, I guess we have to 
have one. ' And I just never will be able to swallow the Democrats’ 
economic policy--! should say lack of economic policy. And I think 
the Republicans have the edge on foreign policy. I didn’t see the 
Lodge interview (no TV, so I go over to the city and encamp at 
friend Sue’s when I really want to see something). But I have seen 
Lodge in action at the UN numerous times, and I’ve been impressed 
without exception. Therefore, I assum that we could have our own 
Great Debates. About those: I agree with most reviewers that the
first one was a draw, and. I’m looking wx forward to tomorrow’s.What’s your reaction?
I was interested in the comment that you thought you’d grown up 
this summer.. That’s a good summer’s work, and I’m glad ysnax you’re 
enjoying ^he individualism. From the looks of your writing, * 
think you re doing a good job of it. Keep it up.
By the way, apropos to your friend who intends to spend 
f4,000 a year at NU, did you see the Oct. 3 issue of Life? The quoted 
comments seem to be more on her side than mine--but , I still maintain 
I’m right. They estimate costs at $2,145, sch (and it’ll vary a 
little according to what kind of room and,dorm you live in). Now 
where on earth are you going to spend all that extra money? A boy 
might, since dating costs can be a little high, But at $4,000 a year it would have been a cold day before I’d ever have gotten there. 
My Dad figured $2,200 a year, including allowance, transportation 
three times a year back and forth to N.J., etc. Bo even if costs 
have gone up a few hundred dollars, which they have, hsw why would 
it be necessary to spend more than about $2,500-$2,600? It can be done, but...
Lessee, what else. Sure, go ahead and write to John. The grapevine 
tells me that if you did, you wouldn’t be the first. And I also 
understand that he answers letters--time allowing. ’Twould be perfectly all right.



2814A regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 6, 1960

Dear Ann
Actually, I started a letter to you some time ago...
But then I got to reading TEXAS BRAO-S and lost my perspective on 
the rest of the world. It is now adorning my ceiling-to~floors and I have added it to my list of fiction to be throughly read at a later date.
At $5 per article, Miss Jarrett, you*re making more in the field of 
journalism than I ever didl I enjoyed the clipping and have apoended a few comments to same for your amusement.
You have been busy, haven11 you? ^ell, that1s good, but you needn’t 
really go to the extreme of catching poison ivy so you!11 have time 
to concentrate on CTs. I1m still fighting a case of poison oak.
It s under control, but it just won’t quit entirely. So I have to 
get up 5 minutes early and slosh Ivy-Dry on it. And that’s almost 
more than I can bear when I have to be at 8 a.m. classes (twice a week). 
The teaching comes in, as I probably didn’t make at all clear, as 
part of the work for a junior college credential. It consists of 
three hours a week, which isn’t exactly overwhe1ming--except when 
I’m trying to prepare lectures on the history of journalism, as I am right now.
I spent the morning in the library and emerged with seven books under 
arm. I stagged 10 blocks back to my happy home with them and have 
been pondering ways of making history palatable. As a matter of fact 
some of it is downright entertaining--yellow journalism et al. But 
first I have to get through the English tradition, John Milton’s 
Areopagitica, etc. It’ll be a thoroughly abbreviated history anyhow, 
since this Is a cathhall introduction course and 1 have to begin 
soon with newswriting techniques (seems I’ve taught some of those some place before).
Today I also accepted the job with the Institute of Transportation 
and Traffic Engineering (whatever that is. I m still not sure.)
I’ll be doing editing and re-write mainly, I think, about 16-20 hours 
a week. Now where do you suppose I’ll find that time. Maybe I can 
get Congress to put an ad extra day on the week? So that begins 
next week, the lecturing begins next week, and methinks my playgoing 
must needs come to a heeching scralt. This week I’ve seen ’’The Best 
Man,” a satire on political conventions, and ’’Threepenny Opera,” which 
has been running off-Broadway for five years. It’s an exceedingly 
odd musical based on the mythical adventures of London thieves, 
professional beggars, and prostitutes. Had dinner at a Japanese 
restaurant where you go to private dining rooms, take off shoes at 
door, and sit on pillow which is on floor. Eating is done off 
what looks like oversized coffee table. Great..if you can figure out 
what to do with your legs. Ought to leave them at the door, too.
The food was good; sukiyaki, butterfly shrimp and suchlike.



I also went to see a ballgame— the Giants* last of the season. They 
clobbered the Cardinals 8-3, but it was close until the 8th inning. 
The Giants have a rather interesting new park here, which overlooks 
the bay. I mainly went to see tt, not the game, as a matter of fact 
But Willie Mays did hit an inside the park homer, and Stan the Man 
did hit a pinch hit single, so ’twas not wasted, And the Series 
is now tied 1-1. I don’t plan to watch until they get around to a 
cfcucial game. Then, being an old Yankee fan, no doubt 1*11 ferret 
out a TV set somewhere.
By the way, did you see the Oct 3 issue of Life? Their article on 
colleges was interesting. The last two quotes on NU left tie half 
xmMarsxss amused and half irate--as comments like that usually do.
And they’re getting persnickity about math scores, huh. Really now. 
Everyone knows journalists can’t do math, hate science, and are 
idiots at foreign languages. Don’t let it bother you too much.
They don’t expect you to bring it up to the level of the verbal, 
no matter what they might try to make you believe.
Yes, indeed, this CT is much better. I’ve noted most of my 
dissents in the margins. Generally, I agree with you. You might 
guess that I would since I seem to be doing what you want to do.
And I enjoy it, too. Still, I think you’re being a bit dogmatic 
about it. You may well change your mind-- suddenly. And I have 
occasionally seen a successful and happy combination of career and 
family. Your right in most cases; each one usually is a full-time 
job. Yet there are people who do both well and simultaneously.
You didn’t make the gold star, but improvement is shown. I’ll give 
you a blue star for effort.
Tis midnight. Time to crack the history books again. Your move.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 7, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
I’m now up to the earlobes in books on the history of journalism and 
am trying to do a brief summary for my practice teaching. This is 
all rather interesting since I never had a course in the history of 
journalism, although I've had smatterings of it here and there.
So far I*ve got the first lecture done--I think. I guess it all depends on how fast or slow I talk.
I’d better get my homework done this weekend. Mext week 1 start 
on my half-time job with the Insitute of Transportation and Traffic 
Engineering. I don’t really know what 1*11 be doing, except it’s 
supposed to be some kind of editing. I111 work all day Thursday, 
and probably Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning. And I’ll be making more (fg.65) then the Press paid me per hour. Hal
I can1t figure where I■m going to spare the time for this. I guess 
1*11 have to quit seeing shows so often. I liked The Best Man; 
Threepenny Opera, which I saw Wednesday with Sue, is weird. It’s 
been playing off Broadway for more than five years, but X can’t quite 
understand why. Before seeing it, we ate at a Japanese restaurant 
where you take off your shoes before entering a private dining.room. 
Then you sit on pillows on the floor and try to figure out where to 
put your legs. It was interesting, and the food was good. We had sukiyaki and butterfly shrimp.
Roger called tonight. He finally got a ohone and was celebrating the 
occasion. Ha’s coming for supper Sunday night unless he gets called 
for work. Hefs still guarding factories during his free time. He 
says it provides him with eating money. He said UnclefRalph and Aunt 
Ida will be here for five days starting October 21. I 11 arrange for 
them to come for supper.
Sue just called to ’’uninvite” me to supper tomorrow night. We were 
supposed to go to the Pearsall’s (Marilyn worked at Wells before I 
was there; she end her husband live just a couple of blocks from Sue.) 
But it reams she’d invited her husband’s 82-year-old uncle, whenver 
it was convenient with him. Tomorrow is, so we’re postponing our 
dinner. I can use the time to read more journalism. I
really don’t mind, as I was wondering how I’d get everything done 
this weekend. Sue and I are talking vaguely about maybe going on 
a small trip next weekend. We’ll see how our respective schedules look by then.
I see the Yanks had a field day with Pittsburgh in the second game.
I’m waiting until the crucial one before finding a TV set to watch. 
Then there are the great debates. I didn’t see this one on TV either. 
I settled for listening to it. It was being televised in one of the lounges on the campus, but I decided the night would be half gone by 
the time I walked to campus (20 minutes), and back, and watched it.
So I washed my hair and listened.



8That seems, to be about all that * s new. Guess 1111 go to bed at 
decent hour tonight and store up energy for "maximum living," which 
begins next week. I’ll let you know how my busy schedule works out. 
In the three months it’ll last, I’m sure I won’t be too overworked.

tio t^sanb

eseuiq.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 14, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
It’s Friday night, and I have time--almost--to take a deep breath.
Roger came to dinner last Sunday. I did my favorite old barbequed 
pork chops, which he seemed to enjoy. He seemed to enjoy everything, 
as a matter of fact, and saved me from having to clean up any leftovers.
He brought some of his slides and also movies he took of Pat and baby.
He tells me Pet is expecting another baby sometime in 1961.
I also learned that Aunt Ida will be visiting Midge and her new baby 
by the time you get this letter* Then Aunt Ida and Uncle Ralph will 
be In San Francisco starting the 21st. Aunt Ida’s flying East; Roger 
doesn’t know how she’ll lj.ke it. I’m planning to have them here for 
supper on Saturday, and I 11 join them for church on Sunday since 
Roger likes to go fchsx to the Presbyterian Church here in Berkeley.
They’ll stay in Roger’s trailer since he has a double bed and a 
fold-out sofa.
I got a letter from Peg yesterday. She reported that she’d gotten 
married. I knew she might, since a former NU boy who works in Toronto 
was a primary reason she decided to go to school there. She’s studying 
history and reports it’s a real grind--but she likes it. She said she 
thinks it was a little too much to s tart school, move, and get married 
all In one week, though. The letter was short~-she must be busy.
I don’t know her husband (we didn’t seem to have too many mutual 
friends at NU*.)
I’m almost managing to get everything done. My first week of lectures 
is now over, and I still have some material left over for next week-- 
that’s a hopeful sign. Guess I’m long winded after all. I didn’t put 
too many people to sleep with the beginnings of the history of iouranlism, 
n̂d that’s fairly amazing. I’m just starting to get into what I consider 

the interesting part now. Of course, all this takes a large amount of 
reading and preparing. Monday I’ll spend the period discussing one 
set of papers I've graded. That means I don’t need a ledture. Goodie’. 
Then, of course, there always are the education^ assignments. The 
supervisor here at the university i® anti-busy work. But he has to 
make us do a minimum. So l spent about an hour and a half this 
afternoon looking up the official records of the best and worst students 
so I can get an insight into what makes them tick and plan my classes 
accordingly. Ho hum. Then I’ll have to find some excuse to meet with 
them (about 10 of them) so I can write a report. ,
I began work for the Institute of Transportation of Traffic Engineering 
Thursday. Mostly I spent it just reading about the institute and its 
work. There aren’t too many specific projects for me to tackle yet, 
but I do have to do a 1,000 to 2,000-word article about the institute 
for County Officer magazine. So that’ll give me a good chance to 
find out about it, too. SJhsyxfcxaiHX?! The institute trains graduate



XfcBxiuiSEfcifcHfe students In such things as highway design, consturction 
and maintenance; same for airports, and a variety of government jobs 
connected with transportation. They also do research on different 
kinds of road materials, human and mechanical facotrs in accidents, 
and a multitude of other things. Then they offer short courses for 
people working in the field. I’ll be doing editing of different 
publications, mainly. For example, they have a big conference each 
January, and they put out a big fat book of all the proceedings.
The people there seem nice, and I share an office with a couple of 
engineers and a crazy mathematician who has all sorts of hyroglyphies 
allover a blackboard and who keeps running back and forth to an 
electronic machine some place aik else in the building.
Thursday several offices were doing nothing so much as listening to 
the world series. Oh well. It was an interesting last game anyway, 
and Pittsburgh hadn’t won in eons. Wait’ll next year? And who do 
you think the Yankees will have as a manager?
In between all this, I listen to the Great Debates and try to find time 
to do the wash and make the bed. I’m managing fairly well. Amazingly 
well for me. I haven’t done any entertaining, except when Roger was 
here. Can't find the time. Besides, I’d rather spend my free time 
seeing the San Francisco sights. I owe Sue some return hospitality, 
but she’d rather see the San Francisco sights, too, so that settles 
that.
Sounds like you've been busy, mother. I’m glad you find time for 
canasta and shows now and then, between regular WSCS duties. So the 
Press has been goofing up the organization new again, hram? Well, you 
know they have the worst of all possible writers (except Barbara) 
on social. I suggest the best bet Is to type ifcxHaakiy news neatly 
in Press style so they won’t have to do anything but put a headline 
on it. Who does your news? If It’s someone good, they should be 
able to type It, double space, one side of a sheet, fairly briefly.
Half the time, the stuff that comes in from organizations is a horrible 
mess, and even the news side can’t handle it decently. I should say, 
to poor Sandra Otto’s credit^ that when last heard from she was working 
on the Sunday desk and wasn’t doing any Local Hpps or social. She 
could use Columbia all right-«and I even doubt if they can straighten 
her out. Norm Herington, night editor when she started (and when I 
started), couldn’t do it, and he was the best newsman the Press had.
The weather has been nice here lately. Today was a nice typical 
June day. The rain went away after a few days last week, but I imagine^ 
rainy season Is just around the corner, and I’ll probably have to 
invest in an umbrella, since I trek 9 blocks back and forth to campus. 
I’d like to have time to investigate the countryside, but that’ll have 
to wait until my lazy (I hope) spring semester.
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2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 14, 1960

Dear Ann
Ha. Egad. Or something equally appropriate. The dastardly truth 
comes out. You’ve been using CT’s as an excuse, hmm? Well, at least 
I’m glad it’s been in vain. Tell Mr. Hartman I thank him for his 
sympathy, but after all, I’m no braver than he is. He has te plow 
through your spelling, too. And he also got caught in one of your famous wagers!
I got through my first week of lectures without putting too many 
students to sleep. I consider that some sort of minor accomplishment. 
How to make J history palatable? With anecdotes, obviously. That’s 
the trouble. I haven’t got whole files full of neat little stories 
like the old, established professors. But I manage to track down a 
few through rather^voluminous reading. Then there are a few bad, old 
jokes I recall. Like the paper Hbrs got the news report garbled.
It was the most famous goof of all time. The headline read, ”J . W . 
Booth Breaks Legx& at Theater.’1 To use horrible, mythical things 
like that, they have to illustrate a point. But there’s always 
some unused old point floating around somewhere. Actually, I’m 
enjoying the teaching, although it’s a little hard getting used to 
the marathon talking.(yeh. I’m sure you’ll have a comment to that.) 
I’m just finishing grading a set of papers. My feeling is that the 
xbf cherubs could have done better. Ah well. This is the free, 
public Calif, junior college. It ain’t NU.
Journalism forum at SMU sounds interesting. Let toe know what it’s all about.
..and, before I forget, do let me report on CAROLYN WILKERSON. I last 
heard from her about three weeks ago, and she was earlobe deep in 
the newspaper, football season, and everything else you could think of. 
Her journalism advisor, who also was Sara’s, has had on© of her famous 
relapses again and so was out of school for a while and is now back 
half-time. So Carolyn’s struggling along, trying to get Tom Lemly 
to get his copy in on time*. Her comment: ”0h grub. What are we
gonna do?” She reports Shreveport weather has been hot, but ’’here 
fall comes when it supposed to, not in July like it does up North!” 
She’s also in the midst of sending off for all the college catalogs 
in sight. Still can’t decide what to do. Comment: ”The situation Is 
really getting desperate . AAAAAAAAAAARRRRGCKH1HHHHHHH*.!!! *. IIS!!!!! I” 
There. News in brief from Shreveport. OK?
Copyreading vs. proofreading. Copyreading is the job of checking and 
editing the news, plus writing headlines, before copy goes to the 
linotype fehop to be set in type. It’s a highly skilled news editing job 
(or should be). Proofreading is just a matter of checking the proofs 
which come down from the linotype room against original copy--to make 
sure the compositors didn’t goof. Anyone who can xsp spell and has a 
minimum of intelligence can do it. Clear? Just to confuse things thoroughly, each uses a different set of symbols.



How this is a rawther interesting CT for me to comment on. As it 
happens, I do much the same thing--but at much longer range. P m  
almost inevitably planning what 1*11 be doing next summer of* next 
year. In a way, this is necessary, because it's not easy to leave 
for Europe and enroll for graduate work at a momentfs notice. But 
nevertheless I tend to carry it to somewhat of an extreme, so you

^amused reaction when I got your letter. The one place avoid doing it is the institute. There I haven't im time, and besides, there1 s no place P d  rather be.
However, I'm not particularly subject to disappointments. Planning ahead (as that famous sign says), is kind of a hobby to me. If a 8 
trip works out fine. If not, I*ve had fun looking at the maps,

Pr°hahly have another chance some time. I can do this with most things. Of course there are exceptions.
This does lead to one bad thing: an impatience with the present.
And time, unfortunately, is something you can't buy. You get your 
quota, and when it s gone —  too bad. It stands to reason that you*d 
better get the most out of every minute, if you're smart, By this
j ° L i t ? ean fork every minute. I mean strike a reasonable balance and don t waste the present wishing for the future.

it's certainly more easily said than done. But I suspect you may 
Kf ^hat crutch in college. Days go by too fast to bother with such planning there. I developed the habit after college-- because I had a boring job for two years.

ime^? °? th~ otJ}er hand, I look forward to nofehing to do. After hardly stopping for breath this week (there are two days when I'tear 
back from campus, grab "lunbh" (an- apple), and eat it as I drive to 
my teaching assignment), I looked forward to tonight, when I could 
ta*e a nap, if I wanted. Naturally, I didn't— ! typed up my money-making
tai lLZ ls my third But at least- the opportunitywas there. Or don't you ever like a "nothing1' day? y
Then you can also have fun with the unplanned. Did you ever set 
aside a day or a weekend Just to do whatever appealed to you at the
3 " 8 2  to setnda^dek?nd °f Tr°UMe 1S’ ^  > » • « - *  kind
You have summed up the case rather well. Your individual trouble is 
that you re vulnerable to disappointments. I can't order you to 
develop a philosophic outlook. But it should be obvious that things 
can t work out 100# of the time. You should be able to get that through to your nervous system if you work at it'.
fUi4^ ? P L ’. for?ula for appreciating what I have and developingthe no™ humility at the same time is simple. I sit down and consider the percentage against being born in the United States, in a familv
S S S i .  t: f f i S t t B  KaM*xUcareerCI "wanted--and 
Who coulWdnb; disappointed?8” * H°W C°Uld 8ny°ne be S° lueky?



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 15, 1960

Dear Aunt Esther \ -YI
Well, I think my schedule is settleolnow. At least I don’t seem to
have time to crowd^Tnything morê  I began work Thursday as a
part-time writer and editor for the Institute of Transportation and 
Traffic Engineering, which is part of the university. I’ll be 
working Monday afternoons, Tuesday mornings, and all day Thursday. 
That should pay for the r'pnt, food, and gasoline, so I’m very happy 
to have it even tho * ’ ‘ isy.
I began lecturing fe | £ and I’m enjoying it.
This first section of work lis about the history of journalism. Since 
I l\have to do lots of reading before every
hour lecture. I’m learning kgs^s .
Roger was here for dinner last '̂ unday • broughitalong some of hisslides and some movies he had tak,en of Pat and her baby. He said 
Uncle Ralph and Aunt Ida will be \er.e next weekend, and we’ve 
tentatively planned a couple of hk\ combined activities. I want to have 
them here for dinner, too. I’m wondering how Aunt Ida will like 
flying East-better than the Harpers, I hope’.
I’ll certainly be glad to give Everest first chance at the Jet whenever 
I decide to get rid of it. I’d surely* like a newgr model now, but 
I just as surely can’t afford it. The\car hasif<?>,y,000 mile^

so it really should have half of i\;s life ahead of it, if it lasts as well as yours. Mv^cugrejat joj£e\ is that I’d have bought a 
new car--but I can't make î ŷ IrfolX̂  a Mercedes, i/Thunderbird,
or a Chrysler. Ha'. That’ll be the day. \ '
The weather here has been ideal f-er - . It’s like
late June in New Jersey. Tomorrow t supposed to
be in the 80s, with low humidity and ’s really amazing
when the hills around here come out ?tunately, I

My job permits flexible/ hours, so I oq able to come
for Thanksgiving without any trouble infer with Roger
to see if he'll be driving down. If come together.

don’t have much chance to go sightse t ? should, have
time in the spring.

My regards to the aunts, Uncle Georg , | |

\\\



Wednesday (or it was the last , 
time I looked)
0 a I ^ / 7

Dear Ann
I can think of nothing I’d rather do than come to see my oil fields-- 
now that I!m an oil-rich non-Texan. I can think of nothing less 
likely, either. Ah well, as an ex-cherub sometimes says, Cast la 
vie. I’ll bet it's even cool enough down there now so I could stand 
it. . Well jest put a chain around my holdin's, please, and 1*11 
investigate when I come for the payoff of a certain wager.
Gadzooks, Ann, you lost a bet of two? Hard to believe, but so did 
the odd-takers in Las Vegas I understand. Wait'll next year, it says 
here. But I don't think the Yanks deserve to win, having sacked 
ole Case (note the example of how not to dangle a phrase).
Glad you enjoyed the forum and that you talked back to the head of 
the Ft. Worth radio station. Such unadulterated prejudice still is 
one of the facts of life in some sectors of journalism. Irks me no 
end, too. The fact is that you will have to be better than the men 
to hold your own. OK. You will be. It's that simple.
The program looks good. Too bad you had to do one of those 
frustrating beforehand jobs for the sdhool page. However, I think 
you did a good job considering the handicap. In fact, both articles 
were good ones. A few comments on advertising story are enclosed.
So you don't like parties? Welcome to the club. Personally, I 
distinguish between formal and informal. For example. I made 
arrangements to avoid the first institute party. Can't stand this 
business of watching people "getting acquainted." But I was only 
too happy to go to the fciaeh party. I'm convinced, though, that 
the worst things of all are teas. Spare me. I spent all of about 
20 minutes at nh the tea for parents at the end of the institute-- 
and that by greatest effort and under duress.
I'm wondering, as you did, why you enjoyed institute parties. Work 
on that a while* I can't understand why you don’t like parties 
where you know the people--as you must at Greenhill’s. I'm very 
willing to admit that I'm sometimes darned uncomfortable among a 
group of strangers--if there isn’t any empathy. But generally if 
you know the people you can wander around and have a pretty good 
time.
It could be ix what the psychologists call prior conditioning. By 
Ksxyx now you're so used to getting headaches and not having a good 
time that it's almost like a reflex. You've built up the expectation- 
and the result follows. Still, If it wasn’t true at the institute 
it proves you can do something. I'm just no sure what.
The one thing you definitely should not do is play hermit. You knew 
I'd say that, and I wouldn't want to disappoint you. What's so 
different about parties, anyway. If you can talk to people In a



classroom why can't you talk to them In a ballroom? It doesn't seem reasonable *
Well now, If I were in your place, I’d probably haul myself off 
to my mental mountain peak, next time I went to aparty, and look 
down at me with as much detachment as possible. "Now what’s this 

 ̂say> "a party’s really a pretty minor event, and it doesn t mean that much in my life, so why am I getting worked ud over it?" * F
e— Si.? ‘the system I inevitably use to put things in perspective. £>°mttimes it works rather well, too. A party isn’t gointe to mean 
much to me the week after it s held--certs1nly won’t mean a thing
by next year. Probably I won’t even remember it. So why overemohaci it when it’s happening?
I think therers really more truth than rationalization to that 
approach. When we re in the middleof things --particularly things 
that past experience tells us are going to be unpleasant--*!® they look awfully formidable. But most of them aren’t.
You have an irrational reaction. Maybe you can beat it with a rational approach. At least it’s worth a try.
And Just by the way, if you’re so good at putting on acts, how come 
you don t do it at parties?? This doesn't figure at all. Here's 
a place where you might profitably act--until you actually 
begin to enjoy yourself so that you don’t have any need for an act. 
Bxplain,tRxsxi®xiaHX if you will, youi* seeming lack of consistency.
Hope you’ll excuse an abbreviated commentary this time. I’m getting 
to the point where I’m fast losing coherence. This has been a rugged 
don t-stop-for-a-minute-or-else-you’01-be-late day, and it’s now catching up with me.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 19, 1969

Dear Mother and Dad
I'm not sure I have too much to report since last week. I'm fairly 
well caught in the grind now, and I suspect I won’t be doing many 
of the interesting extra-curricular things until the end of the semester.
I’m busy all right. But I'm managing to get 7 to 8 hours sleep a 
night, so there’s no danger of exhaustion. Partly my admirable 
habits are due to a lack of a roommate. Without someone to help 
me keep awake, I get sleepy after midnight.
Fortunately my job isn’t too busy yet, so if I need extra time I 
can take it. Hours are adaptable, which is good. The load doesn’t 
hit hard until about the end of January--so I’m told. I expect to 
take off a couple of days around Thanksgiving to eat txa turkey with 
the Harpers, and I’ll be able to head for home at Christmas as soon 
as classes are over. I won’t take any Electrojets, Dad. I have a 
tentative reservation--via every imaginable stop--on the good old 
Constellation. You won’t need to worry about the tickets unless 
I holler for help later. I'm arranging them through a travel agency 
here. I figure TWA will foul me up no matter which way I plan, so 
I might as well do it here and save you the trouble . The girl at 
the agency told me, however, that TWA has made a strenuous effort 
to improve service. We’ll see.
My Saturday Review finally has started to come here. Sorry to deprive 
you of the good reading, but it does have interesting articles new 
and then. I'm building a iKKiafcs lecture around an article In their 
new communications section. Ordinarily, around here, I can’t even 
keep up with the paper. I spent Saturday happily perusing a pile 
of literatur©--extracurricular. But it doesn’t look like i'll have 
many more such opporutnities. I'm supposed to be visiting various 
junior colleges for the j.c. course; then write a paper. Besides 
practice teaching, I'm supposed to consult with students, plan 
two units of lessons covering about six weeks, and submit various 
other time-consuming things. Then I have to plan writing assignments, 
write up tests (which is proving a sticky job), and grade. etc. etc. 
Well, you know. At strategic points I'm obviously going to be 
taking time off from the job to get other things done. I'm glad I can
Sunday afternoon I went to the beach (with a book, and I actually read 
100 pages). Didn't gét too much tan, but there was a bit of a healthy 
glowthe next day. The sun's lower in the sky now, but although It cuts 
down the tan it also makes beach sitting extremely pleasant--just warmenough. I never can tell, as I head for an 8 a.m. class or for the
job at the same hour, what the weather will be like. I'm usually 
completely baffled. Those days I think the sun will come out, it
doesn't. When I think the fog is likely to remain all day, it doesn't
So I just grab whatever's in sight and hope for the best.



The political candidates and their spokesmen are beating a regular 
path to the Cal. campus* All too often I have to be practice-teachi 
when they’re speaking, but 1 have heard Stevenson and Lodge. 
Stevenson is still a marvelous speaker--even though X don’t agree 
with some of the things he says. He was much more effective than 
Lodge. I think Lodge does better in UN debate than in campaign 
oratory. In fact, iwxfcKiy lately it seems he has foot in mouth 
disease. I wonder why he xx doesn’t lay off that Negro-in-the- 
cabinet routine* I have the somewhat nervous feeling that Kennedy 
is ahead at the moment. I certainly don’t think Nixon’s been 
particularly sharp in the so-called TV debates, which seem to have 
evolved into a contest to see who can say least while looking most 
sincere. Phooey. No wonder there are so many she people determined 
fcsxT to”Vote No. for President.” I finally remembered to write for 
an absentee ballot. Hope I’m not too late. I figure 6ase can use 
all the votes he can get.
I’ve seen a couple of pictures of the new Thunderbird. They look 
pretty bad. I’m waiting to find one on the street so I can gawk.
By the looks of the pictures they goofed and you’ll own a classic, 
(by the time you get all the minor irritations aut of it).
Veil, back to woik. Is being more news after Deans get here.



2814A Regent Street 
Berkeley 5, California 
October 27., 1960

Dear Miss Denison
When I saw that envelope iEt&fch®xmaiixfe®x 
"Wells College, Director of Admissions," 
Denison wants to know about Bonni Fisk.

in the mailbox that said, 
I thought, "I’ll bet Miss

summer,Your memory is amazing. I was indeed at Northwestern this 
and I spent some time talking with Bonni about Wells 
the activities of the staff members are rounded up in 
the instituters get when they arrive, so she p

I s  and heg a n a-s -k in g - q iia s t i x ua-s . She was v e r y  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  
W e l l s  and jfartn it ’- h titffrritlr P t a l l u j ^ i i e i  - l u i  u -iTp'pl-y i  n g - - whe-  wo u 1 d h w e
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I didn’t k 
what I can in 
the journalism 
far enough)^®

^ ------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ----------- . -  o --------
A m  ¿ u» -i/c * C *t>—

Bonni as well as many of the otherO 
the way of recollection. (We had 105 students in 
section this year, and my time just didn’t stretch

but I ’ll do

I would, not give Bonni the unqualified/ praise and recommendation which 
I already have given to a couple of other institute students. She is 
not a leader, and she was not an outstanding student^ l r e r *  1 wo11 -trafre .
But to be fair, i&*it must be admitted that the «safe- £m J
the institute are t3arh3r~cye,»ptIonal _
Bonni did an avefcage job in a very competitive group. She was

quiet, but she has interesting ideas and probably will be a good 
college student who will contribute some gene, original 

thinking to a campus. I don’t mean shsis there’s anything radical 
about her ideas, but I hav^the impression that she doesn’t necessarily 
follow the crowd.
She has a «gnJBLL lisp, which didn’t bother me. She is reasonably 
attractive, nicely dressed, courteous, and while she stayed with 
a small circle of friends at the institute, she did approach me about 
Wells and was qu«icpt̂ ly Y t t^ iiiJl:y whenever I had occasion to talk with 
her.
Bonni told me 
she’d be lost 
-and nincd.cho ’
She seemed
•cwî th~Jtts--lo aa 11-o-n,— ©Ĵ &

she wsnaxM didn't want to go to a big college where
in the crowd,. Wlelle-- oeemed to bo her only chulce~ -
s applying "for early admiqoloju I— i-magine— tha-L ’ b lu.p'e~.~A

ouite familiar with that' &he-l^oilage had to offe r »jL-M*
interested in it,

I can’t remember how she said she became 
but she no doubt has written you about that.

.Where do êTvim
be 

ould be

these random ̂thoughts leave me? I w 
e~faeagu-g-~pTesTdent\or a Freshman Po 
a , steady studenti^

wqu
sjx,

Idn’t expect 
but I would

her to 
guess tha'

wrong--but at that’s another opinion for you to



i
When I first got here in mid-August, 
Sue Duckworth. Sue has an interesti 
view of the Golden Gate. She’s now 
models of molecules, orbitals, and o

.The «tato». She and a colbusiness going. Every now and then 
some of the gadgets . don’t
Pat Herron is now an assistant dean 
the official title) at Stanford 
seems very much the same.

I stayed for three wefeks with 
ng San Francisco apartment with 
teaching half time andyis making 
ther things I don’t understand© 
league have a nice little 
I go over and help her assemble 
'U-ftd-e-'̂e-t rmd thorn * V^-7 ^
of women (I’m not sure if that’s 

I saw her just once so far, and she

Sue has had me hiking in Yosemite and along the coast north of San Francisco. As a result, I’™ ~ U*1—  T 1---  ~m now officially a hiker--I have a caseof poison oak which refuses to quit. I’ve spent a couple of blissful 
Sundays at the beach, have investigated some restaurants and seen 
some shows. I’m constantly frustrated because I have neither the 
time nor money to do more. In short, It’s an enjoyg% 1 o place to be.
I expect to be back to New Jersey for Christmas, and perhaps I’ll 
have a chance to si& fftrrfji"iie f l1 u 1 i(H1 ¿ ♦ q £a(^_ /

-rêgee-rd-B— to- Pat and th0

< w ” " ^  ^
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2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
October 27, 1960

Dear Sara
Unaccustomed as I am to being anywhere near prompt in answering 
letters, I couldn’t resist sending you a couple of examples of the 
"Monarch of the College Dailies,n to show you what it’s up to this 
week.
It isn’t often that the editorial staff changes completely overnight, 
but they managed it. If The Texan doesnft get exchange copies, I 
thought they might add a little amusement to the newsroom. Meanwhile, 
the disease seems to be spreading, as indicated in the page 1 clip 
from the ever watchful Ban Francisco Chronicle. I’y© been searching 
for copies of the Independent Californian but haven t found any as 
yet. I can * t figure out where their salesmen hide. Or maybe they* 
don’t get to campus as early as I do.
I think the old staff goofed. They should have stayed and fought it 
out. They’ll generate enough interest to sell their independent 
publication for a couple of weeks, but people who can get the Dally 
Cal. free apent going to shell out indefinitely for another paper. 
Good old apathy usually wins out. I doubt that they can get the 
advertising revenue necessary to give copies wway. As for the basic 
disagreement, it’s fairly confused. Coliege journalism usually is. 
That’s half' the fun. How’s the Texan?
Eighteen of courses and Monday night desk editor, huh? Well,
I’ll expect 8 reply to this during Christmas vacation. You can send 
it to Ocean Grov*e--I’ll be there if I can scare up the plane fare. 
What’s photojournalism? Picture editing? And how did you manage 
to get into physics. I should say, why did you manage? One happy 
thought. If you survive it all, next year suthg ought to be a 
vacation. At least 1 didn’t xfc&wx struggle too much in grad school. 
My roommate did though. She was in news sequence and I was in 
magazine, and it was like the night from the day. Now they’ve 
changed the whole graduate program and I haven’t the vaguest idea about what’s what. Except I do remember Peg Grlgolelt, who counseled 
with me this summer, say it was still rough going. A few kinks have 
to be ironed out. Probably by next year they will be. She wot went 
on field trips to Washington and New York, though, and did all kinds 
of interesting stuff. She was in magazine, but did mostly r s i x m x  
news work because that’s all she could get under the new plan. If 
you want a rundown5-»slightly sarcastlc--write to her at Box 1137, 
Greenwich, Conn. You’ll get an entertaining reply, 1 imagine.
I’m afraid I’m no help about deadline for admissions or scholarship 
applications. Can’t remember, and it’s probably changed by now. 
Housing. Hmm. You could probably be a dorm counselor if you wanted. 
That would take care of room and board, but you’d have to restrict 
your program because you’re expected to perform certain duties. * f 
I wanted to finish things off in a year, so I didn’t do it. If you d 
be interested, contact Miss Frances L. Yearley, Director of Women s 
Housing. And if you decide to apply, let me know so I can wtx* say 
a word or two in your favor.



To my knowledge, there stillis no Manaxing university housing for 
graduate students. In fact, getting an apartment is a problem.
If you work at the institute it would be ideal. You could track down 
a place while you re there. I remember that I stopped in Evanston 
late In August, on my way back from the Pacific coast, just to get that odious job out of the way.
Ifm not too up to date on who from your institute might be
going to grad school. You might write Georgianne Ensign, who lives 
at Chapin. She could give you a pretty good idea. I saw her this 
summer. She was working at the Coop/ but took time off to go to 
Florida and to part of the Republican convention. Are you thinking 
possibly about a roommate? Another girl who counseled this summer, 
Midge McAllen, is now in Scotland and might be back at grad school next year.
Well, let1s see. Scholarships. I hear they're better now than they 
used to be, but get your application in early. My roommate and I 
bothhad scholarships and assistantships. They came to about $800, 
but it must be more how that fees are higher. As a grad student,

you d stand a pretty good chance of getting one. I never could pry a cent out of Medill during my undergrad days. But when you're 
in grad school you can quite honestly argue that you're financially 
on your own. The fact that you're an oily child, etc., etc., won't disqualify you.
Back to the roommate bit, you’d be doing yourself a favor if you could 
work out a deal with someone who's been a Medill. It'll give you a 
head start on what to expect in course work, and also- you'll get 
more chance to meet people. Especially someone like Midge, who had 
an endless string of friends, male and female. One© again, if 
you re interested I'll try to contact her and see what her plans are. 
If she doesn t come to San Francisco she'll probably end up in grad school.
Me? I ve been busy. I'm practice teaching Intro to «Journalism, 
which really is a potpourri the first half of the semester. •Freedom 
of the press, press responsibility, policy, history.. .whew*. I never 
had a xsxxki® course in journalism history, but I've just done rnt. a 
thorough job of covering the ground to make five lectures- out of it. 
The second half of the semester is spent in newswriting. It’ll be 
nice to know (hopefully) what' I’m talking about again. I'm kind 
of enjoying the whole project. Whether I'll decide I like junior 
college teaching is another matter. I have some serious reservations 
which I'll devote a letter to explaining some time. Mostly what I 
dislike is the /open door" policy. Anyone 18 years old xk or over 
xfea and who can benefit from the program can go--free~-to a junior 
college. Also, these are not, with rare exceptions, journalism 
majors. And that makes a substantial difference in what you teach 
and the reaction you get. However, the practice is invaluable, and I 11 at least have a more valid way of judging If I might’ like full 
time teaching. Tune in again at the end of the semester for the next 
chapter. The teaching is 1 hour, three days a week. But I have to 
go 18 miles to get to the college, then I have to have conferences 
with various students, make out records, write various reports, and prepare the lectures.



One day a week all of us "English" (yuk) majors meet with our 
university supervisor to talk over teaching methods and problems-* 
mostly problems. Fortunately my university supervisor and the 
journalism instructor at the college both are wonderful. YouJve 
never seen so much red tape dispensed with. And they are both kind 
and helpful. Ifm just plain lucky.
Then I!m taking a course called "The Junior College It’s pretty
seless. I could learn as much by reeding one little book of about 

60 pages which ITve discovered. Then I audit a poli sci course in 
Public Opinion--but 1 think 1fve probably told you that. Plus that 
I write notes for a professional note-taking company* so public 
opinion is paying my food bills.
My half-time job will shape up pretty xi well, I think. I’m doing 
writing and editing for the university1s Institute of Transportation 
and Traffic Engineering--some mouthful. Well, with all those 
crazy engineers, mathematicians, and electronic computers, I don t 
really know what’s going on. But I guess I’ll learn. I do a 
variety of jobs--mostly whipping specialized publications into shape 
for the printer. Right now I’m working on a guide which will 
enlighten casual visitors to the institute. It may enlighten me 
along the way. I spend Monday afternoons, Tuesday mornings, and 
all day Thursday at that. For |2.63 xxhx an hour, I’m not about to 
skx complain.
I’ve been conscientious lately and haven’t gadded
about San Francisco much. However, I now have tickets to hear 
Robert Frost read his poetry aua-.-a't the otner end of the continuum-- 
to a Mort Sahl-Li.ueliters show. The nimelitere are a very popular 
singing group on the Coast, although I didn’t know anything about 
them,
The temptation to be avoided at all costs is the secondhand 
bookstores. I fumbled into one a couple of Saturdays ago and came 
out with two journalism books I’d been looking for but couldn’t afford 
Oh well.
It’s getting late, as usual, and I’m getting incoherent, also 
usual, F>o I quit, trite when you can.



2814A Regent St.
Berkeley 5, Calif.
October 27, 1960

My beer-drinking, potato-chip-loving friend--
Why aren’t you here now to amuse me while 1 try to keep the eyelids pried open? As it turned out I've decided to go to schoolsand work. 
This is what I call my “vacation” on the West Coast. Good grief.
Don't have time even to dust the bookshelves and I've been horribly 
monastic. Economy, you know. No beer, no potato chips; not even 
mixings for a mannattan. However, I do carouse now and then when 
I get over to Ban Francisco. All is not lost.
Back to the subject. I'm working on that junior college credential-- 
and have the sneaking suspicion that I'm about to find out that I 
don't want to teach in a junior college. This “open door” policy 
you know. Warm bodies 18 years old or over are welcome. And then 
the numbdr of journalism majors you find could ks waltz on the head 
of a pin. Nevertheless,' I'm amused for the time being with my 
Intro to Journalism course, and I'm picking up some practice end 
some idea of whether I'd like to do full time teaching any place.
Maybe I'll stick to the summer lark at the institute and forget the 
rest. (Must how do you arrange that while working in some 50-week 
journalism job?) Well, no matter. I'm also taking a junior college 
education course, which doesn't deserve comment. I'm auditing a 
Public Opinion course in the piixsrsri pol i sci department. Also,
I've worked a deal so I'm taking notes for it. Seems they have 
a company here which mimeographs notes and sells them to the idiot 
children who don't want to take their own. I should complain? Not 
when I get #6.50 a lecture. My mother's first comment: Is it legal?
I fear so: and well advertised, too.
My other job is writing and editing for the university's Institute 
of ‘JbPwifxiB Transportation and traffic engineering--a world of 
engineers, mathematicians, and electronic computers. All crazy.
The computer, I found out today, Is capable of running an efficient 
blackjack game. Very useful machine. I spend Monday afternoons, 
Tuesday mornings, and ell day Thursday at such pursuits.
All the trivia will end with the first semester. Then I may keep 
my half-time job and loaf until summer. I can get a universitylibrary card for about #6 and maybe read the impossibly long 
list of books I consider vital.
And you? Did AT&T come through? The job sounds greet--and I suppose 
one must work. You probably get more time than I do to eat lunch, 
anyway. Three days a week I gavault back from campus, grab my car 
keys and an apple, and take off on my 18-mil© drive to my practice 
teaching assignment. I heave the apple core out the window at 
precisely the same spot every day ♦ It iiss looks to be a good bet for 
an archard. Then I peddle the »id® wisdom of the ages for 50 minutes.
I'll be home for Christmas--from about Dec. 17 to Jan. 1. Possibility 
of having lunch in the city? At any rate, do let me know how things 
are going, what you're doing, and who you've heard from.



Do you know Ann Jarrett really is. writing a CT a week. She hasn’t 
missed yet. I’ve been promised the 15th one on Halloween. The /
title is *T Double, Double, Xisi Toil and Trouble*” Oh brother!
Looks like I lose a steak dinner. I must admit that after grading 
junior college papers, I rather look forward to her prose.
Mary Mason occasionally writes me a CT. Other than that I’ve escaped 
from. CTs. I hear occasionally from a few others. They are unanimously^ 
busy' on newspapers, yearbooks, rooting for football teams, and ppjblyini .) to colleges. Ah to be young.
I heard from Midge before she left for Europe. I sent her a good 
guide book and so she offered her thanks. She said she was going to 
write articles for her local paper, which will be nice for the scrap 
book when she wants a job. I think I’ll try writing her to find out 
if she’s decided when she’ll come back and if she really might come to San Fran.



October 27, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
Aunt Ida and Uncle Ralph arrived on schedule, and we had.a very nice 
weekend. They arrived at Roger *s Friday night, and on Saturday 
morning San Francisco was shrouded in its worst fog of the year.
Flights were not coming in or going out, and the fog could practically 
be cut over here. We accused them of importing some of Southern 
California*s fog. However, things cleared up somewhat in the afternoon 
and Roger took them for a cable car ride, lunch at Fisherman*s Wharf, 
etc. They came here for dinner. I responded valiently with lamb 
chops and broiled tomatoes, Lois Klauder*s feeans-mushrooms-onions, 
and the usual baked potatoes. Considering my lack of practice with company meals * lately, it wasn*t too bad.
They liked my apartment and why not. I*d like it at half the price.
We sat and talked during the evening. Aunt Ida reported on her 
trip to Maryland. She went by jet to Baltimore. I think she said 
it was supposed to take 4 hours 20 minutes--but then they were 20 
minutes early. She really enjoyed the flight. Midge and her husband 
live only a few miles from the airport, too. Anyway, she enjoyed 
seeing her new grandchild, and she brought along pictures. Well, 
it looks like the usual baby, as far as I can tell.
They went back to Roger*s Saturday night, but came right back again 
Sunday morning, and I went with them to the First Presbyterian Church. 
We stayed for a very good dinner, which the young adult group is 
putting on every week now. It was smorgasbord style, with all kinds 
of things including fried chicken, shrimp (1), all kinds of salads, 
etc. I met the three girls Roger knows. They all go to the church, 
too. One is from Altadena and her
parents are very good friends of the Deans. We went to their apartment 
which is in a very nice new building just on the other side of the 
isampus (none of them go to the university--they1 re all nurses--so 
of course they live right next to it), I looked at their apartment 
building when I was house hunting and thought, wWho could afford to 
live there?” They can, because itay there s three of them. They 
pay |165 a month, and the place is mss new, nicely furnished in 
colonial style, ,and has two bedrooms. Then we went to the big 
park at the north end of Berkeley. It*s really immense, and has a 
lake tennis courts, large picnic areas, $uch woodland and, of all 
things, a merry-go-round. So we all had to ride the merry-go-round 
while Roger took movies. Then they all came back here for coffee.
I also volunteered to fix supper (I would *ve had to go shopping, but 
there1.a e market nearby)-which hardly ever closes). However, they 
decided to xmk go back to the girls* apartment to see the third 
rommmate, and then they planned to go to church. I decided to get feat my nose back to the grindstone .
It was a very nice visit. Uncle Ralph was his usual entertaining self, and Aunt Ida was thoroughly enjoying herself, too.



I’m in the midst of grading a set of papers from a class writing 
session. Tomorrow there is a test on the book, so I don*t have to 
lecture (I just have to grade 25 papers this weekend. Arrrrgghhh!) 
Tomorrow is also the end of the month, and you know what fchwy: that 
means, mother. This here is a public school, so records must be 
handed in. Ho hum. I’ll trv to get it done while the kiddies are 
taking the test. ®y supervisor from the university came to observe 
yesterday. He is exceedingly nice. HA couldn’t say anything nasty 
if he tried, and therefore he didn’t. He said ®x I seem to have 
spent a lot of time on preparation--which I have--and we had coffee 
(ugh) and chatted a while.
This may sound confusing, but I have two supervisors--Dave and this 
man at Cal. We meet once a week with the Cal. supervisor, and then 
he occasionally makes jaunts to the various schools to see the eight 
of us that he’s shepherding this semester. He takes charge of the 
junior college English practice tdachéns, and I misfit into that 
group. Actually, it’s a very congenial group, but I sit there 
mystified when they start talking about English lit. For purposes 
of discussing general teaching methods, however, it is sometimes 
helpful. Thanks to Mr. Hogan (the supervisor), we’ve done wsr away 
with tons of idiot requirements. He was a high school English te cher, 
and a very good one, I hear, and he’s only interested in being 
practical while still meeting the state’s minimum requirements .
After I go through all this and get a credential, there i sn11 much 
chance of getting a teaching job for spring semester. After I 
look thoroughly into the junior college setup, I may not want one 
anyway. There are things I donft like about this education-for- 
everyone-at-no-cost (except to the taxpayer) arrangement. However, 
my primary interest is-in getting some teaching experience so I’ll 
really know if I want to teach full-time. Perhaps I’ll decide that 
I’d rather just be a summer pedagogue. How I ever would arrange 
that while working in journalism, I don11 know. I’ll work on that 
later, If I have tol
I worked my full day today. I proofread some copy,
began writing a booklet for visitors to the institute, and watched 
their electronic computer In action. I share an office with the 
fellow who programs it. He showed me today how games can be 
programmed on it--blackjack and the like. There are other little 
gems, too.. If you make a mistake in one game, it types out •idiot.” 
Very useful machín®.
How I have to write a letter to Miss Denison at Wells. She wants 
my opinion of a student who was at the institute. That was the 
reason for the Wells College Admissions Office letter you forwarded.



November 2, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
Really now. Dad* It * a a good thing youTre agile instead of fragile.
I always did admire your ballet techniques, but there1s such a thing 
as overdoing. I'm glad to hear that you1 re in such good condition, 
jehs but there would seem to be easier ways to get 'a physical.
Anyway, to paraphrase one of those sick jokes (Other than that,
Mrs. Lincoln, how did you enjoy the theater?), other than that, 
how1s the bowling going this year?
Just as I was deciding that I should bowl a coupetoe of games because 
X badly needed some exercise, I pulled an equally unlikely but less 
painful trick. My alarm clock is in the living room, and consequently 
I bound out of bed to shut it off before it wakes the girls upstairs. 
Monday I leapt out and landed on my right leg, only to find it was 
sound asleep to the hip. The foot turned, naturally. So I limped 
around for the day, didn't go bowling, and it's now turning black 
and blue. I believe that was the morning before your letter arrived. Empathy, maybe?
So, I still need exercise. That one, sneaking journalism course 
still is keeping me mighty busy. This weekend looks fairly clear, 
however, and next week, after I get the midterms graded, Dave will 
take over the class for a couple of sessions. That'll be nice.
Right now I have to finish grading some quizzes. I keep letting 
up and letting up on the grading, and Ifm still giving out too many 
low marks. Or so I surmise by reading the grades Dave is giving in 
his other courses. 11ve always said I don t believe in grading on 
the curve»-but I’m slowly being forced into it.
I've been following khsEW these last days before the election with 
some degree of humor. Which party gets the biggest New York parade, 
for instance, seems to depend on which politician is fabricating the 
figures and which party can ship the most confetti to the offices 
along the route. Kennedy and Nixon bid for biggest rallies, here 
at least, by seeing who can line up the most stars for a
pre-speech show. And so, with much sound and fury, we near the deadline* 
I sent in my absentee ballot, voting Republican except for freeholders, 
where the Republicans have been entrenched for much too long.
I'll spend election night at Sue's, watching the show on TV. One 
nice thing about being on the Pacific Coast--we won't have to stay 
up to dawn to find out who won. By the time we have dinner some 
place and get to the television, the returns from the East should be well under way.
It's November already, and when the mornings are chilly I invariably 
put on clothes that become too warm by noon. The temperatures have 
been in the 60s--and occasionally in the 70s. Rsihiy Rainy season 
isn't upon us yet. It's all very puzzling, but I do like the 
spring xfcH® atmosphere. That reminds me; my hair suffers these 
damp mornings, because it has little cold wave left. I think I'll 
wait until I get home to have it done however. Mother, would you 
mind making a reservation with Mrs. Ailing for a cold wave on Sat.,
Dec. 17? Morning preferred. Unless you and Dad decide there's some
place we'd like to go that day. If so, the following Tuesday will be 
nv



Dad, that Tourist 707 Jet doesnft land at Newark, does it? As fa© 
as I can find out from this end, I've got about the only flight into 
Newark. And that excursion fare makes it much cheaper. It’s TWA 
flight 520. If you know of anything better, please let me know 
between now and Dec. 1, when I }11 start thinking about paying for my ticket.



November 3, 1960

Dear Ann
Greetings. After an eventful Halloween, I have laid my broomstick 
to rest. And did you discover which witch would watch which watch?
If it had been April Fool’s day, I would have sworn you were leading 
me into a trap--as you can so well do upon occasion. I thank you 
for your letter, informing me that the 13th CT would arrive on 
Halloween. I thank you for the Halloween card received today 
(earlier this week, before payday, your contribution would have 
amounted to 20 per cent of the cash on hand.) However...what happened 
to Double Trouble?? Whether the pony express from Dallas was 
attacked by witches, goblins, or bandits a cornin’ through the pass 
I don’t know. But I didn’t get the CT.
Your move.
At the moment I’m in the midst of dreaming up e lecture on newspaper 
policy. I ve just finished grading a set of quizzes. Sob. Like 
l’ve said before, it isn’t on a par with the institute. Had I not 
graded on the curve (end I’m opposed to curves), about 60 per cent 
of the class would have failed. I don’t think it was a particularly 
horrid quiz, either. The proof will come next week when I give the 
midterm. It’s Dave’s test, not mine, and we’ll see how they do with 
it. trading is, as always, odious. The lectures, on the other hand, 
are getting to be more fun by the minute, now that I ’m out of the 
historical woods. Newspaper policy is a subject I enjoy, and I have 
many anecdotes with which to enliven it. I worked for a newspaper 
that had so many unwritten policies that the night editor growled 
in disgust one night, 1ve got so many policy stories for tomorrow 
that there’s not going to be any room for news.” Then there are 
always the nice questions about how to play suicides, crime news, 
and first offenders (particularly juveniles), etc.
Election madness nears its climax. Democrats and Republicans 
out-lie xk each other in estimating crowd attendance for their boy.
The succdss of a New York parade depends on which party can ship the 
most confetti to office buildings along the route. And to have a 
really big political turnout, each candidate imitates the old Roman bread-and-circus formula--and imports Hollywood stars by the 
dipper load. I’m not cynical, just amused. I have not joined the 
ranks of those who will Vote NO for President. My absentee ballot 
already is winging its way toward New Jersey. I shall watch the 
returns with interest. For whom are you throwing the ’’huge” 
election ni^ht party? Republicans? Or are you being non-partisan?
I have an uneasy feeling that the Democrats are goint to be the 
celebrators.
I’m thoroughly impressed with your grade average, particulery since 
I once heard from reliable sources that Greenhill is no snap.
And secretary-treasurer of the Latin Club. Good grief. You had quite 
a week. Congratulations.
I must return to the fray and get that lecture in shape. I’ll save 
the voluminous comments until that CT arrives. If you have the good 
fortune to have a carbon, you might send it. Otherwise, you might 
have the post office look in its dark corners. Meanwhile, goodbye 
from Great Pumpkin (you dLq read Peanuts, I presume).



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November 5, 1960

Ddar Aunt Esther end Uncle Creorge
Here It is November already, and I thought I'd better l^t you know my preliminary Thanksgiving plans.
When I last heard from Roger, he was doubtful about whether he would 
be going home. However, Roger's friend Toni, who lives here in 
Berkeley, says she'll be going to Altadena and will be riding with 
another girl from the church who also lives somewhere in the area. 
Therefore, I'm planning to come with them and share expenses.
Whey want to leave about 5 p.m. Wednesday, which means they'll arrive 
in Altadena some time after midnight. Aunt Ida suggested I might like 
to sleep there, since she has more room than you do. It also might 
be a good idea since I'll be arriving in Altadena at such an odd hour 
and wouldn't want anyone to wait up for me. If I recall correctly, 
the Deans leave their back door unlocked anyway, so I could just 
barge In and go to bed. Then I could come to your house thenext day. 
Well, as far as I'm concerned any arrangements will be perfectly all right.
I assume the girls will want to return to Berkeley some time on Sunday. 
I'll call them some time next week to make sure they're still going.
I've been busily engaged in my journalism teaching and my part-time 
working. For a pleasant change this weekend is a little less 
frenetic, and I'm managing to pull the ends together on such things as letter-writing and housekeeping.
I enjoyed seeing Uncle Ralph and Aunt Ida, and I imagine they've filled you in on the details of their visit.
I'm looking forward to seeing everyone soon.



2814A Regent Street 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November 6, 1960

Dear Peg
Well I’ll be damned. So you really went and did it. I’m not 
entirely bowled over, as your frame of mind seemed heading in that 
direction when I last saw you. But if you think it isn't going to 
be a strain to try to remember to put Mrs. in front of your name...
Give John ray condolences and tell him I’ll be around to meet him-- 
hopefully next summer.
Furthermore, you’ll have to wait for any reasonable facsimile of a 
wedding present. I refuse to be hampered by (a) duty regulations, 
and (b) my present financial condition. (Blunt answer to blunt 
instructions.)
The work does sound unbelievable. In fact, how the hell are you 
managing it. Perhaps the wind between my ears is slowly becoming 
atrophied, but at any rate 1 took the easy way out. I’ve, got two 
part-time jobs and I’m working on a junior college teaching 
credential. That involves practice teaching for the semester, and 
one horribly horrible education course. I’m also auditing a 
poll sci Public Opinion course.
I got out here, took one look at the restrictions' surrounding a 
•masters in poll sci, and decided that just for once I was going to 
do what X want to. Signing up for the credential bit was not the 
way to accomplish this, exactly, but there’s always another semester.
Ho hum. Actually, the practice teaching is amazingly hard ?/ork— and 
fun. In fact, I spend 99 and 44/100 of my free time at it. The first 
thing I embarked on was a short history of k journalism. Me, who nevrr 
took history cf J. Well, things have been remedied. I went through 
a dozen books in nothing flat, learned what I should have known long 
ago j got a real bang of the anecdotes from the periods of yellow 
journalism, the story of Medill and McCormick, Etc. I don1t know if 
the class learned anything, but I sure did. I’ve just finished a 
couple of lectures on newspaper policy, which took very little 
preparation besides a year and a half in the Asbury Park Press newsroom. 
Great fun.
The guy whose class I’m teaching, and the university supervisor, are 
both rare characters who hate education red tape as much as I dol 
Therefore, we’ve dispensed with most of it and are having a good time.
I have some serious misgivings about the junior college setup , though. 
In my usual economic-conservative, educational-aristocrat way, I can t 
quite convince myself that this free, public college open to everyone 
Is quite right. It’s for sure that tho class level isn’t nearly as 
high as in a selective situation. Also, I’d have to teach something 
else along with the journalism, and probably it would be bonehead 
English--of which there are many, many sections. ’’English X” is what



aptly referred, to in some places. English for those who are 
sub par, and when they say sub. they mean it. On the other hand, 
salaries are good. I*d probably start at better than f&i $6,000, and 
the range now goes up to about $10,000 in most places. But you 
know me; I scream about making money, then proceed to take the lowest 
paying job.
Of course, the other thing that hurst my competitive pride is the 
automatic raises instead of the merit system.

So I'm really free to go in any of a couple of dozens directions 
when the semester ends-. One idea is to keep my pxx half-time job, 
buy a $6 library card to the university, and burrow into the books.
Also get an apartment over in the city. The job is technical 
writing and editing for the university--the Institute of Transportation 
and Traffic Engineering, to be exact. I don't know what in heck 
they're doing, but they are paying me $2 .64 an hour^, which is all 
I ask. In addition I do professional note-taking for the public 
opinion course1. It's quite a business around here. A couple of 
comapnies put out class notes for those students who are too lazy 
or idiot to take thoir ovh. That gives me an extra $6.50 per lecture,
3 days a week. So I'm more or less making neds meet without delving 
into the savings account. Naturally I have an apartment layout 
that's much too fancy: four rooms, private garden with fireplace,
etc. So I'm really working pretty much to support it. That will, 
be remedied next semester.
Meanwhile, I have a ticket to see Bobert Frost read some of his stuff 
this afternoon. At the other end of the continuum, .1 also have a 
ticket to a Mort Sahl show next week. Both of those are in Berkeley; 
good old university towns. There, are so many good movies around that 
it's just plain frustrating. I've seen Threepenny Opera and The Best 
Man, over in the city. Have hiked around this area and Yosemite, 
explored a few of San Francisco's restaurant, a couple of museums.
I've been following the campaign with amusement. The Republicans, 
by the way, really are barreging all stations in this area with 
recorded messages from their boy. Old platitude Dick. I've sent 
in my absentee ballot, voting for him in hopes that he'll be run 
over by a jet plane and Lodge will inherit the job. If I had to 
bet right ndw, though, I'd put my money on Kennedy. You did as 
you threatened and left the country rather than get involved in 
this campaign. I was tempted to join that group which will Vote NO A for President, but then I remembered that Sen. Case needed help, so 
I sent for a ballot. I'll join Sue Tuesday evening to drink Irish coffee before her TV set (I've made an enthusiast out of her), and 
watc.hr the returns. I'll also have a set of midterms to grade 
simultaneously. That ought to be interesting.
Write when you can--even if it's short--and let me know haw things 
are going with the History Kid. I'll be home for Christmas, just in 
case you're planning to send Christmas cards... No, I guess you're 
not.

I'm on the verge of deciding to leave the teaching bit to summers 
If you figure out a way I can do that while still staying in the 
news racket, let me know, huh. For the moment, the teaching is 
keeping me amused, anyway.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November 6, I960

Bear Dianne
I apologize for the long silence. Things have been a bit hectic 
around here, but I think I’m xxfch catching on to the routine now, 
and hopefully itf11 be less frenetic as a result. As I may have 
told you, I’m doing a se raster of practice teaching at Diablo 
Valley College, and I’m still amazed at how much time it can 
sometimes take to prepare three 1-hour lectures a week. Depends 
on the subject, of course. I just got finished with a couple of 
lectures on newspaper policy, and they took just a year and e half’s 
experience on a daily, plus a few minutes before the lectures to 
organize anecdotes and opinions. I’m enjoying It all (except the 
grading), but Ifm not sure I’ll settle for fulltime junior college 
teaching. I’ll make up my mind at the end of the semester. The 
students, I may report, are not exactly of the Institute caliber. 
That’s probably the understatement of the year. Some of them are 
fairly good .. .but then there are the others. That’s what comes 
from having a state junior college system where just about anybody 
who's warm can be admitted.
I also have a part-time job editing and writing for the university’s 
Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering. It’s pretty 
technical, but I’m learning. And the paycheck manages to keep the 
bill collectors away from the door.
I’m also taking a couple of courses on campus, and with the leftover 
time I romp in San Francisco or hike around the landscape to see what 
California really is like. Thus far I’m enjoying it very much.
This afternoon I’m going to hear Robert Frost read some of his 
poetry, and next week there’s a Mort Bahl performance on the schedule. 
Both of those are in Berkeley, which is very handy. Bor some of 
the other events, I go into ®an Francisco. I’ve seen a couple of 
plays; Threepenny Opera and The Best Man. And just to be 
ridiculous, I usually go to San Francisco even to see television.
My friend over there has a set, and 1 don’t. So it’s a handy excuse 
to drive across the bridge and enjoy the city.
You asked me for* some comment on The Wildcat (lou’ll be right at 
home with Northwestern’s Wildcats, won’t you?). Thanks for sending 
me a copy. I ve enjoyed seeing it and must admit xsap I’m impressed. 
The layout looks very good, particularly on the first page, and 
particularly that top banner headline. My only criticism is that 
the headline over your picture, m ’am, is a little hard to read because 
it’s all caps. You would have done better with caps and lower case.
You’ve got a couple of good articles for which reporters had to ’’dig.” 
The page 2 story on students with names of celebrities is a good idea. 
The reporter could xfe have used that last paragraph for a snappy lead.
The picture quality is very uneven. How come some are so good and 
some so fuzzy? One comment about picture makeup. Instead of running 
two pictures together, as on pages 1 and 4, leave a little white space 
between them. It makes things less confusing.



Editorials:. The tpp one's pretty good, the one titled "To Thee 
We Sing Praises” isn't so good. It rambles at the beginning, and 
do@snTt hit hard enough at the reasons why there should be concerted 
effort to isx get more response.
The writing looks generally good and is impressive for the first 
edition of the year. Just one question: What is this thing
called "The Shadow Prowls," and why does it have to?
I'd like to see another issue or so during the year, if you 
think of it. And write when you have time.



2814A Regent Street 
Berkeley 5, California 
November 8, 1960

Mr. Thomas B. Tighe, Cenerai Manager 
Asbury Park Press 
Asbury Park, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Tighe
I111 be home December 16-31, and I’d be happy to talk with you about future plans, as you suggested.
After some initial uncertainty, I've worked out a university 
program which allows me to do independent work in my fields of 
interest. Back in early September, when I got to San Francisco 
after my summer of wandering, I took stock of my bank account 
and decided I'd better look at the job market. Simultaneously,
I tried to work out a complementary night program of study.
After a couple of weeks of investigation, however, I found that 
full-time employeentTcy?a limited period is difficult to get.
I've now accepted aTforof technical writing and editing for the 
university--and I'm managing to make ends meet.
The course restrictions for a masters degree in political science 
were threatening to keep me from studying what I wanted. Therefore, 
I'm ignoring requirements and doing what seems particularly valuable 
to me. I frequently stop by to talk informally with members of the 
journalism department, and they're always helpful about loading me 
down with more reading material. In addition to the political 
science I've done considerable investigation of the California 
educational system. It's fantastic. It includes more than 60 
junior colleges which are free and admit virtually everyone. The 
primary mystery to me is how the taxpayers manage to afford it.
All this means no masters degree, but I think I'll survive with the one I already have.
When I talked with you last spring, you had some rather interesting 
ideas of jobs that might be available and might correspond with my 
interests in education or in government reporting. If there's 
something more definite along one of those lines, and if you'd 
still like to have me back on the staff, I'd be glad to see you 
about the job, the starting date, and other details. My unstructured 
schedule makes the tiding much more flexible than I originally had thought it would be.
My best regards to all.

Sincerely



November 11, 1960

Dear Arm
I’m thinking of inventing a new game. It’ll be called witchinanship... 
or maybe whichmanship. You may give Diane my best witches. Just to 
start things off.
There’s been something odd about this week. I seem to have a mental 
block which prevents me from remembering? what it is . I think it has 
something to do with someone named Kennedy.
Well, it was interesting,•and it was a good fight in Texas and 
most’points north, east, and west. The television coverage was 
interesting, particularly with the monster machines giving minute 
by minute odds. And Nixon almost beat ’em, too. I have to concede 
that Nixon’s oratory was enough to make even Republicans cringe.
I enclose a small product which supposedly came from the UC psychology 
department. It’s fiction, but barely.
Kennedy seems to have some good ideas. For example I read today that 
he’s going to abolish political ambassadorships and promote career 
diplomats instead. Nice work if he can do it.
Whatever the merits, the Republicans will now sit back and wait with
grim certainty for those White House lawn parties with Lawford,
Sinatra, and company. Ahhh, politics.
I’ve just returned from a Mort Sahl monologue (he’s a UC grad ^nd comes 
back to do a show now and then). As you might suspect, he had a few 
well chosen things to say about the election (like about 30 minutes 
worth). He reported that he liked KennedY’s portrayal of Roosevelt 
better than Nixon’s impersonation-of Eisenhower. He also reported 
two headlines, side by side in the New York Times: ’’Eisenhower Signs
Health Bill” "Nixon Qfoes to Hospital.” He also repeated Stenenson’s 
best quip of the campaign. It s was made after Norman Vincent Peale
got involved in the religious controversy: He said he found
a similarity between Peale and St. Paul. "I find Paul appealing and 
Peale appalling.” And ad infinitum into the night.
Since X*m«televisionless, I deserted the East Bay and went into 
San Franci sco. Sue and 1 ate at one of our favorite spots*, a little 
basement restaurant in Chinatown which has deelicious food. It was 
after 8 when we got back t;o her apartment, and by then things were 
picking up, and Huntley and Brinkley already looked tired. By the time I left at 1:30, they really looked beat.
I would have stayed longer, except Wednesday is my day on the 
merry-go-round, end I had to stay awake at least long enough to finish 
grading midterms and to lecture. Now what do you suppose we talked 
about? That’s one nice thing about journalism; current events fit 
in just fine. That midterm almost fouled up the schedule but good.
When Dave remembered Friday waa a holiday (Xfc&x Veterans* Day) he



decided I'd better move the midterm to Tuesday instead of Wednesday. 
I'd had it all nicely figured out; sum up on Tuesday and then watch 
the election without anything scheduled for Wednesday. Ha. So 
I got one class period s notice, had to telescope the summing up into 
one hour, and then he wanted the grades by Wednesday afternoon. So 
guess who was watching television while reading papers. The system 
is to block out five spaces on the floor, read midterms, and throw into appropriate A to P pile.
Well I managed to accomplish everything, got the grades recorded, and 
even made it to the English group coference for junior college 
teachers which we have with our university supervisor at 3 p.m. every 
Wednesday. By the time I got home that night, I' d had one dish of 
cereal and an apple all day, so I literally dropped everything inside 
the door sill and headed for the ice box. I can do nicely without 
sleep, but starvation will never do.
And speaking of food, Thursday __ ___ wf___
guess who ended the day at Bernsteinfs Pish Grotto, one of 

,0 Vs famous seafood nlaaes. T*d
the opening of the crab seasone,was __ s____ R m  ..

^ , __ BanFrancisco*.s feEfcfcsrxxxxxtsmxxHtE famous seafood places. I'd forgotten 
all about it until Sue called and invited me along on a tour of a 
printing plant. While there we were looking over the techniques 
used in color printing, and we noticed a beautiful transparency-- 
an array of food with a crab front and center. That did it.
We got this tour because Sue is having some more printing d.onq for

so

her business, and she’s the curious type She asked the productionmanager if she could see the plant, and so he obliged by giving us 
a 2-hour look. By that simple request, I told her, she just took the company's profit out of the deal. Two hours of the production manager's time!
Also along with us was a friend of Sue’s who had just arrived in town 
that morning. We ended the day by giving her a night-time tour of 
the city’s hills, which always absolutely delights me. PEixxfcxi 
From Telegraph Hill, for example, you can see just about any part
of the city, including the three bridges in the area. I’ve yet to 
go up there when it wasn't crowded. But what I enjoy even more is 
wandering around some of the residential areas to look at the various 
houses. We also went through the Presidio, the big Army base, to 
show off the country-like character of the city.

wonderful city in which to ix entertain, 
the hostoss--maybe more so. So if

This is, beyond a doubt, a 
It's at least as muoh fun for
you'd like that steak dinner here, just let me know.*..
However, being practical about the whole matter, let me proceed to 
20 questions: (l) skxi&M not until after the 26th CT. (2) fine.
(3) fine. (4) yes. (5) fine.
Any other questions?



Reflections on CT #13 (the half way point. Ta-ta-ta-ta111 That's 
supDOsed to be a blare of trumpets).

"Why do I have to be outstanding? Why 
can't I just pass unnoticed in a 
crowd, like ordinary people do. Why 
do I always have to be the center of 
attention? Why can't there be other 
Deople 8-feet tall...with antennae..
Why? Why?"

The preceding is a subtle way of saying that one piece of fiction 
deserves another. You are being melodramatic. What would you like 
me to do about it? I can at least admit, with all honesty, that you 
have a flair for writing comedy.
You'*11 notice that you equate individualism with merely being noticed . 
You already know that I think of that, and I fear I'll risk bordeom 
if I repeat it.
Therefore, my advice to you is; On your first week at NU, try the 
purple hair, red and chartreuse drdss, and stage makeup. Then let 
me know how you like it.
All right, I'll be serious. I do not suggest that you become resigned 
to being "ordinary." First of all, in what way would you like to 
be extraordinary? Or doesn't it matter? Having
determined that vital requirement, make a realistic estimate of 
your ability and chance of success. Then go out and surpass your 
best hopes. Simple., huh?
Iell, there are very few geniuses around. I've known a few people 
wham who, I think, came near it. One of the requirements of real 
accomplishment is a driving desire. I was talking about this 
recently with a psychology professor. He says that a person's 
energy level has something to do with genius, or even high 
accomplishment, but no one seems to know just what's involved.
In other words, two people can be xasi equally brilliant, but 
one will have no drive end the other will. I found this very 
interesting, because I'd come to much the same conclusion from 
just watching people. Somehow, I don't think vitamins are the 
answer; then again, maybe someono will come up with some just 
that ridiculous-sounding that will allow people to make the most 
of their abilities.
However, I'm still in favor of dogged determination. Most writers, 
for example, work like slaves. So do most of the good people in 
any profession. Even an outstanding hostess puts, a fantastic amount 
of work into a party--hxxsw® her own work, or someone rise's.
By now, I presume you can see what I'm driving at. End of sermon.



2814A Regent St.
Berkeley
November 11, Friday a.ra.

Dear Mother and Dad
The election put rae off schedule this week (yawn), so this communique 
is late. One nice thing about the West Coast: That three-hour time
difference makes it easier to persevere through more election returns.
It was interesting, even if the wrong man won. However, the result 
should lay a few ghosts and goblins to rest, and perhaps Kennedy will 
actually do some of the more intelligent things he has in mind. 
Meanwhile, wefll all have to sixth clutch our tax money tightly.
I watched the NBC proceedings at Sue1s until about 1:30 a.m., then 
came home and went to bed. Wednesday is my busiest day, and by the 
time I got home at 6 p.m., having had time for only a dish of cereal 
and an apple all day, I was really beat. 'I dropped everything just 
inside the door sill and immediately made supper, after which I 
revived.
My practice teaching is easing off, somewhat, and beginning Wednesday 
Dave will take the class for about a week, to introduce news writing. 
Hooray. Dave and Mr. Hogan (University supervisor) both came to calss 
a week ago and were well pleased, I was one of my better efforts, 
luckily. I used a couple of true,-to-life AP Press stories to get 
discussion going# end the class responded rather well: (I guess I
should give them lollipops for being awake on the appropriate day.)
Of course, I had to do some quick switching, because Dave appeared 
with orders to move the asot midterm one day closer, so I had to 
condense two days1 lectures into that one. That threw off my 
schedule and meant I had to lecture the day after the elect*on, 
instead of giving the exam. As you mi?ht suspect,we talked about 
the election.
Today I'm not at Diablo Valley because itf s Veterans Day, and all 
public schools except Cal seem to have it as a holiday. So I went 
to my university political science class, and. I'll go to work this 
afternoon. I was supposed to work yesterday afternoon, but Sue 
invited me along to see one of the bigger printing plants.
She's having some printing done for her business, and being curious 
she asked if she could have a tour of the plant. It was quite 
interesting (I always enjoy printers, even though Ifve been through 
innumberable plants), and we took about two hours. Since the production 
manager was our guide I'm convinced that by that simple maneuver we 
took all their profit out of the job.
Sue also brought along an old college friend who is visiting her.
She just arrived yesterday, as a matter of fact. She's from Pittsburgh 
and is between jobs, so she's tour’ng the Southwest. She says she 
might decide to look for a job here. After our tour we remembered? 
that it was the first day of crab season, so we went to one of the 
good but Inexpensive fish restaurants and had a thoroughly good dinner.



By the time we finished talking end giving Sue's friend sightseeing trip around the city, It was 11:50 D.m. another night. in a partial 
d there went

Tim® is fug1ting (to borrow a phrase), and soon Christmas will be here
fnu thero* Just so 1 ft be scraping bottom, I’d like tohave $200 from my savings account, Da#, if you can arrange to gat 
to the bank some time before Dec. 1. Or if it's easier for you lust
home! me 8 Ch°°k °n y°Ur aooount* 1,11 straighten it out when I get

L » Pr 8 t ^ V 1, AuntJBsti0r yesterday, saying that I'm expected?** for Thanksgiving, and ww'U be eating dinner with the aunts
lor rather, I guess it s that the aunts will eat dinner at the Harpfers
Bean?srwnV h f  I T * ™  Wllh b? at her Aster's, and the rest of the <®ean s will be at Anne’s. At least that’s the way the preli mnarv
b«cauepWBnrb^ro * ^}Bn * Esther-asked me to bring my camerabecause Barbara would like, to have some slides of the house.Naturally I 11 be glad to play photographer •

s ^  hdgan this morning, and it’s a goodsteady rain, so maybe this is rainy season (every time it rains I 
wonder if this is the official start). Supposedly there are more sunny days than rainy ones, even so. I hope so.
X hope the aches and pains have subsided by now, Dad, and that you're 

^ aL form- ,Aotually,_ though, I suppose it must take quitea while for the muscles and other parts to me know how you’re feeling. return to normal. Do let

Guess that’s about all for now. I have to search the some lunch and then get to work. ice box for

»f



2814A Regent Street 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November 14, 1960

President Clark Kerr 
University of California 
Berkeley, California

As one of many out of graduat 
on the edge of inflation, I was del 
University Bulletin of the Regents’ 
graduate students may be eligible t
Since the ruling was made during t 
I am hopeful the decision includes 
paid out-of-state tuition for t̂ «s 
chance to apply for tuition remis^ 
plans for the next semester. ' I Jm 
to many others. /

heyearly part of the fall semester, 
Tjgjovfs^n for those of us who 

*r . In my case the 
Ion has a direct bearing on my 
sure that it must be just as vital

■ -A"

Exports that it has received no official
vci of the ruling, 1 1 m martit4rig.

dispel the specter which appears before 
her I arrived on campus one semester too

Since the graduate division 
word aboutuhe implfmentati 
hope that you will be able^ 
me every time I wonder whjflfcl 
soon. f



November 17, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
P m  enjoying my vacation from teaching. I'll take over again after 
Thanksgiving and persevere for the rest of the semester (which isn't 
really very long now). The trouble is that I don't keep going at 
the same efficient speed when X don't have to, so I've been getting 
more sleep, reading more newspapers, and even loafing.

n . ■ - £ ‘ ’ ?

Sue and her visiting friendifrom Pittsburgh came here for supper 
on Saturday. As a spur of the minute surprise they brought along 
three lovely (already cooked) crabs, which we enjoyed. That more 
or less solved my cooking problems for a few days since I had 
meat loaf ready to popinto the oven when they arrived. ‘ I popped it 
in the next day--and it lasted for three suppers. I'm glad I like 
meat loaf. After dinner we drove, and then hiked, up the hills in 
back of Berkeley, near where Sue lived then she first arrived in 
this area. There are quite spectacular night views of the city, 
and it was a nice, clear night. We then came back here, where we 
discussed the pros and cons of California education, much to the 
amusement of Sue's friend, until about 1a.m.
Roger is planning to go home for Thanksgiving after all, so I'll be 
going with him and Toni Merritt, his nieghbor in Altadena. Wq 'II 
leave next Wednesday at 6 p.m., since Roger has to teach until 5,
That means we'll get there rather late, so I'll stay at Deans until 
the next morning, then have dinner with the Harpers. Aunt Esther 
says she'll planning to eat at noon, and that I can then proceed to 
Anne's for dinner at night if I wish. Two Thanksgiving dinners?
I'd never survive, and think I'll probably pass up the opportunity. 
I'ie volunteered to fix a picnic supper to be eaten en route south, 
so now I'll have to figure out what will pass for supper without 
being too messy. I thought we could save some time that way.
I'm sorry I won't be home for Thanksgiving, but at least Christmas 
isn't far off. In fact, a month from today I should be treading 
the Ocean Orove,streets.
Let's see now, what else is new? I've heard from a number of 
institute kids, and some of the best of them are applying to NU.
Even our top-ranking gal, who's from Portland, Oregon, has applied. 
That surprised me. And Sara Burroughs has applied to grad school.
I'm always glad to hear such news, since I figure I have a selfish 
±KgK interest in keeping the level as good as possible and the degrees 
as prestigious as possible. Not that we use a direct sell at the 
institute, but the indirect approach is tremendous'.
That's all for now. Must have been an uneventful week.



&QL*k&. negem; dt; . 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November 18, 1960

Dear Midge
How great to hear from you. After reading your letter, which arrived 
today, I’m breathless, nostalgic, etc. It sounds like you did a 
terrific job of getting around during that month on the Continent 
(hitch hiking is speedier than scootering). I particularly glad you 
liked Copenhagen and Bavaria so well. Sorry the Copenhagen mattress 
was hard; I think I probably was so numb after three months of 
scootering that I didn’t notice by the time I got there1.
Have you been to Stratford? If not It may be too late by the time 
you get this, because I think the Shakespeare theater closes at the 
end of November. But there productions are unbelievably good, and 
one performance of Hamlet made a fan out of me. Also that’r right 
around the Cotswold region, which is charming. I can hardly believe 
that you can gaze out your window at Holyrood. I well remember 
walking back and forth along the Royal Mile. I also remember drooling 
over all the cashmeres and woolens, and not having money enough to shop. I imagine you’re doing the same.
Meanwhile, back on the home front... I’m established at Berkeley, 
although I’ve changed plans a bit In the process. As you said, a 
chronological account. First of all, I left New Jersey after a brief 
week at home. I found that one of the fellows who works at the Press 
was willing to drive out to the coast with me if I’d leave at the 
beginning of thy his vacation. I did, and we had a good time. We 
made it to Pasadena in a week, went over the Rockies and enjoyed, 
once again, the grandeur of Rocky Mountain National Park. We spent 
a day in Las Vegas, where I won a grand total of about $9 (after 
deducting losses), and John just deducted losses. Thehood of the 
car flew up on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, and it still bears scars of 
where it had to be hammered out; and we left the muffler and tailpipe 
in the Nevada desert. Other than that, things were quiet. After 
visiting assorted relatives for a few days I got itchy and came to 
San Francisco, where I stayed with my friend Sue for three weeks.
Then she heiped me find this fancy apartment in Berkeley (4 rooms,
|90 plus utilities.’ Whew!), and I grudgingly said farewell to the 
city. Meanwhile, I talked to a couple of m junior college officials 
and they told me if I was thinking of doing any junior college 
teaching, I’d better get a state teaching credential right wx away.
So I hurriedly changed my program and I’m now practice teaching at 
a local junior college. It’s Intro to Journalism, and I’m having fun. 
However, the Cal jc's ain’t Medill, Midge, and for someone like me, 
with a singular interest in journalism, I doubt the wisdom of It.
But no matter, if I never do anything with that blasted credential, 
at least I’ll have a semester’s teaching experience. . I*m also taking 
an education course (ARGKjGCH), and am auditing a poll sci Public 
Opinion course. I’m busy. That practice teaching bit takes rugged 
preparation, although now we’re into, writing techniques that’s eased 
off. I started off with a brief History of J, which I never had a 
course in. You should have seen me rocketing through history books!
I’m also taking professional notes for the poll ¿ci course. It seems 
they have a couple of companies that take notes and sell them to 
students who are too lazy to take their own. This works out neatly



since I was going to sit in on the course anyhow. I get $6.50 for 
each lecture (3 a week). I also have a job as publications writer 
for the Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, which 
is part of the university. That’s supposed to be half time, but 
I haven’t done that much so far. The busy time comes after January.
So I’m managing--almost--to make ends meet without raiding the savings Honestly, you wouldnft believe that anything could be as big as this 
place. 1 makes HU look like a small, country campus. Ifve been 
having a ball, just watching the characters and causes. They have 
Committees for "Fair Play for Cuba," for abolition of the House 
Un-American Activities Committee, for the Socialists, and even the 
mundane Republicans and Democrats. They usually have tables set 
up near the gate where I go to campus, and it tickles me to see such 
activity. Mow they * re getting signatures on a petition to protest 
the dicision of the Immigration service to throw out a Scottish 
grad student who took part in picketing of the House Un-American
Activities Committee hearings here last spring. (They had quite a 
tmux scene in San Fran, if you recall).
Ifm also undecided about what to do, Midge. If I did get a junior 
college teaching job here, the pay would be good. I’d probably start 
at about $6,000, and most salary scales now go to about $10,000. 
However, the California public school system--including junior 
colleges,--take anything that*.s warm, and it doesn’t make for a 
selective student body. Then, too, it is a nuisance, not to mention 
h hr rifely expensive, to get home now and then. I think SF is 
fascinating. It * s absolutely tremendous; the atmosphere is like 
no place else. But I may call It a day and not stay here permanently • 
However, I’ll surely be here until February, and if I stay I’ll move 
over to the city. I can keep my half-time job and so could live 

until summer and enjoy myself. However, I hate to put 
added strain on my limited savings. (I must be getting old., I never used to worry about not having any money in the bank.)
Now, as for you, I’d say this. You shouldn’t miss at least trying 
SF.^ You could certainly find a place to live and a job, although I 
don t promise you’d have an easy time &Zr±r finding a journalism job.
I do have a few leads which I didn’t follow up, since I’m busy In 
the academic circle. So I could at least start you out in the right 
direction. One of the trade assns, for example, runs ste classifieds, 
free, in its nows letter. I guarantee you a free place to stay while you get settled and as long as I’m here.
So, do let me know when you’re coming back. If you decide to come 
home £kh for Christmas, write me at home. I’ll be there Dec. 16 to 
Jan 2, and I’d meet you In N.Y. --at the pier, as a matter of fact.
Oh yes. Sunset mag is south of SF, you know, and commuting would be 
difficult if you really want to see the city and don’t have a car.
I visited their office^ which is as fabulous as advertised. I couldn’t 
get any salary info out of them, but I understand they don’t pay too 
well. Also it’s hard to crack, although they expressed interest in 
my Medill training and I was invited to check back. I didn’t, however.
ve been hiking in Yosemite and north of SF, have been beaching,I*

have seen a couple 
restaurants. Crab 
the first evening.

cf plyys and eaten at several of the good 
season started last week, and we were In attendance 

_ Delicious! Mort Sahl, a Cal grad, was here in Berkeley last week and gave a rip roaring show. Also saw Robert 
Frost In performance here last week. So yoy see, life is interesting.

if you’d come. Write soon. And betterI think It would be great Send me» 11 t n mV homo rl A r*a c e>



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
November' 18, 1960

Dear Marchita
How nine to hear from you'. It sounds like you’re having a busy 
year, indeed, but I’m glad you weren’t too rushed to socialize with 
the Wrights. Next time you have the opportunity, by the way, you 
might tell Willie that you hear from the grapevine that Carol thinks 
she ought to be properly pregnant enough by now so she’d want to 
stay home and answer letters (That oughta get some
action.)
You heard right, Marchita. I am taking a couple of education courses. 
Perhaps when I’m finished I’ll write an expose', but on second thought 
I guess that wouldn't be exactly original. The.practice teaching is 
fun. Did I mention in my letter to Willie that I'm taking charge 
of an Introduction to Journalism course at a local junior college?
I’ve filled in some gaps in my own education in a hurry. I burrowed 
into the books,XHXscxkMX for example, when I had to give
a series of lectures in the history of journalism, which I've never 
studied. Just ask me any old question new'.
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Aside from my "intellectual" forays into the lecture audience, I 
occasionally manage to get into San Francisco. Last week I went 
on a tour of a printing plant. I was invited by a friend who was 
having some printing done. Midway through the tour we were examining some color transparencies when we spied one with a lovely looking 
crab in the center of it. That promptly reminded us that it was 
the first day of crab season and without ■ unnecessary delay we made 
our way to one of the better seafood restaurants to give our yerdict 
on the start of the season. Delicousl Exploring San Francisco 
restaurants could become the happy pursuit of a lifetime.
You asked about Peg Grigole.it. When I last heard from her,she was 
awaiting news on s job at AT&T which would include doing condensations 
bm of all kinds of news and views for the top executives. She now 
owes me a letter and I don’t know what the outcome, was'. I’m hoping 
to hear from her, and perhaps to see h'er in New York during Christmas. 
I expect to be home for a couple ef weeks--sufficlent to get 
thoroughly rain, snow, and icicles, no doubt.' But for an old . 
North-easterners Christmas would hardly be authentic without some ghastly weather. ' * ' ; v ; ; ,
On that happy note I must get on with my job of typing money-making notes.
Have a nice Thanksgiving.' I’m planning to spend mine in Pasadena, 
where It hope it’ll be hot enough so that I can regain a little 
suntan. Thus far I’ve been invited to two Thsckx Thanksgiving 
dinners by various relatives. Can you think of anything: that1 would be more disastrous to the digestive system?



Monday, November 28, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
Here I am, back in Berkeley again, after what seemed like a short 
weekend. We arrived about 11:30 last night, after leaving Pasadena 
about 3. I’m now full of turkey, pumpkin pie, apple pie, applesauce 
cake, date bread, ice box cookies, etc. Aunt Esther’s menus don’t 
vary much from yours--which Is good! I enjoyed it all very much.
After all that turkey, we went to Aunt Bessie’s for Sunday dinner, and 
guess what she had. Chicken as usual, of course! It was a nice 
dinner, however, and I was glad to be invited. The aunts all look 
very well, and Aunt Lou seems to be much stronger than when I saw her 
in August. She talks more and seems to be in good spirits. She even 
walked around the Harpers "estate” on Thanksgiving Day. Everyone 
sends regards to both of you.
I drove the Hudson around and am pleased to report it is holding up 
well in spite of Uncle George. Immediately upon my arrival he 
turned all chauffaring duties over to me--then he sat in the back 
seat and enjoyed the scenery. There was a rattle in the car which 
he couldn’t seem to locate, so I pointed my ears and told him it was 
the muffler. Everett found the place where the muffler was rubbing 
against something else, and taped it temporarily.
I got my two Thanksgiving dinners after all, as I told you, and by 
exercising caution I enjoyed both. Just the aunts were at Aunt 
Esther’s at noon, and everyone but the aunts were at Ann and Werner’s. 
They have a very nice house on top of a hill. Did you see it, mother? 
They had an 18-pound turkey, cooked by Aunt Ellen, and all kinds of 
salads, relishes, and vegetables. Also pumpkin pie, which was very 
good although not like home. Uncle Ralph, Aunt Ida, Roger, Uncle 
John,AunT Ellen, Marilyn and Bob and the ¿Hsxk three kids, the Harpers, 
and I, and some family friend, all were there. Afterward we saw 
Werner’s pictures of Hawaii--movies, that 1s.
That about ended Thanksgiving. The next day was spent in rather 
leisurely fashion. I even sat in the sun in the back yard for a 
while. After I called you we proceed to Lorraine and Everett’s.
It was the first time Roger had been there, and he seemed to approve 
of the house. They have a po insetta tree In the back"yard which is 
covered with flowers. They’re not quite all the way out yet, but 
it’s a most amazing sight nevertheless. The family seems to be 
holding together, except for Ricky, who has bwo xhx abcessed front 
teeth and will have to have them fxx pulled and a partial plate made, 
for goodness sake. That’s about f200 worth. Also, Lorraine is still 
have severe headaches for which the doctor can find no reason. However, 
she was felling OK when we were there.
Saturday Aunt Esther and I went to the Farmers’ Market, but it 
started to rain as we were driving there, so we only stayed a couple 
of hours. I know Aunt Esther doesn't like to get wet, so I splashed 
through some puddles xbsrxM while she stayed in the area where there 
are covered shops. She bought a few little things and I mostly looked.



Sunday Aunt Esther and I went to church with Aunt Venie. Uncle 
George had a sore mouth and declined to be seen without his teeth. 
Aunt Venie introduced me to some of the same people who had met you. 
It seems to be a nice friendly, xhH church.
I spent the first night at the Deans, then moved over to the Harpers 
since Aunt Ida!s sistercarae to visit. I could have stayed there, 
but Aunt Esther was expecting me anyway, and I thought it would be 
nice If the sister had a room to herself. So I slept in Aunt 
Esther’s bed, Aunt Esther slept in Uncle George’.s bed, and Uncle 
George slept on the chaise lounge. Don’t ask me why; that’s the way 
they had to all arranged by the time I arrived. Uncle George claims 
the chaise is more comfortable than his bed; I can’t.imagine it.
I looked around for something you get get for a Christmas present, 
but didn’t do too well. I tried the subtle approach, and found that 
Aunt Esther wants to get rugs for the bedr ooms and eventually 
get a convertible -sofa for the living room. Big help, huh?
One small item she was looking for at the Farmers’ Market was a 
little Compsrtmented box in which to keep satfety deposit key and other small items which are floating around her desk. She ms looking 
at little plastic boxes but decided they wouldn’t be very durable. 
Then I also noticed that they have a rather motley collection of 
knives--our old carving set and one good Flint knife are about the 
only decent ones. Those seem to do a fairly admirable job, however,
so it's not really a vital item, but maybe a wall set like ours would
be $ appreciated. Aunt Esther says she hasn’t done any clothes 
shopping since the last time you two went together, so maybe you 
can think of some clothes she’d like. She has one old sweater which 
is rather beat, but I don’t know how many others she may have in 
stock. The house is rather well furnished at this point. I didn’t
see any gaping holes that needed filling. Perhaps all this will giveyou some kind of clue, anyway.
By the way, Uncle George is now wearing sports clothes. On 
Thanksgiving Day he had on a Green plaid shirt and a brown plaid tie .
On that happy note, I think I’ll go soak my head (In Breck shampoo).
Thank you for the check, which is too much, since I still have a 
bank account. I shall submit the matter to judicial review wrhen I 
get home. Also, thank you for making the hair appointment. The time’s fine.



December 1, 1960

Dear Sara

I*m sending you an issue of the new weekly Independent Gal. It gives 
a round-up of the Daily Cal. controversy, as well as of current 
immigration troubles and the House Committee on Un-American Activities*I think you’ll find it very interesting. Mote that at the end of 
the story on the staff walkout they say there*11 be a discussion of 
by-2i©w Changes next week. I’ll try to get a copy of that to you, also.)

I *ve also included an issue of the Daily Cal, so you can s ee the hideous contrast. In addition, there ’s a 
which sets things in perspective. Greer, who hx was hired by A 
ain’t managed so well

nice little plea for help 
by the way, is a newsman cue tto get the new staff into shape. So far, he 

The Daily Cal has been miserably dull, to saynothing of the writing itself. Meanwhile, the Independent Gal has 
gone all out as an opinion sheet. This issue cost |x 10 cents, in 
case you’re interested in the economics, because it’s an 8-pager.
I don t know if all the issues will be. I’ll have to stop at their 
oft ice, show them the Texans, and see how they’re doing. If I can 
get a little more breathing space, I might even volunteer to help.
I’m impressed by all of the Daily Texan publicity of the issue.
It’s certainly worth comment; the major difficulty is that the thing 
is so complex. Not even Ex Com and the old staff can agree on what they’re arguing about. The 
if not enlightening. Well, parliamentary maneuvering was interesting, we’ll see what happens next.
I rather enjoyed the article on Telegraph avenue. I’m one of the
students who dodge new racks, light poles, benches, and each other 
in a mad dash to and from campus. It Is an interesting street,

appreciate it, even though I don’t like espresso.and I thoroughly
Back to planning a lecture. Tempus fugits.



December 5, 1960

Dear Mother and Dad
Noel, Noel. Saturday was bright and nice, so I thought T*d venture 
into San Francisco and window shop. So I parked my car at the end 
of the Powell street Cab&e car line and roller coasted into downtown.
It seems everyone else had precisely the same idea, so I couldn’t get 
near enough to the counters to accomplish anything. I just looked 
at the people and the -Cristinas décorations, walked a few hills, 
used un a roll of film on a couple of panoramic views, bought a 
crab, and came back to Berkeley. It was a pleasant {and inexpensive) afternoon.
I have gotten a few’ things, actually. Small gifts icrg for the Sturms 
and the Wrights, and a few odds * n ends. But some of the shopping no doubt will wait until I get home.

academicMeanwhile, I*m trying to organ!ze so that It11 have absolutely nothing 
to do during vacation. Whether Ï have anything to do or not ft * s not 
coming home with me, so I might just as well get it done now, I guess. 
I*m not feeling too overworked at the moment, since my practice teaching 
has leveled off, but there are all kinds of trivial reports that have 
to be don© for the dear old education classes. My correspondence seems 
to be piling up, too. (You just sent me another one, I see.)
However, I took time off for a funny English comedy, The Mouse That 
Roardd, Friday night, and yesterday afternoon Sue and I took e ride 
over to Marin and enjoyed the scenery. Then we bought more crabs and 
had supper at her apartment, followed by a showing of some of her old 
slides, which she'* s sorting. I’ve got her using the new, fast 
Ectochrome, and she likes it very much. So do it I, but I wish I’d 
get used to using it. I keep overcompensating and underexposing.I supposed 1*11 cnthh on eventually.
Sounds like you’re keeping busy, mother, what with one thing and 
another. In^your "spare” time, why don’t you occasionally type's letter 
just to keep yourself in practice. That’s really a horrid, old 
typewriter, but you ought to use it enough so you won’t forget the 
system, anway; Speaking of horrid, old typewriters, this one makes 
more mistakes than it whould} too. It might have something to do with 
my thumb, at the moment, which was stabbed last night by a dead crab.
I went to snap off a piece of shell, and it snapped in my direction. Sooo, is having poor effect on the typing.
Not much else is new at the moment.
TftA flight 5SO is supposed to arrive in Newark at 11:48 a.m. on Dec. 16. 
However, I’m not holding my breath, and maybe you’d better check, Dad, 
before you head for the airport. Or I’ll call you when I get there, 
if fou d like. With four stops in between, they’ll be lucky if they make it on' the right day.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
December 5, 1960

Dear Clarice and Rolf
I’ll bet you thought Mark would be walking before I got around to 
writing a letter, hmm? I was real pleased to get the announcement.
And just because I think every boy should have a mascot, I’ve sent one which he can grow up to.
I was sorry to have left Evanston this summer before I could say hi 
or goodbye. In my own defense, I must report that I triad Mr. Bell * s 
telephone a couple of times with no succdss. And then...well, you 
know how the institute is during the last week, Clarice. Immediately 
after it was over I took off for Hew Jersey, since one of the other 
counselors could ride along with me if I left right away; I was home 
just a week, then took off for the Wdst Coast. Again, I left in a 
hurry so I1d have company. And I was glad to get it on that long, 
long drive. I visited all the assorted relatives in Southern 
California, and have been in the San Francisco area since. For three 
weeks I stayed in the city with a friend, then moved over here to my own apartment.
Much to my own surprise, I’m taking a semester’s work to qualify for 
iha a junior college teaching credential. I was told I’d better get 
that in a hurry if I planned to do any junior college teaching, because 
you just can’t get hired without one. Anyhow, I thought it would be 
a good opportunity to look over the possibilities in the field. I’m 
not convinced I’d like doing it full time, but I’m enjoying teaching 
a course in Introduction to Journalism (does that bring back fond 
memories, Clarice?)* I’m auditing a political science course, taking 
an (ugh) education course, and holding down a couple of part-time 
jobs to try to balance the budget. This University of California 
really is a terrific place. Everything from Robert Frost, to Mort 
Sahl, to the Young Socialists league seems to be available at one 
time or another. I’m one of more than 21,000 students, and I’m 
thoroughly enjoying it. Except for the campus itself, I find 
San Francisco much more intriguing than this side of the Bay, though, 
and I cross the bridge if I have any possible excuse. I’ve seen a 
couple of plays (Threepenny Opera dnd The Best Man), have opened crab 
season and investigated numerous restaurants. Also I’ve been hiking 
in Yossmite (who said it never rains in those mountains), and in 
Marin (I could prove it for weeks by the poison oak I was fighting. 
Marin, by the way, is the county north of Ban Francisco; a rather 
nice area with lots of uncivilized land in it.
So it’s really a fun place to be. However, the junior college setup 
is such that I probably won’t want to teach ih it, and other journalism 
jobs are scarce enough that I may end up back East after a thoroughly 
nice vacation. We’ll see what happens after this semester. The junior 
colleges pay well, but they have an open door policy--meaning they 
admit all warm bodies. The level of students isn’t exactly up to NU, 
and there are not too many opportunities to do full-time journalism 
teaching. Most of the colleges have only a cou|le of courses.
Somehow the prospect of teaching speech or English doesn’t fascinate 
me
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December 8, 1960

Dear Willie
See. I knew you’d come through with a letter as soon as I’d written 
to advise Marchita to put a fire cracker under your writing hand.
X might add, your letter arrived before she had a chance to get mine.
Do you suppose I’ve acquired a new correspondent? (said she, groaning 
under the load piled on from ex-instituters. Do you know I’m still 
grading CTs?) At any rate, I got a hilarious description of a small 
party at the Wrights, which I thoroughly enjoyed vicariously.
I’ve been cleaning up all kinds of odds *n ends and am sick, sick, 
sick, of typing. So this letter probably will look vaguely as 
sensible as the Rosetta Stone before I’m through. My education 
busy work seems just about done--now all I have to do if suffer 
through class until mid-January. The practice teaching, on the other 
hand, is kinda fun. Ifm still not impressed with the intelligence 
level, but I go on wisecracking and enjoying it. I’m now teaching 
the illiterates how to write news stories, which actually takes much 
less strain on my part that such choice subjects as history of 
journalism. Except that I wear out more red pencils this way. Hell. 
Willie, I. don’t know what I’m going to do with this practice teaching 
and/or credential, but I’m optimistically convinced that my 
miscellaneous experience (of which all of it seems to be), will 
make me a genius, millionaire, or at least a quiz show winner (fixed) 
some day. Tune in again next year, to see what happens.
Sue and I opened the San Francisco crab season a few weeks ago and 
have been hard at it ever since. It’s a good year, but I have one 
complaint. These crabs are dangerous even in death— I’m now in line 
for a purple claw. One of the blasted shells snapped in the wrong 
direction the other night, and I’m now the proud possessor of a 
gashed thumb. The two of us also went Christmas shopping in a 
art colony type place across the Golden Gate last Sunday. We spent 
the entire afternoon in a ferry-boat-turned-gift-shop and one bookstore. 
Delightful. The ferry boat contains all kinds of odd stuff, a sample 
of which you’re getting for Christmas. I don’t think it’s anything 
you particularly iibeed, but what the heck...live. I may even get it 
sent some time before Christmas.
Come to think of it, I’d better get it sent before this time next week, 
when, TWA willing, I’ll be on my way home. I have the most time 
consuming flight in captivity between here and the East Coast. It’s 
the only one that goes to Newark, and it’s also the only one with 
an excursion (cheapest) fare. Even so, cheapest fare is $198. round 
trip. Yike. So I’ll be seeing the country--LA, Denver, Chi, Detroit.
Too bad it doesn’t stop any place interesting--like Starkville, Miss.
Back to the land of the abominable snow... (no men). It will be good 
to see my old friends, and to gloat over their hard-working souls.
Heh, heh. The Christmas spirit.
And putting one little work after another, I caught the spirit on 
Saturday and decided to go into San Francisco and Christmas look.
So I drove over the bridge, parked down by the bay at the end of



There Is no one !,bestfi way of handling this story . However., this is 
an example of how it might have been written«

A single bullet wounded two customers early today in the 
illegally open Sorrento Club bar/.516 Mission st«

Miss Dorothy Witmor©3 26,, of 1621 N* Humboldt blvd*s was shot 
through the neck after she had resisted the advances' of one of three men
who entered the bar at about 7:30 a.m. The same bullet hit Chester Wi11/278 of 1244 N‘. Cleaver st»? in the jaw« ■

Arrested three hours later as suspects were ex-convict Edward 
Kotowskly 45v; of 1457 Bosworth \ave • 9 and Joe Ognibene^ 469 of 2146 
Wo Ohî o st Police Chief Edward Sloan said Kotowski fits the description
of the gunman given by witnesses« Both men were arrested while leaving
Kotowski Vs home

However/ neither man was positively identified by Miss Witmore,/ 
Willy or bar owner Cosmo Ceffalio* Chief Sloan said the bar was dimly lighted.

Police are holding both men while they run a ballistics check on"a '«38 caliber revolver found illegally in the possession of Kotowski« 
Police padlocked the bar for “being open after hours 7 Bar eurfeW is 2 a.m., // . ’
Miss Witmore and Will are in fair condition at Memorial Hospital 
A third suspect is being sought
Chief Sloan said Kotowski served a prison sentence for killing two. men In 1931c. ' r ;

The most complete lead was this one:
Because his advances were repelledP a gunman shot two persons 

in an illegally open Mission street, bar this morning Police Chief 
Edward Sloan said a single shot hit both Miss Dorothy Witmore^. '26s of 
1621 N o Humboldt blvd. / and Chester Will,. 27 „■ of 1244 S, Cleaver st»
One drawback of this lead: It*s long« It might have been boiled downa little



cable car line, and roller coasted into downtown. Seems like 850,000 
other people (conservative estimate, just like politicians give) had 
the same idea. It’s a good thing I didn't have much money to spend, 
because I couldn't get near enough to the counters to spend any.
Anyway, I enjoyed looking at the Christmas decorations...and riding 
the cable car. Then I took a few pictures, bought another crab, and 
crawled back over the bridge (I've dubbed Berkeley "Siberia.")
It really isn't, but except for the university, which is a considerable 
exception, it's pretty dull compared with SP. That city is fascinating 
just to look at. Berkeley does have a few cultural advantages of its 
own, however, Did I tell you that I saw Mort Sahl and Robert Frost, 
both in the space of four days? That was quite a study in contrasts.
It was shortly after the election, and Sahl was off and running.
Like, "Who said they both couldn't lose." I liked his comment on 
headlines seen in the New York Times shortly after Nixon entered the 
hospital with that bad knee. "Eisenhower Signs Wealth Bill." "Nixon 
Enters Hospital."
Tell me, just when are you due for the grand opening? I*ve got so 
many pregnant friends at the moment that I'm thoroughly confused.
I trust that our old favorite, the portable potty, is now much in 
demand.
Your art work sounds delightful, and Marchita reports that your 
apartment is great. You mean I now have to find another address when 
I come visiting?
Did I tell you Peg is married? After you pick yourself up off the 
flour, 1*11 explain. She married this fellow she knew at NU (I didn't 
know him; we didn’t seem to have mutual friends). She reported that 
next time, however, she doesn't think she'll move, enter a foreign 
university, and get married all in the same week. She just got 
married; no muss, no fuss. Well, you know Peg. She's in Toronto, 
where John Works, and has enrolled as a history major at the U. of 
Toronto. She reports ±x it's rugged going, but she's hoping to stick 
it out for a Ph.D. Whew. Once she told me that she'd leave the 
country ±1t before she'd choose between Nixon and Kennedy, soo...
Oh yes, and she teld me last time I saw her that her husband is, among 
other things, a semi-alcoholic. I just try to take these things In 
stride these days.
I recently got a letter from Miss Denison. I nearly dislocated my 
jaw when I saw the envelope. It turns out, however, that she wanted 
a recommendation on a former instituter. She reported that Sue and 
Dave are expecting a baby in January, and that Pat's aunt and mother 
were to visit soon. Didn't say anything about Mary; I wonder if she’s 
still at Wells.
Sack time approacheth. I have to be bright eyed and etc. for tomorrow’s 
session with the budding journalists. Yuk. This schedule is getting 
me all confused,i|hough. I'm keeping hours like other people.
Wo write.. Like soon



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif 
December 11, 1960

Dear Ben
I was delighted to get your letter, and the answer is yes. Sign 
me up for another session; I'm looking forward to it.
Meanwhile, I've settled temporarily in Berkeley, where I've been 
taking some courses and enjoying the San Francisco Bay area.
I've kept pretty busy, actually, sinee I decided I might as well 
work for a junior college credential and see what the teaching 
setup is like. The credential requires only one course, plus 
a practice teaching assignment. So I*m teaching Intro to 
Journalism at Diablo Valley College, which is about 18 miles 
from here. I'm having a great deal of fun with it, and I'm 
learning plenty about teaching, but I'm not convinced that I'd 
like a permanent junior college job. For one thing, the 64 
California public junior colleges have an "open door” policy; 
anyone with a high school diploma or who is 18 years or older 
and "can benefit from" the instruction, is admitted. That means 
they1re heavy on warm bodies and a bit shy on really sharp 
students. The quality is improving over the years, and their 
courses are accepted for transfer at Cal and the four-year colleges. 
Nevdrtheless, between student quality and the fact that most 
colleges do not teach enough journalism to make it a full-time 
job (who wants to teach remedial English?), I've just about shelved the idea.
The Cal. campus is a great place to be . I used to think NU was 
pretty good size, but Cal's more than 21,000 students make 
Evanston look like the home of a small, country campus. I 
like it very much, and their 3 million volume library is a sight 
to behold, but I don't think it's a place I'd choose as an 
undergrad school. In fact, in many cases the undergrads seem 
to be neglected while the university turns out grad students 
and Nobel prize winners.
The first semester is galloping to a close, and by the end of 
January I'll have to decide whether I'll stay here another 
semester. I have a half-time job doing technical writing and 
editing for a branch of the university, so I'll have eating 
money if I choose to stay. I do have a couple of other projects 
in mind, however, which I'm going to investigate between now and 
then. And then there's the lure of spending a winter in New 
Mexico and Arizona? something I've always wanted to do. It's 
fascinating country, but I'Ve always passed through in the summer. 
I'd like to go back in the non-flammable season.
However, whatever I decide, the plans will include provision for 
five weeks off for the institute. I haven't changed my mind; I 
still think it's the best job I've had. I thought last summer's 
activities went beautifully, by the way, and that the director 
deserves full credit. Most of us have the happy advantage of



whizzing in just before it starts and being there for the fun 
part of it, while you also have to struggle through the year 
with the administrative end. But I imagine there1sa certain 
satisfaction is seeing the hard work pan out.
It looks like Northwestern will be getting some of the best 
students as freshmen. I've heard from Ann Jarrett, who has 
sent in an application for Medill, and X imagine you wrote a 
recommendation for her. Recently, to my surprise, Bea Osgood 
wrote that she Had ’'succumbed” and applied, although I don’t 
know if she is planning to major in journalism. Dianne McDonald 
would like to enroll in Medill If she can find a way to pay the 
bills; so would Joanne Hemman. No doubt you've heard from a good many others.
Early in the fall I heard from Peg Grigoleit, who was waiting for a job at AT&T. It sounded pretty good, but I haven't heard 
if she finally got it. I've had a couple of letters from 
Midge, who has been having a good time in Europe. She* s been 
studying at Edinburgh, but now she’s about to latch onto a 
job with Oxford University Press, doing publicity for a new 
translation of the New Testament. I doesn't pay very much, but 
that's typical of London, and it sounds like a terrific chance to browse sround London for a while.
1 do have a couple of suggestions for your consideration while you're planning for the institute. I'll start with the most 
minor: It would be nice if the girls eating arrangements could
be shifted back to Willard. Shepard certainly sounded like a 
good idea, &ut the quality of food and the rat race atmosphere 
were conducive to mass indigestion among the counselors. Willard 
has extemely nice atmosphere and a reputation for good meafts.
I have one thought on field trips. I believe tech institute 
visited Argonne labs last summer, but 1 have no idea bout how 
successful it was. Yfe could get the proper guidance and a 
good lecturer to explain what's going on, I think it could be 
a most valuable trip.
I consider copyreading among the less important of the things 
we teach, but nevertheless it should be done as well as possible, 
and X wasn't happy with last year's setup. With Matt, John, and 
I dividing it, we didn't do the over-all planning we might have, 
and the exercises, among other things, weren't pertinent enough.
I wouldn't mind working up some exercises, and perhaps even some 
lectures, if you'd like. On the other hand, if you already have 
some Ideas about that course, my feelings won't be hurt. I'll 
be glad to be helpful in any way I can. Right now I'm teaching 
basic newswriting in my intro course, and maybe I could be of some help along those lines, too.
I spoke to you at the end of the summer about a possible staff 
job for Sara Burroughs, who won the outstanding student award 
and the top reporting award In 1956. She's now finishing up 
a BJ at Texas, and she has applied to Medill for grad work 
beginning in the fall. When I last heard from her, she was



Still very interested in the institute. I'd recommend her 
highly, Ben. She's tops both academically and as a person, and 
she thinks there*s nothing like the institute. You may prefer 
to hire someone you know, but if you are interested in her,
I d be glad to write to yw her to get an answer. Or maybe 
you d like to. Her home address is 269 Leo St., Shreveport, La., 
and I*m sure she*11 be home soon for Christmas vacation. When 
she asked me about it, I suggested she write to you in the 
spring, but I see no reason why she couldn*t give you an answer right now.
I hope Lois will be able to return. She*s a very good head 
counselor. And Dick would be terrific to head up the men’s unit, if you can get him.
I*ve now said much more than I expected, so 1*11 quit. If youf11 
send me a copy of the new publicity brochure, I'll do a little 
personal PR work. Please keep sending things to my home address, since I'm going to get rid of this fancy apartment even if I stay in the area.
A very Merry Christmas to you and your family.

Sincerely



December 11, 1960

Dear Midge
I'm in the middle of a term paper, reports, lecture preparations, 
grading papers, etc. Trying to get everything done so Iwon’t 
have to be bothered with anything when I take off for New Jersey 
on Friday. It looks like 1*11 get it all don, too. A term paper 
for an education course isn't the strain Medlll's used to be.
Say, I thoroughly approve of your London job. Hope those working 
papers have come through by now. Of course the pay's ridiculous;
I've, never heard of a well-paid London job. Not for the likes of 
us, anyway. But the experience should be worthwhile, and you'll 
also have time to browse through London. Also, it shouldn't cost 
much to live there (except for the money spent on theater tickets, 
and the like. But I remember seeing My Fair Lady, with original 
cast, for about 76 cents-^standing, of course).
I chuckled appreciatively over your question, Is there ever a 
RIGHT decision? You couldn't prove it by me. This is something 
that hits very hard, I think,when you get out of college. Until 
then, goals are well defined, and your life proceeds fairly logically 
and neatly from one thing to another. At least mine, did. And 
then, wham, there you are with all of the world before you, and 
you can go in dozens of different directions. It's distracting, 
to say the least. I'm never sure, any more, whether I'm doing 
the best thing, but I just keep bumbling along as best I can.
So sx far, it's been fun, at least. For example, I'm still in 
the process of trying to decide what to do next semester, and 
I won't decide until after Christmas.
By the way, I just got a letter from Ben who said, in effect,
"I know it's early, but do you know yet if you'll be back at the 
institute." I roared. It's typical of Ben to be worred about it 
already. So I wrote back and said, yes, I would be back. I 
still like the job. He said he hadn't heard from any of the 
counselors except Dick, who's In the Army. Well, well. I didn't 
know he was going to get that out of the way immediately. Do 
you ever hear from him? I haven't heard from any of the rest of 
the crew. Not even Peg, who owes me a letter long since*. Since 
it's almost Christmas card time, however, that should be taken 
care of shortly.
I hope you get to go on that skiing trip. That's the best way to 
avoid that seasonal homesickness. I had no such seasonal excuse, 
by the way, but I had a good ease of it when my scooterlng buddy 
left for home at the end of the summer. I had about 10 days until 
the next firiend arrived, and luckily I met up with a Canadian 
girl I'd seen before. So that's how I got to Copenhagen. I 
decided the thing to do was to keep movlng--whieh it was. It's 
the traveler's occupational hazard, but in retrospect it fades 
greatly.



What remains are the happy memories and funny stories, which I 
swap regularly with my San Francisco friend, who was the one who 
started me on the scooter business. She’d done it two years 
before. She went all over the mountains of Yugoslavia, without knowing where she’d end up, or if she’d find any gas stations 
or hotels. Takes more nerve than I’ve got, but she came back 
with one of the most beautiful sequences of slides I’ve seen.
One night, when they were along the coast, they couldn’t find a hotel, so they rented a room on a houseboat. Just in case 
that wasn’t unusual enough, they later found the rest of the boat was headquarters for a gang of prostitutes.
I’ve been trying to attack the Christmas shopping, but with the 
50ish weather I can t seem to get into the proper mood.' Last 
Saturday *x was a beautiful day, though, so I made a noble effort.
I drove into San Francisco, parked down by the bay at the end of 
the cable car line, and roller soasted into the downtown shopping 
area. Oreat fun, going over those hills’. However, it seems 
everyone else also was downtown, and I kid you not, I couldnft 
get near most of the counters. So 1 wandered around, looked at 
the Christmas decorations, took a few pictures, bought a crab, 
and drove home * This Is a terrific crab season, by the way. If 
you like fish, you * 11 love San Francisco (’scuse the Madison ave . paraphrase).
However, I called homeftoday (parents’ anniversary) and was informed 
it s snowing there . I 11 no doubt know what season it Is when I 
arrive. I hope I remember my winter coat. My folks and friends 
of theres, all of whom were in Florida together at one time or 
another last year, were caught in a continuing comedy of errors.
One set of people would leave and forget their coast as they drove 
to the tropical Fla. airport. The next batch would take them 
along. Then another group would, leave and forget theirs. I 
thought the clothes (grading was with us to stay.- I have one 
form of insurance; my rug-type winter coat is home. I haven’t even worn my next heaviest one here. 1 seesaw back and forth 
between a lined raincoat and a middle-weight coat. Mornings 
a pretty cool, but it warms up as the sun comes out. It ain’t like the shores of Lake Michigan.
Time to get back to the grind. Have a nice Christmas and write 
again when you can. I’ll be back here ¿an. 2 . Darn. I’ll be flying while the Hose Bowl game is being played.



2814A Regent St. Berkeley 5, Calif. 
December 11, 1960

Dear Joanne
Don’t let the return address throw you. I’m enjoying fckK San 
Francisco and doing a semester’s work at the University of 
California. I may also be here next semester; haven*t quite 
decided yet.
However, to get to the business at hand... You’re right, I did 
minor in political science. My particular interest is in domestic 
political science--federsl government, etc. But perhaps I can 
give you a clue about what you might expect in Jobs abroad.
First, there1s the United States Foreign Service, which includes 
press officers. If you Join the service, however, you Join as 
a regular officer and may or may not do Journalistic work. To 
be eligible, you must pass stiff ?/ritten and oralĵ  exams. I 
once took them and passed the written, but not the oral. What 
they were looking for at that time was a deep background in 
political science and eeonomIcs--and apparently someone who read 
and memorized the New York Times*. They did not namet formerly 
require any foreign languages before entry, but the officer was 
expected to learn the lagguage of the country to which he was 
assigned. I don’t know if that still holds, as there has been 
a great deal of criticism about our "tongue tied** diplomats.
If you are interested in the international scene, may I strongly 
suggest that you learn at least a couple of foreign languages, 
and learn them well.
The United States Information Agency (USIA) is our public relations 
arm abroad, and at times wiss has been much maligned because people 
have felt it was not effective. I haven’t heard any recent 
complaints, so perhaps its record has improved. It is easier to 
get into than the foreign service, but I don’t know the exact 
procedure.
I have known Medill grads who were in Europe to pick up Jobs with 
the Voice of America or Radio Free Europe on the spot. Voice of 
American is a U.S. government project, while Radio Free Europe 
is a private organization, to the best of my knowledge, which 
concentrates an cracking the Iron Curtain.
I’d also suggest that you find out about possibilities with the 
United Nations. The put out several good periodicals and 
innumerable special publications. It’s a tremendously big 
Journalistic operation, and I tMnk most of it is based In New York.
I’m sure there’s much more, but those are the main possibilities 
which come to mind. If you have a Ksnsnexs term paper to do In 
political science, civics, or any other course which could be 
finessed in the right direction, you might explore the possibilities 
and kill two birds with one stond.



If you can think of any other questions, go right ahead and ask 
them, and perhaps I'll be able to come up with an answer.
lou weren't too informative, on that post card, about what you've 
been doing. When and if you have the time, I'd be happy to hear.
Meanwhile, have a good Christmas. If TWA is on schedule, which1 is 
unlikely, I'll be home at noon on Friday to enjoy the holidays 
in a seasonable, unreasonable climate. 4 I learned via a .phone call 
that it's currently snowing in New Jersey.

P.S. You'd better keep sending mail to my home address, since 
the one in Berkeley may change momentarily.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 
January 4, 1961

Dear Mr. Pierson
Enclosed is rent for January. This will be my last month here, since 
I have just been rehired by my former New Jersey employer at 
considerable advantage to me.
I may be able to be out of the apartment by Feb. 1. However, sine©
I didn't move in until September 16, I'd appreciate an extra week's 
grace if I should need it.

Sincdrely



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 6, 1961

Dear Mary
And Happy Hew Year to you toot In typical newspaper fashion we 
didn’t have our big party on New Years Eve but on New Years night, 
because no paper was published the next day and therefore the gang 
could assemble. It started at the home of one of my former night 
staff compatfiots, and we later adjourned to e local club for some 
dancing. I finally got home about 3 a.m. and then manged to stagger 
abaord the plane the next morning.
I had hope* about going up to New York and having lunch with Peg 
Grigoleit while I was home, but all of a sudden the vacation was 
over and 1 hadn’t done it. I was about ready to do it when my 
college roommate and her husband decided to come visiting for a 
couple of days. They like the shore, and I was glad to see them.
I didn1t see anyone else from NU, but I did have time when the Plane 
landed in Chicago to call Ben Baldwin, wish him a Happy New Year, and 
tell him that I'd be seeing him next summer. He wrote just before 
Christmas asking if I thought I’d be available. I wrote back and said 
yes, I’d plan on it, even though I didn’t know exactly what I’d be 
doing between now and then.
By the time I called him, I knew. While I was home the Asbury Park 
Press made me such a good offer to come back to work that I couldn’t 
refuse. The deal includes a $20 a week raise and five weeks off in 
the summer. Needless to say, I was amazed at such concessions, and so 
was Ben, It isn’t usual to get an annual five-week leave from a daily 
newspaper, but I guess it was fairly obvious to the general manger 
that I wasn’t interested otherwise. So I’ll be starting on March 6, 
and meanwhile I’m finishing my semester’s work here. That’ll be over 
by the end of the month, then I’ll again visit the relatives in 
Southern Gal and proceed home by the most southern route I can find. 
(Much as I like the Rockies and the Midwest, I’m avoiding them like 
poison at this time of year. I’m planning to sneak up the East Coast 
and get to New Jersey before the weather discovers what I’ve done.)
I’m still in a case of mild shock--and somewhat disorgan!zad--over this 
sudden turn of events. The thing that amuses me most is that I never 
would have gotten such a good deal if I’d stayed on the job in the 
first place’.
All in all, it was a nice and profitable Christmas. I’m terrifically 
pleased with the key ring, by the way. You must have remembered that 
my Rogers House key usually dangled from my belt by a safety pinI 
And I’ll be more than happy to retire the poor old leather case, which 
long since has lost its stitching, thatA been serving me lately.
Things like that I never manage to remember to buy for myself. So

thank you very much; it’s not only a very handy item but also a 
very nice thought.
So you want to major in magazine work and get a job in Washington, hmm? 
It seems to me I’ve heard that song before. I majored in magazine, 
you know (and have never worked for one), and I’d give my right leg 
(I need the arm for typing) to be a Washington reporter, I suspect 
that verv few beginning reporters land jobs there, but stick to it



and we may see your .byline, some day, followed by WASHINGTON—
I still think I may make it some day, if the Jersey Shore doesn’t 
get too comfortable and too profitable in the meantime. Comfortable; possibly. Profitable; unlikely*
I have a stack of midterms on the desk, notes to type up, and I’m 
having company for dinner. Monday is the final in the one course 
that has one'“-and I've done virtually no reading. Looks like I’d better get to work.
Last night, after working a full day at my technical writing Job and 
staying around an extra hour to help a crazy mathematician do a 
Reporter puzzles (they’re devils)., I wnet over to the big city and 
sav/ J.B. It’s a wonderful play (well, it did win a Pulitzer prize), and was well worth the effort. As I imagine you know, it’s a 
modern-day version of the Book of Job. tHowever, since one of the 
leading characters (John garridine) talked like he had marbles in 
his mouth, I’m going to get a copy of it and pick up those lines’.
My schedule of events is tentative, but the mail situation looks like 
this. I’ll be here until Feb. 1, then for the next week will be 
c/o Harper, 984 M. Hudson, Padadena, Calif. After that, back to 
112 Stockton Ave., OGNJ . (by about March 4).
By the way, I noted your comments about not spending so much time on 
homework. Methinks you’re taking advantage of the k halo effect—  
fancy phraseology for "riding on your reputation.” I approve, as long as it works’.



2814A Regent St. Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 8, 1960

Dear Aunt Esther and Uncle George
I’m in the midst of grading midterms and of studying for a final, 
but I thought I’d take time out to bring you up to date. In case 
mother hasn’t written yet, let me be the first to tell you that I’ve 
had a sudden switch in plans. It seems that the Asbury Park Press 
wants me to go me back to work, and they’re willing to give me a f 20 
a week raise and five weeks off in the summer (for teaching at 
Northwestern.) I couldn’t resist such a temptation, so I’ll be back 
at the copydesk March 6.
Meanwhile, I’ll be finishing here at the end of the month, and I’d like to visit you all once again before I head East. Also, you haven’t 
yet had a chance to visit San Francisco. I’ll be finished with all 
my duties here on January 27, and I plan to stay until about Feb. 7.
So if you’d like to come visiting, I’d be glad to have you.
I had a very nice vacation at home, despite the climate, but it seemed 
to be over almost before I had a chance to do anything. Mother and 
Dad are surprised, to say the least, that I’ll be back so soon.
I hasten to add that mother is still planning with impatience her 
next trip to Cal ifornia--in 1962. And dad thinks he’ll come along 
this time.
Thank you again for another subscription tip Saturday Review. I didn t 
receive any formal notification, but I don t have to as long as the 
issues keep coming (I’ve already notified them to change the address, 
as of February) .



January 10, 1961

Daar Mother and Dad
I'm In the home stretch-and racing madly to get all the work done so 
■i can play at being a tourist again. I've been filling out forms, 
signing papers, and getting fingerprinted for credentials. Some 
routine. I had my one final Monday (It was early), and it was fairly 
easy, 1 think. Anyway, I presura that 1 passed the course and that eventually I Ml have a useless 
much did that thing cost me? certificate courseto hang on the wall. How

I entertained Sue and j 
last Friday evening. ' 

them. Then 1
my neighbor (the one who got me this apartment) 
Sue wanted to see some of my Europe slides so showed them. Then I spent the rest of the wwekend grading midtermsand studying for the final. Duties on camus ...........are over on Friday— then I*3d technical w

putting in moi

---- —  -- -- including the note-taking1 “riday then 1 11 just have the practice teaching and the writing job. That * s getting busy, end I Ml probably be 
rn"T,a time on it for the rest of the month.

The weather has now returned to normal. When I got back to the 
apartment the thermometer £inside) registered 52, and I think it was 

°°  ̂f ‘n * * heated a can of soup, and ate same with coatstill on. ihen I went to bed and left the heat on--full blast.
All the Bay area people were freezing to death--thoyire not used to 
these low 30 readings. Now it feels like spring. There was a nasty 
pee soup fog in San Francisco today, and 1 hit a little of it near the 
bay on ray way to work. I was driving through nice sunshine and all 
of a sudden;* I got to west Berkeley and the sky closed in. Most peculiar.

be fine*, 
one 
The

I ËQ sscheduled f 
poor old ca

Thanks for getting the Personal effects policy, dad. Those dates will
lad you told me to get a motor tuneup, because I have 
or Thursday, so I figure I’m doing the right thing, 
r has been badly neglected, so I thought it was about 
ng it done at a place that specializes in tuneups and 
(Carter et al). X had the sir filters cleaned last 

brication (a few thousand miles ago, no doubt), and I’ll 
things done, too. I Ml get the tires as soon as I have time to go pricing them.

time. I’m hevi 
carburetor work 
time I had a lu 
have the other 
a little spare
I found a letter and 
born Ncv. 27, but he 
survive. If he gets 
that, which had been 
and so far, so good. 
them on the way home

a note from Willie when I got back. Her baby was 
has a heart defect and they don’t know if He Ml 
to 15 pounds, they can operate. After reading 
wE-*?̂ en Kec * * called to get latest informationwhile I was at it, I got myself invited to .visit

The letter you forwarded from the Prdss confirmed 
summer holiday. It also told me I was expected 5*o 
instead of 7:30 a.m. (New improved hours? 5:30 tosound permanent, since he said 
familiar with the changes required '...it would be well 

on the night sidé

my job, salary, and 
30 plm. on March 6,
T a .m,?) I doesn ’ tifn you became There’s anew Ocean County edition which the night side now closes up. Just how 

long it s going to take me to get "familiar with the changes" I don’t 
know, but he previously had said that I might be working nights for a 
while, so it wouldn t surprise me in the slightest if I remained there 
while. X don t object. I still think the company’s better at night.



Just as long as I don’t stay there endlessly«
That’s about all for now. I must prepare a sparkling lecture for 
tomorrow. Tomorrow’s a rugged day, anyway. Have to finish the 
audio-visual part of the junior college course beginning at 8 a.m. 
and Including a quiz (mechanical guessing game is more like it), then 
take Fybate notes, dash to Diablo Valley, sound inspired for 50 minutes 
get back to Gal by 3 a.m. to swear that I am not subversive (more 
trivia involved in getting that lovdly teaching permit) . I asked Sue 
if she’d like to buy it; she’s still fighting the requirements.
I wrote Aunt Esther last night to tell her of my latest plans; I didn’t 
know if you’d written lately. That should provide them all. with a few 
minutes of interesting conversation, anyway.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif . 
January 11, 1961

Bear Rat
I feel cheated, because I missed the chance to take you up on that 
luncheon suggestion. 1 was already to pick up the phone and set 
a time a couple of days after Christmas; then my college roommate 
(not Peg; the other one) called and said she and her husband would 
take my long-standing invitation to come visiting. So, while I was glad to see them and we had a good visit, I didn’t quite make it 
to New fork.
However, I had a radical change of plans while home, and perhaps 
we can arrange something for the spring, if you’11 be in the city 
then. The Asbury Park Press, much to my amazement (still), persuaded 
me to come back towork. They offered mo such a good deal that I 
opened nay mouth and said yes. It includes a $20 a week raise and 
five weeks off in the summer for my teaching project at Northwestern. 
I’ll be back to report for duty March 6.
Actually, they hit me at a good time. Having almost completed a 
semester of practice teaching, I find that I’m not sold on doing it 
for a living in California junior colleges. It’s a tremendous 
growing movement, with very good salaries, but the average student 
ability is not high enough to intrigue me. Also, for anyone with 
a narrow specialization such as journals Ira, at most'colleges it would 
mean teaching other subjects (like maybe remedial English), and I’m 
not interested. However, its been a lively and interesting semester, 
I’ve had a good look at the Bay area, and I don’t regret the time spent.
Sue came over for dinner last week. She was sporting a nice tan (for 
her), which she collected during her annual Christmas visit to 
Florida. Her business Is going strong, and she’s becoming more 
businesswoman and less teacher all the time. She’s teaching half 
time now, and she’ll continue with the same thing next semester.
Its a good deal because she teaches the one course she like most.
I haven’t seen Pat Herron lately, but expect to entice her into 
San Francisco for an evening before I leave. When last heard from 
she was embarking on the ski season.
I’m madly trying to get everything done around here. Thought I’d 
take time out to bring you up-to-date, though, and make an early bid 
for a little of your time when we’re both in the New York area next.
Regard to all at Wells. I’m impossibly behind in all the news. Don’t 
¥Ven know who’s still there.



2814 A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 11* 1961

Dear Sara
Busy? If not, why not. It seems like I’ve been running all over the 
countryside, trying to get everything done before the end of the 
semester. This afternoon we finished hhe education courses, ugh 
(except for practice teaching), and duly celebrated.
11ve been trying to track down the whereabouts, if any,of the Independent Cal. It never came out with the ,fnextM issue, and I 
noticed today that its name no longer graces the mailbox of its old 
office building. So I suspect it has thrown in a quiet sponge. With 
exam week approaching, the Daily Gal has ceased publication for the 
semester, and information is at a premium.
1 appreciated your comments about the photo course and its trials. 
Having taken two of them at NU, I distinctly remember some similar 
adventures, except that we froze to dealth instead of getting wet.
I still have on my wall a salon shot of a lighthouse, taken at night 
while perched on an ice ledge in Lake Michigan. Its partner shows 
a furnace at the US Steel mill at Gary, Ind. (largest in the country, 
I think), and a dirtier expedition I’ve never been a party to. My 
old gimmick was nigh shots, because they’re easy to take and look 
impressive. And for the picture story project I borrowed a couple of 
kids, turned them loose in Marshall Fields toy department, and madly 
raced after them for the better part of an hour. Looked pretty good 
in the end. I remember one poor fellow who got up at some impossible 
hour of the night, went out to a not-so-local jet base, arid tooks 
reams of shots of a drill, he came back and developed same in the 
darkroom with extra“large trays. Since he wasn't familiar with the 
layout he put about half of the pictures in the wrong soup and came 

out with beautifully transparent negatives . For a while I 
thought we were going to have a suicide on our hands.
Current thought around here on the hew Upqeans mess seems to be that 
they’ll be forced to integrate as elsewhere, and that the immoderates 
seem on the way out. While home I saw an excellent program on the 
whole thing* It was a session of David Susskind*s famous Hew fork 
show. Open gnd, which also is being re-run in San Francisco now. 
kx On the panel ware several board of education members, a couple 
of people active in the school group that’s fighting to keep the 
schools open at all costs, and a couple of diehards. Most amazing 
to me was a judge (whose name escapes me now) who mouthed every 
stereotyped phrase for segregation that I’d ever imagined. To make 
the picture complete, he monopolized the conversation and sounded 
like a stuck record. If you have an opportunity to see it, it’s worth the Effort. Most impressive was the generally sober and moderate 
tone.taken by all the other members of the panel--when they could get 
a word in edgewise.



A couple of other interesting things happend while I was home. Most 
astounding to me (still) is that the Asbury Park Press persuaded me to 
come back to work* They offered me such a good deal that I opened my 
mouth and said yes. Perhaps I should say thatI propsed two conditions 
which I thought they’d consider absurd, and they bit. The deal 
includes a $20 a week raise (plus the usual overtime) and five weeks 
off in the summer for light entertainment at NU (at my own expense).
I told them I couldn’t start before March, and they said OK. So I’m 
due back at the copydesk at 5:30 p.m. March 6.
Meanwhile, I’ll finish here at the end of the month, then visit 
the assorted relatives again in Southern Cal and begin a leisurely 
trip home via the southern route. Might even stop by Austin, have 
lunch with you and a quick tour of the campus, if you have time, 
around mid»February. Let me know how the schedule looks.
So despite my best efforts, it looks like I'm fated to remain an 
Easterner. I told my folks not to throw away any of the old furniture 
they have stashed, away in the cellar; i'll be needing it to set up 
housekeeping. However, 1 may wait until the end of the summer to do 
that (while I build up the bank account meanwhile). I think the thing 
that tickles me most about the whole deal is that I’d never have gotten 
such roaring concessions out of the Press if I’d conscientiously stayed
on the job all this time. And while I like California, the corss- 
country commuting is a little rugged, and I'm just not that impressed 
with-teaching in the junior college. And much as I hate to admit it, 
and though I’ll probably be throwing around the hks usual epithets 
in short order, I miss the writing. I've had one gay old time for 
41 years,' and I’m ready to carve out a reasonable career now; but I'll 
have to check again in six months to see if I still fell that way and 
if I'm really rid of the wandering bug.
I'll be interested in what you decide to*do. If Medill offers you 
a substantial scholarship, I hope you’ll take it, but I can understand 
your feeling that five years of school may be enough for a while*
On the other hand, it's harder for most people to get back to the 
books after an interim in the working world.
Good luck on the exams



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 6, Calif. 
January 11, 1961

Dear Peg
Well couldn’t you at least have put a note on that Christmas card to 
let me know that the # &(i you’re doing» All right, now tell me that 
X should talk; I didn’t even get my Christinas cards sent.
I was all ready to call, you and see if we couldn't find time for lunch 
in the city--this was e couple of days after Christmas. Then my 
favorite NU roommate celled and said she and her husband would be 
delighted to take advantage of my long-standing invitation to visit 
the Shore. So I didn’t make it anywhere near New York.
The closest I got was Newark airport, in fact, and that turned out to 
be rather interesting. I came in about an hour aftdr the big 
collision, and I also happened to be on a TWA Constellation. My dad 
was on his way to the airport when he turned on the radio and heard 
a bulletin that a TWA Constellation and another plan had crashed.
He proceeded to became a little nervous until they announced the 
flight number, and he was still pale when I tripped merrily off the 
plane, having heard none of this.
The rest of the vacation was quite pleasant and ordinary. There was. 
one interesting event that I still can’t quite believe. The Asbury 
Park Press persuaded me to came back to work. They persuaded me with 
a $20 a week raise and five weeks off in the summer to play at NU.
I put up those two requirements, thinking they’d consider them absurd 
and that would be the end of the conveosation; but they bit. So I’m 
due back on the copydesk at 5:30 p.m. March 6.
The got me at a good time. Having almost completed a smester’s teaching 
in a junior college, I've decided that I wouldn’t like to do it for a 
living. The public junior college movement here is growing tremendously 
and the pay’s good, but I have a couple of qualifications. First, the 
average student ability level is not high enough. Second, for a 
specialisation such as journalism, most colleges don't have enough 
courses to keep a person busy full time. This means teaching something 
else, like maybe remedial English, and I ain’t interested.
So I’ll finish here by the end of the month, revisit the relatives in 
Southern Cal, then wend my way home by the southern route.
Have you heard from Midge? She informs me that she has a job with’
Oxford University Press, doing publicity in London for a new version 
of the Bible. The pay’s lousy (something b like $28 a week; but that’s 
not tod low by London standards). I agree with her, thogh; it’s a 
first-rate opportunity to see London and surrounding area. Meanwhile, 
she turned down a scholarship from Medill, as she seemed all along to 
think she would.
How about planning some kind of excursion when I get back in March-- 
supposing that your social calendar still has a few free moments.
The next move is thine.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5 
January 11

Dear Pat
Yup. I’m still here; but not for long. I’m still amazed by the fact 
that the Asbury Park Press talked me Into coming back to work while 
I was home for Ghristmas. They gave me such a good deal that I 
opened my mouth and said yes.
That, combined myxix with my less than total enthusiasm with the 
Cal. Junior colleges, did it. So I’ll be leaving probably the 
first week in February, then will hit Southern Gal to see the 
relatives and head home by the southern route. I’m due back on 
March 6.
Meanwhile, we must get together with Sue for an evening. Why don’t 
we plan to have dinner some place in the city; it would be somewhat 
central fior all of us--and would give me a chance to sample another 
restaurant before leaving’. I’m free practically any time, and since 
it’s ski season a week night probably would Interest you more.
I think Sue said she has you phone number; I don’t. Maybe you two 
would like to arrange something.
My number fcs Thornwall 3-7839.
Hope to see you soon.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 11, 1961

Dear Call and Tom
Happy Hew Year and all that jazz. It seems I must have sent you a 
Christmas card before the Asbury Fark Press persuaded me to come 
back to work. So I thought I'd let you know that 1*11 probably be 
whizzing by Washington very early in March; would you like a visitor?
I*m still reeling with the suddenness of the shift in plans; that and 
trying to finish the semester here in some kind of logical order.
If you*re surprised, you’ve got nothing on me, except the advantage 
of not having to pack and move 3,000 miles--again. I’m glad I’m 
relatively poor and don’t own much.
The press deal Includes a $20 a week raise and five weeks off in the 
summer for my favorite Northwestern project. I put up those two 
conditions, wholly expecting them to consider them absurd and that 
would end the conversation. But they bit, and I opened my mouth and 
a yes came out. I’m really pleased with the arrangement, although I d 
like to bring San Francisco with me and deposit it about where New York 
is--or closer. I’ve been so busy in Berkeley that I haven’t seen 
enough of the city in spite of my best efforts. What I have seen impresses me thoroughly. But having spent a semester practice teaching 
I find that I'm not sold on California junior colleges, and other 
job opportunities aren’t as diverse here as in the East. I knew that 
before I came, in fact. I also find that the cross-country commuting 
is rugged, not to mention the expense involved. So in spite of my 
best efforts I seem destined to remain an Easterner.
I'll finish here at the end of the month, then will go to Southern 
Cal to see the relatives again. From there *8 I’ll head east via 
the southern route. I’m interested in seeing New Mexico and Arizona,
In particular, when the temperature doesn't measure the nearest thing 
to hell.
Tom, if you get in SF again before about Feb. 6, my phone number ii 
THornwall 3-7839. Sounds like you must be quite a traveler these days.
Regards to all, hope to see you soon.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif, 
January 14, 1961

Dear Meg
Never letit be said that I don’t eventually get around to saying 
Merry Christmas and Happy Ndw Year. What with my coast-to-coast 
commuting, I got stopped in the middle of my Christmas 14st and 
never got started again (that’s what you get for having an end-of- 
the-alphabet name). I was reminded of my oversight when ay friend 
Sue, c/o whom you addressed your card, finally remembered to send it 
over to me. (Having called her last night, I know exactly what 
happened. She told me in quite another khx context that she’d 
finally cleaned up her apartment).
Yes, X am getting CT*s--still. Care to add any to the pile? I 
rather enjoy them, and they look particularly good when compared with 
most of the work done by the junior college journalism class in which 
I’ve been practice teaching. One of my projects out here has been 
to find out about the state’s junior college system. Now that I’ve 
found out I’m not particularly impressed--partieularly with the average 
ability of the students. I’ve also been taking a couple of courses 
at Cal, and I have a couple of part-time jobs to keep the bills paid.
Whew. What a campus this is. There are more than 21,000 students, 
and I love the confused atmosphere--but I wouldn’t have liked it a bit 
when I was a freshman. Ann Jarrett, in fact, fras a friend who’s a 
freshman here, and said friend is having a hard time getting used to 
it all. Among the things I like are the rows of bookstores (I’ve gone 
shopping for groceries more than once and returned with books; niee for 
posterity, but not too good to eat); a three-million volume library, and 
the fantastic procession of ’’causes” represented by posters and people 
at the gates to campus--sociallsts, near-Communists, and even plain old Republicans and Democrats.
So you’re thinking of Duke and Cornell. They both have fine reputations 
and I don’t think you could go wrong with either. Of course, Cornell is 
very near the small college where I used to work. It’s a nice area, 
although Ithaca itself is strictly from nowhere except for the college, 
which is big enough to be self-contained. What are you planning to 
major in?
I haven’t seen any former cherubs. By this time I probably should have, 
but I’ve been so busy that this semester has just disappreared. Now my 
plans have been completely changed, and J won’t be here very much longer. 
While I was home for Christmas my old boss at the Asbury Park Press 
offered me a real good deal to come back to work. So I’m going, and I’m 
due to report on March 6. I’ll finish here at the end of the month, 
then I’m going to visit the innumerable relatives in Southern Cal. I’ll 
be driving back by the most southern route I can find, both to see 
something of the southwest and to avoid the snow as much as possible.
So I won’t be through Indiana this trip, sorry to say (I haven’t yet 
figured ofct where Garrett is, anyway), but I may get jphere yet. As a 
matter of fact, I ’ll be winging through on the turnpike next June, 
since I’ve bargained for another session at the institute (time off for that was part of the deal for coming back to work).



Write when you get a chance and bring me more up to date on what 
you*re doing. By the way, I thought you were heading for the family 
university. What was it-^Purdue?



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 14, 1961

Bear Carolyn
I trust that bronchitis season is long since over and that you now 
sound like your gay self again. I'm told jcfewix there1 s a silver 
lining to everything, and in this case I was happy to get the letter 
written during your enforced "vacation."
Somehow, Christmas vacation seems a long way back. I guess it’s 
partially due to this "seasonless" California weather. Who ever heard 
of temperature in the 50s in January? (lou, you say?) We had a little 
snow while I was in New Jersey, but it was mostly the remnants of the 
big storm a week before my arrival that were still around. Eventually, 
the rains came, and then it was just jb± kkxb  plain, dull winter.
Meanwhile, San Francisco has been having a foggy seige. The airports 
have been closed in, the traffic has been crawling, and Berkeley, 
meanwhile, has been relatively sunny.
Through it all, I've been racing to get everything done before the 
semester ends. My classes in Berkeley are ovsr, and I just have my 
part-time university job and practice teaching, both of which continue 
until the end of the month. So ltfs a £ relatively easy life now.
My schedule after that has been completely disrupted, and I have 
no one to blame except myself and my old boss at the Asbury Park Press. 
While 1 was home he offered me such a good deal to come back to work 
that I opened my mouth and, before I knew it, I'd said yes. So I go 
back to work on March 6. I set that date so I could visit relatives 
inSouthern Cal, then wander leisurely home by the southern route. I 
might even stop by Shreveport long enough to say hi, if you can spare 
the time. That probably will be about the third week in February, 
although the schedule is strictly tentative rightnow.
On© thing I do know: I'm staying as far away from the Rockies, the
Midwest, srdx and all points north until I'm forced to head that way.
My strategy is to sneak up from Florida along the coast before the 
weather cathes on to what I'm doing. Shhi
So in spite of my most determined efforts, it looks like I'm destined 
to remain an Easterner. It's not really a bad fate, although I'll miss 
the mountains and San Francisco. I'd like to take that city and plunk 
it down about where New York is. This way I guess I'll be interested^ 
in making occasional trips here. Don*t know when I'll find time, though. 
Part of the deal offered by the Press is five weeks off in the summer 
for a certain job at HU that I rather enjoy. However, my vacation 
probably will be incorporated into that (two weeks vacation; three weeks 
at my own expense). If so, my wandering days are over for a while.
No one could be more surprised than I am that all this has happened. 
However, the Press got me at a good time. I'm not sold on California 
junior colleges as a place to work full time, and the coast-to-coast 
commuting to see my family is hectic, to say the least.



I*m trying to see as much around her© as possible in the approximately 
three weeks left to me. Tomorrow Ifve scheduled a hiking and picture 
taking expedition in the city--if the fog cooperates, I also have a 
long list of restuarants I’d like to try**feood restaurants, in fact, 
are a long-standing weakness of mine. Even in my poverty-stricken days 
of scootering, hosteling, and penny-pinching in Europe I couldn’t 
resist ’em. (After a really big blowout weTd go back to three days 
of bread, cheese, and fruit.)
I enjoyed seeing your picture and writeup from the High Life ad, 
although I don’t think it particularly does you any justice. Ain’t bad 
you understand, but it just doesn’t quite look like you. The troulbe 
with most formal pictures is that they seldom catch the spontaneity, 
or the personality, if you will.
Keep me informed about the college proceedings. And other things too.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Galif. 
January 16, 1961

Dear Will1e and Bill
1 hope, trust, and pray that everything is going as well as it seemed 
to be when I called. I don't know what help I can be except for a 
little additional moral support. That you've got. If you can think 
of anything else, let me know.
Life here is somewhat hectic. Classes are over, such as they were.
I have five more journalism lectures to give, and I’ll continue working 
for the university (we*re busy now) until the end of the month. I have 
to be out of the apartment by the 31st, but I really wanted to stay 
around and play tourist until about Feb. 5. Sue grinned and said, "Come 
on over; you know the routine by now." So I said, "TWist my arm," and 
that settled that.*
Then I111 head for Southern Cal and another round of the innumerable 
relatives. The tentative schedule looks like I’ll get to Starkville 
about Feb. 21. Qf course, if that'll complicate your schedule for any* 
reason, just whistle and I'll take a rain check. From Starkville
I’ll probably be going to Naples, Fla., to visit the Smiths (OG friends 
of my folks). I told my mother I might get there, and she wrote today 
that I am now "expected." Ah well, that just adds another 1,500 miles 
or so to the trip, I guess. And besides, I've never been to Florida and 
I'd like to see it before I go back to work for a living.
Before all these pleasant things come to pass, however, I have to 
pack again. Goofi grief. Some day I'll quit muvlng out of sheer 
boredom with the whole routine. (The only time I make statements like 
this is before, during, and immediately after such moves.) My folks 
are glad I'm returning to civilization, and I've instructed them to 
save all the furniture they've been neatly storing in the cellar.
I figure to get an apartment and make admirable use of ^11 odds and ends 
There's even a television set down there; I may weaken. No?/ if I could 
oflly take San Francisco with me and deposit it about where New ¥ork is..
As x far as I know, I've completed the requirements for a teaching 
credential now (except for those five lectures) . Besides the teaching, 
all it took was an idiot education course, yards of red tape, and three 
health exams during which they tried their darnedest but failed to find 
anything wrong with me♦ Anyone who perseveres through all this rot 
ought to get a cfedential automatically; that’s about the way it is, too 
For example, I submitted aHterm paper" on which I spent a grand total 
of about 8 hours (if that), and the prof had the nerve to give me an A. 
That'd make you lose your faith in education courses--if you ever had 
any. The exam was equally ridiculous. There weren't any other 
assignments. Axfcx Another interesting comment on education: I was
talking today to the guy who runs the note-taking service that X worked 
for this semester. He said he was sorry I wouldn't be back to do more 
courses. I ventured an opinion that he musn't have very much trouble 
getting people to do the courses, since the pay is pretty good.



No so, said he. It's the biggest problem. Plenty of applicants. Few who can approximate a common English sentence. Xn a university this
size and of this reputation, says I. Yep, says he, and I'm talking 
about people with five and six years of education. "Did yHMKx ever 
read a dissertation written by an Ed.D.," asks one of his assistants. 
That apparently is the crowning example of illiteracy. (Exit groaning.)
1 don t suppose I should complain* Maybe that s why the Press agreed 
to give me a I20 a week raise. But somewhow it bothers me that 
subject-verb-object has become such a foreign concept.
I got a New Years letter from Marchit^, wishing me a belated Merry 
Christmas$that *s my line, since I didn t get most of my Christmas 
cards sent) . She said she's been to see you, mit sherry in hand 
( she obviously enjoys your convivial atmosphere). Also reported 
all kinds of New Years resolutions, including an idea from you to 
keep a notebook of "trials and tribulations." Good idea, too. I 
enjoy her letters; her writing's on the stiff side, but that coul’d 
be worked out with a little effort. No, I haven't volunteered to 
Dlay prof. I'm having enough trouble reading the present group of 
CTst I sneered when one kid from Dallas said she'd write me CTs 
regularly. So we made a bet, and by gosh she's been doing it. As 
a result, I'm going to have to stop and cough up a steak dinner at 
Cowman's. I casually announced my intention of doing so, and received 
reply today, assuring me that- I'm expected. And my Cod, you should 
see the schedule that's been engineered. I believe I'm expected to 
see Dallas--thoroughly--while I'm there. This, no doubt, is partially 
because I used to take great delight in holding up. the FORT WORTH end of the- controversy.
Hmm. What do- you know. I'm losing a bet for a. change. I shall come 
prepared to cash in on a couple of others I've v;on from another Texan.
If you'd like me to import anything besides champagne and Irish, let me know. . ’
Bo write with latest news



2814A Regent St, 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 17, 1961

Dear Mary
I*ni enclosing that Hearst letter— while I con still find anything 
around here. The background to it* as you probably know from your 
reading, is that W» R. was spending more time studying Pulitzer's 
Jlorld than his h dr Ward textbooks. He was impressed, and so he set 
out st to Out-Pulitzer Pulitzer. He kxHXar did, all right, and most 
of the biographers I ve read agree that he drove Pulitzer to excesses 
that Pulitzer finally became ashamed of. At least that * s one 
explanation ior thé Mould*s abrupt exit from the circulation wars.'d like to have my copy back eventually, but I'm in no hurry. (June 

 ̂ Meanwhile, that's one hunk of paper that I donTt have towill do.) 
oack .
I should be disposing of useless belongings, but I seem to keep 
clipping newspapers and buying books. And I've just cluttered the 
place with^a rented TV set, so I can watch the inauguration and 
attendant frivolities. Since the proceedings begin at 8 a.m. out 
I wasn t about to stir from my apartment at that hour. here »

%  schedule has tapered off now. The classes on camous, and the 
note-taking job, are over with. I have three journalism lectures to 
go, then a final to give. And my job will continue until the end of 
the month (the technical writing job, that is), I'm planning to use 
the spare time to browse through some more book shops, take some 
pictures (fog willing), and generally play like a tourist. I'll move 
over to ray friend Bus's apartment in Ban Francisco for a few days early 
in February, then continue to Southern Gal. The itinerary's getting 
hilarious at this point. I can think of eight places, offhand, where 
I m supposed to stop after leaving here. The latest addition came in 
a letter from my mother. I had told her that I'd like to get to 
Maples, Fla. (way down on the Grulf coast) to see some family friends. 
She now reports that said friends .expect me. Ho hum. Another 1,500 
miles bites the dust. However, I've never been to Sixi Florida, so 
I might as well take advantage of this golden opportunity to get a free suntan (wanna bet it will rain?).
All of this, of course, depends on the disposition of my little car-- 
all 62,000 miles of it. To keep it happy I gave it two new tires, a 
motor tune-up, and a brake check. There isn't anything else on a car 
that s worth talking about, is there? Ever since I left it standing 
for 20 days at the San Francisco airport, fixsxisad it’s had an ugly 
early morning disposition. I trust the TLC it's had recently has 
placated it. I have an informal contest going to see if I can drive it until it, becomes a museum piece.
I got a letter from Ben the other day, reporting that Dick will return, 
as you already told me. But how about Peg? I haven*t heard from her 
(she owes me a letter and a half), but I can’t believe she'd be able to 
get the time off. I hope John’s right, though; I really appreciated



cherubs in particularinstitute has become a welcome hart of my life, and I’m so

Peg’s talents»»sarcastic and otherwise« Ben says Dick hates the 
Army, and his comments "sound like something from Benedict Arnold*s 
personal correspondence." Yuk. Honestly, I think we had the best 
gang of counselors last year that any institute could hope for. And 
the remarkable thing was, that at the end of that grueling five-weeks 
session, the eight of us who went out for a final fling that last 
Saturday night were truly sorry it was over. In our rundown 
condition-~and we really were bost--I think that was quite a compliment! to the institute in general and your gang ol1 ,know the __ _ _ ___
vehement about it that the Press* general manager knew he *d never get 
me back on theejob unless I could get time off to do it. This is 
something that people who haven’t been there just.can1t grasp, but I 
needn t tell you that. You’ve probably gotten the same incredulous 
read 1:5 on when you’ve tried to explain the thing. Certainly it’s the 
hardest job I’ve ever done--both mentally and physically. But it’s 
also the most fun and, most important, I have the idea that more 
positive accomplishments result from it than ever could be counted. 
Maybe you learned a lot from that short five weeks; but I figure I 
learned at least ns much. So I thoroughly appreciate and understand your comments.
What about my job at the Press? Well, ! may not be reporting at a 11»-
at least for a while. They’re in need of some help on the copydesk,
and I 11 be doing editing most of the time. While I’ve been away they’ve
made my old night boss assistant to the general manager. He was good 
at pushing'copy, and they apparently haven’t found the right combination 
to take up the slack. The present night editor is a nice guy and 
capable, but the people on the rim could be better. In addition, 
they're now putting out a new edition which is put to bed by the night 
side. I can imagine that adds to the happy chaos. So I
that I*m supposed to sharpen other people*s sloppy lead
loopholes, guard against libel, and’ write sterling heads. Personally,
I think I m a better reporter than copyeditor, but they should know by 
now. I was doing half and half when I left. Oh yes. The general

get the idea to , plug the 
•

manager tells me I'm supposed to do reporting in depth time.*’ What, no coffee breaks? n my "spare

So you’ve been thinking about religion. Well, you’re a little ahead 
of yourself. That usually happens mi ids ay through the freshman or 
sophomore year in college. Unfortunately it’s nothing anyone else 
can give you a neat plan for, although the inevitable bullsessions 
do help some. But I warn you, you’ll probably be more confused before 
you get even a glimmer of light. I’m pretty much stuck at a level of... 
maybe^you could call it optimistic agnosticism. I simply admit that 
I don t know, and in all liklihood will never know, how this universe 
is guided--or why. Yet I cannot conceive of a meaningless
universe in which a marvelous creature such as man could exist. I just^B 
don t believe it’s one huge, cruel joke. * At the same time I can’t 
find any personal God. Who was it that said man has created God in his 
own image? That's more or less the way I feel. But I don't sucrose 
you can get a perspective on the whole thing until you hit a crisis.
I never have, and you indicate that you haven't either. £ guess we're ^  both stuck for a while. And at that point do you find an answer, or dd^B 
you just grab at the convenient doctrine of your society because you need something?



Wow see what you * ve done? Cret m© started on religion and you get 
lots of thoughts, but no resolution of the problems. If you discover 
any answers, let me know, huh? Actually Irm reasonably happy with 
my present approach, simoly because it‘s as honest an approach as I can find, and I can't ask more of myself than that.
Thus andeth the discussion of the moment. If you have a few extra 
hours some time, drop over to New Jersey for a chat...
And having said that, she rode away on her broomstick.



Ja n u a ry  17, 1961
Dear Mother and Dad
Things are progressing. The car has two ndw tires--(joodyear rayons 
this time, instead of super duper nylons. The motor is tuned, but 
it wouldn't start again this morning. It seems that, according to 
the AAA man, one automatic choke floods and the other doesn't get 
enough gas to start. Ah, how I adore those dual carburetors. So 
1 took it back to the garage, where it will remain over night so they 
can see what happens to it early in the a.m. These people seem to 
know what they're doing, and they're very obliging, so I'm giving them 
another crack at It. I had the brakes checked, and they're OK. Also 
had the wheels balanced. It runs beautifully--once I get it going.
Four more lectures to go. I don’t suppose I can teach basic English 
to some of them by then. I've been busy at work trying to unravel 
the mystery of engineer's sentences. And yesterday the man who runs 
Fybate notes expressed sorrow that I wouldn't be around next semester. 
He claims it's almost impossible to hire anyone who can write passably; 
even those with five and six years of college are somewhat hopeless.
Sad world, what? Maybe that's why the Press is raising my salary.
Maybe we're getting to be a rare breed* those of us who can put down 
a. halfway understandable thought.
I already had invited Aunt Esther and Uncle George to visit me, and 
they are planning to come. I got a letter from Aunt Esther today, 
but the dates will have to be rearranged a little. I based my first 
invitation on the assumption that the landlord would let me stay 
into the first week in February. He won't, so I'll try to have them 
come at the end of the month. Then I'm going to stay with Sue (again) 
for s few days--tentatively Feb. fine 1-6. I'll be in Pasadena from 
about Feb. 6-10, then I'll head East. 1 have an invitation to see 
one of the Institute kids in Dallas, maybe about the 18th. I may get 
to Willie's about the 21st, then I'll try to make it to Naples. I'd 
like to visit the Smiths and see part of Florida. Naturally all this 
is rather tentative as yet. First things first. Packing. Phew!
If Aunt Esther and Uncle George come Feb. 27-30, as I suggested, I'll 
pack on the 31st, then collapse at Sue's. It isn't really so much 
work; it's just thinking about It that wears me out.
Koger will be here Sunday. Or rather, we're going to his church, then 
out to dinner, because he Insisted. Well, he didn’t have to twist my 
arm too much. By the way, Aunt Esther said the slides (therfore the 
package) arrived the day after Christmas. Probably she has written 
you by now, too. That isn't such bad timing. We'll have to allow 
an extra day next year.
X picked up my term paper from my education course yesterday, more 
out of curiosity than concern. I spent a grand $otal of about eight 
hours from scratch to finished draft. Xt got an A; disgusting. It's 
enough to make one lose faith in education courses, if one hadn t 
already done so. When I remember the hard struggles I used to put in 
on journalism and poll sci papers...



Sue and I did some picture-taking Saturday. That was our plan, anyway 
but it was quite chilly, so we quit early, visited a museum, ate at 
Omar Ifcxscyinjfxx Khayyam*s ( a good, Armenian restuarant), then went to 
see The Entertainer, a quite good (but depressing) British movie.
A very good and happy movie, which I recommend, is The Sundowners, 
which is about Australia.
That’s all for now. Tune in again next week.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 17, 1961

Dear Aunt Esther and Uncle George
How nice that you can come 1 I would like to rearrange the dates a bit, 
if it will work out for you. My original schedule has been shattered 
because the landlord, won t let me stay past the end of the month.
So there are three choices. The best would be for you to come Friday, 
Jan. 27 (I’ll be giving and grading a final exam that day, but will be 
home by about 5 p.m.). Then you could stay through the 30th, and I 
could use the 31st to pack.
I’m planning to stay over in the city with Sue until about Feb. 5, so 
if you’d rather come up between weekends (if Uncle George is now 
involved in church work), you might come the 31st and stay until the 
next weekend. I’ll see to it that you have a nice place to stay in 
San Francisco. Or if you want to come on the dates you’re suggested, 
I’ll also see that you get a place in San Francisco.
Anything you decide on will be fine. I’m looking forward to seeing 
San Francisco with you.
It has been unusually foggy and cold here lately. I hope that1s all 
over with by the time you arrive. Nevertheless, I think you’ll be 
happy to have your fur coat, Aunt Esther, and probably your electric 
blanket, too. Customarily, it warms up during the day but is quite 
chilly early mornings and evenings.
My car is in the garage at the moment, getting repaired for the trip 
home. When I get it back I’ll dig out the map and send it down to you 
with routes marked.
I’ll be seeing Roger Sunday, and I’ll try to arrange some activities 
with him, too. See you soon.



Tuesday, January 18

Dear Ann
Xes, I am a Yankee, but at least I’m not a CONNECTICUT YANKEE.
1 have begun research into several maps and the latest edition of the 
calendar. Findings indicate that 1*11 arrive in Dallas for the 
weekend of Feb. 18. Since I’ll probably be driving up from Austin,
I might even arrange to arrive Friday afternoon if that would prove 
convenient for a tour of CJreenhill. If you like that idea you’ll 
have to let me know when your last class is over, and I'll need a map 
(of sorts), after I decide which route I'll be driving, to get me 
wherever I'm supposed to be.
Whew*. Is that all you can think of for us to do? Like, when do you 
sleep; or, did you understand that this is a weekend, not a two-week, 
excursion? Let me hasten to add that I'm ready and willing to try to 
keep up with you. In fact, it sounds like fun, and I'm glad you 
included Neiman's. I've heard so many Texans brag about it that I'll 
be out to find some counter-ammunition. Ahem, joker. I've seen the 
airport. I landed there whilst on my trip to FORT vifORTH. Took off 
from there, too, In a real, old fashioned Texas downpour. All your 
other ideas sound intriguing. I disapprove of inflicting institute 
counselors on families of cherubs (ex), by the way. I have a general 
rule against it unless I get ironclad assurance that it won't 
unceremoniously upset the schedules of everyone in sight.
The traveling plans still have a little leeway in them, but it's 
not going to last for long. I had mentioned to my family, for example, 
that 1 might try to visit some family friends in Naples, Fla (way down 
on the Gulf coast) . Yesterday I got a letter from my mother, advising 
me that she informed friends of same, and now I'm expected. Oh well. 
That's probably not more than an additional 1,500 miles. Besides,
I've never been to Florida and would like to see a bit of it. I've 
informed Willie only that I'll be coming through Mississippi some time 
in February. She said OK; now I hope she doesn't hold her breath 
until 1 arrive. As you can see, I'm having a great deal of fun with 
my itinerary; it's so unusual for me even to plan one...
I realize this whole routine of mine is a bit complicated. I am going 
to get that junior college credential, however, because it only takes 
one semester for people who already have masters degrees. I have now 
persevered through practice teaching (four lectures to go), an idiot 
education course, and yards of red tape, to say nothing of three health 
exams during which they have been able to find absolutely nothing wrong 
with me. I think anyone who goes through this routine deserves a 
credential just for sheer tenacity. In fact, it takes no other 
particular skill. If I really have completed all the bBSKX
bureaucratic requirements, and if the certificate eventually arrives, 
I'll put it away in some dark, cool corner. There's nothing like an 
extra insurance policy.



%hat about the job, you say? I can’t get too definite about it at the 
moment, because there are too many possibilities. However, it looks 
like copyediting for a while, and I start on the new, improved night 
shift--5:50 p.m. to 2 a.m. instead of 3:30 p.m, to midnight. Actually 
that is an improvement; I never got home before 2 anyway, there’s a 
new edition now, which is put to bed by the night staff, so that should 
add chaotic interest to things. I always liked my happy night staff, 
and I’ll enjoy getting back to it, even if it’s just temporary.,
Now about Greenhill, Ann... Don’t you have things about sewed up by 
now? Student Council president, yet. Very nice indeed. And for the 
nth time this year, congratulations! I think Northwestern is about to 
get another activities major. Medill used to have far more than its 
share of combined activities mejors-scholars. It was kind of a point 
of honor that the smallest school on campus should have the most 
Mortar Board members. Meanwhile, back at the ranch..if there’s anything 
&ou haven’t done at Greenhill, I haven’t Mkk heard about it. Even lose 
your temper with the wrong, boy, hraram?
I think 1*11 go hide in a Kleenex for a while. I’m suffering with a 
cold; maybe I should say snuff©ring.
Please don’t conisder the visiting schedule final for about 10 days.
By then things should be firmly in hand. However, I really' don’t 
expect any fchange. Mail schedule:

until Jan. 31 - here
Feb. 1-5 • back to 2266 Green St., San Francisco 23

(c/o Sue Duckworth)
Feb. 6-10 - c/o G. S. Harper

984 N. Hudson Ave. 
Pasadena, Calif.



2814A Regent St. 
Berkeley 5, Calif. 
January 22, 1961

Dear Aunt Esther and Uncle George
Roger thinks U.S. 99 is the best route, and I agree. There are a few 
hills north of Los Angeles, but nothing to cause any problems. It * s 
a good multiple lane highway. Take it all the way until you get north 
of Modesto, then a short stretch of 120 until you hit U.S. 50. That 
will take you right into Oakland and the Nimitz freeway. Prom there 
you can follow the signs for route 17 until you see the sign for 
Ashby avenue in Berkeley.
You can followthe piece of - map enclosed. One side shows the. general 
route in the Oakland area; the other shows a close-up of Berkeley 
streets. I have marked your routes in red pencil.
When you get to Regent St. you1!! find my house second from the corner 
in the third block from Ashby avenue. It * s right across the street 
from a garden apartment that1s being built. You*11 see a cement 
path and a »¿i mailbox with 2314 on it. Follow the path, behind the 
front house, and you’ll come to my apartment. 'There are just two doors 
and mine’s the one on the right. If I shouldn’t be home, I’ll leave 
the door open, so plan to arrive at any time you wish. I think perhaps 
you’ll want to come through the Nimitz freeway before the rush hour 
traffic, which probably starts around 4 p.m.
I'm looking forward to seeing you soon.



January 23, 1961

Dear Mother and Dad
The boots couldn’t have arrived on a better day* It’s raining.
However, I hear that’s just a minor inconvenience compared with 
the weather you’ve been having. Have you broken out the sled dogs 
yet? The radio this morning said 10 inches was on - the ground in 
New lork, and more was falling. Pretty to look at, I’m 8ure--and 
miserable to get around in. I’m wondering if you’ve been making it 
to your Jersey City appointments, mother.
Roger was here yesterday^ and srfhsK after church he took me to dinner 
in Oakland at Jackie Jensen’s restaurant. It's a nice place by the 
docks that serves good fish. Then we watched the Crosby golf 
tournament for « while on the TV set I rented so I could see the 
inauguration and attendent frivolities. I also figured that if 
Aunt Esther and Uncle George get here, Uncle George would be lost 
without his westerns*. I haven’t heard, yet, whether they can come 
before I have to move.
Word gets around in mysterious ways, People come knocking at my door, 
having heard through friends of friends that this place is to be 
vacated. I hope it gets rented soon so I can retreat to my yjBSfKft 
peaceful existence again. If I have time I’ll pack up a box of clothes 
this week and send them home. If 1 don’t have time I’ll just throw 
them into the car again.
The car is behaving-nicely now. The starting trouble resulted from 
those dual carburetors, which were not in balance. The carburetor 
place ad 1 us ted it without cost, and I’ve had no troul.be since. live 
been glad for AAA. I had to call road service four times in the process.
I have the two last journalism lecturds to prepare, so I’d better get 
on with it. I’ll keen you informed as plans progress. Meanwhile,
I’ll be here until Jan. 31, then at Sue ¡Is (£266 Green Bt., SP 23, 
c/o Duckwor th.)unti 1 Feb. 6, then at Aunt Esther’s until Feb. 9 or 10.



112 f¡to ckfcoB Avenue 
Ocean Grove, -N» J* 
August 21,§1962

Dear ̂ ara ¡¡1 ~ I ̂ M r * *
0o.od .grief ® X haven’1 the si ightest ideal where you1!! b© by 
ïipw# ató without having your old family base of operations to 
address things to, X really feel out of 5.t* Sure is too bad® 
your folks had,, to sell that beautiful house almost before they 
could get used, to it* X can we 111 imagine that they were a bit i 
.perturbed*®But' 1 understand that Houston is full of nice, new 
.expensive .houses;::dnd 1.;trust they aré ensconced by now in a H  
man s ion with -three swimming. ■ pools * ’
BeèkVhere at^the rénobu^l X $&&& to have frittered away the 
summer* I’ve been horn© from Evanston for two weeks, and this 
Is thejfirst day X ha ven ̂  had oompany— long term or Sab or t term* 
bio ught two Institute coxmselors •baoklwith me • I One s tayed until 

.meanwllll# seeing -ciuit a a hunk of Hew fork (without 
me, working slave that X am)*- ily ©ijst.erlifaslher© when
X arrived,,, so that, meant X automatically took up reaidence in 
the cellar when Ï arrived, W© alnVt no guest rooms*Ríhen two 
cherubs osane to visit fori three day©, the sl the - last icon tingent 
was my friend from Mississippi, her husband and five-»month-old 
baby*
Whew* 1Í never knew how nice it was to just ©it, in a corner with |f§ 
a copy of I the Saturday Be view. I Or to ©it on the, beach and do 
absolutely nothing* 1‘hat’ s what i*m coing most of in my free 
time now* X haven11 evbn had a chance to recover from the 
institute yet* ~ ~ ■ j * §
lliis year wasleasier, though,, mainly be cause the group wosn’ t quite, 
'as:: sharp and X therefor# dtdnlt put forth as much ©ffortiB I 
clipped through thoeelCTs in record time, making nasty comments 
as X went. Great fun* buckle.
You will be glad to know that herald Anders, Shreveport* s entry 
in the derby, went home with three (count f©m) trophies. ISm
0 ut at ending ' student, rep or tlng¿ and créât iv© * j  Don t Jyou feelJHR 
lik© a laggard? He was. real good, 1*11' say that for him*M-^ndjSk 
X was glad toisee him win because he has no money and will need 
all the good recommendations and scholarships he can get. That may be the end of £W Byrd#s honorable reign, now that Miss Hárrel 
has officially quit, but who knows.
1 understand she’s still looking for a job. I hear reports about
her ©very~now and.then • ¡
X& X caías back to the Press and was immediately faced with putting 
out a special B&ck to School edition. You know;' fill in around the 
ads* So I did, somehow* That was a new- kind axx of chore for me, 
and the managing editor snuck out for a vacation so X pretty much 
ha SI IlM 1 ' Si ■ I



had to fight it without help* But itfs done and it looked OK. 
lltjs trouble is that I had no time to do anything but us© mos tly- 
canned stuff and take a few local pictures. Aaggghhhhh• I
tomorrow I st art a merry round '-of' tax appeal hearings. Shat at 
least will be better than the copyaesk, where I^ve had a cigar 
to. the right and a cigar to the left. X was about to apply for 
disability, dough. Choice. Gag. but it we ©ms k all the 
counties in the state have been revalued, and have apstly gone 
to^100 per cent valuation. It1 s been a great upheaval and the 
■result: is four times as many appeale as usual. *hejai total in 
our ountySas a matter ofIgruesome f act, is 5,028* l‘he f irst 
84are scheduled tomorrow. X think 1 M l  get about three days of 
them. If they try to give me any more, I may justgretire early.
1 was offered a college teaching job last week. £700 a month, 
but in Kansas. I looked: lovingly at my ocean and said no thanks. 
Hobo dy lives in Kansas. All that’s &kxsu£ there isim. cornf ie Ids * f 
;I/remember dlstinctly*SAnyhow, I had three interesting conversations with the head of the department there. I*m glad it 
on his phone bill, not mine. At this point I’m sort of toying 
with the idea of a teaching job. Meaill is going to notify me 
about those they get requests for* Actually. X think ifli wind 
up with another newspaper or magazine job. $on#t think I*® quit© 
ready to play expert yet. .* if" f j

about to quit on this until X see if you get it. Xf a hate for 
this deathle s s pro se to go unread and unwanted.
Just what is your schedule from now on?
And regards to your family.



Sap tambar 25

Bear Linda
Wall, now I’ve gotten everything straightened around* Your second 
letter got here about three days before the first one and the papers, and the continuity wasn’t with it*
Ah so. Your comments bring back many memories* Isn’t it perfectly 
horrible? However, having weathered what is know as orientation 
weak, but which might more aptly be described as hell week, you 
should be sufficiently steeled to take everything else in easy stride*
I have a loathing of mixers that’s almost pathological. Can’t even 
stand the cherub parties, if you remember* So X sympathize. But 
heck* Long ago (after a couple of weeks at HU) I decided they weren’t 
worth my time to worry about them, so I never did. again. Simple.
X have only one life to live (as far as I know) and I’m not going to 
waste it knittinglmy brows over worthless activities.
I dunno. The psychiatry bit sounds interesting. That’s my 
journalistic curiosity coming out, I guess. If you want to be a 
writer, just chalk it up as another interesting experience. its.
You’ll find out something about psychiatrists, and maybe something 
about yourself, too. In any case, humor the guy along. After all, 
he has to make a living. I appreciate the plaudits, i ’ll hang out 
my shingle any time now. ^ut the thing Is, y ’see, I don't really 
try. That gives me an advantage.
So allright. You are hypercritical of people, I think. I This Is why 
you think you can’t get along with them. MPo-st. people have something 
of the absurd in them. I know I’m over critical. I have to catch 
myself before the exasperation shows, and sometimes it does anyway. 
And I have not the hypocrisy to suggest a folly anna attitude.But what sort of perfection are you looking for*— or, take the beam 
off your own shoulder, you were born smarter than lots of the 
others. It isn’t anything you did by choice, nor is it anything 
they did. I really gat angry at people with Intelligence who 
goof up. But-a lot of the others I can take because— well, that s 
just the way they are. '
Your comment on ^chllpp is Interesting, it's just that you’ve 
learned more. And he’s essentially a showman, not a Great Thinker.
X don't like him much, but X think he’sgood for the cherubs.
X get a hastily written sstxte note from Karen now and then. Bhe’s 
absolutely snowed under, from the sound of it. Latin, philosophy, 
kxexodxj; uerman, English, ksx history. I think she’s still half 
scared to death, and is manic and depressive by turns, like the 
rest of you. I do thlnk^xSamcxtiisxxxxiyixxixdtiqp that she’s going 
to like Smith.
And I think you’re going to like NU, too* But I warned you— you may 
have to give it as long as a year.



Ycu certainly have a head start on life, being an auqa ex-cherub and 
having§8©n as an adviser* And having a swarm of cherubs around, too*
You know, I landed on that campus xai knowing not one soul. Talk 
about scared! V.Give my regards to ben when you see him, and to the 
various cherubs of *61•
And, for heaven sakes, don’t sit around and ponder all the imponderables 
What on earth can you find to be unhappy about? ur have you forgotten 
about arriving at the institute with not one thought of every going 
there to school* Were you even thinking seriously about going away 
to college at that point? ¡¡g just don’t tell me you have austfcy anything 
to bother you* Hot! HU is full of phonics, sorority idiocy, and 
pseudo everythings• But there are also some pretty nice people around* 
And-/they can be- found*
That13 my lecture for the week* |kah^hil©, back at the ranch*• •Yep. I*m back -on the school beat* Hot too bad so far, though
I ’ll undoubtedly get sick of it by midwinter* In fact, 1 get sick 
of Be ve ry thing by midwinter* My folks plan to go to Florida in 
Jamary. Must be nice* § shall stay here and slog away at mine 
little typewriter* BTaint so bad, at that* I’m putting money in the bank— and the Ctook market, which perversely keeps going down»» 
and I manage to be tolerably amused with the business itself,
Ifm keeping half an eye on the job market, but I’d better do something 
during the winter or not at all* ^hen spring comes I like kx it too 
well here at the shore*
I enjoyed the &aily HUfs, Thanks. Especially J the story on ho bin 
Hushee* Honestly! X*m glad so many of the cherubs didn’tfcx bother* 
Don’t know if 1 had anything to do with it, as you suggest; but if so, 
it’s OK by me* ^hat we need in this world is more vociferous 
independents like me. Ack. On that happy note.,..*



Dear Peg
♦ ♦•wall, 11vexk almost quit laUghing. Somehow, the thought of you® 
tinkering with x&a magazine design and layout, while Ijs pound out 
newspaper copy, Is indeed amusing* The older I get thè more firmly 
I believe In q liberal arts education. Oh well*
Along with this I’m mailing a couple of things I found floating around 
the house, Xou*rs welcome to them until you*re xxxxx finished with 
them or until X yell* If your bookshelves are stable, you can plunk 
them there, probably for a period of years* The picture editing 
book is just about xx±s useless, as far as X can tell* Butler1 s 
books have some interesting stuff in them, and I think that by now 
he must have a couple of more out. Maybe even something relating 
directly to cover design. He had some weird notions, but we did 
manage to produce some fairly interesting lab layouts. Those, 
unfortunately, X lent to somebody who does not return things. I was 
aorta proud of #em, too, considering that I*m about as lacking in artistry as anyone could be. I *ve also thrown in some notes I took 
in the course--incoherent and unintelligible for the most part. Have 
a good tini©* And don’t expect them-to arrive by tomorrow— I shipped 
them bock rate and thatfs like the alow jLxhxoLfc freight, if 1 remember 
rightly*
Let me know how the project comes along* X find that the best way 
to pick up layout ideas is to read all the magazines within grabbing 
distance* borne of the company and trade publications are very good* 
(With-this thought I dumped a copy of Standard Oil* s The Lamp into 
the pile, along with an issue of Together, the Methodist magazine 
(hold your nose and don’t read the articles, but the layout is 
really quite gpod)* ^  \ 7^ » '
My own other major rule of tdsax. thumbs ^hlte space is expensive, but 
worth Its weight in ads* ^he good-looking magazines, almost without 
exception, use large body type aid, instead of column rules, a river 
of whit© space between columns* As a matter of fact, I think the 
Together layout might be Very much suited to a car and travel 
magazine* Bend rae a copy of your gem, huh? I *m still a magazine 
major at heart, X guess* •" - i
Of course, that remark about cutting and pasting being relaxing was 
a HNCALIED FOE. I Hmpffffff♦
At this point 1 plugging away at being education editor, doing far' 
too much editing and desk work and far too little writing* Ahm gettin 
a little weary of .the whole idea, and am beginning to snoop around 
for greener pastures* I think I might like Wash ington (T.G., that 
is), and if I can get some interesting places down on a little'list 
I might trot down to see if there are any possibilities— that pay well. 
I rather doubt being able to pick my spot, but might as well try. 
Second choice, X think, xx± would be Chicago, and there the job 
hunting would be easier, what with good old ^edill there is take aim 
at it *

October 17, 1962



J|§ any rate, job hunting will make for a "more interesting winter than not, so there’s nothing to lose*
Barbara and Jean-Mldhel are just about winding up a month*s tour 
fromlcoast to coast* they’re • doming here the 26th as a kind of' 
farewell visit before leaving for Switzerland on Hov* 8* ¿hey*re 
planning to live in Geneva, where Jean-Michel is lair ly certain of 
"job though;±k he hasn11 got it nailed down yet. The whole thing 

seems fantastic to mo, and I think it does to ^arfcara, too* But 
at least shelgot her feet on the ground! in time to take some 
pretty thorough French lessons at Berlitz* Bhe ’ll need it, French 
with a Pennsylvania ^utfh accent, Egad* X spent the labor lay 
weekend at the Xorkes Hcabintfpin the foconos* A good time was had.*•

there in six.years, so I enjoyed seeing it again*
me there’s nothing like the coi r in Western Pa*

>u’ve seen a Hew England fall* I My folks were up for five 
.at week, which was a little late but they s aid still nice• 

y" cerebrated their departure by catching an intestinal bug and 
trying to get rid of it* Just about did by the time they returned*)
X spent a g few days up oh Cape Cod after labor lay, and I’m thinkin 
maybelto drive up the Hudson this weekend* I never do seem to get 
a chance to get as far as Toronto, but eventually you can expect to have to dust off the guest bed* It’s been a few years too long since I’ve heckled you*
Glad your folks are enjoying their castle. Xhat,s something I’d 
like to see, too* Our castle hero just got new wall-to-wall carpeting ini the living room and dining roan. We had perfectly goo d stuff 
that was put In vvhen the house was build four years ago, but it was 
plain beige and showed all footprints, etc*, so my mother finally! 
just had to hauled away* We also are getting a new sofa and a couple 
of chairs, which wrecks the lounging in the living room, Progress• % h .  V,' 1 ■ . f .■■■ ■ I ' \ irl ■■
1 haven t read ssrkyxx anything stimulating lately that I think you*d- 
hate* flcked up John H@rsey’s ’’The Child Buyer” whilst recovering 
from the bug* X needed some thing light and it did fine. It’sfbroad 
satire, has some aiixiaxfcxmflL all-fco-true comments in it, and Is a night’s fun. For uncritical me, that Is*- I
Eegards to John and the turtles*



October 28* 1962

Dear Sarah
For n sos® absurd reason my letterbox ii overfloweth* Some absurd 
re a son! like I haven* t been answering any letters« On account of a 
sneaky virus bug of some kind that kept me from feeling like 
conquering the world there for a while* But it has now departed* X 
bileeve*
Huh*¡¡¡Some days ya can’t win for losln.fi I went peacefully to church 
this morning* a m  the last thing X was thinking about was the Asoury 
Park Press« But then the minister started to preach* and bells 
started to ring* and my reporter’s nose came up into the air and I 
started scribbling notes on the little cards they have in the pews 
for prayer requests* H© sounded off about the * tican Council and 
the Protestant {or his) view thereof* and it was too provocative to 
pass up« - So I went home and wrote a story which has now been 
deposited at the office* Bo much for my day of rest«
¿bass 0E* thoughJf I’m ill feeling rather happy with the Press this 
week since X^Just gob A $500 raise out of left field* I mean*
X can’t figure out why« Maybe my old friend Tom can see me chafing 
at the bit* But that’s the third one in a year and a half* and I’m 
almost beginning to feel that I can afford that crasy car I dfciva. 
From the looks of their big fat newspapers and the heaps of lovely 
11$|| advertising they haul in in ever-increasing amounts* X guess 
they can afford my $7,500 a year*! And X don’t figure I’m overpaid 
particularly* But I started out in Jan* 1959 for $75 a week* and 
also spent almost a year in California and elsewhere since then* 
so X don’t figure I’m doing any too badly« T>o you ¡¡suppose there’s 
hope for this old newspaper business?? Give m© your considered 
insider I s opiniong*And what have you been teaming about the 
newspaper busine ss lately? Get, busy * laggard*^;
¡Let’s see« You asked for any suggestions for colleges from East or 
South* if I had any« I ’m not sure I do* Hang on while X think* What’s this bit with the 0* of Go lor ado? 8 You’re looking for a real 
part#school huh? I spent a summer there and have seldom had such 
a good time* Good Grief« They closed the library on weekends. IA 
real Intellectual place. I thought It was great and I commend It 
to your better nature as a place to enjoy all the better things in 
life— -steak & and trout fries* hiking* square dancing, skiing* etc«
| don’t know an awful lot about Eastern schools* to tell you the 
truth* I didn’t think enough of ’em to go to a one, at ■ any rate*
The eastern women’s colleges are good* but 1 think they re getting 
too rough, and X can t quite see you at one of them anyway, can you? 
I think your choices are goods® ones, and if I get any brainstorms* 
X’ll let ou know* '
When last heard from you had just finidied *4 nation of Sheep *'•"" 1 
thought Xt was worthwhile, X recall. If you’re looking for morel 
reading of a provocative nature* try Edward bennett . ■ uh.e ,
Man’s freedom.® X*ve just started it, but already I’m Impressed,
|i@ ts a criminal lawyer and he says a good many things about



constitutional fraadoms, defending people the public has already 
decided are guilty, trial gy by congressional committee, and so forth 
that are well worth saying. He writes interestingly, too,
I*ve just had a visit from my favorite college roommate and her 
French husband, They’re leaving in two weeks to set up housekeeping 
in Europe, He’s pretty sure of m$m a job in Geneva* Sounds wild, 
doesn’t** it, particularly since Barbara no ape aka the language any 
better than I do, They spent all lasts month touring the B* H.S, 
and having the cara break down in insane spots. Ihey also drove 
through Monument Valley, something I fve been wanting to do for years. 
That and visit the Northwest. They *re on my agenda— definitely*f
What sort of trouble are you getting into these days? Do send out 
a communique before the storms come and the Pony Express comes to 
a screeching halt,



October 28, 1962

Dear Ann
Got your earmuffsat out yet? It’s been ridiculous here* We1 ve 
been xxxx* busting record lows* Today the thermometer got into 
the 60s and we thought we ”were having a heat wave • |f Meanwhile, 
a phalanx of germs have zoomed out of the atmosphere, leaving 
prostrate forms in their wake* Including me* Just some nasty 
virus that I think I’m x± finally going to beat into oblivion*
I’'..hopevr' ' -7 -■ . ■ -, '■
So anyway, to help me feel better I got an unexpected &500 raise 
this week* Not that it leaves me much after Uncle Sam gets his, 
but it was nice of my boss to think kindly of me* X can’t figure 
out why, but I-decided not to complain* Maybe he’s observed that 
I’m chafing at the bit, and maybe he suspects Xfm looking for a 
new job--which I am but not too strenuously yet. I£m l*m sort of 
thinking about Washington, so I ’ve gathered the names of some 
publications and maybe 1*11 wander down there for a few days before 
the end of the year* I have an inquiry in to the US Information 
Agenoy (you know--Ed Murrow’s slaves)* That was about 5 weeks ago 
and probably they*re checking to find outlif I ’m subversive *
They’ 11 probably decide I am, and that, will be that* ho al 1, though, 
they did have an Interesting ad in Editor and Publisher* However, 
the salaries were" so good that they probably got 10,000 replies.
We111 see• Ideally, I’d like to get something that would let me 
use!at least some of that political science minor I lovingly 
accumulated at BD* And something that pays plenty and that will 
let me live in an interesting city where the sidewalks are not 
rolled up at dusk. A modest set of demands, don’t you think?
I*ve just had a visit from my favorite college roommate and her 
French husband* They’re leaving in two weeks on the new Franc© 
to take upfipermanent residence in Europe--Geneva they think* Sounds 
wild, doesn’t it? ^ r  husband’s an electrical engineer who speaks 
four languages that I know of and who had a very good Job here with 
Bell labs* But he’s hankering to get back to||hisH land. Which 
xkfslx Barbara knew when she married him three years ago. So she 
has more courage than I would have, I think. Europe’s fine for a 
visit, but preserve me from having to stay h there. 'Of course, her 
family has enough money toilet her commute, but even so...
They spent the last month touring the TJ*S. The first time either 
one of them had been to the Pacific coast. They had a good time and 
car trouble in the most insane places* But they got to see at 
least two places that are still on my list— the Pacific northwest 
and Monument Valley, Trouble is, when I’m working I ’ve got plenty 
of money but no time. And when I’m not,,*11 Bigh. So instead 
I’m putting my money in the stock market (which perversely keeps 
going DOWN ), in hopes that I won’t have to work all my life.
Sometimes ya can’t win for lo sin, speaking of working, I dutifully 
wh« went to church this morning, and the last thing I was thinking
m m fflHm ■■■' ,



of was tii© A^>ury Park Press* ¡¡But then came the sermon# and the 
red flag went up#-and I grabbed the little slips in the pews marked 
sprayer request11 and started scribbling notes* Our minister!chose 
to speak on the Vatican Council| and what he had to say turned out 
to be fairly provocative* hike# what kind of a lead does it sound 
like to you when he buries in his sermon the quote that the _ 
human Catholic church is now ntreading the path Martin Luther trod*11 
lap* W#ULj| 1 came home and wrote the story and deposited it at 
the office* And so much for my day off* But the. truth Is that X 
get to do so ...little writing any more, that X jumplat the lohance *fl 
Tfehieh ain*t quite fair# x±x that lack of writing assignements# since 
my boss and X both think I’m one' of the best writers aroundith© 
place Hi she said modestly)* 3?rue# though# and yet keep getting 
submerged in editing# layout# end trying to make writers out of hB  
school ..correspondents* &roan*
Basic writing sounds properly ghastly* Has it improved^any? I 
never had Whiting for a eourse--and now that you describe his 
gyrations, I*m somewhat thankful* llfve always found him a pleasant 
guy to have an inconsequential conversation with# though*
Gla$ you like photography* I loved it# too#land nearly flunked 
everything else by spending 40 hours a week in lab* Floyd Arp&n SB 
was still around when §j took it# and there were half a dozen of 
us who wanted another course# so he gave advanced photography*
It was great* One day a week w© went off on our broomsticks with 
a photographer from one of the papers in Chicago# Milwaukee^ or Gary* We also went to the U*S, Steel millat Gary, loaded down withj 
two cameras apiece# strobe units# and extra equipment of all 
shapes and sizes* Got some loverly pictures* _ I don*t know if 
you could persuade the current major domo to give the advanced 
course# but maybe y£ you ecu Id try.
So ajducdkk attrition is hitting the Med ill cherubs hard# huh? I’ml 
not the least bit surprised.¡»For example# the only thing that 
surprised me was that B@A enrolled at Medill in the first place*
Natch % her interests are too|broad for a journalism major* ^ou# 
at fe ast# are aimed toward the writing field. But" Xs 11 personal ly 
arrive to paddle you if you don’t find time for at least several 
creative writing courses outsldeiof Medill. On-account of thatfs 
where Ifthirik your realstrength lies, although I don’t think 
Medill’s/1*nuts and boltsn journalism will hurt you atall# and it*11 
keep you in spending money while you putter with short stories and 
such* And all of the above# you .understand# is strictly censored 
from Ben# who-would not understand it* flf - i ": ' | n
Soooo* What with flunk-outs, transfers# and cave-ins# you will be 
one of a select group by the time you graduate# friend* It was 
ever thus* Xtfs a tough field# I kid you not* And itfs just as | 
well the faint-hearted don’t ever enter the portals* IS Actually# ; 
the gang that leaves Medill for the nasty world is battle hardened to the point* Wtiere most of-them make good with a vengeance* I rather 
like the laea# sincelit makes the diploma worth more to its holders 
A xklx strictly selfish and mercenary point of view, is it not?
lour turn* 1 What1 s doing at ND? Besides the football- team# which - 
has me cheering from here# and do I ever wishpt could drop by to 
lee a game • ;*S



November 4, 1962

Dear Carolyn
Xou see; it never pays to give up on me entirely* ¡¡I'm Honestly 
alive and kicking, and after letting my typewriter get almost 
rdety, and my mailbox pile up disgracefully, I ’ve decided to 
return to th© land of correspondence•
Having survived, my fifth summer with the cherubs, I’ve returned 
to the school beat for the Press* At the end of this week 1*11 
be in Atlantic City, trying in vain to do an adequate job ofl 
covering the New «Jersey Education Assn* convention* Iney call 
it th© worldfs largest, and 1111 take their word for it* They 
usually have an attendance of 40,000 to 50,000, and if anyone 
knows of a larger one, don’t tell me* I positively don’t want 
anything at all to do with it. 1 enjoy this assignment, though, 
even if I will end mp the week by bearing a striking resemblance 
to a basket case*
As Karen probably told you it long ago, my T-bird and I provided 
her with transportation from Newark, N .J* to Northampton, Mass* 
Since then X’ve had periodic communiques from her, the gist of 
which seems to be that shefs doing right well at Smith* 1'his 
comes as no particular shock to me, or to you, no doubt* hut in
her own backward way, it surprised her, X|think. Honestly;
some day she may get it through her otherwise perceptive head 
that she’s just a bit above average. She says she has a month 
off for Christmas, so you'll have a chance to see each other* 
And don’t think I'm not jealous; I’d like to see you both*

—
b" J/

I’m wondering If there’ll be any more cherubs from Byrd, now that 
Miss Barrel Is gone and the students wwa she had anything to do 
with are seniors* GerAld certainly did the place proud* Being 
an out-and-out enthusiast of Byrd kids since the days of ^ara 
Burroughs, I started to grin as we caucused that xaExxjExn&xx 
naxt-to-last Sunday at NU. Because he kept coming uut top until 
no one could » quite believe it* After that performance, I 
was surprised (more .like shocked} not to see him among the Merit 
semifinalists* Then Karen Informed me that he hadn’t taken tJc 
the test* Either he forgot to sign up or didn't have the money 
at the strategic time, or some such. Groan* I may h m x  never 
get over that*
And speaking of Miss Barrel, hav^ you heard anything from her lately, 
and is she doing anything? I don t think I’ll ever forget th© 
feeling I had when I saw her last spring. ltd been told what to 
expect, but someone I wasn’t xse prepared. I keep hoping that 
some fine day someone, will tell me that she's beaten her problems 
and has taken hold again.
I like the sound of your comments on H-M, and I’m glad you’ve 
decided not to accelerate. After my something less than veiled
XXX
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comments last year* you already know that. The grades sounded 
good (well9 yes, the re! s mathz but being a Journalism major, I 
have nothing but the most profound sympathy and understanding}*
How about this year? 'Ah&t courses are you taking, and how do tjt 
you like them? How about extra-curricular activities-^have you 
gotten up to your neck inthe school paper? And what about the so cl a 1 life? I ly ̂ | | frv̂
There* That ought to give you enough to answer. I can * t really 
claim a right to a prompt jaxw response, but maybe you*11 feel- * extra generous sometime soon*
^nd give my regards to your family when next you write them* I



November 4, 1962

Dear Sara
Yep. X believe your dad was right.. If he’d pay the bills, you!d 
stay In school-’forever. And come to think of it, you may make it 
even under your own steam. Ah these pedants* At least you can 
say that you spent an honest year plus working for a newspaper 
and finding out about the outside worid--and now you *re darned 
sure you don * t want any part of it! But heck, friend, that slave 
labor at least provided you with a handy assiatantship.
And how are the little monsters and their headline writing?| I 
can think of more inspiring things to teach, hut since that’s 
my particular baby during the institute, I also realise that it 
can be pretty funny. Frankly, working for the AP Press has just 
about ruined any skill X may have had. We write »am sloppy and 
don’t even apologize. I discovered long ago In this teaching 1st 
game that anecdotes and illustrations are" not only necessary but 
they’re what makes It all bearable. Thing Is, though, the ones 
that are remembered and repeated back to you are the slightly 
way-out ones that are usually quoted when you’d just as soon not. 
I’m almost tempted to drop the Illustration about euphemisms!
The one about the paper that always used criminally assault instead 
of rape. One night an overzealous copyeditor changed a quote and 
had a woman running down the street screaming, "Help! Help!
I’ve been criminally assaulted!"
That’a what the cherubs remember about my copyediting xxx course. 
&spf..
I’m back on the school beat and not too enthusiastic about it now 
that it’s a repeat and I*vo gotten tta know the limitations of ¡S 
the job as they want me to do it. Same complaint *, too much 
editing, bookeeping, and everything but writing* -Lt has its funny 
side though* Like the conversation the other day with Tom, my favorite(managing editor. On one^of his wild trips through the 
newsroom he landed by my desk to ask how things were going this 
•year. And I said well, we were getting more copy, If that was any 
consolation.
So he looked at me. grinned, and said, "It*© a waste of talent.” 
"Glad you know it, said I. - *|laf| ^  ,
"You know I know it," he replied.
"I know It," X countered.
At which point Ho. we both collapsed. Jjjj
I pymgarayfcgg managed to get one of these nasty Intestinal bugs a 
few weeks ago. It only kept me out of work a couple of days, but 
I felt pretty rotten for a couple of weeks. So I wasn’t doing 
anything too much with the job s in fact, I felt kinda bad about /It



So what happens? I got a completely unexpected, uncalled awe for 
raise* lou figure it out; X can t begin to* But i’ll tell ya 
one thing; ttxt if they don11 cut it out I m gonna have a hard time 
finding another job* I’m still sniffing around for one, but nothing 
definite to report at the moment* -
ihis week (the end. of it ̂ 1 take off for Atlantic City to try to 
cover the New Jersey Education Assn; convention* I say tttry” 
because with 40,000 to 50,000 an people attending, and-more than 
40 affiliated organisations involved, whofs kidding whom? jLast 
year I didn*t even have time to get to any of the parties, of all 
kklngxx the poor planning*•••p NJ£& calls it the biggest education convention in the world; d guess thatts pretty close to true* And 
I enjoy it, despite the frenetic pace*
Ifve been keu&x&± watching the football scoees, lo these many weeks, 
with growing disbelief* Did you see who1s rated No* 1 in this 
1 1.11 ole country* No, not le&as, pal, but mine long-suffering 
NIT* I *m still convinced that they" 11 do some thing* typical, like lose the last two games and a trip to the Hose Bowl. The thing is,
I really do like football, and Xfve been waiting since 1951 for 
them to make like a real«*live team* SilBSBRraffiS
My dad came home the other night to inform us that s
There once was a monastery that fell upon hard thr© s* Xhe brothers, 
after much consultation, decided they would have to go Into business 
Down at the bottom of the hill ran a highway, and they decided* to 
open a fish and chips stand near it* So they got the place all 
fixed up, and on the morning of the grand opening two of the 
brothers stood primly behind the counter as the first customer 
•came in*;  ̂ . ... / - • ' ■■'■■■■
ShC looked at one of them and asked, J|Are you the fish fryer?”
Ox ”Ko m*am,1,1 helsaid, nI,ni the chip monk.*1
And oh that happy note*** J  ̂ ‘ ' . : | ‘ V  i ¡Lv p 1 £ .
Were you allowed to keep your journalism minor? And how are y ur 
folkd liking Houston? Please give them my regards. I feel like Ifve lost old friends now that they?r•; living in a place I know 
nothing about* * f »



December 3

Dear bind a - *¡83
.¿vext time X have a cold 1*11 call on you sooner Tor a magic 
Kleenex« Xt seems to have worked——no more Gold» Amazin.
4nd so you are headed straight into good old final week— ana 
¡■ast, too* My everlasting impression of that morbid institution 
goes back to Pembri&ge, our beloved off-campus dorm that (alas) 
is no more• I lived in a triple then, and my enduring, if not 
end#aring.,memo rie s are of the three of vis cat napping our way 
through long nights that always turned out to be too short, 
beating a path in the rug whilst running to the John, and hanging 
my 3tosffiBtoBSt3EJK>rooii3Biate * s favorite and very ripe k exam week 
sweatshirt out the window so we could stay in the room* IjSS
So I have no idea what little quirks 
are a couple* And once over, you can 
and toddle home for Christmas and tih huh* You* 11 make it; X promis at this moment* H

ou have, but no doubt there 
tike all your gray laundry 

a nicd, peaceful (?) collapse*
• Sven if you donft think so

hcBiembcring such things as. Western Civ exams, all X 
chuckle appreciatively. After all, you*11 probably 

• did* .'„Western Civ was one of the tbf e© exams out oh and had to postpone until spring it|doesn11 get -boring reading that stuff

can do is 
do better 
I flaked uarter* If you think all winter.*,.

JgBforfcunately I  have no m asterpieces o f wisdom to o f f e r  fo r  
f i n a l s .  A fte r  a w h ile  I  gp t so th a t I  alm ost lik e d  them, in  a 
grim so rt o f way* My one hunk o f wisdom i m x  was and evermore 
rem ains: if ho f i r s t  year i s  the hard est* «test hang on*

Very l i t t l e  comfort now, I  t© U  fise X was r iid suppose, but nex|| year remember to

Karen gotlas,.time
Guggenheim— a n  gu 
Xhen we trotted on down I did the|stuffing;

here for thanksgiving, and we had. a nice, relaxed 
i  Avowed her a very brief bit of New Xork (like the

11 quests have to put up with my eccentricities).hei?e fcn «tuff upon turkey--except that 
ne a t m  eues barely enough for a bird*And she came with a bag full 

So X gave her so®© time to r 
ohuciclo d. at &Q&&XÏ Grove, and

of books—  philos phy ¡¡¡|§ 
rad, we waded around the 
generally enjoyedlouhse:

i Faulkner.
beach,
-fas.

Shefs doing very well, jj think. Very well indeed. She hasnJt 
changed, but then X didnft expect her to. She*s excited now 
about going home for Öhristmas, but she also has exams to plow 
through before then. I *h© academic schedule sounds astounding*



But back to your ranch... I have not a cl a© about how to tell 
you what the meaning of life is. Ifve been trying to figure 
it out, Joraatfcfc lo these 29 years, but I haven't got much I can put into words*
I know this: I've watched enough people to realize that those
who spend too much time looking inward are the m ones who despair. 
If there is meaning In life it is in other people. I n o t  

particularly trying to be noble; it’s a basically 
selfish view, If you want to look at it that way. I really 
believe it*s a matter of self-preservation. 1 don't do so 
awfully very well with it, but I just keep hacking, away at it. 
Because basically I’m an introvert and too darned introspective, so I have to put some effort behind it.
I think probably X should give you a slashing, triple-barbed 
lecture about now. Hmpf. Part It Your health is leaves a 
bit to be desired at the moment, so you feel generally depressed. 
"OK. X accept that. Solutions Pay strict attention to getting healthier*
Part 2: Because you don't feel good physically, you're talking 
your way Into mental problems. Understandable, but not necessary. In fact, damned inconvenient. Solution* Don't do It*
I have a way of making life ultsta simple, you must admit. But 
if It's not that easy X at least suspect that there's a grain of truth In it.
For one thing, you're getting what you wanted: a college education
with a nice healthy scholarship thrown ±±x in. There's no logical 
reason for you to be pnhappy with it. I mean, good grief, you’ve 
hit the jackpot. So how can you complain? There’s an answer 
to that, of course .w If collage has always been, as you said 
“the ultimate goal, you wars bound to be in for a jbdb&amm. fall.
Sfothing is ever the a± ultimate, and in that sense you were
building yourself up for a letdown. It’s a tough scrap, at first, 
and you hit it toes, from a good senior year and a happy* summer.
But life's full of adjustments, trauma$,an& who knows what else.
At some point--I can't remember when~-I appfcfc quit being dramatic.
I'figured X wasn't ever going to gat the big answers. Better 
minds than mine had failed to figure out the teygra.-*»*atiMrpt 
imponderables. X believe In trying, but I don't believe In 
spending all my time getting frustratlngly nowhere. Since then 
I've set rather more limited goals. Limited, but still tough.
Like just such a simple thing as trying to live t is life with 
some kindness and thought for the people around me--and fchatrs 
not as sauqp easy for me as you might think. Especially in the 
business world. And like trying to find out how on earth to 
best use whatever talent f; have at being a nadt "nuts and bolts journalist" (thank you, Mr. Baldwin).
In other words: Low do you make a life mean something?. That's
your question, ta turned around a little. But it's more than



quafefelon to me* It’s an all-encompassing challenge that X darned 
well have to do something about * and X -.wouldn’t particularly 
like to count the hours I’ve spent thinking about it* And 
sometimes brooding about it*
Ifm not pleased with to what I’ve done so far* hot at all*
But I’m too stubborn to go cry In a corner* I can’t do anything 
now about what I’ve failed to do In the past* X don’t have 
any real clear road pigp of what I’m going to do. from here asm on* 
But I’ll at least try to do it a little better*
Whew. Like I said. I just can’t explain It. But as long as 
I’ve been given this life, and as long as I’ve somehow been 
elected to be one of the world’s fortuate people, X somehow 
feel a Responsibility of -go rts to do something with it.
Something, that is* live a constructive life, i p m x  I guess 
you m  could say* Sounds pretty corny, doesn’t it?
And on that note, I’ll let you go back to your studying. And 
at your leisure you can tell me how you look at life*
Say hi to all my various friends, and wish them luck with the 
exams.* x*'**,*»



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grave 
Pecamber 16, 1962

Pear Sarah
X know that cheese was addressed to Mr, and Mrs., but that hasn’t 
deterred me atall. In fact, I’ve made quite a happy ritual out 
of having cheese and crackers, and soup, for lunch. Actually, 
it’s more like cheese with a little soup and a few crackers on 
the side. It was mighty nice of ya to do that, and I assure you 
it was an ax excellent selection. I don’t quite see how you did 
it, because we’re not admirers of some of the more potent 
varieties. I mean, like, Camembery, liederkranz and some of the 
otiiers would cause a few problems. I can’t get ’em past my nose. So you’ve made your point well, thou booster of Wisconsin. 
There JLs good domestic cheese. I surrender— happily.
Tou make me feel good; you’re typing’s worse than mine. (&nd that 
takes some doing*) Glad to hear you haven’t time to get Into 
trouble— and I shall hold you to your promise to wirte a nice 
long Letter during Christmas vacation, which will be like-—»when  ̂
you get this. VI haven’t heard Word One about the Chicago 
press assn, reunion. Would be interested to find out who was 
there and doing what. I unaerstand Ramsay was supposed to show flj 
to see her bear Pick* Hoi
And what’s with this Northwestern applications You? Sarah Strong? 
Com© now, old friend, that doesn’t sound jest possible. Or xxat 
are ya usin’ it fer the safety school, as I suspect and even 
approve of? Not that I don’t love It dearly, but X still think 
it’s a good idea to wander far away from home. Have you 
considered the Univorsity of Hawaii? I hear surfboarding Is 
an interesting major* /
I stopped by to see one of my school correspondents today, and 
she was in the various stages of applications to Smith, Sw&rthmore 
Bu©knell, and Gberlin. Good schools all— for the kind they are. 
That is— fairly small {bjiBIg 10 standards), Eastern, and 
intollectual. - I ' p -
1 like your poetry. That is, I like the Ideas therein. I don’t 
know the first thing about poetry, the form of. So I ’m hardly 
qualified as a critic. ’’The Egotist,” I note, still makes you 
a fine candidate for the Peace Corps. HmznmY
Life’s sorta hectic here,of late. Christmas comes with all Its 
advertising, and we’re being hard pressed to produce good copy 
to fill around them* The Asbury Park Press goldmine. Wish I 
owned a few shares of it*



« W f  you think of the New York newspaper strike? Sunday is desolate without the New York Times, I tell ya* Furthermore 
they1 re missing all that December ad revenue* and it could'-? 
conceivably be the end of a couple of papers if it goes on too long* No end in sight at this point*

4

I have a friend who* a an assistant city editor (there are six)
^*8 NY Wo rid - a a 1 e gram and Sun. HoF s- a former night editor 

or the Press* and a better newsman hasn’t crossed their doorstep 
since lj-v.e been there* He reports that the news staff doesn’t 
like this enforced idleness* All the various unions were willing 
to settle except the ITU and the mail deliverers. Theunions S 
have a strike **xd* fund* he says* but with all the papers out* 
he doesn | expect to g@t enough from it even for spending money, 
He said city editors and above keep getting paid by the papers; the others don t* Heal f&ne Christmas present* huh?
Can you imagine what would happen if one of those papers went 
out of ¿business? The Telegram* for example, has about 250

per Nonna 1 (including about 40 who do nothing but paste up .stocks)* ' ° ■ I
Ah so* Must hasten back to my Christmas card list before ye olde
yule passes mo by* Have a nice Christmas. And regards to your family * ■ - ■  ̂ ; v ° ••



©©camber 9, 1962
Bear Peg

Well y'see, there’s this pile of stuff on my desk— about a 
foot and a half high right now. And I’ve just managed to 
extract your letter and magazine from it. I don’t know where 
the time goes, but it’s obvious it hasn’t been going to any |jj 
of my correspondence lately.
Some of it has been devoted to making Betty McCraith’s purported 
apartment look livable. We’ve painted and papered the
living room— which means mainly that I’ve painted and papered.
But I figured it was for a good cause--! couldn’t stnad looking 
at it any more. She asks about you periodically, and I ’m sure 
she’d be delighted if you’d xxkjs come visiting. Keep summer 
in mind; preferably August, In case I wind up at HU again in July. 
Somehow It’s been a busy fall, and I kept putting off the serious 
job hunting I ’ve beenfc telling myself I'm going to do. I have 
hopes of picking up steam in January and February, but lf-X don’t ®  
see anything Interesting then, I ’m quite likely to stick 
around fc until summer.
You asked about Bob and Suzanne, they’re still here.; in fact 
they’ve bought a house just a few blocks from the one they rented 
for the first year. I haven’t seen it yet. It’s about halfway 
between the Asbury Park Press and the paper Bob works for.
Can’t tell you much about them at the moment-, Suzanne seems - 
happy enough; I usually have coffee with her in the mornings.
She’s the daytime workhorse at the Press, and gets more junk to 
contend with|than anyone deserves. She plows through it and 
doesn’t seem to mind a bit. Tom has the idea that she doesn’t 
write well, and I think she’s generally badly underrated.
How for your Canadian Motorist: I haven’t done this sort of thing
In so long that I feel right rusty. Bo I ’ll just make some general 
comments andsee what you think of them. I have conflicting feelings 
about some things, which doesn’t x help much.. ♦, §¡¡¡ Over-all, though, 
I think it’s a rather neat job that holds all kinds of promise 
for» experimentation and gradual improvement. I can xxxxx see why 
you’re .enjoying It.
The covert The sideways business didn’t bother me. Maybe
it should, but it didn’t, The cutout, or lack of cutout, or 
partial cutout of the Riviera did, though* The 1963 was hard 
to re ad, land the car was massacred in process. I liked the 
color work, though. You must have & good printer and a little 
money to spe nd.
Index pageI Very neat, but very dull, it needs something, and 
I’m darned If I know what to suggest. It lacks an Interesting 
focal point, whicha might be anything you two nimble people dream 
up* Por one thing, 9Canadian Motorist” is much too small.. You 
have aliff sorts of room at the top of the page that isn’t being used 
effectively. • 1 - 1 ' J .



Inside: I’ve been sitting here poring overA.Saturday Review and
CM (my ±K±t±«:ixa initials again; I do get around, don11 I). I’m 
frying to figure out why SR, with same size pages, same size 
columns, and gatjcac gutters, looks cleaner. Body type is 
responsible for some of it; according to my trusty pica ruler 
the two types are the same size, but yours is a little more 
condensed. $ot much you can do about x that, I £xx fear, but it’s 
not,all that critical either. I don’t think that’s the primary trouble•
One problem is that CM uses too many kinds of headline type— and 
many of them are old-f a sill one &* . hat’s see. You have sans serif—  
which is»® modern enough but which makes a magazine look like a 
newspaper. I simply don’t like the stuff, because I've seldom 
seen it used effectively. Your flush left beads do the same 
thing. Hava you considered centering them? Other kinds of 
old-type type: 11 Over my Shoulder” looks like onyx, of all things.
Page 6 is Cheltenham did style.; so’s page S. Page 18 lookss like 
Stymie bold. Page &S& 20 looks like either xii cloister or Goudy. 
Finally, on page 30, we get to what looks suspiciously like Bodoni. . y -d
Now, would you consider adopting a basic headline type? 
Bodoni’s much the best of what you've got here. That doesn’t 
mean to use it everywhere. Regular columns of comment (standing 
heads) usually are given a feature treatment of some kind. And 
sometimes a particular article will demand special ¿ask treatment. 
But it-n seems like you’re punishing yourselves needlessly by 
wandering all over the lot (or print shop).
Page 30 is a good-l&oking page, by the way, except that the 
"CM Comment” is too small. And are we supposed to guess that 
that’s Alex?? v
3£®dxg»x Now going back again... Those rules on pages 4 and 5 
are giving me trouble. They do a job; they offset the articles 
and make it obvious where one begins and the other ends. Yet 
I don * t really like them. Would centered heads do the same thing 
as well? Page 6 looks good, with exception of the type face, as 
noted. One additional thing I think I'd do: Slake headlines
on a layout like this flush right instead of flush, left»
Page texx&M 8-9, etc., ®xx etc. The books usually will tell you 
not to bleed pictures across the fold, You got scamsuc uneven 
results: pages 12-13 came out beautifully. You*ve got a gutter
in 8-9 10-11, and 14-15 is slighty off register. I still will 
disagree with the books and say go ahead and do It If It comes 
out that well. It centainly pulla your pages together into a , 
unit. In fact, the layout’s mighty nice. _ A 1
I see what you mean by capital letters throughout the book. Yike.
How’s that for a startertSimplify the head types, use more 
caps and lower case and, in spots, larger, heads. You already 
know all that. Center some of those smaller heads Instead of 
having them flush left.
Mainly, the book’s a bit gray. It needs livening. Y0ur snowflake 
idea was a darned good one. xup; It's a bit too dark, but not 
too bad even so. It looks like fun. Send me another issue.



January 8, 1963

Bear Ann
Oops* What I mean Is 
Greetings, Dearie**.
I had great fun with that* In fact, I rationed it so the snickers 
lasted for days* A true collectors1 Item, and I thank you 
exceedingly* Also appreciated the NO Coloring Book, which I 
thought was rawther good, what? And how is Marshall, and you, 
etc., etc*? Am Interested to hear whether Tim still considers you the future ruler of his household*
Before I forget—  CONGRATULATIONS ON THE 3-POINT. I think you »re 
loafing even so, but I don t object to such (and I wonft tell)*
And after your Merry crispness, I»11 Just add: Hapoy gnu year toyou* *
And did you hear about the photograph that showed Greek mogul 
Aristotle Onassis looking at the residence of Buster Keaton with 
a view to purchasing it? Caption read, nAristotle Contemplating the Home of Buster*11
There was also a prominent Communist named Rudolph who announced 
it was raining. When contradicted by his wife he replied, ,fRudolph the Red knows rain, dear.
Now, back to the raunchs
The first edition of the Nov. 13 New York Times (when New York still 
had newspapers) had a story from Moscow about the virgin agricultural 
areas of Kazakhstan and how they had failed once more to fulfill the 
grain delivery plan. The headline said: Soviet Virgin Lands Shortof Goal Again* (It was changed in later editions).
Then© now* More like a slap-happy gnu year, wouldn*t you say??
It may have something to do with this day, It started in the newsroom 
at 7 a.m.on account of 1 ^  doing kearly chores for our city reporter, 
who has ulcers (Ifm working on a case of my own.} So 1 went to 
police hq*, got all the little goodies,' made phone calls to outlying 
stations, and made myself generally useful. The boss doesnffc seem 
to realize that this 7 a*m. routine Is the worst of all possible*
Since my dad is a commutergand owner of the household, and since he 
gets up at | and has about every second timed until he leaves at 
6*30, I don t even want to get in the way of his shadow. So I 
careen out of x bed at 6:30. Interesting. I don’t think I*ve made 
it on time yet in the week I *ve been doing this. Even tho I*ve 
subjected myself to the indignity of squeezing the orange juice the night before. Ugh.



Lessee* Th©b I made like I was going to do southing about education 
news, but about that time the managing editor interrupted to inform 
me and and the asst. ME that we were going to" help him critique a ^  
batch.of papers for an American Press Institute seminar at 
Columbia, U. I got them spread all over my desk just about when he 
said help was needed at the copydesk* So I worked there a the rest 
of the morning, and even forgot to take a coffee bfeak— gad zooks.
Xhis afternoon I visited a not'*-so-local high School to try to get 
them on the ball with articles ana such, and tonight X get to 
cover an Asbury Park City Council meeting* -J|||
And there ya go— another day shot to hell. Oh well.
And what are you doing to keep busy these days. What hath Nu in 
store for youuhis winter'quarter. And how did Xerry do with the 
grades?f



February 2, 1963

Dear Linda
For the last few days I've been walking around with a couple of 
pieces of writing, paper folded up in my purse, waiting to get a chance to write. Ho luck.
How that my folks are back from Florida, to this murky, miserable 
climate, I at least have the housekeeping chores off my back. I 
smiled weakly at my mother last night and told her I’dairy not to 
kid her any more about the amount of time she spends taking care 
of this very small house. It seems like I forever had a kettle of 
water in my hand to fee* the humidifier or the plants, or else I 
was whipping around trying to do the laundry at lunohtlm® and get ready for company at night.
I’ve also spent a little time negotiating this job business. Tom, 
my favorite managing editor, is not exactly overjoyed with my 
intentions to leave. I didn't exactly tell t him; he just knows me 
well enough that he can read the look on my face. So we discussed 
it some# Like, he said, W0K; what job do you want.11 (With no 
intention, of course, of giving me what I want.) And I said, MI»m 
not sure there is one.n That shook him up a little. But he*s 
considering the possibilities, and I %  letting him, When it comes 
right down to it, I'd rather job-hunt in the fall. When it gets 
to be February I begin to look forward to the Jersey Shore In 
the spring and summer. Well, heck. You have to look forward to something; in February• • _ •
Ah so. We*11 see* Jobs are also complicated by the HewYork 
newspaper strike. There^are. so many newspapermen running around 
loose that it’s pitiful. And if one or more of the papers folds, 
as could well happen, the market will be a mess again. No One I 
know is betting when the strike will end, but we’re a trifle sick 
of local reading and wish fervently for some metropolitan fare again.
And you sound happy, I'm glad to say. That's pretty good time, kid. 
Start of the second quarter, a miserable winter at that, andjyou're 
in good shape. Jest pull yore e&rmuffs a little lower and keep on 
goin. Honestly. I really cracked up the day that I heard the" 
temperature in Chicago had risen to a high of *15. I just plain 
hooted and immediately became a bit more content with NJ.
Of course you can write, and who's surprised by your writing grades? 
Hot that you can't get fesddut better... You can and you oughta.
But us old pros at the institute still think we can pick out a 
writer now and then. And you were either now qr then. X can’t 
remember. However, you arrogant nonscholar, don't goof off too much on other stuff. Must admit X used to cut phys gaog. SoF~ 
western civ, because we had a pretty decent lecturer and itwasnft at Tech.



So you think you’ll work In Evanston or surroundings this summer, 
hmm? Have you lost all fondness for the hills of Pennsylvania, 
or are those greenbacks haunting you? Anyhow, X wish you ±±x 
luok, and per oh ance we two shall meet this summer by the balmy 
shores of the ixkxx lakefill project* Stoxnat Ben and X have 
been corre spondi ng a bit about the institute* I asked him for 
more time to get things straightened, outtawuoc here before giving 
him a yes or no, and he assented. H© has both Carol and her 
roommate lined up, so already it looks like a good staff* To 
add to the joy, Mary Ames,four unfavorite from last summer,won*t 
be back .©
I really don11 know about me* But I’m going to try hard to come 
up with an answer in the next month or so. One good thing: Ben
says he has lots of gals who’d like the job, so he won*t have any 
$u&kx$i3& problems if 1. .say no*
I’ve managed to keep out of trouble lately* Oh yes. X digl see 
the new (to it was a hit in London) musical, "Oliver. It’s
a sellout here and was kx£xk extremely enjoyable* The only xlxifr 
Critic who had unkind words was Taubman of the NY Times* He said 
he felt it violated the spirit of Dickens (It’s supposed to be 
based on Oliver Twist.) H©*s right; this is a definitely upbeat 
show, and Mix Dickens wrote a piece of social criticism~~a 
sad tale about orphanages and workhouses of his time. Be that 
as it may, says I, just consider it an interesting story and 
enjoy it#
So much for me. Ocean Grove,and NX. Janaury’s gone; about three 
more months and we earn start to live again*
Seep enjoying it* It’s an odd institution, MU, but it has its 
interesting side. £ ; V



February 2, 1963

Dear Sarah.
Thought you might like to know that I’ve completed a couple of 
recommendations for ya and sent them off* I think you must be 
getting soft in the head or something— applying to NU. Whatfs 
the matter there? Stanford got you scared?? 1*11 wager any 
little old thing you’d cafe to wager that you*11 make it*
With or without your (?) car, as the case may be*
And I very much like the sound of thé Experiment in International 
Living* X knew what it was about vaguely, but they kindly sent 
me an explanatory pamphlet along with the recommendation form, 
so my liberal education has been slightly improved* Good of you 
to send the stamps along* Ï tried,£h in return, to give you 
a goûtât? solid, m  5# buildup* (What we need in this country 
is a good 5 / xmj£ax recommendation and wooden references. )
As you may have figured out by now, I ’m just about beyond help 
tonight. These last few weeks have been hectic, at least. And meanwhile, the rest of the family was in Florida, basking in - 
70° and higher sunshine. The day I really cracked up though was 
when I heard Chicago had reached a high of -15. Hohohohohoho• 
Raving a nice winter, hmmmmmm? You mite try Alaska* I understand 
it’s so warm up there the dogsled races have been called off and the polar bears are coming down with heat stroke.
I have lately heard from Ben, who asked if I’d be back at the 
Institute this summer* Seeing ashow I don t know what’s happening 
with jobs and things, I t a M  asked him if he could wait another 
month for an answer, and he said yes* I’m tempted, of course, to 
spend another summer basking by the side of the ixks lakefill 
project* I shall let you know what turneth out. Mebbe we’ll pass 
as you’re on your merrie way to Europe. How’s your French, by the 
way ? " ̂
My favorite boas is off at a 2-week managing editor’s seminar 
at the American Press Institute In Hew York. As he left he smiled 
wryly and allowed as how he didn’t need to go to any seminar to 
find out what was wrong with the AP Press.
We’ve lost a few reporters lately, and also are opening one, and 
maybe two, new bureaus. Things are gettin spread a little thin *
For us, that is. We still have somewhere around 50 editorial 
personnel (including copy boys, social sports, etc). I had a 
rather interesting discussion with Tom one day about what ^ was 
going to do. I didn’t bring It up, but he knows me well enough 
to tell by the expression on my face when I ’m thinking great 
thoughts. We may reach an accommodation, if y he can poss ibly think up any job that I consider ̂ intriguing. I told him that 
It was the very nature of the paper that bothered me, and that 
I knew he couldn’t do much about It but I wasn’t at all sure 
I’d care to stick it out Indefinitely, making police calls etc.



I read I&e that local papers have certain duties they must perform. 
That doesn't stop me from feeling that I'm drowning in trivia.So we * 11 see. -
On the ^roadway front, I managed to get tickets for the new 
musioalh hit, ®Oliver.1 This is a very loose adaptation §|| 
Dickens ”Oliver Twist,11 and it was very successful in /London.
I liked It. The songs are lively, the sets are Intriguing, 
and the cast Is good. So what more can you ask? The only 
critic who wasn't wild about It was Taubman of the NY Times, 
who objected that it violated the spirit of Dickens' story*
It certainly did* It's an upbeat show, and Dickens meant
the book to be an indictment of orphanage and workhouse practicesof the time. But I don't object. So just call It a musical.
It* s good entertainment. ”
Also saw a isotaui good British movie,?”Th© Loneliness of the Long 
Distance Runner. I recommends it if ever you get a chance to seei it. ;
In the midst of everything else, I almost rented myself a house 
this week. Not that I'm mad at my family, but I Imagine they 
must be tired of having me in the “guest” room, and I'd like 
to have a placé where I could entertain at adE odd tin© s of the 
day and night* If,1Indeed, I do stay around these parts, 1 
bleeve I'll get me a home of mine own by summer-.
So how are things In Beloit, with Queen Ann© and the rest of 
the family? Ch©Gk in when you have time* "And regards to all.



February 4* 1965

Dear Willie and Bill
L©tls see now; where were we? Oh yes. Than I put that
’’Mi ss* P,0 *Wsticker on my car and rode through Harlem and.*#When X picked myself up again.
Actually* it got quite an interesting response around at here, and when I got done showing it to all and sundry, I sent it 
along to a former summer student, a rebel, who now goes to 
college in New England* I thought she could get lots of mileage out of it up therel
I ’m glad you1 re sufficiently perplexed over ’’the thing*11 I Just 
couldn’t resist it. Christmas shopping for the weights is among 
the most hilarious things I do all year* When X got It home 
and showed it off proudly, my mother grabbed it by the neck and 
intoned, ,!When shall we three meet again.” I just about collapsed 
That English humor of hers is sometimes phenomenal*
Speaking of family, they just arrived home after three weeks in 
Naples, Fla.--rested, tanned, and jolly* My bright green jealousy 
hasn t worn off yet* We’ve had such a nice winter...aggghhhh.
One night my car started freezing up onthe way home*
1 happened to be passing a garage, so I left it to thaw for about 
two days* Only trouble was that £ froze from there to the house. 
Thought I had enuf antifreeze, too’. But we haven t had much snow, 
and compared with other places, well, we*re practically trooleal*
The day X hooted was when-the high in Chicago hit -15, Hohohohoho 
Places I’m glad X ’m not. My summer boss reports long lists of 
sick students* Shucks* I xh thought weather like that would freeze all the germs to death.
Eight now I don t know if ahm gonna be back there this summer or 
not* I ’ve been keeping an eye scanning the horizon for good jobs, 
but with that dratted newspaper strike in M-sw *ork, the joh market is about at a standstill. So Is the reading. Sunday without the 
NY Times is a vast wasteland, to quote a famous quote, A friend 
of mine (he was night editor here before going to work at the NY 

World-Telegram) reported that the newsroom personnel weren’t 
exactly overjoyed with the whole thing. It’s been going on about 
nine weeks now. And strike benefits don’t x hardly match a weekly salary of a top newsman.
I saw the new hit musical, "Oliver, a couple of weeks ago.
’Tig supposed to be adapted from Dickens’ Oliver Twist, but it’s 
adapted liberally, bleeve me. Was great fun, though— good songs, tremendous xx sets, fine actors, You ve probably h^ard some of 
the music by now. It’s utterly singable*
So what’s new with the Wrights now that Mike has devoured all the 
Christmas and post-Christmas decorations? How goes the teaching 
(both of you) and when are you planning your next rip (uh, trip) 
nawth????



February 17, 1963

Greetings Dearie
X get SlMdt til© strangest feeling that youfre••fuh, ah• • «expecting a letter, «¿ust call me psychic«
For 8^ a word, y’hnow, you could send a telegram«
My family has now returned from Florida— tanned,smiling, and with 
a car full of oranges and grapefruit which we are quickly 
devastating« Lucky we have an extra refrigerator In the cellar* 
It s crammed with sunshine vitamins« And I*m still green with 
envy* People who take winter vacations« Bah,« Humbug«
*he first k week they were tsam. gone I lounged around and enjoyed 
the vast empty spaces. Butt from then i on 1 ran all the way—  
trying to keep things in enuf order so they’d recognise the place 
on return. It dldn t work. X wouldn’t have believed so much 
had to be done in one small house. Water the plants, feed the 
humidifier, do the laundry«..tote that barge, lift that bale*
I knew there was a reason I work for a living. It’s an easier living*..
However, I will shortly become a housekeeper on ray own. I rented 
a house yesterday. sort of fell on me, so I grabbed it.
Really, it was most interesting, feaxaue While my^folks were away 
I decided it would be nice to have my own hovel again. So I 
knew my hairdresser owned a little house she’s going to retire to 
some day, and that the woman who hdd rented it was sick and was 
going to have to move. So one day I said I’d like .to see i the 
place when it was availabe. She a* harumphed and said, tltajrxt 
X wish you’d said that sooner. I rented it Saturday." To a 

man and woman who were about to retire and get married (That Is 
Ocean Grove for you 1%) So yesterday she called me and said,
"About that couple. Ah....the guy took off and left her holding 
an engagement ring that isn’t even paid for." She expect? the 
BfcatxaM ± :b deposit on the house to bounce, too. So I went over and looked at it, and liked It, and rented it.
So now X have to get this place furnished. Itfs small, rtx but 
nice. And I’m gleefully waiting to start shopping and see who I 
can con out of what. Ho. I’ll probably wind up broke in on® 
easy lesson. But I’m looking forward to unpacking all the boxes 
that are cluttering the i cellar here, too. I have stuff that I’ve forgotten about.. . ’
This is what’s oailed a cold winter’s diversion in Ocean drove. 
Sounds crazy, after job-hunting, etc., what? But that endless 
hew ork newspaper strike has messed up the job market something 
fierce. And I’m still in commuting distance of New fork* And 
I can always break the lease If something wonderful comes up 
elsewhere. So I’m not exactly h o t  worried about the whole deal. 
Besides that, old friend Tom Is shaping up and going out of his 
way to'give me reasons to stay around here. I get to be a 
general assignment reporter, as of June. AMAAaa&hhhhhhhhhh.



As for you* Residence in th© health center is strictly against 
the Medill® code. X trust you haven1t felt compelled to have any 
relapses* Please forward the latest medical report, inven when 
healthy you seem to weigh barely enough to give a feather a battle *
However, the fívaríston climate will make you tough and rugged—  
or It will provide you a decent burial and far frozen sod*
Or in a lakefill project. How world you like to be immortalized? that's my cheerful Jns thought foy the day. ,
nevertheless, since you were Indulging ink happiness when you 
wrote the last letter (that was only 3^-weeks ago, by the way.,.) seems like the woiId is not j® too much with us.
by the way, has Marshall become a «LfciijaaxKxi millionaire on that coloring book yet?
ÁndfPete Jacobi*a still bugging you in basic writing? I really 
don fe know him, except he talks to institutes sometió» Jj ¡ j 
Don’t renumber if yours was one of ’em. "Writing is not fun," huh? HOhohohohohohohoho * •«* Aaaawwwwkkkkk | ¡
I*m in an expressive mood today. Please excuse. But X have to 
do something tó recover after spending an hour in my unheated 
néw home, tape ms asure in hand, trying to figure out what -X- need to x t ± i fill up the emptiness.
hesse©. What else is new. Ah yes* I aaw the newest Broadway 
musical hit, "Oliver." Based on Oliver Twist .»And twist was what they did to th© plot. But it. was an excellent musical*
Put it on your list of things to see when you come to New lork*
And when are you coming, by the way. lour turn for a visit, you r know• I i 1 p jjl ¡
I shall mark my calendar and send you a nasty note if X don’t get an answer within 3;| weeks.
Say hi to Terry, too* How are you two scholars managing to put up with each, other?.?? . ■ '■  ̂ ■ :■.’ & w*JIÍI



February 17, 1963

pear Peg
Am | allowed to be Impressed? Because I am. xou and Alex have 
apparently been having yourselves a picnic, and the results are 
nothing less than dramatic*
I like your new cover lettering* Will you use it every month?
The old one was neat, but this one has|a lot more pep. A very 
fin© choi ce•
rih© index page is also a marked improvement (even if the staff 
did lose their boldface anneal* How the re 11 dedication for ya*)
X liked 11A word With you•' Both typographically and 
editorially•
four layouts are looking mighty good* I particularly liked that dominant picture in "The world Of Winter." And the larger 
type to start the story* What are you trying to do anyway. 
Compete with Holiday? Nice bright job on the story about tires. 
The dan/Feb* issue is lets brighter than Dec./ian,, which is turn 
was an improvement over theothers you’ve sent*| did like the gimmick to introduce the story on susoensidn in 
the Deo* i s sue § though* That was nicely done.
I*d be interested to hear just how you txxkx put one 
after another to come up with some i  of the se improv 
I?m just a frustrated magazine major, you know, who

little thing 
ements* 
has yet to

work for a magazine*
You have one major asset to begin with— those beautiful color 
covers. They’re spectacular. It still amazes me*
X don t have any brickbats and oven any suggestions, Except 
mebbe on© gentle question about whether you’re thinking about 
doing anything with "Over My Shoulder..."
Please keep sending future issues. Wffl

Here on.the homefront, I rented myself a house yesterday. Ho| you don t have to do a doubletake. That’s what 1 said. X sort 
of stumbled onto this little place, and I grabbed it before my 
economy streak could set in. It*s in Ocean Grove, which is 
eminently handy if nothing else, and is belongs to my hairdresser 
who intend® to retire to it in a few years. It’s a small, 
dowdy looking place outside* But she ‘had the inside ripped out 
and rebuilt and it ’ s really very modern andxt nice. £ it has § 
living room and kitchen with dining area between, two bedrooms, 
and bath* So today I went over with my tape measure and tried 
to figureaude out what sort of furniture I’d need to fill the 
emptiness. It’s not too bad. My family long ago promised me 
my bedroom set, and miscellaneous stuff stored in the x&i cellar 
will take care of the other kxfxaxx bedroom-den* So all x have



to scrounge for is a living room suite and a dining room table. 
That, I fear, my cost me a goodly sized fortune.
However, the project appeals to me immensely, and 1*11 start 
haunting the stores tomorrow, with whatever time X can snatch from the newsroom*
X have boxes of stufl in the cellar that X’ve nearly .forgotten about, lit ought to be fun seeing what’s in them* (I know those 
ghastly old curtains from aurora are there somewhere, and I’m gonna'burn them as soon as 1 find them.) • ■ ' *
So perhaps you’ll seriously consider a visit sometime in the
not too distant future. I don t think we have that kind any moreanyway.
You don’t have to worry about a dhange of address. 7 1 111 send 
details when X m safely in. But 1X2 Stockton will still find its way to me *



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grove, New Jersey 
February 24, 1963

D© ar B©m r * ; ■'■-■_■ I- ■ ’ ■■-L ' . •_. /
I figure that X ought to give you an answer, and since things 
her© ar© hectic, undecided, and likely to remain so, T*v© come 
to the conclusion that I’d better say no to the institute this 
year*
You said you had some gals waiting to see if there was room for 
them, so X don1t feel too badly on that score* And I know you 
and they would like to get things settled definitely so you’d 
all know what to plan on* (I suspect things® may run so 
swimmingly without me that you*. 11 forget to send me an invitation 
lx for next year; but, on the other hand, you’re a kind and 
charitable soul, so perhaps you will*)
The job situation has been enormously complicated around here, 
of course, by the interminable New York newspaper strike*
There’s a newsman behind ©very lamppost, waiting to taka any® 
job available, on either a temporary or permanent basis* My 
boss Is no help, either, because he’dllik© me to stay and has 
some interesting plans for general and special assignment work 
if X do* ‘Ibis is all very interesting, and I’m rather enjoying 
it* I suppose it*s old age that.18 catching up with me when I 
decide to keep myself free of summer commitments so that 1 can 
jump whichever way the brightest opportunity and
most dollars point. When X get myself set up with a nice 
teaching job, boss, you*11 be able to count on me somewhat 
more regularly* methinks*
Dean Whiting has been keeping me informed, and I just received 
an inquiry from the University of Nevada. However, they’re 
somewhat dubious about a woman (they didn’t say why), and 11m 
equally dubious about same of the requirements they listed* 
jtos I plan to follow your-good advice, though, and 
at k least find put what the deal is*
Meanwhile, i/ve rented myself a little house here in Ocean Grove* 
It fesiix belongs to my hairdresser, who plans to retire to it in ■ 
a few years. But it just sort of fell into ray lap, it’s a nice 
little house, and it won’t out my mobility noticeably, so I 
took it* Even though-my family and I are entirely amiable, 
l|think it* s about time I atpsl departed from my *' temporary11!! 
lodging in their only guest room.
That’s about all that’s new here. If I can be of any use toward 
the summer* s planning, I’ll be glad to® ....



68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
March 11, 1963

Dear Ben
Sorry for the delay in answering, but I’ve been in the process 
of moving, and it’s taken every livin’ moment I could spare from 
the job. There still a,re about a thousand things to do, but at 
least Ifm in...•
To make matters more hectic, I went to get my car this morning 
sti (I live in this crazy Methodist town where we have to get 
cars off the street on Sunday, y'know), and found beer, bottles 
smashed all over the trunk deck. And for a block and a half 
around.^ Somebody had a warped idea of how to have fun. So now 
I have to go around and get estimates on what it’ll cost to 
give first aid. to my poor, bruised T-bird. Plenty, I’ll bet, 
because the damage, while mihor,-is widespread. Fortunately itfs 
covered by Insurance, but It’s an aggravation anyhow. But shucks, 
I got to work and one of my cohorts wasn’t there. He came in 
later to report that he’d been smashed ® up for about $1,000 worth 
and the guy who hit him doesn’t have insurance. Ho hum. Happy 
Monday.
However, back to matters at hand. Thanks for the chance to, 
reconsider, and the kind words, but I really feel I’ll have to 
pass it up this year. However, I haven’t gone into permanent 
retirement, by any means, and if I get a nice, easy teaching 
job (with.summers free and all other benefits5--ahem--I’11 be 
glad to take your offer of trying the top job. Although I’d 
bow to Maxine any time, if you could ever get her x back. Now s 
there was a chief counselor. As things stand, tho, I think you re 
wise to stay with Lois.
You asked for a few candid comments about how things might be 
changed to Improve the institute. There certainly isn’t much that 
I haven’t already mentioned one time or ̂ another. Mainly, I think 
very little ever has been wrong except for the dorm situition.
However, I was somewhat dismayed last summer with these boys who 
played at being counselors. Between tales of drinking in the dorm 
(which they evidently didn’t'do subtly, either), and with a couple 
of them, at least, letting Ramsey make a durn fool of herself,
I wondered what was coming off.^ MsikhsiX Those things didn’t help 
raise their stock with the cherubs. So my major suggestion would 
be that you lay the law down fcxfcx this year on both pounts. I 
got all these stories second hand, but evidently they were true 
enough. (Actually it’s just jealousy; I didn’t get invited to 
their dormitory blasts.)
Yes, Mary Ames was out of it, all right. But you’ve taken care of 
that problem, and you should have a good staff with Carol and 
Mary Ann. No matter how much checking you do, there’s bound to be 
a dud now and then. It just works that way. After all, how much
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would you have bet that Ivan Doig and John Prestbo would be among 
the ssfc best counselors! And I guess the whole thing has to 
average out somehow.
Generally I think ±± things have gone very whk well the last three 
summers. I still would like to see a few more field trips geared 
specifically to journalism--radio-TV, advertising, etc. I ve 
mentioned that before, and I also realize the problems involved 
in nailing down these trips with a group of 115 or so.
I think the class setup, and the speakers, are excellent as is.
If I think of other things, 1*11 let you know. Meanwhile, my 
offer to be helpful is a sincere one. Just holler if I can do 
anythingghy pony express «jf
Best regards to.all the Baldwins, and to whatever former counselors 
and cherubs you happen to see. ¡St®



68 Webb Avenue 
Ocean Grave March 17, 1963

Dear Ann
Just ..thought I'd throw in a little good cheer to brighten your 
exam week. At least, I fci think this is exam week. Happy kiddie 
psych. And is mean old Monteverdi giving you a final? Probably 
not. Instead there probably is a 5,000 word paper about how 
to design a dresser drawer.
Cheers. Condolences. One slight omission in your last letter. You 
didn’t explain what you were doing with spring, vacation--you merely 
told me what you r’e not stk doing. So take pen in hand and fill 
in the details, hmmmm?
If Marshall is reading over your shoulder, $*d like him to know 
that I like his taste in music. When you last wrote he had Just 
bought your dad "The Pines of Rome.” I did the same at Christmas 
time, and not Mak because I thought my folks would like it. They 
don’t, particularly. But I do. And since I don’t own a stereo, 
or any kind of Xistssr Victrola, that was the second best solution.
As you know by now, if you scrutinized the upper righthand corner 
carefully, I’ve moved. In fact, this is the ninth day in my little 
house, and the first time I’ve had a chance to sit back and look 
around. It’s astounding how much work can be involved in one 
smallx building when it all has to be cleaned and furnished. It’s 
an interesting hobby, but expensive. My bank account won’t gel 
over this for months. Luckily I had a few things stored in the 
family cellar. And, also luckily1, I have an indulgent family 
that let me leave with my bedroom furniture in tow, and also a 
few other excellent items like a television set. In fact, anything 
that could possibly be considered excess there is now here.
I have a living room and kitchen, with dining area, between, and 
two bedrooms, also a huge closet, and indoor plumbing even.
My cooking is a bit rusty, 1 discovered. I invited my mother to 
dinner the other night, and I was going to be fancy and piit 
toasted almonds in the beans. So I put them in the oven to 
toast, prit promptly forgot about them, and wound up with a ’raond 
charcoal. My mother chortled aprreciatively.
Since I now have a GUEST room, you may be assured of a place to 
stay when you decide to become an Easterner again. (Every now and 
then 1 like to remind you of your humble origins.)
All of this moving, with corresponding outlay of funds, plus the 
uncertain Job situation, has caused me to tell Ben I’ll take a vacation from the institute this year. I sort of hated to do it-- 
now he’ll find out that the place runs splendidly, if not more so, 
without me.



I told Ben I didn11 consider myself ̂ permanently retired, just in 
case he-Art decides to issue me an invitation for some other summer.
At the end of this school year I shall be finished with playing 
games ± for the Asoury Park Press with students copy. I’ll be a 
general assignment reporter, and I can hardly wait. Thatreally 
the life I like, as I discovered Friday while covering a convention 
It was a balmy spring day, and I xfcsii strolled the boardwalk with 
the convent loners, went to a couple of meetings, finally wrote a 
couple of stories, and then finished the week with a short stint at 
the local pub. A very nice life, and for this I get paid.
And has the snow t ¡awed yet in Evanston?? Give my condolences to 
Terry, Marshall, and all-other known beings who are struggling with textbooks.
I jexsuni remain*... A bit harried and xifchxrtix suffering from 
dishpan hands, but I remain.



Dear Peg

68 Webb Ave.
Ocean Grave, N .J . 
April 23, 1963

By all means! Ifm delighted and will plan on you for mid-August,
(And don’t you dare change your mind * now that youfve told me 
you’re coming.) Ummm, uhh... By f "next to last two weeks of 
the month” do you mean the same as the first week except for 
one and a half? Otherwise translated as Aug. 11 to 24? 1*11 mark 
’em on the calendar as soon as you provide an interpretation.
I’ll be right here all summer, believe it or not. Decided £» not 
to make my annual pilgrimmage this year. The money it usually costs 
me just got spent on furniture (though I’m not destitute and could 
swing Evanston handily enuf if I wanted to). What the heck.
I heve a house at the hxx seashore--why not enjoy it?
I have a guest room, too. Impressed? So I’ll reserve It. Bring
John if he can come. I’d be glad to cope with both of you. I’m
feeling brave. Assist If you don’t feel like driving when the 
time comes (or if John’s hidden the keys by then) fly down to 
Newark and 1*11 provide limousine service to the Shore.
If I- hadn’t been so busy trying to get organized that correspondence 
stopped altogether, you would've gotten an invitation. I told my 
mother about a month ago that I planned to ask you.
It’s a nice little house I’ve got. Just about the size of a decent
apartment, only no neighbors upstairs or down. And well, there’s 
even a few feet between me and the next door neighbors. Good old 
Ocean Grove and its 30 x 60 lots. My folks, y’know, have two lots 
on i corner, so they have an estate by comparison. This is the only 
place I’ve seen that imakes theres look big.
I’ve got It mostly furnished. The Mullers helped with most of it.
They» said, "Take your bedroom suite and leave.” Then they threw in
a bed for the guest room, and a TV set that had been pining away in 
the cellar, ^nd a set of dishes my mother never liked anyway.
Well, that’s how it goes. They’re having almost as much fun with 
the place s I am. Not that they were eager for me to leave the 
homestead, but they .new I was gonna, sooner or 1 ter. I didn’t 
plan it for this time particularly, but it just drooped in my lap, 
and I couldn’t resist. Ocean Grove is
not exactly overflowing with nice places to rent. Not that I’m
irrevocably attached to this (to use the word lo sely) town, but
It sure is handy to ye olde Asbury Park Press, and I’m too lazy to 
commute.
<My expenses have doubled, I figure. But what else am I supposed to 
do with the *7,500 the Press pays me, except help launch the U .8, 
space program sing&ehandedly.
$e had a pretty wild weekend. Don’t -'now how things are up your way, 
but we ain’t had hardly no rain to speak of. &ndxi And woglands



all over the two counties that the Press serves went up In smoke*
Don*t think anyonefs figured howmany 10, OOO acres, but it Vs going 
to be staggering. I got called in a 5 p.m. Saturday, and we began 
to try to sort it all out. We had an engraver come»in and draw us 
a map. There were a dozen major fires, all the equipment was out, and they couldn't keep up with it.
Lovely little mess to cover. (Mo use any reporter surviving a 
nuclear war; he wouldn't be able to make sense out of it anyway.) 
kMxkMtxfH Hadn't had so much fun since the Ocean Gounty jell- burned 
about three years ago on a Sunday. The Asbury Park reporter did 
the lead roundup, and I did the sidebar roundup. It5 s good for us 
to have to make a deadline now and then (Sunday paper goes to press 
10 p.m. Sat. )-~we get too darned slow and complacent around here.
Only trouble was that I nearly starved to death. I thought all n?ght 
about the two loverly lamb chops that awaited me, but had to settle for a..hamburger at 10 p.m. 1 f ,1. p| ¡j. | ■' |
By the way, my old night boss (the one before Tom) is now city editor 
of the MY World-Telegram & Sun. Wonderful newsman and wonderful 
guy. I cal led to congratulate him and have xjs since been invited to 
dinner in MY. I g figure I’ll go up in a couple of. weeks. His 
mind1s on monkey business; mine's on business.jpe'll see who wins.
So you’re going to try Majorca and Mlnorce before too many other 
tourists wreck the place, huh? What brought this on? I mean, aside 
from the usual wanderlust. I realize that you’ve .been remarkably sedentary for quite axwhile. ¡R aBpjgj jg| '
I’m glad you've accumulated all sorts of subjects for a two-week talk 
Watch It thosa. I'm getting brave in my old age and I may interrupt 
now and then. It’s too long since we settled the world’s problems (never could settle my of our own). I
I thoroughly enjoyed your book of explanation about what It takes to 
put out an issue of CM. I chortled, chuckled and said, "Hmmm. So 
the best stuff comes out of mistakes, huh?" Feel free to gallop 
unbridled over the typewriter keys any old time. It’s most illuminating.
Regards to John. What's he investing in these days?



68 Webb Avenue 
Ocean Grove. 
April 23, 1963

Dear Barbara and Jean-Michel
I'm chagrined to discover that it*s received your last letter. At 
stop kidding Barbara about her correspondence. down, there1s no 
took a good look
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poor
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set that had been pining away in the Mullers cellar.
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buy immediately was living room furniture and a dining 
room table. I got Colonial for the livingroom«-natural ly.
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So- I sighed and decide that was the end of it. The 
next Saturday she called and said, ’’Still want the 
house,” I fairly leaped. Seems the guy this woman 
intended to marry was a fake and had taken off for 
parts unknown— apparently with everything of value that 
he could. We $on!t know the whole story even yet.
So I’m the silver lining/in someone else’s cloud. Tra fa.'
And now that I have a house to myself and a real, live 
guest room I’m hoping fervently that you plan to come 
home for Carelyn’s wedding and that you'll come here for 
at least a few days and preferably longer. I'm not going 
to Evanston this summer. Thought I'd enjoy the seashore 
-for a change, and though Ben wasn't entirely happy about 
my lazy afcfcii attitude, he immediately offered me a 
chance to return any summer I want, so... I expect I 
.will, too, but Xfve done it three summers in a row now, 
and a rest won11 hurt. Please do let me know what your 
plans are, and by all means find some way to get here 
some time. before or after. The commuting between our 
homes is getting rawther difficult, and it would be a 
shame to miss a good opportunity.
And how is vour housekeeping? I can understand how 
delighted you must be to have a place of your own again, 
after being a ,loose ends for so long. However, Jean-Miehel1 
job sounds very good, and'it certainly must have been 
worth waiting for. Has your furniture arrived yet, and 
what kind of house do you have for all that beautiful 
Colonial? I'll bet you'll be the wonder of the 
neighborhood. Or--.since the apartment is furnished, are 
you waiting' until yo& find a house before collecting it 
from wherever it is? Honestly. And 1 used to think X 
was a pretty good traveler. You two beat me by plenty.
I have not completely abandoned job hunting, by the way.
My lease can be broken if there's a good enough reason, 
and I'm in commuting distance of the largest publishing 
city. Though I'm not crazy about the idea of working in 
New York, as you know. I might do it for a while just 
to get some good experience, though. Meanwhile, things 
also have been improving at the Press. A former teacher 
who will get a masters degree in journalism from 
Columbia U. in June is coming to do the school news, and 
I*m going on general assignment. In fact, I'm about half 
on it already,- and I like it much better. Except that 
I now go to work (yawn) at 7 a.m. or earlier, depending 
on the deadline that particular day. It could be worse.
I'm virtually asleep for the first.couple of hours, so it 
doesn't hurt much. We spend a busy hour and a half



before deadline, then things settle into the normal 
routine.
We had a most interesting weekend. This has been 
an exceptionally dry spring, and small fires had b~-en 
breaking out all over the place. But Saturday they 
hit their peak. The whole woodland area exploded 
all over the state. I was hiding in my family's 
cellar (ironing) when the managing editor called me in. 
So there went my nice leisurely day off. I went tô  
work at 5 p.nr, and got home at 11:30. In the interim, 
we had our hands full. When we got there no one was 
sure how many fires there were or where they were.
We called in one of the engravers to make a map, and 
finally came up with 12 major fire areas, some of them 
covering thousands of acres. Twentyfttwo house were 
destroyed in one area, 15 in another. I think only 
four people were killed, which is amazing. All the 
fire fighting equipment was out, and there still 
wasn't enough. Some of the fires just burned.
Anyway, we had as many reporters in the field as 
possible and they called in to the siky fellow ys who 
usually covers the iisbury Park beat, and to me *
Jim did the general news story and I did the sidebar 
of human interest stuff. We got quite a good array 
H8 of pictures, too, and came out with quite a 
paper on Sunday. -In one of my lighter moments I 
said jehay that I hadn't had Jnjin so much fun since the Ocean County jail burned down about three years ago.
Who says reporters are crazy? Maybe they don t have 
to be, but it helps.
So that's what I've been up to. Ohy yes. Easter Sunday was also my mother's birthday. First time I 
ever remember that happening. So I cooked a turkey 
and did it,up right. Also ate leftover turkey for the 
next week, ¿igfcx Sigh.
If you'll take pen in hand and answer.immediately, I 
promise to do the same. It's terribly frustrating not 
to be able to pick up the phone .jcwkk Not that we often 
did, but at least we knew we could. And I'm most 
eagerly waiting for word about the summer. Please do 
come, and stay for a week. What's one week more or les 
if you're going to be here anyway? If you are.



68 Webb Aye.
Ocean Grave, N .J .
April 23, 1963

I . , I V • ' ‘ •. I i! ' I IDear Sarah
Got your bags packed yet? Or do you plant to control your 
enthusiasm long enough to graduate before heading on your 
adventure?? Sounds great, end I also am mighty pleased oith 
the choice of country. In addition to all the cultural advantages, 
Scandinavian food has a wonderful reputation, and from what I 
observed, sniffed, and gulped in Denmark, it’s well earned.

v m j|||g C'Sometime when your breakneck schedule slows down, let me know 
just what the itinerary calls for. I assume with some little 
confidence in my crystal that your brother and i sister-in-law 
can expect you to raid their icebox for awhile.fheel What a 
wonderful summer to look forward to. But if you can begin to 
understand the language up nawth thar, it ’ 11 be a small miracle.
It ain’t like nothin.
Now that it1s the end of April, the primary quest on is: Where are 
you going to collich? Decisions. Decisions. Come, come now. Don't 
keep me waiting unduly to tell me it*11 be NU (Yeh, I know. It’ll 
be a cold day...)
If you*re observant, you’ve noticed by now that the address at the 
top of the page Is a new one. It isn’t that my family threw me 
out— quite--but the nicest little house just sort of came along 
and captured me. It belongs to my hairdresser, and we were casually 
discussing it one day, and now I’m quite unexpectedly^.a householder.
I have a living room, dining area, and kitchen in an open L-snaps 
arrangement, two bedrooms, and a path, uh.. .bath. Then there’s a 
utility room (junk shop) out back. Veree comfortable. I love it dearly. But you should’ve seen me at the beginning of March, 
marshaling the troops to get it cleaned, furnished, and otherwise 
livable. I stole everything the Mullers offered and a few things 
they didn't. Ended by buying only the living room furniture 
(colonial) and dining room table. ■Pretty good, I ta thought.
So...I now have an honest-to-goodness guest room. Will your 
European journey bring you through New York so that you’ll be able 
to take advantage of it? Or.is this one of these fancy flights 
from O’Hare over the pole? Do hope you can arrange to come this 
way--without crutches this time, pliz.
We’ve ust had ourselves a busy weekend. I wasn’t home, but my boss 
found me anyhow. It seems that there were more fires than could be 
counted or put out. This has been a terrifically dry spring here, 
and any old cigarette butt can start a real good blaze. We’ve had 
a firebug or two running around, too, just for variety. I got to 
the office at 5 p.m. Saturday, and we didn’t know where to start. 
Called in one of the engrav rs, and started to make a map of what 
was happening where. We came u p  with 12 major fire areas in the two 
counties served by the Press. /



By then the sue . had troops out all over , so the Asbury Park city 
reporter compiled the lead story, and I did the color sidebar.
<*uite an interesting night. I £ remarked at one point that I 
hadn’t had so much fun since the Ocean County jail burned down 
about three years ago. Who’s crazy? It just helps in the newspaper 
business, that’s all.
I haven’t quit looking for a job. This house can be disposed of with 
great dispatch if the situation warrants it. Meanwhile, however, 
my boss has come up with fine plans. He’s hiring a teacher who 
will get a masters degree in journalism from Columbia in June.
He’ll take over the school beat, and i’ll gd on general assignment. 
I’m already about halfway there. That means (yawn) get to work at 
7 a.m. or earlier, depending on the deadline that particular day.
When we have too many ads 'kmskkis (the management would hoot at 
that, statement) , the run gets' slowed down and we start an hour 
earlier. I started out reporting in the early a.m., but now do 
desk work, mostly. . Qood oie utility infielder, y ’know. Donft mind 
it at all until deadline, however. And our very peculiar.deadline 
is ordinarily 8 a.m.
And so it goes. Variety has lately included working with Scouts 
who want to earn journalism merit badges, and speaking at the 
annual banquet of the local high school’s Mmtim Future teachers club. 
Think I surprised ’em more than somewhat by saying th tt teachers u- \ 
will never be decently until they get al merit pay system and stop 
mediocrity from running rampant-., in the school systems. Also came 
out strong for a liberal arts education, not the usual ed. school 
routine. Hot at all what I was expected to say, I’m sure, but it 
proved to be an interesting evening.
I’ve enjoyed getting the Increscents, muite a remarkable improvement 
this year, I bleeve. Saw your smiling face in one issue. Always 
like to keep up with ex-cherubs.- Or graduate cherubs, if you will.
It is now time for a TV documentary about a country editor, and I 
feel obliged to tune in.
Do write and let me know what kind of txxmlb trouble you’ve been 
getting into.
Regards to the family.



68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, Hew Jersey
April 30, 1963

Dear Dean whiting
This is just one of my periodic notes to clutter up your mailbox and let you know what1s what.
I got an inquiry from the University of Nevada a couple of months 
ago, thanks to your referral. However, they said they doubted that 
they could use a woman because of the parti calor job requirements 
(which they didn’t specify). I wrote back, giving my thoughts 
about teaching, but I haven’t heard from them since.
I do appreciate your efforts, and I wanted you to know that I’m 
still ready and willing to teach. As you know I’m prepared to keep 
at it until something promising turns up. Meanwhile I figure I’m 
getting plenty of good experience.
I’ve moved to the address listed above. It shouldn’t seriously 
affect my mobility; it’s a lease I can break amicably.
Thanks again. Ben may have told you that I'm skipring the institut 
this year. I'm going to miss it, and I *nv. homing to be back again 
before too long.

Best regards . .s



68 1ebb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
April 30, 1963

Dear Ann' ■
You must be busy. Else I would've gotten some kind of cryotic 
message by now, reminding me that I'm a lousy correspondent.
However, my house is about under control now, and I've worked my * 
way to my, ovefflowing letter box. Horrendous, but here 1 am--*for better or otherwise.
This is quite a little hobby I found for myself--housekeeping. Not 
that I haven't gone this route before, but I'd forgotten. Besides,
I never had to furnish a house before. My bank account is screaming, 
and I'm rediscovering tender muscles, but other than that all is well. 
Last Saturday I found the last piece of furniture that was needed 
vitally: a coffee table. So the place is kst decent; when are youcoming for a visitf
We've had an interesting spring. It rained today and we thought of 
scheduling a voodoo dance to celebrate. In spite of the day's rather 
heavy mist, I bleeve we' just established a record. Ye've had about 
half an inch of rainfall all month. Welcome to the great New Jersey 
desert. It's had it's compensations; lots of blue sky and some balmy 
weather. Far be it from me to knock sunshine during a month when we 
usually keep the pontoons handy. But we also had an outbreak of 
fires like as to nothin' we had ever seen.
They really boiled over a week ago Saturday. I knew things were 
happening, and I skipped over to my fftjkfc folks estate, where I hid 
in the cellar with a handy weapon (an iron, to be exact) in my hot 
little hand. However, the managing editor wasmot deterred. About 
the time I was studying the big black smoke bank on the southern 
horizon, the phone rang, and thus ended ky my plans for that evening.
I wound up working from 5 p.m. to 11:30. RissH Finally got b hamburger 
at 10 p.m*; spent the rest of the night drooling over the lamb chops 
that awaited' me at home. But, as I said at one slightly giddy xsaxst 
point in the evening’s activity, I hadn't had so much fun since the 
Ocean County jail burned down, &k Who's crazy?
When we started we couldn't figure out how many fires there were
or where they were. We finally plotted them on a map. There were 
12 major woods fires, which ultimately destroyed more than 40 homes, 
well over 20,000 acres, and killed three. That was just in the two counties my little newspaper covers.
At any rate, I was assigned to do the page 1 sidebar on human interes 
stuff, and I sat there and compiled from what the reporters phoned in 
from the various scenes. The Asbury Park reporter did the n ws story 
ih like fashion, and other reporters did various features.



Saturday is the one day ' -0 go to press at night— 10 So we had
a deadline to fight, which is unusual here. Well, I work before 
deadline^ev'ry morning now, but that’s mostly a matter of cleanup 
from the night before, since the presses start roiling at 9 a . •« and 
the first deadline is 8 aim-', (and we call ourselves an evening hk 
paperl} ;
It was interesting. I like rewrite, so I had a good time. I was 
satisfied with the result, but everyone else was. And I ve never 
yet written a story 1 really liked, so what the heck. le did a

n’t

pretty thorough job of coverage, too. Even dropped a full page of 
Sunday feature stuff and inserted fire pictures.
School news comes to an end in five weeks, and I can’t wait to get 
back to general assignment full time. A new man--a teacher who is 
getting his masters in journalism at C o l u m b i a - b e  coming in 
September to do the education beat. And sq I’m set free to wander 
about the countryside and cause trouble. fUnless I’ve become a 
rich and famous syndicated columnist by then, or somethin’ else - 
ridiculous like that.) Ah well, there’s hope in the old buelnes . 
My favorite ex-night boss, Norm Herington, is now city editor of 
the NY World-Telegram and Sun. Fabulous guy. His xxkxhx :̂ picture’s 
on the back of the April 20 BAP, in a Seri ups-Howard ad. I’m going 
to have dinner with him Friday, to help him celebrate the promotion.
And what’s new with you? What are you planning to do this summer? 
And how’s spring quarter? Are you still planning to be in New York 
in August for Nanci’s wedding?? I hope so, because I intend to 
hold you to your threat to invade my guest room.
Write, and 1 shall do better. 1'romise-

I see the old sign has turned up again -in the current Saturday 
Review, of course. I first saw it on a restaurant In Yellowstone: 
What foods these morsels be. - ij
And did you hear about the title for fch» a book about those 
’’patriotic” organisations that try to censor books?: The
Star-Spangled Banners. 1 q, h H| * fPMB



68 Webb Avenue 
Oc^an Orovft, NJ 
73V 18, 1963

Bear Ben
¿here does the tine go? I didn’t mean to take this much time to 
answer. .
I trust that the institute planning is well under control by now. 
Sorry to hear that you lost Carol and Mary Ann--but maybe their 
replace nents will oe Just'as good* *4 ho knows? -11 vb just gotten 
things settled to the point where I know 1 couldfve said /.'ye si to 
you. Everything’s under control--8t least for the summer. But 
the old crystal ball do* e n t .always work, sb let’s try again next 
year..'
we re getting used to having New York - paper's, 'around' • again, but 
old boss from the Press, who’s m i  the. new city editor of the 
|IY ¿orid-Telegre.m, says they’ve taken an awful shellacking in

my

5, I’m 
Journal

ure you’ve s< 
By fall thi 

s permanent. They’r< 
‘.he 'He re Id -1 rib.- •• had•. ■&

circul tion . 411 All the H'i papers , |the t 1 
the samo report in Ell*, Sor the jall Street 
think they’ll be able to tell if the drop
trying all .sorts of' gimmicksman wh i 1 eT The He re Id * T r i b •• ha d 
10-part series on Negroes, told from the Negro point of view. 
Before it, started they did some rratty flamboyant advertising. 
The headline over one promotion read, — Shut up/|md_ Listen, 'hit« Man. ..” The only paper that seems fat and ha spy is the Times/ 
but they’re suDbosed to have been hurt, top. Of course, they C! 
take It more- easily rh ;r hny /of; the others .
I note that Lois /ille won the gold medal for V10 hi Daily Newsy
The Me/ill kids are doing all right, arpn’t they? Having looked ' 
around st the people xx who call themselves reporters, T’m not 
surprised. NU really does get the best that go into journalism, 
as far as I’ve been able to tell. Unfortunately, not enough good! 
ones ane ma joring in journal ism., 'and not enough of those are sticking
it
ith it* And judging from a majority of the owners in this country,ned|ocrity, or worse,no wonder. It’ 

ast ¡b ut wh
s s sd to see so much 
enever you go.

Sq much f or* my soap box oration. L a nte« 
kicking, and doing fine, when youlhave 
thi ngs a re 'progress ing.
Best xb&x regards to Jeanne and the kidi

to let you knojp I’m al ive, 
: cha hee, let me know how'

■



68 Webb AvenueOcean Grove, Mew JerseyJune 3, 1963

Dear Sarah ■p-hb^va: " :--■ " . ;t*"1 3 — !;JSj
That was goad timing*. I was gonna write you tonight ahyway-|y ’ know, eh the occasion of- your departure from high school and all .that sort of thing. My only change In plans is that 1*11 now Isifks delete the mental note to chide you about your letter-writing habits.Mot that I*m thejone who should brag--you should see my letter l ox at the moment. However, T did enjoy the volume you sent, and I hope you do have time to write from Sweden. It*s one of the places I wanted to get to, but didn’t (seems like I, uh, ran out of money). That was in early September, I when one friedd had gohe home -and I was waiting the arrival of my ex-roommate. I had Shi aped my scooter from Rotterdam to Dublin on the re-sale deal, and I was waiting fop the refundI had a couple of weeks and about $40 to my name, so I decided to go- vv ndering withe Canadian girl I *d met.„previously at a couple of hostels. Me talked our way to.-Copenhagen with © fellow hosteler who x® owned a Flat. Unfortunately, it was j§ very small Flat, and for a while I thought I’d developed a permanent e hunch. Seems that 1 was the one who sat mostest in the back seat. So Copehhagen was as far north as I got, but even that;';$ras- fun. We arrived the night Tivoli, their wondrous amusement park, was closing, and'we got to seerthe bright lights, fireworks., parades.* etc ♦: that accompany it. foe found an unbelievable hostel, run by a private organization, where the price was still only 35 cents a night, but where we could come and go at all hours (most of them hMve curfews). They: nven-'-had a phonograph, balconies outside some of the windows, and showers with hot water. That was about the height of luxury.And for those who ware both thirsty and poor¿ war were near both 1 
big breweries, Where:tours end samples were valiable.
I remember walking-through the xtwwim stores, with the siIverware, and “furniture, and fabrics that the city’s famous for,^without having the cash to buy any. Sighi But wh the parks were free, and pthey* re - beautifuli The food * s good, too. They specialize in smoresbrod, which are all sorts of little sandwiches. Trouble is that ya can eat MbsMt a couple dozen :£ux:fe of them without even thinking about it. And that ain’t so good without cash on hand. Oh yes. And the women smoke clgare there--some of ’em do, anyway. My adventurous Canadian friend tried a couple, but that’s where I drew the line.
Well, bt .any rate,, that was five ■years'.ago, .and, that’s big city | life In Denmark. j So I wondering what Sweden Is like.
X grinned In sympathy with your roport of the typhoid-papa typhoid shots. 1 didn’t get sick afterward, but' It sure did hurtV I imagine that it might be both impossible and impractical for you tostop hereon your way, but Ju June 14 through 16.She and her roommate ornery before they settie down has a Job with the Minn

in case .. .ke Did you know (fflnpy Ann, if
to the workaday ii I i ^tar an31 IS

sind that Hqnsa is expected 
Europe, |ho? 
ernes)- are goinI,. 

forld in September.Carol 
Tribune, as a 'general

p xn he’s going to you r«member

assignment reporter.. X don*t know much about the paper, do you’



Carpi said she’ll be staying with Adrienne, so I just wrote Adrienne 
a note to see if they’d like to come down here (except that we’ll-; 
run into sundown Friday again. Groan.) Thanks for telling me 
about the face lifting. I might’ve been in for a shock 1»WhetlX 
'started to say is--you*revinvited to the reunion. However, I’d be 
just as glad to see you on your way home. Do try to make it one 
-way or' .the -other. aKi,V p« hj!
How that we’ve gotten to the end of the summer,, do I get to say 
nI told you so. ? About Stanford, that is. I found out a 1" tie 
before your letter arrived, since your smiling face apreared in 
the Increscent, with your paw pointing toward k± Palo Alto. You 

. told me you’d lost weight, and you harvx really have. Hard on the 
wardrobe, I’m sure, but you*re lookin’ good.
I’m about to settle back and enjoy the summer at the seashore. IT 
we ever get any summer weather. . e had some at the end of March, 
but it got away. Saturday as pretty nice, though. I planted 
geraniums and petunias, put the winter clothes away, then went for 
a swyim- - the firstpof the season, £ater was nice, even if a little 
kb|s cool. Proceeded to fake my usual nap at the beach, and by the 
time I got home I knew why I live here. Yawn* Ah luxury.
The Asbury Park Press is still chugging along merrily and making 
money handily. Eight now I’ve disposed of the last school page 
I’ll ever have to look at, and I’m drowning in,photos of college 
grads. Another little chore I’m doing for the last time’. By this, 
time I Imagine you*vs decided that I’m k making a career out of this 
place. . Not really. It’s been ksi a third Indolence, a third the 
relatively good pay, and the rest a confusion of private life getting 
in the way of business. However, I’ve now disposed of most, of the 
roadblocks, and things may.shape up.
Meanwhile, one of my college roommaths (the one from Pennsylvania 
who nor lives in Europe) will be home at the end of this sbs week 
and will stay until the end. of the month. So I shall she/hers.

|Another roommate is coming to visit in August. She lives in Canada, 
^uite an international gang, what? In between, I’m going to spend 
a week (July 8-13) at a writers’ conference at Indiana University. 
They have a good one, and I thought it would be kinda novel for me 
to listen and learn something for a change. I’m rather eager to 
hear people discuss something besides reporting, editing, and makeup. 
And Indiana offers such out-of-thev reportor’s world--tonics -
like novel, short story, and dramatic writing. I’m intrigued and 
raring to go.
Thass about all, I fheenk. By the way, I want - ;to assure you that 
I like and prefer your rambling, diary-type letters. It’s a very 
welcome extension of the Institute (ank although understandable 
that your mother wonders what’s up. After all, she wasn’t there 
during our five weeks’ of yakking.) X always was interested in ' 
what you were thinking, and still am, so don’t go writing me any 
proper letters. • " h 'i ' ■ - ' Jl ■' ■ -
I imagine I’ll miss the "institute, but things were so much up in the 

.air for a while that I couldn’t say yes with assurance, so I said no. 
And it’ll be nice to try something different. However, I wouldn’t be 
surprised it I’m back there next year. It’s very nearly a habit’.



68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
June 27, 1963

Mr. Norman Herington, City Editor 
New York World-Telegram and Sun 
125 Barclay Street 
New York City

Dear Norm
I*ve decided that my apprenticeship is about over, and I*m inviting, 
life as a commuter. ^  ^
I wanted you to know, Jja^ase an-eponing^nhould appear (fop—which^  
my peculiar talents that I^agjad -be glad to have
the chance to apply. (The Asbury Park- Press is paying me $145 a
week .7? „I h e s i t a t e  r o  m ention th e  s u b je c t  -of" tfl i.ihr to  any o f my fr ie n d s  J  ‘wfttr-frsrve--g r a d u a t e d but  a t  t he same tim e I im agine v■̂ tpu like to have a handy file of eager beavers UK*M

In the meantime, 1*11 probably be looking elsewhere, too. If 
things should reach the proper stage, would ^ou object if I used you as a reference?
1*11 be at a writers conference at Indiana University the week of 
July 7 . _1*11 be here most of the rest of the summer.

r K Z h

Best regards

Carol Muller



68 ‘ft ebb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
June 30, 1963

Dear Ben
Just a note to wish you the best institute yet.. Please fcive my 
regards to any ?fold,tiaerrf? who might be around. And of course to 
iisxx Henley and company.
With the divers© backgrounds that you told me about in your last letter, this should be an Interesting summer indeed. Do hope that 
much of r spread keeps up in future years. Too bad about the boy-girl ratio, but it’s not surprising. With all these science and engineering institutes giving away scholarships like mad, the 
competition is almost overwhelming. A lot of ti this stuff comes 
across my desk, and I’m amazed at the number and diversity of 
the programs~*many backed by government funds, if my memory is 
correct.
I think your idèa of campaigning to interest more boys is a good 
one. Any thoughts on how to do it? I do think scholarship money 
is essential, but just how are ya going to manage that when the journalism echools are battling for all they can get for ĉ l.lje£i. 
students? If you have some institute a graduates and counselors strategically placed so they could go talk to some of the people 
at schools where the x institute isn’t known, that might help.
The institute brochures are really very good, but in some schools 
they do get buried. Boys schools would be a good place to 
concentrate some energy, but then you get;..that- burned upper crust 
again.
As the summer progresses, I’ll think on it a little, and if I com© 
up with anything startling, I’ll let you know.
Just so I won*t get in too much of a rut, I’m going to spend the week of July 7 at the Indiana University writers’ conference. It 
has’ an excellent reputation, and I thought it might-be downright jjffl 
stimulating to hear people talk* for a solid week about nonjournalist! writing. I fjgure I could use a few new ideas and some broadened 
horizon's, and I hope to get some good background for future teaching 
assignments.
I don*t think there’s the slightest chance that Floyd will be 
around Bloomington during the summer, but I’ll inquire about hiragj 
and leave a note, anyway.
Carol Honsa stopped by just before she left for Europe. I enjoyed seeing her and hearing some of her outspoken opinions again. I 
had read about Better’s death in E & P just before you wrote about 
it. Very sorry to hear it; though ! didn’t know him except in Si passing, I’d heard nothing but good things about him. Carol feels I that Medili needs a couple of real pros on the news side--and fast.
I imagine she might be right. What school could lose a Better and a 
Scher without hurting? I’ll be interested in watching developments.
Best regards to, Jeanne and the kids, too.. I expect nothing but
golden silence from you until about mid-August.



68 Webb Avenue 
Ocean Brove, N .J .
July 22 J 1965

Dear Barbara and Jean-Michel
You should (I hope) get this just before you again become vagabonds. Having no choice of vacation may 
be somewhat annoying, but now that it's almost August, isn’t it' nice?
By now, Jean-Michel» I imagine that you’ve heard everything about Barbara’s trip and the wedding.
It was extremely enjoyable, but your absence was 
noted constantly^-and particularly at the cabin. 
(Besides, Barbara was obviously lonely.) I’m 
looking forward to- seeing both of you next time, 
and please don’t wait veryllong.
Thus far the summer has been fun. Seeing Barbara 
a&ain was a good start to it. Then, as planned, 1 
spent the week, of July 7 at the writers conference 
at Indiana University. It did exactly what I’d 
hoped! It gave me a few clues about fiction writing, 
and some leads as to where to look next. - At the 
moment I’m reading a book called ”The Art of 
Dramatic Writing. 7  This is strictly a hobby, but 
it may also sharpen my writing in general.
Oneof the lecturers at the conference said that everyone ought to have at least one good short 
story based on something that happened in childhood. 
And behold, one popped into my mind. So I’ve been 
letting it rest in the back of my mind for the last 
couple of weeks, and it’s amazing the details the 
subconscious will dredge up. The other night it 
got me out of bed three times after midnight, because 
1 kept thinking of more details I had to write down. 
Haturally you can’t just write it down. It has to 
be given form, an ending, and. it has to be fictionalized. That’s next. It’s like a puzzle, 
and I m fascinated.
The people there were diverse, to say the least. 
Somewhere between 125 and 150., and they ranged in 
age from about 16 to over 80. There was a young doctor, and a very old, opinionated woman doctor, a retired math prof whose novel is being published



in August, a farmer and his wife who were there 
between plantings, and. . .you name it. One young 
poet from the slums of Chicago livened things Up 
by getting into a hot argument with the conference 
director.
I shared a room with a teacher from Louisville. She 
is 39, married, has a couple of kids, and Is a human 
dynamo. Extremely personable, too, so I was lucky.
We had our meetings, meals, and rooms in the huge 
union building, so at night we’d flee the plaee and go have dinner where we could also have a cocktail. 
That way we at least got out once a day. This union 
building has to be seen to be appreciated; it has 
200 hotel rooms, three major restaurants, bookstore, beauty shop, bowling allwys, all sorts of conference, 
rooms, and auditorium, etc., etc.
iw The university itself is pretty--that1s near 
where all the famous Indiana limestone is quarried, 
so all the buildings are made of it. During the 
regular year there are 18,000 students there--it 
makes HU look pretty small.

ftS:l „ , ■ 1 • . vMy major professor--Floyd Arpan (Institute director 
if you remember)--teaches there now and likes it very 
much. I was surprised and delighted to find him home. He lives in a huge brick ranch house that 
contains his three children, wife, and souvenirs of 
the 51 countries that he’s visited as a State Dept, 
adyiser. I kid you not; the place looks like a museum 
Except not as neat. This is the first summer in seven 
years that he’s been home--and he looks tired. He 
said they couldn’t pry him loose this y ar. - ■
And so it was a successful week all around.. It’s 
about 900 miles. As far as Evanston,, because it’s 
so far south. Real nice country down there, too.
Hills and trees. Not like northern Indiana at all.
The next’major event of the summer will be Peg’s visit 
and I can hardly wait. It should be somewhere around 
the 15th, so I suppose I’ll squander a couple more 
vacation days then.
Meanwhile, I go to fan the beach now and then (I never go often during July and August--too many-crowds and 
too hot), and various people come visitng. Being home 
for a summer is novel. It may never happen again, so
I’m making the most of it.



3.
Something'must be going on at the. auditorium tonight, 
because march music is blaring from the public 
address system, and I feel like I ought to be 
saluting instead of typing. ’

European press is playing up 
.alii the segregation demonstrations here. It looks 
like they|re going to get worse before they get 
better, but it does seem progress is being made in 
eliminatingldiserimination| Naturally, a rash of
jokes have evolved * L i k e •

i l i H i i »  ,tide NAACP is going to boycott
Bobby Kennedy?”

o , w h y ? ”;

| ”BecpusI he has 
are w hite.”

eight children, and all of them

Pretty sick, huh? At any rate , 1h a t f s the nicest
one I can bring to mind at the moment.
The current.rage, now that Tom Swift1es are on the 
wane,: are elephant jokes• . These are really .far out:

”Did you know there was an elephant inl̂ he 
refrigerator last night?”

^ H o w “ do you'know?”
I f  I saw the footprints in the butter."

OK, 1*11 quit. Yore turn. Happy vacation.



August I, 1963

Dear AsfÉB
I've had good intentions and little else lately. Here the summer's 
tw'd t i l s h o t  .and'I'm just getting used to it. . Pe1 ve had some ■ 
rsvfher severe heat waves-*-'nothing a Texan would mind, I guess, but 
ahm not acclimated to this sorta stuff • ,l fvettakèri to swimming. jiiÉt 
before ■ orvhfter supper, when li:fs cooler and -there aren’t so many' 
people on the beach. A delightful habit.
pour letter was waiting for me when I -got back'from vacation. Si took a week off and zoomed out to-IndianaSUniversityTor a writ or sigi 
conference. It was both Informative and hilarious, so I consider it a,week well spent. I really went to find out a little about 
fiction«. I have never written a single thing that could be labeled 
f io tion (aI thoggh some of * my reporting lately has verged on 51 • )
I was encouraged by the pros who were' lecturing, there, hoca use they 
.were advising the same basic techniques' t-feat 3 ’ve been struggling with lo these many yars in good old nonf jetton. I don't know why5 
I- thought it would be so different, but I .\ditU "
So I came 
tony good 
11lusione lousy and

andhome with if,bucket full - of notes , an armload of books, 
intentions about ways to start a new hobby. || have no 
about ''selling any f ietion-', bet9 s face It. The msrket *s 
m y ’writing will probably be likewise.V Now all I have todo is find the time. I find tip of interesting, ' thin’s, but it i111Horking gets ih the w oeB get the bills paid. f' -.'ill 1 '- sor fcs

I was.amazed at Indiana Dnlvorsity. Ever been to SI-remington?
During the .-regular school year there are about 18,000 students on 
caiftpufi,'It makes NU look ohetty small. And the buildings areSmo stly: beautiful . -The7 place lust ha” pens to be A n the hfUrt of . the, justly famous Indiana'. 11 Ties tone country.
The conference was held in the student union, which is a sight to 
astound. .contains■ £00 gue§t rooms, four. rfataurant^^.-bb-Wl'ing
alleys, beauty shoo, bookstore, all kinds of confof f-nce|jand xw study 
rooms | an. gdr$n and 1 |orlum,. .-.etc J $d". i nf i-n.5 tum I I ke pt getting 11§t In tl  ̂A M  % t1 s 011 a i rpc o nd; tinned , al though if ha t? sr one
week^we didn't need it. Once a day we.’had to remind ourselves to 
gojoutside, , p

Also while there I-got to see old institute director and my old 
major prof, Floyd Ax Arpan. I was amazed that ho was around. §Bo is 
his wife. He * s been away for „sc. van straight summers. This year, he 
shid, no could blast him out of jfeir this country. Hhlc been tolfliB 
51 countries as a communicntions adviser for the State Department*1 
They live. in a huge ranch housb -thet 1 oiki:' 11 ke a vdry lived - th- museum* African drums, spears, rhinoceros nide shields, titr tribal costumes, 
wood carvings* You name it and it's probably -th«re some©here. A truly amazing experience just to see the place.
The, As bury. Park Pressmea nwhile, pros per© t h Borne- weeks. .1. get ■ to do puits a bit of writing--like last week. 1 Three'.. bylInes, and two of 'em



on page 1. That’s pretty 3pg phenomenal for this paper. This week 
I ’ve be?n doing editing mostly, end other-'junk. Tuesday I was' 
called upon, right before deadline, to print a pictures-quick.
Now I haven’t done any lab work in about three years, and I’ve never 
worked In the new Press lab. So I went charging upstairs and started 
wheellog and dealing. Our chief photog planned this lab and 
the place is gadgetry Inc. - Three 'enlargers are tuned into- one 
electric timer, the;likes of which I’ve neve” seen. I finally 
unplugged one enlarge and got it working by a foot pedal. I 
guessed at the proportions for the developers, and staggered through 
the rest of the-s ■rocesss, and I was absolutely amazed fiien I came 
up with a nearly perfect print.™So was everyone else* And I 
thoroughly enjoyed It. The old fascination is still there.
So yesterday I got checked out on all the equipment, 
practice a Ifttlb with one of the cameras, just for ft 
find time *

Now maybe Ifll 
an. If I ever

What have you been doJng to moke the summer hurry bv? Your familiar ring--I distinctly rem eTib er-- so I  symnathize
regards to 
time you 
r s  like 
bid to b 
get entangled in

the va ri ou: bers of the club, when you write.
iup-1;iene 
*J? ve my 
By the

this another institute will be over. Wonder what it 
5Id pros? Are you going to put in a fthout a.l 1 . u

counselor?? If so, might you do it next year, befo 'o you

ay now i t s  
into my end.

awnHnw

long walk down an 
’} time for me to lavI gettine ir

T Vi'm going to hove breakfast se 
gay little epistles all aftern 
a word?) against my satin pill

o ? 
ev<

isle? And he)JT is '«urshal1v®

down ray typéi "r i ter and c ra 3y>TJ 'tt tï i y * tjyhen I get-fat and r*ich
i r»t* n f-» i $ rxy about noon, then wr\ tee l l ÏS®'n fes tgenteelly.(th:-at fsown

And what kind of pipe dreams are you having? Regards to all the family.



68 Webb Avenue 
Ocean Orove 
August 2, 1963

Dear Sara §||if
I swear 1 ,don\t know how you do it. This business about rI should 
%% ibave about $3,000 next year...” Seems like I v©,been working long! 
enough to qualify for retirement, and maybe by next year 1*11 have 
i3#000 saved, too. Would you care to patent your secret?t Of 
course, my relative Insolvency may have something to do with a house, 
a T-bird, and a few other bad haoits«
And don’t give me this stuff about scootering in Europe. 1*11 bet it*s take a crowbar to get you to SPEND any of that pile. (Do I 
sound like your dad? I tried.) Quite a few friends ar^ in Europe 
right now, by the way,rand another*r about to leave for Hawaii.
How about something a little more exotic--like the South Pole?||
If w® have one more heat wave, I may be tempted. Well not heat 
waves from your point of view, no doubt, but it’s been a bit much 
for us nawtherners. I have two rather effective fanslin my house, 
but I abandoned the whole project last Saturday and spent the night with my fblks. This week’s been better.
My next extended trip, I hope, will be to the Pacific Northwest. I’ve 
never been farther than San Francisco and Yellowstone, and something 
ought© be done about that. So if your still itching to spend some 
money next year, let me know. I tt think 1*11 be ready to take a summer off by then.
Actually, 1fm ready to take .this one off. Particularly this week. 
Everyone I stumbled across in the newsroom was in the same frame of 
mind. Frustrated. I spent all week trying to call people who weren’t 
anyplace. Everything I did xwacfMdx snafued. I stayedflate today 
to do that one last story, and when I finally got the darned thing 
completed I was so elated that I came home and slept for two hours.
The summer has had its interesting moments. I can*t remember whether I told you in the last letter about the writers conference I was ' 
planning to attend at Indiana University. I’ve now been, and it 
turned out to be both interesting and fun. And . I had a couple 
of thoroughly intriguing visits with Floyd and Holly. il was 
overcome to find them at home--the first summer in seven years,
Floyd said, that he hadn’t been tromping around for the State 
Department. He’s been to 51 countries as a communiaations adviser, 
and their ranch house--which is huge--looks like a museum. A 
slightly unkempt museum; HollyIs just as casual a housekeeper as 1 
everQI They’ve got African drums, spears, a couple of rhinoceros 
hide shields, costumes, carvings and--you name it. The house is 
a beautiful brick place. They bought it, then build an addition 
that about doubled its size. Floyd likes IU very much, and seems 
like he’s in no hurry to piok up and move again. He says the 
faculty-administration cooperation Is a thing of beauty after HU j and I can well imagine.
The campus itself is a beauty. It just ha-penslto be in the heart



of the Indiana limeston country. The student union, where.the conference was held, is a limestone labyrinth.^ It has £00 guest 
rooms, four restaurants, bowling alleys, beauty shop, bookstore, 
conf e renee rooms, study rooms., an auditorium, and so on, into the 
night, ^nd completely air conditioned, which didn’t happen to be 
necessary the week we were there. One day I haopened to be 
approaching the place from a different-than-usual angle, so I took 
another entrance and promptly got lost. ®hkxs[ Once a day we’d remind ourselves to go outside. •- ‘ <

Xys The lecturers, a bunch of visiting pros, were pretty good. I signed up for four of the eight sessions--short story, dramatic 
writing, nonfiction, and course called techniques that was g ared 
pretty much to gas* general fiction. I thought this whole setup 
wait would be interesting because I knew nothing whatever about fiction had never written any or studied any exedpt for the usual ar lit 
survey courses. I was cheered to find that the writing is not so 
different from nonfiction. Of course, there’s no market for short 
stories, either, but I just plan to putter with it a little for a
hobby. Now if I could just find the time... This working for aliving sure is a limiting factor.

• ¡ ¡ f t  |  "  t  -  |  ® § !  * ;  ' '■ % K M  3  . .  |  i "  .  “  :  .  * ,  > S i  ' ;  § 8  |  * 1  I  1  .  |  - *  \
The one session that set my teeth on edge was nonfiction. It was
taught by Maurice Zolotow, who does quite a lot for the Saturday 
Evening Post. He’s also Written a few books, the most recent and 
most successful of which is about Marilyn Monroe. Just about 
everything he said hit me wrong. For example, he sees nothing 
wrong in doctoring the quotes. Hmpf. Dramatic writing was taught 
by Tad Mosel, who wonx a Pulitzer for nAll the Way Home.” Short 
story by James Reid Parker, who once upon a time did lots of work 
for the New Yorker, now writes a monthly column for Woman’s Day.
And the &xxs techniques course by Bernard Sabath, a short story 
writer who teacher at NU’s night school in Chicago. He was the 
best of the lot--a soft spoken, rather young man who’s marketed 
more than 200 stories. He says with a somewhat furrowed brow that 
a lot of them were slick stuff (he received high compliments for 
being able to project the thoughts of pregnant women), but his 
literary knowledge is considerable and his aspirations high. He 
seems to be shifting to a rather more serious sphere, where he probably will itx make much less money.
All in all, I had a fine time. The spontaneous, late evening xx££sig reading sessions were one of the more interesting aspects. And the xsHgKxisf variety among the participants was astounding. From about 
16 to over 80. And including a woman lawyer, a young doctor, a 
farming couple who were there between plantings, a retired Life 
photogfapher. And lots of housewives. M&xMSx M’Lord. I’m beginning 
to believe the old statement that everybody wants to write. Some 
year I’d like to try Breadloaf, which is two yx wefeks and which, of course, is directed by Ciardi.
I’m fully impressed with your list of job and student-loafing 
possibilities. I won’t confuse you by adding any suggestions at the moment, but if things begin to slow down, call on me any time.
And keep me informed about where you are, etc.
Regards to your folks. Ask your mother when she’s coming to hunt



A m e r i c a n  T e l e p h o n e  a n d  T e l e g r a p h  C o m p a n y

1 9 5  B r o a d w a y , N e w  Y o r k  7 ,  N . Y .

A r e a  C o d e  2 1 2  3 9 3 - 3 3 8 1

R. S. CALLVERT

A S S IS T A N T  V IC E  P R E S ID E N T

August 5, 1963

Miss Carol D. Muller
68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
Dear Miss Mullers

If you happen to be planning a trip to New York 
in the near future, I’d be glad to talk to you about public 
relations work in A.T.& T.

We had another of Floyd Arpan’s excellent journal
ists with us, but she married her boss here, making herself 
ineligible to work for him* I honestly don’t know whether 
we’re going to fill the job with a girl or whether we might 
take a man from one of our operating companies* fhis we 
must decide shortly.

I’ll be glad to hear from you. Call me collect 
if you wish.

Sincerely,



Ronald S. Callvert
Assistant Vice President
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
195 Broadway 
New York Ctiy

Miss Mary Johnston, chief of research, Fortune magazine (referred by Elizabeth Swayne) LL 6-3796

Associated Press - Irv Frank, bureau chief, Newark (9 Clinton St.) 
(buro chiefs hire own personnel; check with NY if stuck--
personnel office, 50 Rockefeller Plaza; &eith Fuller, pers. mgr.

UPI - industrial Office Bldg, Newark MA 4-7070
Mr. Feinsilber, buro chief 
Nwrk and Trenton offices

From Peg:Maclean-Hunter Publishing Co. 
481 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario

j



Medical Economics,Inc.
Oradell, New Jersey ■ Colfax 2-3030

August 19, 1963

Miss Carol Muller 
68 Webb Ave.
Ocean Grove, N. J.
Dear Miss Muller:

I’ve tried without success to call you in order to find 
out what aspects of the position are not so intriguing. 
We might well be able to reach an understanding on the 
salary question. If your reservations are based largely 
on the nature of the job itself, of course, there 
wouldn't be any point in resuming our discussion at this 
time.
I’m enclosing your samples, but I'll continue to keep 
your application within easy reach. Should we have an 
opening in the future, which I think you'd find inter
esting, I'll certainly let you know.
All of us so thoroughly enjoyed meeting and talking 
with you last week that we're hoping there may yet be 
a place for you at MEDICAL ECONOMICS.
Until then, good luck and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Jean Wynn 
Personnel

JW :njw 
Enc:samples



68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
August 20, 1963

Miss Jean Wynn 
Medical Economics Inc.
Oradell, New Jersey\ '■ u3? ■ ■ " i :: ■. "p i  ■ ' ’ f f .p f Y  | a i • s. ; v ,. I ' _ " • : j^ j  -.S'" -f e f  ' tjwf M V S t  J&j
Bear Miss Wynn
Thank you for your letter. I*ra sorry I wasn’t available when you 
called* I realize that I didn’t explain myself very weH-~it’s 
hard to do. For one thing, Medical Economics is the first potential 
employer I’ve visited. I’m just beginning to get the cobwebs out 
from between my ears and to discover what I*m looking for.
A job that Involves a year or more of travel has many built-in 
advantages to someone who likes to travel anyway. But, somewhat to 
my surprise,! found myself thinking that I’m now 30 years old and 
that I wouldn’t be doing myself any favors by committing myself to 
a schedule that would drastically curtail a normal social life.
In the second place, this assignment has more than one set of goals. 
There will be the direct results of the research, but you also plan 
to have someone who is well trained to become a member of the 
editorial staff. The person who takes the job, it seems to me, 
would be committed to remaining on the staff so that the organization 
can benefit from all that experience in the field. However,* running around in the back of my mind is the maddeningly persistent idea 
that some day, perhaps, I’d like to teach college journalism. If I 
find a job where I’m perfectly happy, I may never make it to a 
college campus. On the other hand, I*d like to have the option.
That’ s why I came to the conclusion, during the'weekend after I’d 
visited you, that 1 should find a job where I could begin to earn 
my salary immediately and where my departure wouldn’t knock the props out from under a grand design*
Then there1s the money, of course* As I said, I expect to be making 
$8,000 a year here within a month or two, and I*d like to leave at an 
advantage. Nevertheless, I.respect your desire to hire someone at a more riiodest figure* :
So that1s where I stand. I «as happy to get your letter and I also 
would like to leave the door open for any job that may fit your 
requirements and my quirks. At the moment three are a few places 
where I’m inquiring about job possibilities. However, I think it1s going to be a rather long process. And of course, there’s always 
the more distant future. I enjoyed ray visit to Medical Economies and 
I*d be glad to discuss other possibilities at anyttime.

Sincerely

(Miss')Carol' D. Muller



LOOK
COWLES MAGAZINES AND BROADCASTING INC. 488 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 22 NY MU 8-030Q

W IL L IA M  B. A R T H U R , Managing E d ito r

Mi ss Caro l D. M u lle r
68 Webb Avenue
Ocean 6 ro ve , New Je rse y

Dear Mi ss M u lle r :

Thank you fo r  your le t t e r  in  which you in q u ire  about 
the p o s s ib i1i t y  o f w orking fo r  LOOK. 1 wi sh i could 
g ive  you an o p t im is t ic  r e p ly , but a t  t h is  tim e I cannot. 
We have no va ca n c ie s  on th e  s t a f f  a t  p re se n t ; nor can 
I fo re see  any in  the immediate fu tu re .

I am wondering i f  you would be w i l l i n g  to submit ideas 
to us on a f re e  lance  b a s is ,  i f  our E d it o r ia l  Board 
takes to any o f them we p o ss ib ly  could  commission you 
to do a s to ry  and thereby lea rn  more about you , w h ile  
a t  the same time you w i l l  le a rn  something about u s .

Thank you fo r  your in te re s t  In LOOK.

August 29 , 1963

Si n c e re ly ,

WBARTHUR/i p



September 1, 1963

Pear Ann
September has arrived, to your great glee no doubt. And so will 
the 18th. Be patient.
I really shouldn't be writing you. I should wait and sneak up when 
you least suspect it. It seems that yesterday I accepted a job as 
an associate editor of Together, that magazine miracle of the Methodist Publishing House. Ever seen it? I was astounded to 
find out that they distribute.fiS 800,000 copies a month. (That's 
no typo; I thought it was when 1 first saw it.) E-ell, y'ree, the 
joker in the whole deal is that the editorial offices are in 
Park Ridge, all of 8 miles from Evanston. So I shall be clambering 
back to the North Shore in with glee and m delight. My only regret 
is that I have to leave my house behind. I wish I could put it on roller skates.
I start on tejspcxS&x Sept. 23, and I'll probably be home-hunting the 
week of the 16th. All of this hasn't hdd time -to sink in yet, so 
tonight I'm going to write all sorts of letters explaining about it, 
and maybe by tomorrow I’ll believe it and will be able to convince 
myself to got to work. There ain't hardly no time to'waste.
This all came about by an incredible coincidence. I learned long 
ago that publications nev.-r have openings when you Inquire about 
them. But this one was just in the midst of trying to find an 
associate editor. They even sent is a neatly mimeographed paper 
listing the job requirements, so they apparently had been searching 
far and wide. They really anted someone with 10 years experience, 
but as the executive editor told me when he wrote, he hasn't had 
that much either. He's a Medill grad, and so is the editor. Sorts like old home week.
So if you have an extra minute, you might write during the next 
week or so and tell me where'you'll be living this year so 1 can 
come roaring by in my little marroon T-bird.
I assume your mother and Sue didn't get to my neighborhood--or maybe 
they did and I wasn't home. I have mostly been not home recently, 
it's been a busy summer. Anyway, I trust their trip was successful. 
Where does Sue think she wants to go to college (uh, which fancy 
Eastern college, that is)? There are a lot of good colleges around 
these parts, but those girls schools just don't play football like 
the Big 10. Nor does the Ivy League. Not that you care, as I remember. ,
I'm wondering if you're recovered from abnormal psych, by now. I 
don't think it was heat that got you, I think it was reading the 
text book. I remember a roommate of mine who went through every 
symptom in the book. Fascinating. It is too bad that the A won't transfer.



I have}a head full of elephant jokes, but I refuse to subject you 
to the ordeal right now. the time I reach Bvanston I shall 
think of something worse.
Cheers. Regards to everyone.



September 1, 1962

'' ■ Be a r f-f"e g.,v"v\, ■, •
tty Intentions were goo4 but I never got to write to 
Meelean^Hunter. Yesterday I took a job as an associate editor 
of Together (©n, unfortunate name) ■, which is out out by, of all 
things, the Methodist Publishing House. ixt It was started by 
a former (back in the 80s) Med ill grad ab~>ut the time we were 
finishing graduate school. And.I’ve watched it since. It's 
been a pretty professional, slick job since its first issue.
And X was »©toitiijiad when they told me the circulation is now
800.000. It*s | monthly, aimed at Methodist families but carrying
very little theological stuff. They print 64 pages by letterpress 
a nd 16 I of. offs©t color .a. month.. . -1f| f*
The real joker is that their executive offices are in Park Ridge,
111., just 8 miles from Evanston and :2G minutes via one of the 
pew expressways from the Loop. They1re paying me 43,000 to start, 
plus #250 toward the cost of moving. And I ’m pretty rLeased with 
the whole deal, except that I hate leaving my happy little house

Bor!the- horrible job of home-hunting on the North Shore. This 
seems like a reasonable place to find out something about the 
magazine field, at long last.
Life is gonna be busy for a few weeks. I'm to start Sept. fe3, and 

| I hop© to spend the week of Sept, 16 tracking down living quarters^8 
Tom Jobson, balesgured managing editor of the Asbury Park Press, 
doesn't know anything about this yet, since it he-opened on a 
Saturday and I don't'goiback to work until Tuesday. I tried to 
get him before giving a definite answer, but he was out sailing, Sv 
and 1 figure it's just as well. Let him rest in peace a while longer 
The troops are leaving fast around here, and he should at least 
enjoy his Labor Day weekend.
So much for that. X had hoped to get some time off so X could - 
make it to Toronto. But they really wanted someone to start in two 
weeks, and the most I could get was three. Don't give up on me, 
though. I mean to get there before we all retire.
I have no idea what my address will be, but I'll let you know as 
soon as possible. I'll be here until about Sept. 15, and after that 
if you feel the itch to compose you can write me c/o 1X8 Stockton,
OB, and they*11 forward it.
ihen | get things straightened out I'll send you | couple of issues 
of the magazine. You may not choke too badly over it; it's pretty 
amazing for a religious publication.
I sure am glad you got here and my only regret is that it was kinda 
short. I hadn't quite realized how much X miss you--if that makes 
sense. I'll be very glad to leave this intellectual swamp; but 
I don't expect to find xany climate short of Toronto that will equal 
your prodding. But thep, you've known for years that I'm horribly



lazy and in dire need of being pushed, shoved, and irritated. 
Except that you didn’t man ¡ge to irritate me in the least on thi 
go-round.
I'm glad that you so thoroughly enjoyed the loafing and fishing. 
Burt, poor thing, wound up by mangling three fingers rather 
badly in the engine of his boat at the end of his v cation. I 

haven’t seen him since; he was in the hospital at the end of the 
week.
I trust John was impressed with the fish--under duress or otherw 
I’ll write again when I get settled.



68 Webb Avenue
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
September 1, 1963

You may have thought that you were going to be spared the annoyance 
of seeing me--at least for a while. But through a strange aulrk 
of fate live Just taken a job as an associate editor of Together,
' ;W;S’S SO0.000-circulation miracle of the Methodist PublishingiHousc* 1 start Sept. 23 and plan to be pacing nervously around the North 
■poi*e fthelweek of Sept * < -looking for a>piaee to call, homey
Ish* tilt, a! strange life? I Just .happened to write them I letter 
with no great hope af anything beyond a. little freelancing.Jpbmt* they needed help and my Medtll MSJ plus my 24-carat Methodist 
background seemed to be just what they were looking for. So I*m 
pleased at the chance to try the magazine field. I had been 
■inspiring .'Into jobs around hero, tool* but none had excited my yl l^p r e s t
So I*m beginning the process of breaking a lease and of deciding 
whether to move the furniture Ifve just collected in the lastBHl six months. When the movers give me an estimate I* 11 probably sell it on the spot.
lt*s gonna be a busy few weeks.
How did the institute go? I hope you*ve had a chance to recover 
in full by now, and to take a vacation. I suspect you did, because 
otherwise Leiand Case would hav° called you, rather than my fop-flung¿references.
Regards to all the family. 1*11 probably stop by Medill long enough ¡SI say hi sometime during the week of the 16th.

As ever



6.8 Webb Avenue Ocean C ro v e , H « J |  September 1, 1963

hhW ; Sa ra h I I S

Bldlyou ©at itiwith catsup or without?
We^ii! enjoy the'brief communique. Adrienne was here at the time
also. jShelcame down to see Peter, Paul, and Mary, who put on a
tremendoué show for a jam-packed audience at ConventIon Hpll on
theJAsbury Park boardwalk. ||M
Howsomever, all trivia aside, I’m a x e r e i sing my trusty typewriter
toecaus© I have 5news. I’ll Just bet<you thought I waan’t gonnaS
leave the dear old Asbury Park Press, huh? ;ffl (I’d begun to
wonder, top*)| Wait PeÎM while Adrienne waa here last weekend 9H 
I got a reply to an innocent little inquiry |i|l| written to a 
magazine called Together. Ït’s amonthly magazine.’"for famille 
and it’s put out by, of all things, the Methodist Publishing house. 
It also has a circulât - on of 800,000, which astounds me and which 
I didn’t know H  the time* Anyhoo, they said they just happened 
to be looking for an associate editor', ! and. they rbally ̂ planped-.tb|| 
hire.' someone with 1(F yebrsj■..experience., but what 'the- heck, theyldH 
consider me anyway« So I filled , ou% two monstrous application 
forms and .sept samples . ||p| ■ * .,v./: ; /; ■ .h.;■, /d : fhi;||';■■ 9 ;■■ ..■,■■ ;
To make a long story short, I took the job yesterday, after a couple 
of days in which the executive editor end the editor increasedÉthë 
magaz îné f s telephone bill cons id orably.
How the joker to this whole thing is that the editorial office suc» 
is in Park Ridge, lu the grand old state of Illinois, all of 8 miles 
from Evanston. I mean to tell ya, I*m really broken up about the 
whole thing* (The one thing that does bfeak me up is the breaking 
up of housekeeping, fer goodness sake.)
■Soiwheh you ' come home 'tor ■ Christinas, vadation, mebbelyou ' can' find 
time to give me a first-hand report about college life, Stanford 
style. I start work there Sept. 23, and 1 plan to spend the week 
of the 16th looking for a place/to live. Éÿÿi Qboy. I’ve gone 
through this before.
Meanwhile, I hope you passed inspection on your arrival at (^Hare, 
and that you’re having time to unwind and rewind. I’m very glad 
you got to stop here on your way home. Where do you plan to spend 
next summer? | i | f j | , ! d j  Tt.f ̂
Regards to all your family.



D U D L E Y  A . W H ITE, 
P u b l i s h e r

H ERM AN  S C H A A F S M A ,
G e n e r a l  M a n a g e r

E s t a b l i s h e d  1830

The Reflec to r -Herald
Published by Reflector-Herald, Inc.

E V E R Y  W E E K D A Y  A F T E R N O O N

NORWALK, OHIO

September 9 , 19&3

M EM B ERS: IN LAN D  
D A ILY  P R E S S  A SSO C IA TIO N  

OHIO N EW S P A P E R  A SSO C IA TIO N

Miss Carol D, Muller
68 Webb AvenueOcean Grove, New Jersey-
Dear Miss Muller:
You’ve got a bucketful of ideas and I’ve got a deep well,
I received your application in reply to my ad in Editor and Publisher for 
an editor for a small Ohio daily. I think you are the kind of p r seal I am 
looking for.
Before I go farther, perhaps I should offer a little identification. I 
have a six day afternoon paper at Norwalk, Ohio —  population about 13,000 
industrial and agricultural community. The town is located half way between 
Toledo and Cleveland, about fifteen miles from Lake Erie. It t«©s settled 
through land grant right after the Revolutionary War, hence we have Norwalk, 
New London, etc. Just a point for orientation. Norwalk is no city with 
bright lights. We have the usual schools, the usual hospitals, the usual 
everything. I am looking for an unusual editor to turn out an unusually good
paper.
The Reflect or-Hera Id is a six day afternoon paper, circulation a little over 
5> 000. We are located in an old building but most of the inside is new. We 
have a five man editorial staff with full dark room facilities plus Scan-a- 
graver reproduction. All told there are about twenty-eight employees.
With this letter I am sending you a few days supply of newspapers. I offer 
no criticism of the papers. If you are the kind of person I want, you will 
be able to tell me what is wrong with them.
Now to confuse the issue a bit. We are part of a small operation of three newspapers, of which I am publisher: As mentioned, the Ref lector-Hera Id; the
Sandusky (0) Register, circulation 23,000, seventeen miles up the road; and 
a morning, evening and Sunday situation at Kingsport, Tennessee, circulation
about 27,000.
As you can see, the Sandushy paper is Norwalk’s biggest competitor. It sells 
about 1,000 papers a day in the City of Norwalk and puts out a good bright 
sheet every day. I do not protect either paper and each must stand on its own
merits.
If you are interested, this should be expanded at interview.
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P u b l i s h e r
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G e n e r a l  M a n a g e r Published by Reflector-Herald, Inc.

E V E R Y  W E E K D A Y  A F T E R N O O N

NORWALK, OHIO

September 9, 1963

Miss Carol D. Muller - 2
While the Norwalk paper is well established and is not a losing proposition, 
it is still a small newspaper, with all a small newspapers problems (and 
freedoms)*
I note in your application you are making $11*5 a week and expect a raise.
I would be less than frank if I were not to tell you that the $125 so adver
tised can be raised a bit but not up to your expectations from a raise at 
Asbury.
We are a young organization. I spend most of my time at the Sandu&y paper 
although I do live in Norwalk, tty newspaper there is run by a Mr. Herman 
Schaffsma, age 53f who acts as general manager. He is an old news editor 
from Michigan who has been reconstructed into a general manager in Ohio.
We have very definite ideas as to coverage, pictures, presentation and layout. 
We believe in a bright package, which we do not feel we are getting. We have 
no sacred cows and while we are after the hard news we also want good features. 
While the Norwalk paper is small, we feel there is no reason why every page 
in it should not sparkle with a real readership appeal. To implement this I 
need a wide awake energetic managing editor, to be in complete control of the 
staff.
After reading all of this, I hope you are still interested. I would appreciate 
comments from you. Also, I would like to know more about you. I am pleased 
with your writing style but I would like to know a little bit more concerning 
your experience in layout and handling of editorial personnel. Also, you 
mention that you have studied photography to some extent but have been away 
from it for some time.
In reply, please write to me at the Sandusky, Ohio Register. And, if you are 
still interested, give me some idea as to when we could get together for a 
personal interview.

DAW/g



112 Stockton Avenue 
Ocean Grove, New Jersey 
September 12, 1963

Mr. Dudley A. White, Publisher 
Sandusky Register 
Sandusky, Ohio

Dear Mr. White
Between the time I answered your E&P ad and the time I received 
your letter, I was subjected to a whirlwind recruitment campaign 
by Together magazine, that 800,000-circulation miracle of the 
Methodist Publishing House. They offered me a job as an associate 
editor, and I took it. It’s an excellent opportunity, and I start 
work Sept. 23 in Park Ridge, 111.
I must admit, however, that I experienced a twinge of regret when 
I got your letter. I believe I would have liked working for you.
I agree that the Reflector-Herald needs work, but it certainly 
has potential,and I’m among those newsroom slaves who is hankering to direct an editorial staff.
This is one of those rare times when I’m sorry I can’t try two jobs 
at once, but I’m afraid that the commuting between Park Ridge and Norwalk would be taxing.
So all that I can do is wish you success in finding the right person 
to fill the spot. Some day, when you are again looking for a top 
editorial person, perhaps you’ll let me know. In a year or so I’ll 
know whether my future lies with Together.

Sincerely

(Miss) Carol D. Muller
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January 5, 196U

I’m back at the same old plac e after 11 days at home, during which I mostly 
concentrated on beating the fatigue« Y'know. After four days in the rocking 
chair I began to rock* I’m sure I haven’t been so utterly beat since exam 
weeks of old. Or maybe it’s just old age* However it goes, it was a welcome change. I like NJ~-even Ocean Grave* For visits*
Your envelope arrived with the sad little sticker attached? Sealed by the U*S. 
Post Office, or some such* Your letter was still aboard, but nothing else.
So we laughed.. .both at your comments and the envelope, and we haven*t seriously 
discussed it since* We will, though--after Ivan’s parents go back to Montana 
(this weekend), and my house gets back k into semi-order (various college kids 
used it during Christmas vacation! I hadn’t had a chance to do anything but 
heave things from place to place for several months, and now the landlady has 
lost her zoning variance request and my xkm sm sink and stove have been taken 
out! I can use hers xtome while she’s spending 3 months in Mexico)! and I get 
back from a trip to San Diego, lias Vegas and San Francisco* That’s scheduled 
for Jan. 20 to Feb. 1 and I can hardly wait, Hsa Whoopee. Now and then this is a first-class job.
Back to the subject once at hand...we appreciate your efforts— even the ones 
that were lost. And I honestly don’t know what the heck we’ll decide, but I do know that I intend to get to Toronto somehow during 1965).
The enclosed Together has a pretty good section about the population problems. 
I’ll be interested to see what you think of it. I had nothing to do with it, 
but I did hear discussion as it was being planned and executed. We’re also 
waiting to see ’idiat reaction, if any, we get from our readership. I did the 
color pictorial on Newberry Center. Typical of our production problems, I 
researched it and wrote it the last half of August. Oboy. Well, go ahead.
No need to be polite. (Why start now?) I’m not entirely satisfied with it.
Other than that, there ain’t much in this issue.
More later. How goes it with you?



January 18, 1964

Dear Peg
Well, itfs about time. I hope the Christmas rush is finally over;
I'd like a bit of dull old January right about now. My folks did 
arrive on schedule for Christmas, then went on to California for 
the Rose Parade and to see relatives. It was 85 there on New 
Year's day. Hmpf. Last Monday I went to the airport to see them 
for a couple of hours between planes. Only they wound up by staying 
two days because there just wasn't hardly no way to fly into NY. 
Fourteen inches of snow at the good old Shore. I didn't mind having 
unexpected company; it was not having the house cleaned that 
shattered my image. I thought I'd put on a pretty good show for 
Christmas. Well, that's the breaks ^nd they didn't complain.
I spent Dec. 27-Jan. 2 at Ohio University, covering an intetnational 
et student conference. This was the quadrennial meeting of the 
National Student Christian Federation--3,000 students from 78 
countries. I was darned near flabbergasted, because I didn't know 
anything about the k group. I didn't know, for instance, that 
$he conference four years ago had provided fch& some of the impetus 
and quite a few of the people for the first sit-ins. The civil 
rights meetings this session, held in optional time, drew about 
a third of the kids. And I had a ball, even though I did have a 
cold that sorts walked off with my voice. Actually, for all that 
work, I wasn't given much space to write about it, but I'll send 
you the march issue when it comes off the press so you can see 
what I did. That's the best we could do with it--and a page of 
stuff already set had to be lifted to make room for it. I also 
did a story for the kixmswthi fortnightly (how's that?) ministers 
magazine, Christian Advocate, but I'm not happy with what the 
copyeditor did to it, and I've made that absolutely clear to all 
involved, including the top editor. She said, spitting red pencils.
And our new top editor seems like he's gonna be a good guy. Last 
week he asked for staff memos on how khx Together could be improved. 
And bright shiny new me, having been there 3i months, typed out 
3g- single-space pages of criticism. 3cxkh The hopeful thing is that 
staff and editors seem to be in agreement that more depth and less 
fluff is what's needed, and I think v/e have a fighting chance of 
getting it. It's an exciting prospect, anyway. The good old 
Methodist^, who started out as a church devoted to social concerns, 
may get themselves a magazine also devoted to it. I must admit that 
the more I learn about this church the better I feel about it. They 
have less dogma than just about anybody this side of the Unitarians, 
and although segments of it have gotten just too fat and happy, 
there still is concern for a lot of vital problems. A lot of the 
Southerners and some of the others have to be dragged along screaming, 
but that's part of the fun, I guess. In organization it's 
second only to the Catholics, and that means it's over-organized, 
as far as I'm concerned. Even the darned Methodist directory 
doesn't help sometimes. I wanted to get some information about 
camping, so I wrote to the director of the Commission on Camp 
Activities of one of the boards. Only it turned out that the



commission is concerned with military personnel. We have a 
Commission on Cultivation and Propagation (that' s approximate;
I never can remember exactly), and that has nothing to do with 
gardening.
The new regime at Together is cutting down on some of the 
internal red tape, and has announced that xsxiataM staff writers 
will get to take more trips and that manuscripts will be bought 
more ta selectively. We really have some uglies on hand; we need 
no more. There are also supposed to be frequent staff meetings, 
of which I'm in favor. For its whole existence this place seems 
to have worked by interpoffice memo. Incredible.
Thus far I'm enjoying myself. I've hurt at least one copyeditor s 
feelings by blowing my stack over her lousy job, but the bosses 
keen saying they like my work, and I don't give a damn about the 
peons. I do give a damn about making this a good magazine. It 
has the ptstfe potential and it has an exceptionally good staff, 
and now is the time to ta do it if it's ever gonna get done.
On the tax home front, the social life is about as crazy as it is 
humorous. Two old friends just sorta appeared out of the woodwork 
around Thanksgiving time, and interesting long-distance relationships 
are developing.' One of them is with a fellow I worked with here 
a couple of summers; he's from Montana and still likes the West 
but he's working in Decatur right now. He wangles^ Chicago 
assignment at least once a month, which is right nice. He s 
supposed to be here Monday, and I'm supposed to get dinner at 
Don the Beachcomber. The other is in Denver and it happens to 
be of all people, Dick Howe. I hadn't seen him for six years, 
and in the meantime he'd gotten married and divorced. He was 
here for Thanksgiving and. I manged to get very little sleep.
He’s about 10 times xsxitarispjx as intriguing as^he used to be
,,nd I can't decided whether it' s because I'm getting soft in the
head or whether it's that we’re both older and smarter. He says 
he'll be back for a week in March. I don't know how long these
games will keep up, but I'm having a good time after 0.0.,
where the interesting men were all married and had to be kept 
at arms length (more or less) .
So what's new with you“ 
good looking magazine.
you've wrought. 
’’Stop Thief:f. is

You might 
wonderful.

and was thinking, "More, 
not to have my car stolen, adventures. They're great

I like the Jan/Feb. CM. 
I was just reflecting on

Nice cover, end 
all the changes

well be proud. And by the way,
How did you get it? I got to the end 
ore." He doesn't have to tell me how 
Just let him tell me some more of his 
I liked the blurb, the explanatory,

box, the art work--everything
Regards to John. Mow'd the education of an educator going? And 
how are you doing under the academic pressure?



Apt. 501
1410 Chicago Avenue 
Evanston, 111. 
February 5, 1964

Dear Norm
Believe it or not, I still haven11 caught up '«ith myself. I did 
get the last couple of pictures hung in the living room a couple 
of weekends ago, though, so I'm feeling fairly settled and civilized 
now. The apartment's great--it only hurts in when the rent's due.
A high-rise near the shopping center, a few blocks from the lake 
and the university, and practically on top of transportation (As 
anyone.could tell by listening to the L thunder by.)
I have to commute half an hour to work every day (each way), and 
that and a 40-hour week lengthen the working day considerably, but 
I don't really mind. I like the job, by gosh, and that's saying 
something. Since a few weeks after I arrived,we've had a new 
editorial director, and others have been promoted in a series of 
musical-chairs games. All is for the good, and this thoroughly 
mediocre, though pretty magazine, is going to have some depth, 
impact, and zip soon, I do believe, the ideas of the editorial 
director and the editor seem to correspond with mine (not vice 
versa, you understand), and I anticipate an interesting year. We 
have a fighting chance to do some interesting things--I think, I 
hope.
I've been doing writing and rewriting; and more rewriting than I'd 
like. This magazine does so many things backwards that it's amazing. 
For example, the photographer has been about the only one to travel, and he takes notes that are then used to write a story. So I get 
his notes, plus correspondence and other junk, plus a finished layout 
which may have everything prepared--including the headline.
Sometimes there's a story, and sometimes there isn't. Often I have 
the feeling that there really jls a story, but the only way
to get it is for a reporter to go and report. Groan*. This is one 
of the things that I think will change under the new management. 
Heavens knows I'm being my usual obnoxious self and am being 
outspoken about it. They sent me to an international studnet 
conference at Ohio U. between Christmas and New Years. And they 
liked the stuff I came back with, so that's a good sign.
I've discovered a few old friends who are still in the area, and 
then there are a number of new ones. Some of my former summer 
students stop here, too, not infrequently, and it's entertaining.
I wonder if I groaned and griped through college as muchas some of 
them do? And such problems! Hah. Little do they know they'll 
never have it so good again.
I'm wondering how the NY papers are doing, now that Christmas is 
over the the midwinter slump has set In. I haven't seen anything 
about it in E&P lately, but that may be because I haven't been doing 
an exceptionally thorough job of reading it.
Have no idea &x about when I'll be back in N.J.-~but I'll probably 
get there sooner or later. Meanwhile * have a good year.



February 14

Dear Peg
I guess you know by now that one way (just about the only one) to 
get a Huick answer from me is to ask an urgent question. Not that 
I'm too much of an expert about teaching jobs in San Francisco, 
except to know that they*re hard to get because everyone else wants 
one too.
However, the place to write about qualifications is Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, 2 721 Capitol Ave., Sacramento 14, Calif.
That address is three years old, so here's hoping. ' Tell them what 
kind of teaching certificate you're interested in, and you'll get 
back a little printed form telling you what kind of records to send. 
Then they'll analyze the courses and send you another little printed 
form telling you what you need to be certified. Probably lots; I 
think they require stuff like Calif, history. The simplest kind of 
teaching certificate to get is the one I've got--junior college.
Well, I dunno*, I think they've changed it since then. 3y now you 
may need a master's degree and a semester of practice teaching--not 
much else. I had to take some other stupid, uselless course, but 
I did the whole bit in a semester. But primary requirements--th t*s 
another story.
As for getting leads on teaching jobs, I think the California 
-Education Assn, has a placem nt service. That means you'd have to 
be a member, I guess, and that costs money, but no harm in inquiring. 
Don't know the address, but they're bound to have a Sacramento office, 
and it might get to them with just that much address. I think they 
also have a student teaching assn, within the main body; cheaper, and 
maybe John, being in school, would be eligible. Not sure If you 
have to jesHR be attending school in state or not to benefit from 
these .
Besides San Francisco, tir re are many towns around it that could be 
surveyed for jobs. (Get out the old mimeograph machine, and a good 
map.)
As for you--I sisMxfcx didn't get too impressed with the opoortunities 
in journalism around there. The SF papers are lousy; best one, believe 
it or not, is the Oakland Tribune. But, again, there are many small 
papers in the area, and every now and then I see E&P ads for SF area 
small dailies.
The pay for teachers is good--darned good, for the most part. The 
junior college where I practice taught (Diablo Valley; over the hill 
from Berkeley) had a range that went up to $10,000 after 10 years for 
a classroom teacher. That's somewhat higher than most, tho, I think. 
Cost of living tends to be high, too.
What else do you want to knwo? Most of the information I once had 
is now lost or strayed. I remember, for example, that Fairchild 
Publications has an office there, but who wants to work for Women's 
Wear Daily, etc., etc.? There's also an association of trade papers



there that has a newsletter where they kindly run a graf about people 
who want jobs. CanTt remember the name of it, but Fairchild could probably hlep with that.
Sorry to have confused your reading habits; the next issue of Together 
will be on its way to you shortly. Fascin ting cover, and also 
a pic of an equally fascination stain glass window right inside the 
front cover. I can hardly bbhx wait to see what blackmail you
dream up for the Ohio U. story--oboy • I also did the news story in 
the front about the same xtsl̂ s subject; the rotten thing about the 
hospital babysitters, and the backbook color piece on the African 
college. The last two were done from junk collected in folders.
$ell, that’s the way it goes. Dick xxyxxhs remembers you--or says he 
does. I think the place I met him (though my subconscious won1t let 
me dwell on it,)is at the Meades. The only way I can even make the 
connection is that he knows the Andersons (ho. ho. That should bring 
back memories.) Anyway, Dick is short, and outspoken, and he never 
did have much hair, and he ain’t improved that none), and in some ways 
he’s shockingly like my dad (who still has lots of hair). You’d know 
him if you saw him, tho I dated him mostly senior year. Anyway, he’ll 
be back at the end of March* I have no idea about whether 11d marry 
anyone. If I would, it might very well be him. He doesn’t fit any 
of the stereotypes, and that I like. Meanwhile, just so I don’t get 
lonely I’m having a fine time with good old Ivan, former institute 
counselor who is now an edtiroial writer at Decsturw--and brilliant 
in a very quiet and very funny way. He manages to get a Chicago 
assignment every few weeks. Good old Evanston. Yuk.
I’m impressed with this "his and hers" fireplace arrangement. In fact 
I’m insanely jealous. I don’t get that kind of thing in my threeBroom $170 a month joint.
I’m glad that that’s at least e happy turn of events In what sounds 
like a hellish winter. It has been balmy and unbelievable here since 
our one cold snap ended a couple of weeks before Christmas. Things 
have been $oing beautifully for me; I keep waiting for the sky to fall; 
I just can t be this lucky. Of course, I don’t know what the hell to 
do with my life; that causes me a twinge now and then, but at least it keeps me inter sted.
More staff changes at the office. More people being promoted and 
dirculated. Every editor on both magazines (5) has changed in the 
4g months I!ve been around. All for the good, I think.
Oh yes; you said your boss wonders how to get a magazine job in the 
States. Well, I wrote a letteer that landed at the right spot at the 
right time. Purely dumb luck. But that was after a year of looking 
and answering ads in the Sunday NY Times and E&P. So tell him I don’t 
know any easy way. Just start writing letters.



Xpril 25, 1964

Dear Sara
This is one of those afternoons I'm'trying to do everything (because 
I've been more slothful than usual of late and haven’t accomplished 
muchof anything). So while the clothes are getting the living 
daylights whirled out of them, I’ll try to bring you up to date a bit.
The Methodists are about to convene in Pitts burgh for that quadrennial 
madness known as the General Conference, and it should be a relatively 
peaceful couple of weeks in the office. It should not be peaceful in 
Pittsburgh, what with proposals to integrate the church, as well as a 
chorus of voices in dissent. One interesting facet is that the 
Negro bishops aren’t at all sure that they want their separate 
jurisdiction altered, because they do, after all, have certain special 
privileges that might be erased in the choas of reorganization. Ah 
well. Tune in again next month, and see what happens.
At the moment I’m working on a special section wd plan for the fall 
(and that means it’ll have to be all finished in July). It’ll focus 
on some of the projects college students have been initiating here 
and yonder to help their communities, the ’’culturally deprived” 
(marvelous cliche), and such. I’m getting one of the ex-cherubs to 
write a story on NU’s Lawndale project, which s is inner city tutoring. 
We plan to cover one of the summer service projects sponsored by the 
National Council of Churches--probably voter registration in Washington 
There are a group of Wesley Foundation kids at the University of 
Indiana that are keeping a little poor-white church going, and I’ll 
be romping down there in a few weeks. It could be interesting, from 
the point of view of the motivation of the kids who are doing the work. 
We’ve sort of been intrigued with the success of the Peace Corsp 
(which we won t mention, except maybe in passing), and in these 
home-grown projects. Seems like an interesting pattern--though its a minority one. Got any suggestions or comments?
The job goes OK. Some good days and some not so good, but it’s fun 
to try to get this magazine straightened out. Which we seem to be 
doing, at least to some extent. I’m suffering financially from the 
high cost of living in Evanston, but I’m willing to stick around for 
another year, just to see what happens. Running around in the back of 
my illogical mind is still the idea that I’m gonna have to try teaching 
one of these days. Next spring I may start looking. But then, who can plan ahead?
You? What are you planning, now that the school year’s almost over? 
(How about trying Chicago--I could use some help paying the rent.)
When last heard from you had enough irons at least partly in the fire 
to sink a battleship. Although with your love for Austin, I thought 
maybe you’d stitek around and enjoy the scenery until you wound up with a XXMMX Ph.D after your name.



I don’t know whether there ere any TOGETHER© in the dark corners of 
Austin, so I'm enclosing the comment I wrote about Athens. They 
gave me a whole page--great1 That1sthe best they could do and still 
get it into the March issue, which came out Feb. 15. I still can't 
■get used to the ghastly time lags. It's such an overwhelming 
handicap to making anything timely that we hope they'll eventually 
change the production schedule so they have one last-minute 
signature. But I'm not holding my breath.
I went down to Nashville a few weeks ago to talk to the church's 
Board of Education (much of Methodism is besed down there, as you 
may know). I discovered on my ramblings around the city that they 
have a full-size model of the Parthenon sitting in the middle of 
one of their parks. Ever seen it? I was impressed, to say the 
least. They brag slightly that if the Greeks want to see what 
their Parthenon really looked like before it got blown apart, they 
have to come to Nashville to do it. Of course, Nahhville advertises 
itself as The Athens of the South. Hmpf. I was there days, and 
I swear I saw the place. Hermitage and all.
My folks plan to be here May 8-10. I can't figure out why they're 
coining, because they'll be spending as much time negotiating turnpikes 
as they will visiting me; I guess it's that they think I'm never 
going back to Ocean Grave. I.sorts do plan to, tho, over July 4 
weekend--and I'm looking for a couple of New York assignments to help 
pay the way. Meanwhile, I'll be glad to see the folks here, and I'll 
be equally glad to get my summer clothes, which have been languishing in their basement.
Do let me know what's doing. How are your folks?



1410 Chicago Avenue 
Evanston, 111.
April 26, 1964

Dear Barbara and Jean-Michel
I could swear that you owe me a letter, but whatfs a letter between 
friends (it’ll be plenty if I don’t get an answer to this one!).
Anyhoo, spring is almost sprung, Evanston is getting habitable again, 
and I suppose I’ll come down with a severe case of laziness at any 
moment. I find that as I get older I improve somewhat--last ni^ht I 
remembered to turn the clock ahead. Happy daylight saving time.Do you have such a thing in France?
Last night I was flipping the FM dial, and I accidentally came 
across the proceeding of NU’s Mock Political Convention. So I 
listened awhile while they nominated Lodge. I don’t know who came out on top for vice president; I decided that sleep was to be 
preferred. Lodge seems to be the man of the hour,'which is rather 
humorous, since he’s sitting over in Viet Nam. while the other 
contenders are running around here 5a in a snit of frustration. I’m 
looking forward to the Oregon and California primaries; it should be quite a summer.
Life in Evanston keeps^careening by. I expect my folks May 8-10.
They re planning to drive out, catch their breath, and drive back.
I don t quite know why they’re doing it, except that maybe they 
think I’m never going to get back to Ocean Grove. Actually, I hope 
to do that little thing on July 4 weekend. I’m thinking seriously 
of taking the T-Bird back and selling it while it’s still worth 
something. I don’t use it much here, except to get to work, and 
I could do that by bus, I wonder what it would fe&l like to be a 
pedestrian again after all these years. I’ll also be glad to see 
the folks because they’re going to bring all my summer clothes.
I just keep hoping we won’t have a heat wave for the next couple of 
weeks. The family’s fine, as is Ocean Grove. They’re planning to 
enclose the side porch with jalousies, so they’ll have another room which they could use. I never could figure out, tho igh, how they 
could find so many things to do with one small house.
The work’s going pretty well. There are some chores I don’t like, 
but somehow I begin to doubt that any job is entirely ffee from them. 
ile ,re improving the magazine by gradually taking ou; some of the junk ;nd replacing ;] t with better articles. We work so far ahead that the 
improvements are slow to show, but they’re beginning to now. I’m 
enclosing a small sample of my more frivolous assignments. I went to 
Nashville a few weeks ago to see the Methodist Board of Education 
people. Much of Methodism is based there, but the thing that impresse 
me was one of the city parks, that has a full-sized and reassembled 
Parthenon standing smack in the middle of itt The brag modestly that 
if a Greek wants to see what the Parthenon looked like 'before it was 
blown up,he can come to Nashville. It’s truly impressive; much more 
so than Andrew Jackson’s home, the Hermitage, which is the area’s big tourist attraction.
I'll be going down to Bloomington, Ind., in a few weeks to write a story, and with any luck at ail I'll figure out a few other things



to get me out of the office. I haven*t been able to figure out 
anything in Paris, thol (And the way the travel budget isn t,
I probably never will.)
When are you two coming for a visit? I get all of one week s 
vacation this year, and I have that scheduled for Christmas.
The Methodist Publishing House has medieval personnel policies. 
Bah. However, since most of the olidays fall on weekends this 
year, I still can arrange a few interesting projects.
Oh. Guess who I saw at a Theta Sig meeting downtown a couple 
of months ago? Ruth Burgbacher (spelling?) I remember her a 
a slightly plump, rather plain looking, dark-haired girl.
Well...she works for a hairdressing magazine now, and is she a 
gajEk fashion plate*. Her hair is a rather nice shade of blond 
and swept up and back very stylishly, and she is not the slightest 
shade overweight. We had a very pleasant conversation, and she 
asked about you, so I gave her a brief rundown of what you d be 
doing since college. She is still single and lives at home. I 
think she travels a fair ala out as part of the job.
OK, it *s your turn. Duxst off that New Year’s resolution, huh?
I hope you*re enjoying your home, and that allis well.



July 15>, 196U

Dear Peg
How’s summer in Toronto— and do you get the feeling, like I do, that no civilized 
person should be working from June to October? There weren’t many summers that I 
didn’t work, more or less, at something, but I sure do miss the change of pace.
Nevertheless, things are tolerable here at the office, and Evanston has verged on 
the frantic at times, with people coming and going* No one you know, as far as I 
can remember* Things have now settled down, I trust, to a reasonable hum* I’ve 
been brave enough to submerge myself in Lake Michigan a couple of times* It’s 
no ocean, but it’s not as cold as I’d remembered it, either* Went to the opening 
of the NU summer theater last weekend (by the side of speech school)* They did 
Cyrano and, while I always have a hard time getting used to anyone but Ferrer 
®± (is that spelled right) in the role, they did a pretty fair job after the first 
act. In the background was the steady hum of the bulldozers on the lakefill* They 
work pretty much night and day, and if a good, raging storm doesn’t come along, 
they’ll soon have their new patch of $10 million land*
As far as the current issue of Together goes, it doesn’t show the improvement I’d 
like. But things are improving, as you will see in future issues* The proofs 
I’ve been reading are cheering both from content and layout - -every now and then 
there’s something with a little white space in it* A major achievement* Page 
13 of this one is the latest of the new Viewpoint series, and the first signed 
by the Editors* This is quite a departure, and a good sign* When it comes right 
down to it, I didn’t do much: Unusual Methodists on p* 30j The Stork..*on p* 5?,
that gawd-awful hymn series (which ends in November, I’m ecstatic to report, and 
the backbook Gold Rush Ghost Town*
Right now I’m plodding away at the October special section on college students*
I was told to plan it, but I’m also writing most of it* No complaints I 3bc rather 
enjoy the whole thing. We’re having a sticky time trying to get coverage of the 
Mississippi Voter Registration project, but it's coming along. In fact, without 
really planning it that way the emphasis of the section is going to be civil 
rights, and what few southern Methodist readers we have left will probably raise 
hell and cancel subscriptions* Another step in the right direction*•• We are 
getting timely and relevant, as least h to the extent the miserable production 
schedules will allow. And I may yet get used to writing things two, three and 
more months ahead of time, but I doubt it.
So write and let me know how life goes* Regards to John, too*



July 15, 196U

Bear dishwasher
Thanks to the head of our research department, your file has just wandered back 
to me, and I’m sitting here chuckling over your, ah, biography. "My mother made 
me*“ hmpf.
It looks like your story is all set to go. Wish I could say the same for the 
rest of the college section. (It’ll come out Sept. 15, by the way. Just in 
time for you to go back to Medill with a status symbol clutched in your dishpan 
hand.) Nothing like starting junior year with a status symbol. And I hope 
you *ve gotten paid by now.
We’re fighting the battle of trying to get coverage of the Mississippi Summer 
Project, and somehow we’re gonna make it, even though we’ve run into all sorts 
of mags. What we wanted, see, was a picture story of some nice, cleancut 
Methodist student who is spending the summer irating the Mississippians. So 
we sent a guy from Black Star— a Baptist minister who must not spend much time 
ministering— down to Greenwood. H© sends back 10 rolls of film which are now 
in the process of being developed, and today we get from him the explanation of 
who the main subject is* a ̂ ^-yosn-old SWGC staffer. He’s also a Methodist 
minister* s son (and you know about them), and he* 11 be gotk going to Brandéis—  a good Methodist school, oi vey— to work on a Ph.D in the fall. I think that’s 
all very nice and I anticipate quite an exercise of writing-arcund. The editor’s 
comments •*! wonder if he’ll have a beard. "
Then we asked SHOCK (oops) to have one of their people take a picture of one of 
the campus ministers I met in Atlanta and who worked in Vicksburg a couple of 
weeks. So this guy from Jackson SNOG hq. sends a roll of film and tells us he's 
got a picture story and it’ll cost us $75* Good luck to him; we may buy one 
pic, if we can find one good enough. He’s a lousy photographer; about like me 
with a Rollei.
Oh heck* It’s fun. Much more exciting than the GOP, which is fast making a 
Democrat out of me. Damn!
No time now to tell you the odyssey of Karen’s travels. Maybe you've heard from 
her; if not, I’ll try to bring you up to date in the next letter. Meanwhile, 
what are you doing. Bid you wind up working where you thought you would? Are 
you doing any writing, partying, sleeping? WRITE.



1410 Chicago Ave ., Apt. 501
Evanston
November 5

Dear Peg HkSSH
■I didn’t intend to drop out of sight for a couple of months, but 
I sure have been running all- the way with no success in catching 
up with myself. If the address looks familiar, it should. I ’m 
right heit door to ye olde Pembridge, in one of the new high-rise 
apartments. It’s nice, but it oughta be. I’m paying 1170 for 
three rooms. That shook me a little; I remembered Evanston prices 
were outrageous, but- I spent about five days visiting everything■in 
sight, and the stuff they wanted |l20 and $130 for> 1 wouldn’t live 
in. Not no more., I’m happy with the place-,J and now that my furniture 
is here and the drapesr are up, it almost looks like home. The moving 
van was delayed--naturally--so I spent the first" week in the apartment 
on a borrowed a ir mattress", and when I wanted a .d1* ce to sit it was 
either the John or the kitchen sink. Ho, hoy That was after two 
weeks in the North Shore Hotel.- Interesting little odyssey.' And for 
the first time in my life, on my way to Evanston, “I walked out of a 
motel and left a suitcase behind. It reached me by railway express-5 
just three days later. Then I had the little problem of my house in 
Ocean drove, which wasn’t rented when I left. I had used up seven 
mbnths of a two-year 14ase, and I could'see- winter descending with • 
the,place empty. That probably would mean no tenants until spring. 
Howsomever, my good, gremlin must have been at work because it was 
rented in mid-October, so I lost only a month’s rent on the deal, 
and I’m.practically ecstatic . : ’ ®  ■ ;|
So. muc^ for the trials of moving. Let it only be said that, I don’t 
recommend this kind of caper unless you’ve got lots of money in the 
bank. Actually, the $250 that the magazine allowed me for moving 
expenses covered moving Van fee plus $25, so things could’ve been 
worse • ; u f ;
But, gee, am, I glad to be here. We woii t go into'that, because I 
know how, you feel, and vice versa*. But I feel like I’m back in 
civilization again. There are all sorts of interesting peoplerabout, 
and I find myself enjoying every minute of it. I hope I never wind 
up in an. Ocean Grove, NJ again.
One of the reasons I seem to find no time for anything is that I 
work half an hour longer a day, and spend an hour commuting. Three 
of us have formed a car pool, which means there’s not much strain 
involved--just time. There are things that need doing; fo example, 
I’m typing in semi-darkness because I haven’t bought a light yet.
Ah so. I *ve .seen a few old friends; not many. I did see Buck walking 
down the street one day; at least it looked like him. But at that 
point I was so busy thinking about an apartment that I didn’t even 
react. A few nights later some crazy bicyclist nearly got his by 
swaying out in front of my car, and that turned out to be Frank 
Robinson, who I likewise didn’t stop for a chat. He, wouldn't remember 
me from Adam nohow.



Now down to the essentials * I’m starting the sixth week on the job, 
and so fur it’s been very interesting. It seems to me I remember you 
saying something about using a system at York where everyone’s notes 
on a story are collected for use of the next person. That1s what 
they do here. Red folders for full-length articles, pink for 
subfnatures, and-blue for pictorials. They have a series of 
abbreviations that rivals the great U.S. bureueracy.■ AoH (article
0 hand), HA (hobby alley), APS (article-in-process-suggest!on) , etc |, 
etc., etc. I’m still reeling. Then there are all sorts of different 
colored memos for specific uses, ; and if you write a letter, you have 
to do at least three carbons (f ur if you-want one yourself.) As a 
result\ I’m becoming a champion postcard writer. After all this is 
partially digested» the work can begin. Theref a a lot of rewriting, which i was warned about. I don’t mind most of it,, although one day
1 had to prune some of Woodrow WiIson* s prose, and I thought I ■ had. a 
lot of nerve even to- attempt it. I have to do the monthly hobby 
story, or at least make arrangements for ft, and other than that
I; do, whatever comes along the pike. I’m about to get a .chance to 
do a story about old Charlie Schulz of|Peanuts fame, and that 
oughta be fun . I ’ ve done a sn&xifns succession of other stuff from 
subfeature about the coming Methodist General Gonference to a 
pictorial about, a skyscraper church. All this has been by ' ay of 
fat folders of material; rarely does anyone get out of the office. 
Just to add interest, the editorial director, whofs the top guy and 
the one who hi red: me , has just announced his resigna ti on and beep / 
replaced by the editor of the Christian Advocate. I feel like I ve 
arrived at the end of an era, because that1s the guy who started■the 
magazine seven years ago. It may be all for the best, because he’s 
used up his genius, and tufehxfHxx further progress may be possible 
as we veer away from some of his quirks. He edited the Rotarian for 
SO years, and some of the sthffithinks the magazine sounds too much 
like a service club publication. In addition, he was a nut on 
history--in the extreme. So it’s kinda:wait-and-see. I!ra ■learning 
plenty, am having to adapt my writing somewhat to fit the magazine' 
format, and am having my copy e ited for the first time in years.
They seem to be fairly satisfied with.most of what I d o, a nd I’m, 
glad to be learning about one part of the magazine business. So 
far so good. %fil
Let me know how you’re doing, and how John likes being a student 
again.® I promise a fairly quick answer to your next letter. I’m 
about to get out of the woods, I ti think.



2308 Hartzell St. Evanston
Sunday, Dec. 8, 1964

Dear Peg
Where were we when the rush of events re-Interrupted? Can’t remember 
precisely, but let me try to briefly roundup (that should be two 
words, shouldn’t it) some of whatfs been happening. I'm sure, to 
begin with, that your glad to see that I haven’t done anything as rash 
as get a new typewriter. I figure a husband will be enough of a change 
for a while; no use upsetting the rest of life completely. When you 
get letters typed on the other one you should just assume that Ifm cheating on office time.
Good old Thanksgiving came and went with a whoosh. My folks came--to 
get better acquainted with Ivan and to meet his father and grandmother, 
who came by train from Montana the week before Thanksgiving and will 
stay until early in 1965. 1 cooked Sunday dinner for them the first 
time I met them, which I think is a record for some kind of courage.
His dad has been sick--emphysema, If that’s the way it’s spelled--and 
has been sort of semi-retired for a few years. He was a ranch foreman 
and, once long ago, a sheep herder. They now live ih Hingling, Mont., 
a town of about 100 people where everyone seems to know everbody’ 
else’s business. A small town like all small towns..* Anyway, thKFKix they are nice people--no sweat about inlaws.
While everyone was congregated we got the wedding arranged. Ivan set 
the date, actually, since he has Air Force reserve duty and a magazine 
assignment to fit in, too. So we’re planning on the day before Easter 
Saturday, April 17 at 2 p.m. in Garrett’s little Howes Chapel. That’s 
one way of keeping it small. Hah. The place seats 60, and we don’t 
intend even to fill that if we can possibly avoid it. Short and dry 
reception following at the Orrington, and that's that. We're not 
sending out Kifcyx either invitations or announcements--just writing 
to the people we want to invite. So you can consider this the 
invitation. As you asked. Now you may decline, asf; I suspect. As 
a matter of fact, I wish you would, because if you play things right we’ll b® come to see you the next week.

9

Ivan and I were looking over our wholly inadequate mlaps last night, 
and we think we’d like to go north from here to Saulfc St. Marie, then 
flown through Ontario--along the Lake, or Is it Georgian Bay?--and 
back via Detroit. I suppose it’ll still be earmuff leather in 
Apriib but, sigh, we only have a week, and neither of| us wants to plan 
the kind of marathon trip that uh, San Francisco or ¡New Orleans or 
some place would entail. Besides, I was delighted wfien he showed up
with maps of Canada; I'd ® like to spend at least a |ay in Toronto.Well, I d like to do better than that, but we haven't? figured out 
the mileages, etc. Now...whet we need from you is advice about where 
to go and what to see in the general area around the Canadian side of 
Lake Huron. What we’ll do is go north after the wedding for a couple 
of hours, maybe as far» as Milwaukee, then really begin the vacation 
the next day. Like, Happy Easter. If m you think we ought to go in 
some other direction, let us know. We * re open to suggestions; we’d 
just like to see some of the countryside. And the Hymans. Ivan read
your last letter, by the way, and didn't flinch (outwardly at least)
over accepting you as a member of the family. Even after I explained



Brave fellow.you somewhat.
In the flurry of getting through another quarter at school, Linda has 
kinda chickened out on writing to you, but I'm gonna back her into a 
typewriter some time and have her do it. She's too interesting to miss. 
I also spend a couple of hectic weeks before Thanksgiving playing 
foster mother to another former cherub--a girl from Shreveport who 
went to Smith on a scholarship, but lost it, despite her brilliance, 
at the end of her sophomore year. The trouble is with the family-- 
her mother is mentally ill and from the sound of it should have feiHKH 
had extensive care ynars ago. She's all but ruined Karen, and there 
are two other kids, 15 and 5 I think, who are being ruined. Anyway, 
Karen went home in the fall at her father's request, arranged to 
share an apartment with a friend there and go to the local college, 
where her dad is PR man. A couple of months of that convinced every
one, including her mother's doctor, that it was the worst thing 
possible. So one weekend I got a call, asking if I could give her a 
place to stay until she got a job and a niece to stay. So I did.
She's temporarily doing a drudgery job for NU, trying to bank enough 
to get back to school somewhere--and hiding from her mother, who 
doesn't know where she is. She's legal age and OK from that standpoint, 
but her mother makes life so miserable for her even by phone that 
she's just lying low. I can't do much, but as it turns out I'm the 
only adult arouhd who she can talks to much, so I lend an ear when I 
can. Ho hum. Life is nev^r dull. I feel pretty bad about this one, 
because she's out and out brilliant, and just as erratic. She ought 
to be in school, and she ought to be getting the kind of psychiatric 
help that she needs, and admits she needs, to get herself untangled 
from results of growing up in that household.
Meanwhile, besides my job and teaching job, running a hostel, 
entertaining parents and future inlaws, seeing Ivan at least six days 
a week, and trying to Christmas shop, I ain't been doin' a thing.
I'm going home From Dec. 23 to Jan 3, and I'm going to crawl into
the woodwork, eat, sleep, and read. Except I know it won't be quite 
like that.
Oh yes. I learned today that the sink and stove have gotta go. I 
may have told you that there was a zoning violation involved, and the 
city refused to give the landlady a variance. So they'll be out by 
the time I get back from NJ. Since the landlady and her buddy are 
gonna be in Mexico fou about three months, I can use there kitchen 
meanwhile, and when they get back we’re going to check on a portable 
dishwasher and some tabletop cooking equipment. She's g&x offered to 
fix things up to keep us here (it's nice to feel wanted) and we're 
willing to give it a try since the rent, and lack of a lease, make it 
exctremely desirable from our point of view, at least for a while.
Life in Evanston has just not calmed down since I got back--I promise. 
And I rather like it, though it does get a bit overhectic now and 
then. I won't be teaching winter quarter, so the two nights a week 
Ivan and I have usually been devoting to that will be spent propped 
up on the couch, reading and relaxing. Of course, we do have to do 
some furniture shopping...
Still haven't gotten to the literary crticism. TOGETHER will have to 
wait a little longer. We're going out for dinner, and I want to get



2308 Hartz8ll Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
March 7, 1965

Dear Aunt Bessie and Aunt Venie
Since everyone seems to beat a path to your door, I thought I would 
write to you and let the others look over your shoulders. I Just 
wanted you all to know how much I enjoyed seeing the relatives. The 
hospitality was, as it has always been, overwhelming, and I do wish 
some of you would give me a chance to reciprocate some day--but I can 
easily see why you prefer the California climate to Illinois or New 
Jersey. Did you know that while I was visiting you I missed one of 
the worst ice storms in the history of Chicago? I’m told that people 
were skating in the xfcx streets, on sidewalks, and even on x lawns!
And some suburbs were without power for days. I chortled happily at 
having avoided it, but since then we’ve had quite a bit of snow.
Trying to get my car out of ray landlady’s garage one morning I got 
stuck in snow and, while trying to rock the car out, it leapt 
backward and smashed into the garage. The car came out without a 
scratch, but the garage was in rather sad shape. However, it has 
already been repaired, and I presum my insurance will pay for it.
The Joys of winter!
I’ve been busily writing the articles that I was gathering in 
California. The ones from San Fransisco, where I spent a hectic 
but rewarding week, will appear in the May issue; the San Diego 
story Is scheduled for June and the Las Vegas stories for August.
I returned with a suitcase full of notes, but now they’re getting 
to manageable proportions and I have only the Las Vegas stories 
left to write.
Meanwhile, I’m trying to decide what I should be doing to get ready 
for the wedding. April 17 is getting close, and I seem much too 
leisurely about the whole thing, bufc since it will be a small wedding 
I’m missing the doubtful pleasure of a lot of traditional preparations. 
A couple of freinds have wanted to give me showers, but I’ve declined 
with thanks, saying that we would much prefer inviting them to dinner 
some evening. Now, if I only had a kitchen! We have done a little 
looking for another apartment, but nice ones at moderate price are so 
hard to find around here that we’ll likely accept the landlady’s offer 
to continue to use her kitchen. And I have a few electrical gadgets 
at hand so that I can mike breakfast and dinner in my own apartment 
without too much trouble. It is rather peculiar to be without 
a sink and a stove, however, and I don’t feel too kinkly toward 
Evanston and its zoning code.
Mother and dad are planning to arrive on April 13, so mother will 
celebrate her birthday here, which is a nice bonus. I’m taking off 
the week before the wedding and the week after, and I’ll get paid for 
it even though I have no vacation coming. How’s that for a wedding 
present! Ivan is maintaining his usual calm and, considering the fact 
that I inherited the Dean nerves, I’m doing remarkably well so far. 
Keeping the wedding small does help, I think.



I do wish all the family: could be here but, as I!ve been telling my 
far-flung friends, I.think it*s really better to get together when 
there will be more time to visit than is customary at a wedding.
Before too many moons, I hope we11 1  have a chance to get to California.
Best regards to everyone*

tv\



March 7, 1965

Dear Folks
There are still traces of snow around--and probably more to come-- 
but I!m thinking of spring, say April 17 or thereabouts. I continue 
to suspect that there are dozens of things I've forgotten to do; 
just can’t figure out what. A week ago yesteday was one of our few 
nice days lately, and I marched down to Chicago to buy me a dress 
to get married in. As I started out, I told myself it would not be 
white or sieeveless— so, naturally, that's what 1 finally bought, 
after an exhaustive search. It isn't a wedding gown, however; just 
a simple, spring dress. Jeanne Baldwin called today to say she'd 
found a dress she liked, and she asked me to come out and see it.
So I shall do so on Tuesday. She said it's peacock blue, whatever 
that is, and I figure that it’ll be all right, because there isn't 
much that would clash with white. My mother has herself fixed up 
with a blue silk print, so I guess we’re pretty well in business. 
That's the basic fashion news, grandma, which I thought you'd be interested in. Progress is being made;

My parents will arrive the evening of April 13, in time to 
celebrate my mother's birthday the next day. Mother said some time 
 ̂ago that she would send me a list of things I should be doing, and 
when it didn't arrive I asked about it. She explained that since 
they were coming earlier than they had originally expected, she 
figured she'd have enough time to feet me out of whatever predicaments 
I’ve managed to get myself into by that time’. I hope you'll also 
be able to come far enough ahead of the wedding to have a good visit. 
You are both missed.
As far as events connected with the wedding, we are determinedly 
keeping things simple so that no one will fcsxsc wind]}up worn out.
There will just be a short rehearsal at 6:30 Friday evening, then 
dinner.
I’ve just finished a day of puttering about in my non-kitchen. I’ve 
been doing just about all the cooking at Ivan’s apartment since the 
landlady came home, but now we’ll fix things up so we can survive 
here--at least for a while. It looks like we’ll accept her offer to 
continue to use her kitchen to prepare dinner. AndiIf I can get a 
hot plate up in my apartment, to go with the electric frying pan she 
already gave me, we’ll do all right. This week we began scanning 
the ads for apartments, but we doubt that we’ll find anything that 
we like and want to pay for— especially without a lease. Nevertheless 
we’ll do some looking; never can tell what will happen.
That pretty apron was such a nice surprise. I'm saying it for some 
special entertaining after April 17. | j \|  § p
We'll see you soon. Meanwhile, if there are other pertinent wedding 
details you’d like to know about, just let me know. By the way, I’ve 
asked to have a subscription to Together sent to you. L<pt me know if



2308 Hartzell Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
March 7, 196b

Dear Hazel and Doug
I?m so glad you’re coming! And since you111 also have a chance to 
visit with Doug and family, I don’t feel quite so conscience stricken 
about luring you away from the Florida sunshine. Will you bring 
some of the grandchildren? We’d be delighted to have as many as are able to come.
In case mother hasn’t given you all of the details (which seems 
unlikely), the wedding will be at 2 p.m. on April 17 in Howes 
Chapel, which is right on the Northwestern University campus.
To be technical, it’s part of Garrett Theological Seminary, but 
the two are synonymous. The address is 2121 Sheridan Hoad, and 
it’s really quite hard to miss once you’ve gotten to Evanston.
A reception will follow at the Orrington Hotel. And, of course, 
we hope you’ll get here a little early and will have time for a visit before things get too hectic.
I’m enclosing a piece of map which may help you. I think Doug will 
have better advice for you, since they sometimes come to Chicago.
I’ll let him at least get you as far as the Indiana toll road, and 
if he disagrees with my instructions from there, by all means take 
his advice. You can either come through the city of Chicago, or 
you can take the Tri-State Tollway, which I’ve outlined in pencil.
The Tri-State is longer, but the time it takes is about the same, 
and I think that for people who aren’t used to the = rea, it’s less 
confusing. You should get off the tollway at Dempster street 
exit, and go straight east on Dempster street until you get to 
Evanston. You should begin looking for the Dempster exit after 
you pass the signs for the O’Hare Airport exit. It’s a couple of exits to the north of the airport.
If any questions occur to you after you get to Fort Wayne, you 
can call us here. My number is GReenleaf 5-4308. I had originally 
thought that if you came you might like to come a day early, stay 
st a hotel here, and join us for the rehearsal dinner on Friday 
evening. I suppose that if you plan to bring some of the kids you 
might not do that, but if the idea appeals to you (it would be 
somewhat more leisurely, after all), please come ahead. In fact, 
you might say that I’m pushing the idea!
I keep thinking that there are things I’m forgetting to do. Mother 
was going to send me a list, and when it didn’t arrive I asked what 
happened to it. She said that since they were coming earlier than 
they originally expected, she figured she could solve all the 
problems once she got here. I’m In favor of that! I found myself a 
dress last week, after searching about 20 stores. Whew.. When I 
started I told myself it would not be sleeveless or white, so of 
course that’s what I bought. But It is just a nice ps springtime



dress--nothing fancy. Ifm trying to be determinedly unfancy and 
uncomplicated about all of this so everyone-*-inclu ding me--will 
be able to sit back and enjoy the proceedings.
Ivan, who is ensconced in the couch and is reading, as usual, 
his regards, too.

sends



2308 Hartzell St. 
Evanston, Illinois 
March 7, 1965

Dear Sara
This time, at least, I have some news for you, and after you pick 
yourself up off the floor, I'll welcome your reaction. Although 
it still surprised me a little to be saying so, I'm planning to 
get married--on April 17, to be exact. (When we set the date, we 
didn't realize that It's the day before Easter; but it is, all right.) 
It's sort of an all-institute type of ceremony, and you are, of course, 
most cordially welcome to swell the ranks if it should appeal to you 
and your working schedule.
The man in the spotlight is Ivan Doig, who was an institute counselor 
for two as of the same five years that I was. After that, he firifted 
in one direction and I in another, but when I got back to Evanston he 
was working in Decatur as an editorial writer, and he began coming 
to Chicago about once a month (I thought It was simply to get away 
from Decatur, which is a pretty dreary place). Last July he came 
back to Evanston as an assistant editor of the Rotarian--he*s a 
radio-TV major who has yet to work in the field. He's from Montana, 
and since Evanston is somewhat central for our families, we're gonna 
get married right here. On campus, as a matter of fact, in Howes 
chapel. Remember that? The little chapel along Sheridan Road?

The place seats 60, which surprised me, but itJs still the 
smallest thing round and we figured that scheduling it there was 
the first and best way to keep the planning modest. So it will be 
mostly local freinds. Ben Baldwin, who now runs the institute y'now, 
and t his wife will stand up with us. Various cherubs who are still 
in school here will no doubt be on hand, and it will be as simple and 
informal as we can possibly devise.

Actually, I'm tending to suggest to people who live elsewhere 
that they'd perhaps rather come a little later--for a weekend or 
whatever--when it'll be a little easier to visit. As for you, you 
were planning to come long hkkm ago, so how about blowing the dust 
off those plans and rescheduling them? Unless we can find something 
we like better than my present apartment, we'll be here for a while.
Even though the city of Evanston has made the landlady take out the 
sink and stove from my kitchen--which has been here 20 years but 
which never had a permití Drat. But she's offered us cooking rights 
in her kitchen, and I've got a few gadgets that make it possible to 
do a little in my own, so we're not suffering too badly. It's kinda 
like full-time camping out.
Meanwhile, back at the job,.I've been busier than ever. At the end 
of January I spent two weeks on the West Coast--San Diego, Las Vegas, 
and San Francisco--ahhhhhhh'. Not only was it a good trip in all 
respects, but I manged to miss the world's worst ice storm that 
throughly clobbered the Chicago area. Did you get any of it in Tulsa?
I came back with five stories, and subsequently was assigned the 
writing of another one on California. I told the dditor I've decided 
that I'm the associate editor In charge of California dn and controversy



I’ve managed, of late, to get a number of readers mad at me-- 
especially those of the fundamentalist and Tightest variety.
This I did with a little »h&xpsjkr one-page rticle, "Making It 
Tough for the Hatemongers,” which was essentially an editorial 
upholding the FCC’s fairness doctrine, advising pe pie what steps 
to take when they hear slanderous broadcasts, and taking aswipe 
at the John Birch $»xai Society. You can imagine the res? onset 
Which please me, because apparently it hurt in the right places.
For the current i- sue I put together statements of three Methodists 
who call for a review of traditional Methodist college drinking 
policies, and that is also causing a minor riot. And there’s more 
to come... Life is fun these days* The California stories include 
one from a jail, one from the Las Bgga Vegas strip, and a couple 
from San Francisco, where a Methodist-backed foundation is digging 
into all sorts of city problems, including race and sex. They also 
underwrite a campus minister who has been in the thick of the FSM 
in Berkeley. Like I said, I had.a ball. Rig$it now I’m trying to 
think of a way that Together can say something meaningful about 
morality--and most particularly, sexual ethics. I’ve sat here with 
my mouth open lately as various students have come to tell me what 
they’ve been up to. The thing that strikes me is that they don’t 
seem to behaving any fun with the sleeping around they do. As one 
of them told me a couple of weeks ago: I’d like someone to give me
a good stiff lecture. Obviously, I was the one who might have done 
it, but what to say? About all I have to offer is the pragmatic
view that I’ve never known anyone to come out ahead for having done 
as they pleased. And I have not, in any of the religious journals, 
seen anyone come up with a meaningful statement about morality.
If you have any comments on this, Sara, I’d be glad to hear them.
I don’t know If what I’m seeing is atypical or not. I think not, 
but I can’t prove it.
Still copyediting, or have you broken loose into some reporting by 
now? Or, for that matter, are you still in Tulsa? I’m getting 
itchy to try some p black and white photography again, but I don’t 
figure there’s much use until I get some pi ce where I can put in 
a permanent darkroom. Obviously, that isn’t stopping you. But the 
thought of having to set up and tear down everything, every time I 
want it, is frightening.
Give my regards to your folks, and let me know about coming for a 
visit.; By the way, Ivan probably will go.back to grad school a year 
from September to begin work on a Ph.D in history (U.S.). If you 
happen to know any particularly strong faculties in that area, we’d 
appreciate knowing about them. After we stagger through the wedding 
and life presumably clams down, he’ll start investigating. We 
haven’t any definite ideas at the moment.



I’m glad the June issue has arrived so that I have an excuse to take time 
but to write you a letter. By the looks of the table at home that contains 
all the thank-you notes yet to be written, this is by far the most efficient 
method4 We planned a small wedding, y*know, and didn’t send out invitations} 
just notes to a few people in this area who we thought might like to come* 
However, the word do get around, and we wound up with more than 5>0 presents—  
many from friends of the folks. ’Twas kind of them, and I appreciate it, but I’m still a bit overwhelmed.
While oft that subject, I’d like to know what kind of crystal ball you’ve got*
I not only like that Hibachi, but I was going to go out and buy one. Had I 
told you, and did you figure it out from what I said about the kitchen 
situation, or what? Anyway, I*m delighted} eorae enjoy it with us on our 
marvelous back porch. I appreciated your tele gram-type note, too. Igpess you knew I would, or you wouldn’t have bothered.
I’m happy to report that the wedding went off just about as smoothly as I 
could have imagined. No, that’s not right. I couldn’t even Imagine that 
it would be that good. About UO people were there— including Betty McCraith 
and husband. Howes Chapel is really a delightful place for a wedding, and 
even the semi-obnoxious Orrington Hotel shaped up and provided a nice, 
low-key reception. I thoroughly enjoyed the whole thing, although my matron 
of honor is still kidding me because I flaked out and took tranquilizers for 
2li hours beforehand. I don*t think I would’ve needed to, but I figured I w as 
gonna enjoy this, by damn, and no Dean nerves were about to stop me.



After it was all over we left t he families to clean up the debris and flew 
to Washington, where we mingled with several million other tourists and the 
national convention of the DAE* The Washington Post played them straight, 
and it was downright entertaining* It was a good week, too, because we took 
our time, walked all over the place, went to a couple of Senate subcommittee 
hearing, tramped through Georgetown and a number of parks, ate at marvelous 
restaurants, and in general did what we pleased, when we pleased. It was 
Just what we needed* By the time the week was over I was ready to come home, 
and in fact have enjoyed the time since even more*
I’m tempted to say that I doubt that any two people ever had a less traumatic 
start to a marriage* I’m still waiting for the ax to fall; surely it can*t 
really be this good all the time* Or maybe it can* I’m willing to give it a 
chance, anyway*
What we really need most right now is a giant shoehorn— to try to get every
thing into place* We don’t have the room we’d like,but we keep thinking of 
all the money we*re saving with great glee*
I had a lettdr from Barb before the wedding— she* s expecting a baby in October 
after undergoing surgery last fall* Willie is golfing around India, and the 
rest of the world seems to be pretty quiet*
How about you?? We’ **8 frying to get the housekeeping chores straightened away 
so we can investigate and buy some camping equipment* Also, Ivan’s got a lot 
of traveling coming up, so I’m going to spend about weeks this summer as an 
office widow* Ho hum; before we were married, I was the one who was busy 
traveling. He’ll be at the Rotary convention M§y 19 to June U— I’ll see him 
briefly in NJ when I go home fbr Memorial Day* Then there’s two weeks for Uncle Sam’s Air Force (again, In NJ) at the end of July, and a business trip 
to Canada (northwewt) in August.
What are you two planning for the summer? How about a trip to nice, 
farimx breese-cooled Chicago?



2308 Hartzell Street 
Evanston, Illinois 
Hay 19, 1965

Dear Evelyn

Greetings from the loverly Midwest, where the; flowers are finally in bloom end leaves have at lajst appeared on the trees* There is yet hope (but I’m convinced 
I’ll never get used to the winters)! I’ve been married a month and am already 
a convention widow— Ivan left today for 2|- weeks at lake Placid, NT and 
Atlantic City you-knpy-where• This is compliments of Rotary International, 
for whomH he works as an assistant editor of the Rotarian magazine* v I ’ll be 
flying home for the long Memorial Day weekend, and will see him briefly then* r: 
Meanwhile, maybe, just maybe, Í can get the apartment in order* I!ve never 
had to make room for a husband before,,and believe me, it*s quite a challenge«;. 
But worth it*
We*re both delighted with your gift* After much preliminary hemming and hawing, 
and judicious use of the dictionary and more knowledgeable friends, we decided 
the animals are kudus* We leave the final decision to you. ???? Do you 
know anything of the backgróund— what kind of wood it* s made ffcoraj where it wap 
made, etc.? Dad took the two detached kudus home with him so that he could have 
the bases drilled and leaded, and then we’ll use them for bookends* We seem to 
have too many books for any two people, and even with some brick and board 
construction we*re stillfighting for space. (A few nights ago Ivan took a 
nice ig thick book out of one bookcase, and I jammed three others in before he 
could get back to it•) All this is meaning to say that we greatly appreciate 
your thoughtfulness, and the choice was a particularly good one for us* Besides 
that, it’s a real conversation piece*
The wedding was small and, surprisingly enough, went off without any traumas*
I expected that at least I*d have a few, but instead I thoroughly enjoyed, 
myself* I think-the most nervous person around was ray mother, and she didn’t 
have anything to do but sit there* Most of the liO or so people who came are 
local friends, many of whom are connected with the university*Since it was 
the professor of journalism who runs the summer institute who introduced us 
(he hired both of us for the staff in 1961 and 62), we Invited him andhis 
wife to stand un with us, and they seemed to appreciate the gesture* We 
started the whole procedure by reserving one of the smallest chapels in 
captivity. It* s on the No thwestem campus— really Garrett Theological 
Seminary — and they say it holds U8 on the ground floor and 12 in the 
balcony. I doubt the balcony figure, but fortuanately we didn’t have to use it. 
Anyway, after a week in Washington D.C. with about a million other tourists 
as well as the national convention of the DAR, we have returned to our jobs 
and have begun all sorts of planning for things in the future*
Right now we’re assembling camping equipment in anticipation of some hiking trips 
We don’t want to go to campgrounds,xknc which seem to be getting as crowded as 
the cities, so we’re buying packs and just enough equipment to be carried in 
them* Then we’ll do trail camping— and probably get lost first thing* We hope 
to try it out in Wisconsin, then eventually get into the real scenery in the 
big, wide West*



Ivan, who is from Montana, promises me a trip there as soon as we can arrange it 
After all these years, I*ve finally found the ideal excuse to see the Northwest*
We have all sorts of projects in the works, but none of them are firm enough yet 
to talk about them with any assurance* I imagine we'll stay here another yearj 
after the t I wouldn't predict anything*
Meanwhile, I'm enjoying my job and have just finished a ’group of articles that : 
I researched daring a trip to the West Coast at the end of January* The 
articles are appearing in the May, June, and August issues, which is pretty 
typical of the planning ahead we have to do* The assignments were in San 
Diego, Las Vegas, and San Francisco, and I couldn't have been more pleased 
because a favorite cousin and her husband and family live in San Diego, and 
in between I wedged a weekend in Pasadena into the schedule and saw all kinds 
of other ..relatives (16 for Sunday dinner, and that* s just the ones who could 
make it)* Las Vegas doesn't excite me, but I spent only a few days there and 
then went on to San Francisco for a week* I still love the place arid sometimes 
wonder why I left. Except I know why I left. It's a long way from New Jersey, 
and journalism jobs— good ones and even bad ones— are not easy to find there*
I have an interesting friend there, a Ph*D in chemistry whom Î got to know at 
Wells, and she and I had several delightful dinners in some of San Francisco's 
marvelous restaurants* Also got a couple of good stories there with which to 
shake up the troops— the Methodist ones, that is* TOGETHER is changing 
radically from a "pretty* magazine to one that still pretty but also has 
something to say* We are hitting the area of social concerns very hard, and 
it's great fun and also creates many‘interesting letters to the stiskxest editor* | 
For a while there I decided that I was the associate editor in charge of 
controversy and California ¿ Just for fhn I'll send you a cdpy one of these 
days* Feel free to comment; we get sorta far out on a limb somtimes. But 
at least it's stimulating* *
I'm -wondering what ycmr schedule is® My mother -forwards brief communiques 
about you each time she sees your folks, but I hope I'll have a chance for 
a full report when you get home* Since you have other friends in this area 
why don't you make a swing in this di.recti on before you go back to the 
classroom? It's not far, especially In comparison to your recent travels.

The new name is wrs** Ivan Doig, and if you can neither spell nor pronounce it, 
fear not* Your in the majority.



2308 Hartzell St*
Evanston
Hay 20, 196$

Dear Sara

Xfye been married a month and already P i a  convention widow* Courtesy of
IxueTO3vi???1# Ivan left 3»«terday for lake Placid, N.Y., and after 

10 days there he 1 1 go to the national convention at Atlantic City, where 
the attending members of the Rotarian staff will work feverishly to put out the July issue— 10 days beyond deadline.
He can’t get rid of me that easily, however. I»* flying home for the Memorial 
Day weekend (bathing suit hopefblly in hand), and 1*11 see him for part of a 
day while he shuffles between assignments* Hi there, fella*
That’s a mighty fancy developing tray you sent, Sara. Seriously, I’m impressed 
with your good taste (i.e. like mine), and we both appreciate your thoughtful
ness* Many thanks for that and the good wishes. Some day we’ll have us a 
custom built house, complete with a cathedral ceiling with hand hewn beams-
and your silver dish will have its own place of honor. Dream big, I always say.
Bight now. we're concentrating on gathering some camping equipment, n̂d since 
our primary idea is to see the scenery and get away from the mobs, we refuse 
to have anything to do with campgrounds. went to the our doors show in 
Chicago, and it was like Times Square indoors. Ugh.) So it’s strictly 
trail hiking, which means backpacking. I already had a pair of hiking boots 
and a mess kit. Ivan didn’t even have that5 he explains that when he ran 
sheep and cattle in Montana, they’d poddc have the trailers already in place 
at the end of the day’s drive. Wild West. Ha. Therefore, we’re both 
pretty green, and swimming through the mountains of equipment that everyone 
wants to sell is quite a challenge. So far we’ve either bought or ordered 
ab^t half of the basic stuff, and we hope to be able to head for a 
weekend’s tryout in Wisconsin around the end of June* He promises me a 
Montana vacation as soon as jrahfe possible, with camping at Glacier, and that 
V® looking forward to, just a bit. We’ve bought some of the new freeze 
dried food, which is expensive bat amazingly light, and we’re gonna see how 
we like it. The meatballs (exterior) look like a can of sterno and weigh 
next to nothing. I’m afraid to open them up. Supposedly, you just add water 
and they spring back to original, right out of the grinder, condition. I’m 
skeptical, but not Skeptical enough not to try. The real kick of this whole 
thing is to g try to keqo things light enough to carry. Ever do any? If 

helpful hints are appreciated. So far our best leads have come from 
a friend of mine in San Francisco, an avid Sierra Club member who now owns a 
jeep station wagon that has built-in gear. That’s so she doesn’t have to 
carry it from her third floor apratment. She has some fancy stuff, like a 
Coleman stove, for use at base camp, but basically she’s a backpacker, too.
As for the apartmont, what 1 need most right now is a large shoehorn. There 
mus| be room, somewhere, for all this stuff. I never tried to make room for 
a husband before. It’s challenging. And worth it. I determined 1 was going 
J° £e%iots of chores done in his absence, but I just got home last night, took off my shoes, and eased myself onto the couch when the phone rang.



It turned out to be an ex-cherub and her fiance, both seniors at NU, sa ing 
"Can we com© over?” So they did, and we spent a delightful evening talking 
up a storm— and the apartment looks worse than ever* Tonight another 
former cherub has invited me for dinner at her new apartment* I think this 
is a conspiracy, but I like it*** Most of the kids we know around here are 
juniors and seniors now, and they’ll be moving an along in a year or so*
So will we, probably, but it’s been more than interesting to watch them 
negotiate the pitfalls of college life* Some of them have done pretty well, 
and then there are a few who I sometimes wish wouldn’t tell me as much as 
they do about, their problems* It isn’t that I’m not interested, but i feel 
pretty helpless sometimes* 'tlhat on earth do you do when a kid comes over and 
tells you she and her boyfriend have VD, and asks if what she’s clandestinely 
doing about it is OK. I’m left speechless, not really out of surprise, but 
because VD is one of the jade problems I haven’t had. Well, that one seems 
to have turned out all right, no thanks to me. But when I hear enough of 
these things inarrow* as I dtd a few months ago,' I begin to hurt a bit and 
to wonder if there isn’t some constructive way to approach the various 
problem®. Maybe it’s that I’m just showing ray age and have forgotten the 
messes I’ve manged to get into (but no$ I don t think ya forget/, and raaybe 
the difficulties are valuable ±x experience. Anyway, I’m still thinking of 
some kind of approach to suggest to Together, and I ain*t come up with anything I like*
Meanwhile, on other fronts, I’m about rudy to take up a few pleasant 
pastimes a ain—-like reading and maybe, x come fall, taking a course*
I’m afraid I’m going to be asked to teach one again, and it’ll be hard to 
turn down, but I’m beginning to feel like I need some stimulation* What 
I’d really like to do Is to start on some English lit* Honest* First of 
all I’ve got to get organized and get these eternal chores out of the way* 
(Nexrt week?) There just doesn’t seem to be enough time, ever, and the 
longer I live the shorter it gets. Just to make things ridiculous, I 
don’t seem to be able to get along on less than seven hours sleep* 1 may 
petition Congress to lengthen the day| there doesn’t seem to be any other answer* *
Life in Tulsa sounds tolerably busy, too* You take interesting canine 
pictures— no# send some samples of reviews* And do consider coming up in 
the fall or whenever* It’s a heck of a long time since we’ve had much chance to settle the world’s problems• We have a nieebackpnrch, and if 
you com© while it’s still warm (hurry]), we can dangle our feet over the 
railing and cook hamburgers on the new hibachi. Some mental image, huh?
Hegards to the folks* How are they?



July 23, 19(6

Dear Barbara and Jean-Michel

If I wait until I have a chance to writ© to you it* 11 never get done, so I think 
1*11 just start new, courtesy of the Methodist Publishing House, I hasten to 
report that I’m now safely and happily married and, except for an occasional 
involuntary slip when Ihave to blurt out my name in a hurry (xtadtibs well, shucks, 
it was Muller foran awful long time), X seem to be fully integrated into the 
new life* The wedding turned out to be as simple and enjoyable as planned—  
more so than expected*, for no traumas* And your telegram waa much appreciated 
by both of us* A ocuole of days ago I sent you a picture that waa taken by one 
of the jou rnali ssr students we knew* We didh’t have a commercial photographŝ :., but w© had -a mt$k nu.#>er of amateur ones around and the results, while not 
technically perfect, are thoroughly entertaining* When you pome for the visit 
that X insist on, you *11 be subjected to the whole batch* The picture, by the 
way, was sent first class, so heavens knows when it*ll arrive*
Last Saturday Ivan had left at the crack of dawn for a day of service with the 
Air Force (he*3. in the reserves until aug* 19631), and I was lazing about the 
yam house, trying to clean up the week Is supply of chaos, "when the phone, rang* 
At the other end was Ĉ relyn, much to ray delight andsurprise, They had just 
gotten into town arid were about to tour the new lakefltlleampus, so then they 
carae and ha d -ItEnch — I 'persuaded them" to -come t*adk. for supper oh our
back porch (Peg sent a jhxjtachl fbr a wedding', present, 1 and* |i*lTgetting a whale 
o a workout), and I invited® few other people bo we had a real party out of 
it. They said they*d been visiting Billfs family in Texas'and Oklahoma, and 
had also camped out in Big Bend and elsewhere and had taken an awedV Scott into 
Carlsbad Caverns* It must have taken initial courage to padk a lii-raonthold 
and camping gear into one little Volkswagen and take off for the West, but they 
said he bad been wonderfhl and that they’d stayed a month instead of their 
intended two weeks, Carely thought he was being a little rowdy while they were
her®, but I diibift at all, and if that’s the worst she ever gets I imagine 
she’ll be thoroughly spoiled by the time the next ono come3 along* He’s 
cute and well behaved and X was mistily impressed* It also, struck me, since 
I hadn’t seen them since their wedding, that Carely and Bill have matured about 
10 years worth since than. She also seems a lot more relaxed than she used to 
me, and that’s no siiallj accô lishrasat with a small boy afoclt. So that’s my firsthand report, and you’ll no doubt also be getting one from her, giving an 
impartial judgment of IVan, Tou can’t expect that from me; f think he’s great.
We had Bill and Carelyn unpack their tent, because we’re buying camping equipment 
and I remembered that theirs carae from France and was a good one, Ivan hopes 
that we can get by without a tent this summer, then buy one before next year. 
We’ve already gotten most, of the other basic backpacking equipment, and this 
weekend we’ll make the first trial run into Wisconsin, We hope for a second 
weekend early in August (shear July is xhaariS shot by Air Fearce duty, etc), hen 
late in August we plan two weeks in Montana; one week visiting Ivan’s relatives 
and one camping in Glacier, Meanwhile, I’m trying to figure out when I’m going 
to get organized for this weekend, I find that this working life doesn’t leave 
much time for all the other things that would be nice to do.



This week Ivan expanded his time by getting up at 5>i 30 to study Russian, He had 
quite a bit of it in college, and he wants to keep it in goodshp shape. I 
admire his will power but I can't quite manage to emulate it. Besides, he has 
the advantagê  he says he can train himself to get along on just about any amount 
of sleep. While he was in the Air Force he got abcwt *> hours a night and it 
didn't seem to bother him. On the other hand, I seem to need 7 to 8 to function 
with anywhere near effeciency. Sigh. So there are lots of things that just 
don't get done around the household, particularly since we use the landlady's 
kitchen after she’d done with it, then I make lunch for thenext day, and by then 
it's base 8t30 or so* Nevertheless, it's a great life and we do insist on 
giving priority to things like walking along the Evanston lakeshore, and taking 
off on weekends for expeditions in the greenery of the great beyond. I fear 
that we'll both be forever straining at the bounds of time, but I'm sure 
that's far preferable to being bored (I certainly can't imagine how anyone could 
possibley have time for ¿hat.)
Carolyn says you*re doing very well, Barbara, and I was glad to get an up to date 
report. She also told me about your folks latest trip, which sounds fascinating. 
If this letter should reach you while they're still visiting, please pass along 
my regards and tell them that we'd love to see them next time they co$© through 
Chicago* Neither of us like Evanston winters much, but xa&± we figure we'll be 
here for a minimum of another year, anyway*
It's time for me to quit goofing off and get back to work* Oops. One more 
thing* Got a letter from Peg not long ago, and she and John are going to be 
heading for the Caribbean in July. Both have quit their jobs and I gue ss the 
idea is to wander around and freelance. She really didn't give many details 
although I knew they were thinking along those lines. ibboaipaKiari they had 
said, earlier, however, that this was on their minds for next summer. Well, 
they probably got fed up with Toronto and just decided to clear out* She said 
they're flying down, which made me breathe a little easier* The original 
plan was to buy a boat and sail it dawn. Egad* I've read and written too many 
stories about amateurs being lefct at sea between the New Jersey coast and the 
Caribbean islands* I also got a letter from Gail this s&k week--she doesn't 
know I'm married but she saw my picture and byline in last October's TOOETH R.
She now has three girls and a boy and has been working half time for a suburban 
newspaper, covering a growing town and getting into all sorts of mischief* Now 
she's working for a governmental agency (can't remember which one) half time, 
getting paid well, she says, and enjoying it much* She says she makes enough 
money so that she can hire a well qualified person to take care of the kids*
I'm not sure whether I think that's a good idea or not, but anyway she sounds 
very happy and maybe it's better to have a happy semi-working mother than a 
frustrated hausfrau*
lour turn* Do you think we could manage a letter every month if we really set 
our minds to it? We could debate Vietnam policy or something (that is, if we 
could first figure it out)*



By now I’m betting that you’ve discovered how to teach composition* You don’t 
say anything until the end of the fist assignment, then ±k you spend the remain
der of the semester or year bawling them out for the incredible mistakes they 
repeatedly make* Last year I turned my reporting lab into even more of a 
workshop than usual— pacing the aisles, commenting as they wrote, making them 
tear up stuff they’d started* Do you get a chance to cfo thatf I withy envy 
you the assignment, though? I’ve been wanting, for quite some time, to design 
a basic writing course for aoqpoqg freshman, not Just journalism freshmen*
TTsing journalistic principles, of course, and making assignments short, so the 
teacher can handle them, but constructed so that a definite point is drilled 
home each time* I’m suprised and appalled at the number of writing courses that aren’t taught that way*
This fall I’m improving my education (or lack thereof), instead of trying to 
improve other people’s* Right now I’m in the middle of a short, non-credit 
Ehglish lit. course which covers Joyce, Faulkner, Bellow, and Robbe-Grillet.
The prof is supposed to be one of the best in NtJ’s Bhglish department, and I’m 
thoroû ily enjoying it* M y literature background is just about nonexistent, 
sad to say* But with a husband who is quite the opposite, and books crammed 
into every corner of our apartment, things are looking up* Also, for the first 
time in my life (no? second* I used to do it in 8th grade) I’m getting to the 
point where I enjoy withdrawing into a piece of fiction* I don’t know whether 
it’s progress or retrogression* I think partly it’s dislike of housework and other stuff I should be doing*
Life is really good* It’s football season, the weather’s cooperating, married 
life couldn’t be better, and the future looks intriguing* Ivan is in stage II 
of investigating universities* He has eliminated many and is gathering more 
information about the half doaen that look most promising. Thanks to a conflict 
with Air Force Reserve duty, he can’t take the Graduate Records Exam until 
January, but that should still be plenty of time* I’ll let you know the outcome 
of all this about next April. I’ve still got the teaching bug bad, toofc and 
something’s gonna have to be done about it, but just what that’ll be depends on 
many things— including the spot we happen to light in by next year*
Things have been pretty dull around Together’s offices* I’ve been working at 
about half speed, doing lots of reading that I’ve wanted to do, and wishing for 
some exciting assignments. One problem is that we seem to be scheduled well 
into 1966— so what’s to do? And they’ve just hired a Negro girl, who will start 
Jfonday, and whose Interests probably will cross mine at many points. That’s 
fine with me, but I don't know how they think they’re going to keep all of us 
perking* I’m making a few preliminary stabs at getting a second semester 
teaching job somewhere in the Chicago area, but doubt that anything will come 
of it* Even in the unlikely event that there should be an opening for which 
I’m qualified, I doubt that they could afford me. However, at most I figure to be here until next summer*



We’re still In the same apartment, raitout stove and sink* It’s a bit of a 
nuisance, but we smile all the way to the bank and, heck, it really is a nice 
apartment* Saturday, after the Wisconsin game, I’m plan ring open house for 
a bunch of ex-cherubs and other people* ffy lack of facilities is a built-in 
excuse— I don’t feel Ï should fuss* 1*11 buy a hunk of corned beef the night 
before and cook it, make some kind of caserole dish, devil a couple dozen eggs, 
and throw a few other odds and ends on the table fbr people to dig into 
as they like* 'All summer we cooked hamburgers on the back porch on our little 
hibachi. Even entertained Ben Baldwin and family in such high style*
Our two-week vacation in Montana (end of August, first of Sept,ember) was 
delightful, though cold! We camped at Glacier (to say nothing of at Ivan’s 
folks; outhouse and all), watched the rain clouds gather over the Tetons5 
bundled ourselves to two days of rodeo, and then flew to Colorado for a 
couplé of days at Rocky Mt* parie before I went back to work* Oh how 
reluctantly! Ivan stayed on for the rest of the week to begin work on 
Rotary’s next pre-convention issue* Next June the convent ion will be in 
Denver* The cold weather cut down some of our camping, but I nevertheless 
was practically ecstatic at the sight of mountains* It’d been a while*
I hope we’ll go West next year, but I’m not counting on it* Ivan would like 
to, but the question of the best graduate history curriculum is paramount*
When you get tired of grading freshman composition, take your frustrations out 
on a typewriter and write* Us* Glad to hear you’re back in Shreveport# And 
when the snow and ice descends on us, I’ll be green-eyed* Arrggghhhhh!
Regards to whoever I might know* Any of your old friends still around?



It may surprise ya to find that I’m still among the living* Only the name has 
been changed...It’s Carol Muller Doig now. Since April 17, to be exact, when 
I began finding out what people like about married life. Huh. Why didn’t 
someone tell me years ago? You may not be bowled over to learn that my husband 
Ivan is BSJ, MSJ -fe'dill• We worked together a couple of summers at the 
institute, then he went into the Air Force and I went back East. By the time 
I got back to Evanston he was working as an editorial writer in Decatur} liked 
the job but loathed the burg* So a year ago June he moved back to Evanston as 
an aawxfca assistant editor for the Hotarian magazine. Which he still is.
We1 re living about a mile west of Dyche stadium, on the third floor of a private 
house, and he keep calling it temporary but we*re still here. Temporary because 
the City of Evanston caught up with ray landlady and a 20-year-old zoning 
violation, and made her take the sink and stove out of ray apartment. That’s a 
bit of a nuisance, but during the summer we had a hibachi on the back porch, 
and most evenings I use her kitchen« Other than that it’s an nice place, and we smile all the way to the bank.
There’s considerable method in our madness, because Ivan wants to go back to 
school for a Ph.D and to change fields, too. History, the man says, and I agree 
that, even for teaching journalism, that’s much adbr more sensible than a 
doctorate in (ughi) journalism* So he’s busy reading catalogs and 
investigating schools, and presnet plans are to land back on a college campus next fall*
Meanwhile, Evanston is fun, the football season is here, the weather is 
cooperating, and HU plays football just as incredibly as it used to* The 
Wisonsin game is Saturday, after which we’re planning to entertain some 
ex-cherubs and others at an informal, kitchensless open house* Who’s crazy7
l*m still working at the Methodist Publishing House (therwise known as Together)* 
In fact, I’m supposed to be working right now, but this seems to be dull season, 
and I find I can accomplish things here more easily than at home, where the 
chores seem forever to intrude oh my vision* I’ve had fun* with this job, 
though 1 think I’ve about nxx worn it out now* It’s too much of a desk job, 
most of the time, to keep me happy much longer* So I won’t be sad to chuck it, come next summer.
I've spent some additional summers at the HU journalism institute, by the 
way, and karst this past summer was pressed into service quite unexpectedly.
Ivan was about to leave for two weeks duty with the Air Force, and I was 
working at my job, when Ben 8a*k Baldwin called one day with an SOS. Seems 
he’d had trouble getting a head woman’s counselor, and the gal who took the 
job didn t realize £ what was involved and just asn’t up to it. So I spent 
three weeks at the job, in addition to my regular one, in addition to a 
quick business trip to Nashville* Whewi It can’t be done, of course, but I had fun trying.



Last fall, having just gotten myself engaged, I also taught a reporting lab 
at Medill. Fortunately, Ivan helped me with the grading, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed the class work« Learned a lot, too* This fall I’m improving my own 
education, instead of trying to advance other peopled. At the moment I1« 
taking a short, noncredit course in contemporary fictions Joyce, Faulkner, 
Bellow, Robbe-Grillet. With my nonexistent lit« background, this is very 
good mental exercise« One of NU’s best English profs is lecturing, so it*s 
doubly enjoyable*
Meanwhile, Ivan Is getting up at 5>*30 to bring his college Russian back up to 
par» In fact, today he said he about had It at that point, and was now going 
to continue and learn sore» And he’s also doing some reviewing for the 
Graduate Records Exam, besides reading everything else In sight— as usual*
For change of pace ks we go camping, although we1?© about to ran out of weather 
for that* Ivan’s from Montana, so we spent our n two-week vacations there at 
the end of August and first of September* I#d never been there and I enjoyed 
my introduction* We went to Glacier and to a rodeo, besides meeting all sorts 
of relatives* Also got to the Tetons and to Colorado— Rocky Mt* park and 
Denver* We flew, since two weeks just doesn’t provide much driving time*
My folks are find, and still living In Ocean Grove* They’ll stop here for 
Christmas, then go on to California to see mother’s relatives and Florida to 
visit friends* They’ll be away about a month altogether— lucky folk* I had 
thought we might go to New Jersey, but that seemed wasteful when they planned 
to com© in this direction anyway*
I’m feeling thoroughly ashamed of myself, Gail, for not getting me to sit down 
and write letters now andthen* If you can find time, with your, family and 
frenetic schedule, I should be able to, and (I promise) I’ll make an effort 
to Improve considerably* The only worse communicator seems to be Barbara*
I did* however, get a nicely engraved birth announcement (In French, of course) 
last week, letting us know a daughter was born Sept* 29* -Xt*s their first*
She and Jean-Michel are living just outside Paris, where they’ve bought a 
co-op apartment*- Peg and her husband quit their jobs In Canada this summer 
and took off for the Caribbean* I got a card from Puerto Rico, fbut haven* t 
heard since* A couple of times during ray tenure at Together I ve gotten 
notes from Barron, who’s doing PR for Six Flags Over Texas, a big entertain
ment complex between Dallas and Ft* Worth* He’s had a couple of story ideas 
that I’ve turned down— gently, I hope* They seem to like the Texas sunshine*
So what’s new with you by now? Some inroediate work has just hit ray desk, sooo*



Tuesday, May 1, 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
Ahhhh. A typewriter to use again, after four weeks of hand written 
illegibility, I think that Ivan took his time off from the machine better 
than I —  but then his handwriting is somewhat better! Beginning yesterday 
morning, though, he reattaihed himself to his lifeline and has been turning 
out letters by the batch. This is mainly catching up with mail, which 
covered our extra desk by the time got home. Meanwhile, I've been paying 
the bills, which weren't bad since I had them up to date when we left, and 
then asked Wendy to take care of the mortgage and Visa with checks we left.
And so we are gradually getting back to normal, After waking at 3*30 a.m. 
yesterday, we made it through a normal night1 s sleep last night, I am just 
now drying the last batch of clothes from the trip} some of them had to be 
washed twice, and some bleached, to overcome the aftereffects of the horrendous 
London air —  and I took a scrubbing brush to the bottom of one of Xvflh's 
pair of slacks.
We’re very satisfied with the results of the trip: Ivan's finding a London
agent, and tracing more family history and geography in Edinburgh, and my 
collecting of information about worldwide media as well as following British 
election coverage and generally studying the media there. We also got to 
quite a lot of theater, with the best productions being the ̂ oyal Shakespeare 
Company's Love’s Labour Lost (in London), and Merry Wives of Windsor (in 
Stratford), Besides that, we got to see some of the countryside in the 
Cotswolds that we'd meat enjoyed before, and spent several nights in Oxford, 
where we spent an evening with the brother of a colleague of mine from 
Shoreline, and his wife.
On the other hand, we did feel that four weeks worked out to the right amount 
of time, instead of six, partly because the weather continued cold and ms 
turning rather more rainy —  not the kind of weather to try to enjoy the 
Scottish highlands or Wales, The other part of it is that Britain looks 
somewhat mere down at the heels, especially in London, and runs considerably 
less well than six years ago. The "industrial actions" at the airport as we 
arrived, and the post office slowdown were the ones which affected us most, 
but the social contract in general seemed very strained. They've had a bad winter of confrontations between government and workers over pay .policy, and 
the consensus was that the Conservatives will win the election on Thursday 
and Mrs* Thatcher will become prime minister, because lots of people are sick 
of the Labour government. In the long run we think that will make life even 
more difficult, withlhe Conservative government even less able to keep the 
country running, but we met numerous people, from Ivan's new agent to our 
friends the Wintersgills, who think it's time for a change.
We like Britain and in̂ sh it well,, and it may be that, with 20 or more years of 
North Sea oil self-sufficiency ahead of them, they will have a chance 
economically.



Now that we are gratefully back home, to a life of relative ease —  since 
leaving our nice apartment in London we’d seen quite enough of bed and 
breakfast rooms which seemed to have dozens of clashing patterns and dubious 
heat —  we seem to have a bonus coming up* Ivan had previously been invited 
to Missoula in May for a writer's conference, but had said we'd be in England* 
Yesterday the director called again —  how did he know we were coming home 
early? —  and offered us expenses and Ivan a $500 honorarium to be there 
May 9 through 12* Two active writers in the 70s, whom Ivan would like to 
meet, A #8. Guthrie who wrote The Big Sky, and Norman Maclean who wrote a 
marvelous story called A River Runs Throû i it, will be there, and the other 
writers we've already met from Missoula are a good deal of fun, so Ivan 
thinks we'll go* He's getting a lot of encouragement from me, the willing 
.vacationer* I think we'll fly to Missoula, but details aren’t arranged yet*
Well, vie came home to my sorting of bills, which in preliminary analysis 
indicates that our four weeks in Britain will have cost us about $1,000 a 
week, with about $100 a week In shopping that includes a new coat and Shetland 
sweater for me, and a sweater and a couple of Harris tweed caps for Ivan*
That used to be a lot of money, didn’t it? Trips can still be done for less, 
but not in the way we wanted to, to accomplish what we wanted to# And, I 
might add, we certainly could have spent a lit more* On the one hand, our 
London apartment cost about $0)0 a week; but on the other it allowed us to 
eat two meals a day in our own quarters, and since eating out even to minimal 
standards is so expensive in London, arri so Ì3 staying in a mere hotel room,
1 1 hink we came out well * For our two weeks away from London we stayed at 
moderate priced hotels or bed and breakfast establishments, except for those 
two nights at the Holiday Inn and Heathrow, which was sensible ibr business 
reasons* Boo«**
No matter what the expense, we have plenty left over from the HBJ royalty 
statement just arrived* This is the big one for Sky, covering the six 
months ended December 31, 1978. After deducting Ivan's advance on that book 
of $4,500, it totals $13,397*45. Ann gets 10$ of that as agent, and we look 
around to a figure out what to do with the rest. It will probably be in 
short-term notes of some kind, wince we are about to begin thinking about 
house projects* The thinking will take some time, and anyway Ivan will not 
want the bcuse tom up around him this year, as he works to finish the current 
manuscript, so whatever we do will occur next year*
I'm looking forward to that, and to taking some courses and helping teach one 
at the UW. I have been accepted as a 5th year undeclared, matriculated 
student* That's a category which means I have a regular status at the UW 
without having to „work for a degree —  just what I wanted for my sabbatical 
year# I have a June 7 appointment to sign up for ,summer quarter*
There* That's a start on bringing you up to date* I'm enclosing a check for 
the delayed payment, thank you very much, minus $25 for Ivan's Christmas 
present, a huge new biography of the writer Joseph Conrad. As for an 
anniversary present, our first necessity is a decent reading lamp ox for our 
bedroom, and I'll be shopping for it prompt!y# How does that sound*



m

Monday, May 7, 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
Tour letter arrived today, along with the clippings about Wells and the UW. 
Wells with a president from Texas must be something different, and I hops 
she will see it thrive. As fbr the UW health and science complex, it does 
indeed thrive vdth federal dollars; we see stories from time to time here, 
but it* s interesting that the AP picked it up lot and that the AP Press 
printed it.
In return, I*m enclosing a photocopy of the NT Times article about the 
National Book Awards, which lists Sky as an "important candidate." The 
original came from «Jan Mason of Life magazine, who covered the reunion 
last summer and wrote the note at top. hiî it now the author is getti ng 
ready to go to Missoula and read some of his new manuscript; I had the 
first 25 pages photocopied for him this morning.
We*11 leave at 7 a.m. Wednesday, and return to Seattle on Sunday afternoon, 
after which 1*11 try to reach you with a phone call. We aren*t sure just 
what the program will be at k the University of Montana, since the English
prof vho*s organizing it is a bit offhand. But if he weren’t, he would
have remembered that we were supposed to be in Europe, and Ivan wouldn t 
have gotten an invitation. So we are looking forward to whatever transpires.
We* 11 have to pack for 'every possibility of weather —  as Ivan says, it could 
be snowing, or it could be 859 Or Both, I suppose*
Meanwhile, wefve done a bit of socializing. Ann and Marsh and the children 
came to dinner Friday, and I served up a King Salmon, fresh from Pike Place 
market, which they enjoyed enthusiastically. We brought Marsh a paisley tie 
from liberty, and Ann ax fancy key chain. It*s their favorite store, so they
were pleased. We had an invitation to spend Boat Day (Saturday) on a boat,
with the people across the street, but it would have been a long day and we 
decided that we didn’t want to be involved from 9 to 6. As it turned out, 
the ̂weather Was squally, so we curled up in our own living room and read 
contentedly. Testerday Amy celebrated her new apartment nearby with brunch 
for us, the Bodens and Howard and Trudy Forbes. She has been busily getting 
the place painted, carpeted and so forth during the winter and said this was 
her first social occasion. It*s a nice condominium not far from here, and 
she has two floors and three bathsl Also a swimming pool and lots of nice 
shrubbexy out front* She has the Williambrug lamp table in her upstairs' 
study, and it looks very nice with her other furniture, as we were sure it 
would.
So all it well with us. Ivan Is out on the hill, cutting some wood, and I 
pleaned up around the patio area this afternoon. I invested just enough 
bffort to keep the place reasonable while we*re «way*
Ivan says he* 11 add a note to this, so 1*11 quits and begin the meatloaf. 
Hapny Mother * s Day*



Tuesday, May 15, 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
It*s 8:30 on a sunny Seattle morning, and I've just spent an hour getting 
a vegetable chowder started in the crockpot. That's easier than teaching 
a 7:30 class, but it doesn't pay as well. Now I’ll spend a couple'of hours 
at various desk chores, then 1*11 go begin jogging a bit on the Shoreline 
track, and eat a picnic lunch there with Jean. If the afternoon stays 
sumy, 1*11 read on the patio, and maybe do a little gardening.
Pretty soft life, eh?
I have an appointment Friday morning with the UW professor, Merfill Samuel son, 
who is my team-teaching pal for the summer. He thinks it will take' us about 
an hour and a half to plan the course and who does what;, bit since I know 
nothing whatever about it, I don't see how it can consumer that much time, 
unless he's prepared for a monologue* Probably he is; he's a very nice man 
with a monotone voice and a hî ily theoretical background (a Stanford Ph.D), 
and I've joked to Ivan that my job this summer probably will evolve into an 
attempt to keep the class awake. The course is calledrThe Communication 
Process, and is described in the catalog like this: Intrapersonal, inter-
personal, anal1-group, organizational, mass and societal communication; 
examination of the function of communication; human communication process 
based on social science research.
Got that? I'm yawning already. But seriously, I hope to learn some things, 
and to brighten the curriculum, and to evaluate the cotirse as a possibility 
for Shoreline. Besides, they'll pay me half salary for two months.
After I talk with Merrill I can try to gauge how many courses I can take —
I'd like to take , two, but I may settle for one.
After he returns . from his book promotion trip June 23-26, Ivan plans to work 
at the UW library, reading through much of Swan's million and a half words, 
so we hope to picnic together at the UW some days.
That's for the future. As for the. recent past, we had an exceptionally good 
time at Missoula. First of all, we stayed with a professor of intellectual 
history, Bill Bevis, and his wife Juliette Crump, who teaches dance. Thpy 
married a few years ag> after both came to Missoula after broken marriages. 
Juliette's two dau^ters, 14 and 11, live with them. They found a broken down 
one room bungalow, with a barn cut back and an acre and a half of lpnd.
No one else knew what to do with it, but they did; they knocked out walls and 
added dormers, then moved the barn right up to the house and attached it.
That became a dance Studio with a floor space of 20 x 40 feet, and there's 
also a storage loft. We slept in a pullout bed under the loft, with a 
freestanding wood stove at our feet. Mostly we didn't use that; the room is 
uneated and we just used it as a nice cool place to sleep.
Juliette was mostly out of town with her dance group, and the girls were mostly 
staying with friends, so Bill cooked for us and he's very good at it* P<wk 
roast one night, and pork with rice and stuff cooked in a wok the next. He 
even makes homemade coffee cake on Sunday mornings1



At the campus and conference, a couple of miles away, Ivan was pleased at 
the chance to meet A.B* Guthrie Jr., who wrote the Big Sky and ^ve Montana 
its motto many years ago, and Norman Maclean, who story A Hiver Ruruts Through 
It* ranks as one of the finest novellas ever done in this country. He wrote 
it a few years ago, after retiring as an English prof at the University of 
Chicago. Both are in their late 70s, jock both still writing and very sharp 
in conversation and panel discussion*
Then there are the younger writers —  many of them around Missoula, but not 
very many writing on western themes. One of the most interesting is Jim 
Welch, who is Indian and who writes full time while he wife teaches at the 
university. We compared notes and find that we live very similar lives.
He has done a book of poetry and one novel in Harper & Bow's Native American 
series. Another novel is due out this fall, and he read a piece from it 
during his reading.
We had not met the most accomplished (we think) of the younger novelists,Rick Marinis, but he finally showed up at the party to mark the end of the 
conference. He doesn’t write on western subjects, but he has published 
several very imaginative novels, and has had prestigious publishers. He 
told me, however, that none .of his books has sold more than 3500 copies!
All of the writers seemed genuinely pleased with each other, so it was 
rather a celebration of talent across generations. Maclean, who seems in 
some ways the shyest of the group, kksR finally allowed as how Ivan might 
igkxKxidtax pay him a visit when Ivan next gets to Chicago. He has a home 
near the university.
Ivan read mostly from his new manuscript —  the first 20 pages or so; then 
a counie of short sections from Sky, including his classroom description of 
Mrs. Tidyman. That was much appreciated by the audience. Sky had been 
sold out in Missoula since the previous week, but at the last minute on 
Saturday the local Bon got a shipment, and Ivan got in just as the place 
was closing to xioix sign them. So the booksellers there think they can 
sell more, and will be pleased when it comes out in paperback, too. We 
don’t know when that will be.
Meanwhile, Ivan is cayting about for a friendly librarian to go and pick 
up his latest honor at Olympia on Thursday. Jean can't, so he'll try 
the Northwest collection, folks at the UW. He also gat a call yesterday 
from the Burien library, where the guild wants him to come and do a reading. 
They asked what he charged, and he said a minimum'of - $200. "Is. that right?" 
he wondered later. I said it sounded right to me, and he didn't want to do 
many of them anyway. He also has been asked to do something in ¿idmonds, as 
part of a new lecture and concert series, next spring.
And I thought things were going to calm down. Next week?



Tuesday, May 22, 19,79
Dear Mother and Dad
Another sunny day, so at 11:30 I'll go to the Shoreline track, get a little 
exercise, and have a picnic lunch with Jean.\ It's been so beautiful and dry 
here that we thoroughly watered the shrubs and vegetable patch yesterday; 
even the rhodies were beginning to look thirsty. The big one at the edge of 
the patio is showing off just now, and the azaleas nearby are about to bloom,
I've planted a few carnations, too, to add a little color, and will look 
around for a few more annuals. We like a little color, though by and large 
we'll settle for the restful greenery, I've begun spending a couple of 
afternoon hours on the patio, soaking up what sun comes through the branches, 
and reading the texts for the course I'll be helping to teach this summer.
The first one is quite a bit more interesting than I had predicted —  a good 
sign for things to come. Since the course is theory and research oriented, I 
was afraid everything xx would be couched in abstract language borrowed from 
sociologists,
Merrill Samuelson, the professor I'll be working with, is a former dean of 
communications at the UW, and a truly nice man, I think. When he learned that 
I hadn't taught the course before, he went ahead and did the planning, then 
offered me lots of options as to the parts I wanted to handle, I will start 
with language, which I know something about from the semantics course, but 
T'll also read the material for the entire course so as to get a grasp of the 
enti re pro j ect,
We will teach in a room that seats 111, and Samuelson predicts an enrollment 
of about 90 after the initial shakedown. Some change after my classes of 27!
It will, in any event, give me a good ̂ chance to evaluate the ccurse for use 
at Shoreline, and'make me a month's pay in the process.
Ivan, for his part, is having to figure out how many speaking engagements to 
allow into his schedule. Yesterday he had two more requests, and has established 
a policy of accepting a few local appearances as long as they're limited to 
reading (and so require minimum preparation), and as long as the fee is a 
minimum of $200. So he accepted a fall date at Highline Community college, 
south of Seattle, yesterday, and turned down the Willamette writer's group in 
Oregon, for a two-day session this summer.
Despite such interrutpions —  we just turned the telephone answering machine 
back on this morning —  he has been making good progress with rewriting, and 
I’ve just read the first 30 pages of revised manuscript, where he has edited some existing sections and added others, I told him I think
he's made considerable improvements, but to pleasd go back and try to 
eliminate a few of the dashes. When kk we wrote the News book we were appalled 
to see how many showed up in the proofs, since we both like to use 'em.
Now he tends to use them in complex sentence structure where they're hard to 
replace, but I did find a couple of sentences where commas could be substituted.



This book is fun to watch in the development because in a sense it is such a 
work of bravado, Ivan is creating the form and he also knows that he has to 
entrance the readers with words and other surprises. That is, it does not 
carry the strong story line of Sky, So perhaps it is a kind of conjuring,
I am enclosing a copy of the awards brochure from Writer’s Day, and I don't 
need to have this one returned, • I had fun being his stand-in, and in his 
behalf asked permission to make brief remarks about the need to fund 
libraries adequately;' He concluddd: ’’This House of Sky, for which I
gratefully accept your award, is full evidence that if our libraries are not funded to keep pace with today's flow of information, if our librarians 
are crippled by financial strictures, the lives of xk us all and the vigor 
of our state will be lessened." Needless to say, that was a very popular 
message in a room full of librarians, and even the governor appreciated it, 
since at the moment the state budget is deadlocked in the House of 
Representatives and she has been lecturing at than to get it done by the 
legal deadline of June 1,
No one else made a speech. I just asked the governor's perm's si on and did 
it. We think she is a disaster̂  as governor, but I must say that she was 
all amicability that day. Afterward we were invited to the governor's 
mansion for a reception. t had been restored a few years back, and it is 
an altogether handsome colonial building, with a ±sasmxr formal drawing room 
that sports three big crystal chandeliers, and a dining room featuring 
"Wallpapers " consisting of painted scenes of Washington State*
Many people had kind words about Sky and obviously had read it, I brought 
one of the judges back to Seattle, and she said there never was any question 
about it winning the award.
So I guess that brings you up to date. It's about to be Memorial Day 
weekend, and we aren't going anywhere, except perhaps for a hike around Lake 
Union —  our traditional way of celebrating the occasion, With gas short, 
expecially on weekends, I suppose the city won't be as peaceful as usual.
We hope you're having a pleasant soring week, too.



Tuesday, May 29, 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
This day began bleak and gray, and I thought I’d not be tempted outdoors 
for a change. However, now at 10;45 a.m. the sun has broken through, and 
I’m thinking of excuses to walk the neî iborhood or tidy the yard some 
more. Or at least sit on the patio and read. It's a good thing that I've 
just dispatched the week's laundry.
We had an energy-efficient and pleasant Memorial Day weekend, with a visit 
from Linda Miller and Fran and Gabe on Friday evening, Fran is 11 and Gabe 
is 7 now, and they are good visitors, sitting at our desks and drawing or 
writing when other activities get dull, I had a couple of silver dollars 
left from last summer's trip to Montana, so I showed them how to catch 
them off their elbows, and since they are well coordinated, that made a 
great hit. Naturally I let them take the silver dollars home with them.
We spent Saturday and Sunday tending to the property and discu sal ng what 
might be done to improve it, and I'm just making arrangements for home 
energy analyses by Seattle City Light, and by what's called the master 
conservor*s office of a state agency. They do much the same thing in 
checking insulation and aprliances and the like, but it may be useful to 
compare the findings. Step 1 in planning for this house, we figure, is 
to find out what h shape it's currently in.
Yesterday we did our annual' 7-mile hike around Lake Union, and in addition 
to John and Jean, Frank Zoretich came with us. Since Frank has not had a 
car for two years, and since he did a long series about the Columbia liiver 
for Pacific Search magazine by walking and hitchhiking, we consider him 
our professional walker, Tunis out his secret is that he does it slowly*
So we had a pleasant walk and a picnic lunch afterwards at Gasworks Park, 
where we watched the kite flyers, Frank and his wife Linda —* who ŵ;s 
home doing end of the term projects for architectural landscaping at the 
UW —  live near the lake, so he fed us coffee, coming and going, and we 
got a chance to see Linda a bit, too, Frank has been freelancing for 
several years, and is one of our former "cherubs," but he has recently 
returned to work fulltime for the Post-Intelligencer, since he had a slim 
winter's income and needs steady cash flow while Linda is in school. They 
have him doing Sunday feature writing, which is the job he wanted,
Jean is reagy to be on her way June 7 for their summer trip to the American 
Library Association convention in Houston (Ivan will see them there), and 
then to visit John's mother and various relatives and fxssx friends all the 
way to Baltimore, However, John is worred about the diesel fuel situation 
fpr the Mercedes, and it's probably going to take all of Jean's ingenuity 
to get him going. If she can. We will see, Cindy arrived home a few days 
ago, and Lisa was due on a k 7:30 a.m. flight this morning, so they will 
be available to look after the house while they tend to their summer jobs. 
Both of them seem very happy with their graduate studies at Indiana and 
Wisconsin, as we he ir it from Jean,



For those who are working, ho ho, the college year is almost over. This 
is the last week of classes, and then exams come next week* As for this 
loafer, I don’t miss it a bit. I'm getting a lot of reading done, and 
quite a few chores. On Friday I have another meeting at the UW to finish 
the course schedule.
Enclosed is one of Ivan's recent fan letters, and also a copy of the 
book dedications article that appeared locally in The Weekly's Header, 
a book supplement to the Seattle weekly newspaper. This issue is bound 
for the American Booksellers Association convention in Los Angeles.
And, by the way, some oublishing people and Titers were bound there 
on the ill-fated American DC-10. Xxy Very sad.
Ivan is currently sitting at his desk, playing his particular game of 
jigsaw puzzles with his manuscript. He writes sections and then thinks 
about how to put them together. A most unusual procedure, this one-time 
reporter thinks, but obviously he makes it work!
We hope that your weather has improved and that you’re having a pleasant 
week.



Tuesday, June 5> 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
Our fine weather lasted through the weekend, then yesterday the clouds began 
forming and this morning we've had some fog and rain. It1 s just as well; I 
have indoor chores to do, and considerable reading in communications research 
and theory. So this morning I am dealing with "cognitive dissonance1' and 
"semantic differentials." How would you like a bushel basket full of 
terminology like that. To add to the interest, I am signed up to lecture 
for a week on all sorts of stuff like that —  which I must learn first, and 
probably debunk second. I have the practical journalises skepticism about 
much social science research. This, t any rate, gives me a chance to learn 
what's what. And I think that Merrill Samuelson mil be very nice to work 
with.
On Thursday I go to registration, try to learn my way around the UW paperwork 
factory, and find one course that I'd like to take. Since I have a late 
appointment, that may not be as easy as it sounds. I'll also try to get a 
current bus schedule, since we are thinking of commuting by Metro, since our 
college bus route has an express run which stops at the edge of thefreeway 
in the U District. That would leave something like S or 10 blocks to walk, 
which ought to be good exercise on presumably sunny summer days. I say "we", 
since Ivan is planning to road more of Swan's diaries at the UW, starting 
about the first of July.
Meanwhile, Ivan received his plane tickets yesterday from HBJ for the 
American Library Association convention in Dallas, and the Western writers 
meeting in Boulder. He'll leave Saturday, June 23 and return the afternoon 
of his birthday, June 27. That means he'll be mostly on the run, with one full 
e e h q s  day at Six the Dallas convention which includes autographing from 10 to noon 
and 2 to 4, along with being featured guest at both lunch and dinner with 
young adult librarians, whatever that means* Jean will be there, so he has 
had her invited to the festivities; she just called to say that Harcourt Brace 
had called her. In Boulder he’ll be a member of a panel, participate in an 
autographing party at the public library, and I don't know what all else*
Busy, busy, 1'he publisher picks up all expenses, and he comes home again as 
soon as possible, to get back to work. That isn't soon enough to ■ allow me to 
throw a considerable "Ivan is Finally 40" party, as I had contemplated, but I 
shall find a way x to do something.
Speaking of party, I have a bowl full of cooked potatoes awaiting me in the 
kitchen. The college group has its en-of-the-quarter get-together tonight 
at Amy Mates', and I am assigned potato salad. It's been years since I've 
made any, since I usually buy just a bit at our local deli. However, this 
time I need several pounds worth, and the price would approximate the national debt. Also, I'm supposed to have time to do things like that ri$rt 
now, although I mange to keep busy. Jean's tamale pie, which is her 
contribution to the event, is tucked into our freeaer, since she didn't have 
room in her own. And Ivan has just taken the crockpot out of the refrig; 
the gentlemen aren't invited (to my continuing disgruntlement), so he gets 
leftover veggie soup.



Yes, 1*11 take care of a birthday present for Ivan« And no}- I haven’t 
bought an anniversary present yet, because I couldn t find a lamp to our 
liking, so we rearranged the house a bit and made do with what we have« 
Why don't we consider the sending of the desk our anniversary present? _
That's about all —  exeept to report that my wild life in the outdoors 
came complete with a bee sting last week, the first in many a year* I 
was on the back slope, hoeing out an area near a little fruit tree, and 
zap! So I called Group Health as said, "What do I do for a bee sting?" 
the best, said the mk nurse, is to make a paste of monosodium glutamate 
and water, then add an ice pack« I didn't have any, so I used the next 
best, baking soda« It didn't hurt much, but itched for several days' 
running« Welcome to the woods 1
Now, onward to lunch and potato salad*



Wednesday, June 13, 1979

Dear Mother and Dad
This week will be getting away before I know it, then I’ll be back to work* 
Ivan and I. spent yesterday morning in the U District, dth him in the UW 
library and me watching several films scheduled for the communications 
course, and meeting with Professor Samuelson over final details* He has 
the course outline in the university* s computer bank, and showed me a 
little of how to ivork it. To make revisions, you first call up the 
outline onto a VDT (television) screen, then move a little white dot to 
the place you want to add or delete. When everything is ready, a button 
can be pushed, and a neighboring IBM typewriter spews the thing out onto 
paper, or in this case onto a dittomaster so that copies can be run for 
the whole aadt class.
The class is to be held in a reasonably attractive room with blue desks and 
lots of audiovisual equipment. The hitch is the construction going on 
outsidel It was noisy yesterday, but Merrill says there’s a mike available
After all that was accomplished, Ivan and I went off to the U Bookstore, 
where I bought the books for my English course* There are eî ht in all, 
ranging through poe&ry and short fiction to,novels. We already owned 
three —  A Catcher in the Rye, All the King s Men}, and Sometimes a Great 
Notion. The remaining ones, all paperback, cost a total of $10,65* 
Meanwhile, the student in front of me was buying one surveying text for 
$21.95. In the same line also were two neatly dressed Chinese, possibly 
nationalist, buying texts for computer work in Fortran*
Then we had lunch and stopped at Washington Mutual to withdraw $1200 for 
Ivan’s quarterly payment to the IRS. Ugh.
Today I’ll meet a former student, now a senior at the UW, for lunch* He 
is one of those students instructors would like to clone —  very pleasant 
and well informed. He has a short-wave radio and listens to broadcasts 
around the world, so gets a different perspective on current events than 
nearly anyone else. He is double*majoring in communications and Eastern 
European history, and meanwhle works half time for Mutual of Omaha*
Tomorrow I get a haircut, so as not to look like a sheep dog for the start 
of summer quarter, and work the rest of the day clearing the desk. And on 
Friday Frank Zoretich and h|s wife Linda will came to dinner,
I’ve managed to buy some new summer clothes at a Nordstrom*s sale. Two 
pair of shoes —  fairly fashionable without heels or toes. I am not 
entirely confident of the comfort level, but will hope for the best.
Then white slacks, a blue skirt, and three blouses which I can mix and 
match. With the few other things in the closet, I think I can manage on 
that for eight weeks,
Ivan is meanwhile sitting at his desk, s4 aring at his manuscript and 
sighing through his moustache. He is probably trying to write transitions, 
which are needed by the bale for this book, I have been reading sections



as he has been finishing-them, and can report that the results of his 
efforts ready; smoothly, as he rummages back and forth between centuries 
with James G, Swan,
Thank you for the article about junkyard parts. I assure you that we 
intend to keep the Buick rolling. I see the best milage again goes to 
the Datsun B210, which we almost bought a couple of summers ago, Even 
so, I think we*re better off right now to have practically no capital 
investment- and to await developments on the nergy and design frontf®
Let * s see. What other bits of news? The editing group, which I attend 
monthly but have not got much involved in, wondered if I would run fvr 
president* I declined* I go to a meeting Monday night, and on .Luesday 
have breakfast with a woman who would like to get her father* s manuscript 
of a novel published* I am to talk to her about options of how to do 
that —  at $25 for the hour, before heading for my morning classes* We911 
see then if she wants further work done, after I see whether the manuscript 
is honeful or hopeless.
Our wather is cooler but pleasant this week* I hope that yours has 
improved.
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Dear C aro l and Iva n ,

I  th in k  my six-w eek ,grace . upriod i s  oven 
England* Or was th a t l a s t  year?

Pro*'a hi v you are back from

Mv own t r a v e ls  have been more modest* I  s^ent f iv e  days in  northern y 
W isconsin a con ole cf weeks ago. I t  was lo v e ly , I  met 9ave in  
Milwaukee and we drove north fr o m th e r e . Tramped in  the woods a l o t .

The end of Ju ly ' I  w ill  f l y  to  Pennsylvani a fo r  a week w ith my brother  
and his fa m ily . I t  has b^en se vera l years slnn© I  ve heen th e r e .

Otherw ise, .1 nl an to sta y  put# I  am g e ttin g  one'-or "two n igh ts a week 
work on the copydesk o f the Albuquerouer. Jo u r n a l, which h elns make th e  
time p a ss.

I  had a f in e  garden goin g u n t i l  I  went away fo r  fiv e  d a y s. Th® tem peratures  
went u o to  the high 90 g w hile 1 was/^on® a n d 'th ere w a s n t  much l e f t  when 
I  g o t back. But I. d id  g e t some p eas, l e t t u c e ,  spinach and tu rn !n s out o f  
i t  before i t  sh rivele d  up. Mv new straw berry bed a ls o  disappeared in  mv 
absen ce. But what makes me saddest i s  th a t  mv l i t t l e  maple tre e  is  d y in g . 
The jffturserv gave me m edicine for it  but i t  has not h e lp e d • A green  
thumb I  do not have.

Mv parents came overr fo r  a few da vs a t the end of May, 
f i n e .

Thev are dol n0.

About a month and a h a l f  ago, the doctor d isco n tin u ed  my chemotheranv.
I  had alm ost used u p mv quota o f the druv anywav* So now we are'
lu s t  w atching to  see what happens. With the onset o f the boh w eather,
I  decided la eoupl® o f  weeks ago th a t I  had enough h a ir  b a c k 'to  stop  
wearing a w ig . I  donft  know i f  th a t  was a co rre ct a n a lv s is , but that  
wta was hot* I  may s ta r t  a new h a ir s t v le  c a lle d  th e fu z z y  minimum,

I  fe e l « a ‘ Ju s t  fin e  and hav® no reason *to think there are any he fa r  ta r s  
goings on in s id e  me at t h i s  tim e . I  see the doctor again the end cf 
n ext, we ek, ' '

One co lle a g u e  re tire d  the ana <3f th e . semester and the department heatl 
has gone o f f  on a yea r i s  sa b b a tica l . W@ h^red a new fa cti I t  y 1 member, but 
we y i l l ,  s t i l l  be one short in  the f a l l ' .  Scheduling i s  in^c^aos and I  
dor t  know what I  am to  te a ch  excent the beginning newswr it1 n *  c a ir s e  and 
advanced r e n o rtln 0’. I  ifeeam taught adva noed"reporting wi f>  the d emrtmenf 
head in  the spring and enfdoved i t  ver^ mneh, although i t  i s  a lo t  of 
work. Doing i t  alon® in  t*e f a l l  i s  «•oi v̂g to  be even more wcr^,

So. t h a t ’ a me 
e x c lt in ^  t h 4s

I f d lik e  to hear about yprir t r i p .  Are you doing anvthlpv  
summer? Writ® when vbu g e t ' a  chare®.

H

IS®



17021 10th Avenue NW 
Seattle, Wa. 98177 
August 21, 1979

Dear Peg
Ahhhhi The end of the summer session, and the coming of some time to call 
my own, I have had nine exceeding busy weeks, but thoroughly enjoyed the 
English lit class in which I enrolled, and the team teaching of the University 
of Washington*s Cmu 200, The Communication Process, The teaching was a special 
deal arranged by the Summer Session, here four community college teachers in 
different disciplines were invited to participate for mutual advantage, I 
finally deigned to tinny toe through some thoery,and methodology, and since I 
was working with a terrifically nice senior professor, a former director of 
the School of Communication, -1 found it not too bad. All the circles and boxes 
and arrows constituted a foreign language, though, and I got to lecture mostly 
in other areas, such as language, and the effects of advertising/television/ 
politics. Researching hour lectures from the ground up, I find, is hard work, 
but I now have a whole bunch of material assembled and will try to offer the 
course at Shoreline, along with my old favorite, mass media.
The lit course, called American Fiction since 1945, introduced me to two mad 
poets —  Roethke and Plath —  and allowed me to read and re-read a bunch of 
novels, most of which I enjoyed, I still like Holden Caulfield, and find him 
not a bit crazy, despite all the standard literary/psychological explanations. 
And this time around I found All the King’s Men very talky. Also, I found 
myself amused at how much talk is nbout character and metaphor. The prof 
admitted it, and when I wrote a paper analyzing the sentence strcutre of 
Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing, he was intrigued and tho ght it publishableI 
Trouble with these lit folks is that they don’t think like journalists, I 
came home and told Ivan he could quit working so hard; just throw in a bunch 
of metaphors and some stuff that Freud would like to,analyze.
So we have had a working summer, and Ivan will keep grinding away until the 
end of the year, when his current book manuscript is due at Harcourt Brace,
Me had-our spring vacation instead, with April in England, and despite "industrial actions " and raw weather, that worked out well, Ivan found a 
British literary agent who has since sold the rights to Sky to a,British 
publisher. We expect modest sales, but it will be well worthwhile to begin 
building name familiarity there. We also spent a weekend in Scotland, where 
he traced more of his family in Edinburgh records. That’s for a projected 
novel —  the next book or the one after —  and we traveled north of Edinbrugh 
for a few days, to the area north of Dundee where the Doigs has lived. It 
turns out to be pleasant country slowing gently down to the North Sea; not 
at all like the Highlands. I kidded him that it isn’t dramatic enough a 
setting.
Besides his work, and my watching the British election (I brought back a 
couple of pounds of clippings), we enjoyed a lot of theater. Desoite high 
prices for mot things, decent theater tickets still can be had fpr under $3*
We most enjoyed the Royal Shakespeare —  especially a spiffy new production 
of Love’s Labour Lost.



Generally, we found that Britain had had a hard winter, and that everyone was 
fed up with strikes* We were delayed six hours getting into Heathrow, the mail was a total mess, and The Times is still rare closed down, just for 
instance. I have groat sympathy with British workers, who seem underpaid 
and dead-ended, but the mood was not happy, and the Lai our government in the 
trouble that resulted in the Conservative victory and Margaret Thatcher as PM.
She spoke in very dogmatic terms, indicating a rigid approach to problems.
We shall see.
The British press I found terribly biased in its coverage, nearly all in 
Thatcher’s favor. Damnedest thing. The pop tabloids, even, especially, were 
rowdy Conservative rooters. The most flagrant was a front page in the Daily 
Mail, headlined in something near railroad gothic: Labour * s Dirty Dozen.
Subhead: 12 big lies they hope will save them. No indication that this is
shpposed to be an editorial. I found the most balanced coverage in, of all 
things, that Conservative standard-bearer, The Daily Telegraph.
Whatever the shortcomings, it’s great fun to be in a city where more papers 
are available daily than there's time to read.
We are home for awhile now. I'll be on sabbatical this coming academic year, 
and I've signed up for some course work at the UWforfe.ll, and will do so again 
winter quarter. Nothing stupendous—  I'm not working on a doctorate. Just 
taking undergrad courses to improve my general knowledge for mass media, and 
finding out what* it's like to be a student again. The summer lit course was 
a happyocperience both in terms of the prof and students. Much gcod discussion.
In fall I'll take a hM-ory course which will be all lecture, and large, but 
I'm taking it specifically because of the excellence of the prof, for whom Ivan 
TA'd-once upon a time. Also, the subject is American history since 3.940,
Shucks, I oughta know that stuff. And I'll probably take a curse in international 
communications*systems. Both of those ought to work themselves into lectures 
for mass media.
So there's a partial update. Let us know what it's like to work copydesk at the Albuquerque Journal. I've pretty decidely gotten away from the craft 
courses, and I'm sure l'd be terribly rusty if I tried to do any now. Trouble 
is, I've contracted the old professorial disease, Turn me on and I'll talk for 
50 minutes.


